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Local structure and charge distribution in U1-xAmxO2±δ (0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.50)
F. Lebreton1),2), P.M. Martin3), D. Horlait1), P. Coste1), T. Delahaye1)
CEA, DEN, DTEC/SDTC/LEMA – 30207 Bagnols-sur-Cèze, France
2)
GEMH/ENSCI – 87065 Limoges, France
3)
CEA, DEN, DEC/SESC/LLC – 13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France
1)

Introduction
Am is a minor actinide generated in nuclear fuels during irradiation. This long-lived element is responsible
for a large part of the radiotoxicity of ultimate nuclear waste. In the GEN-IV International Forum context,
closed fuel cycles are being proposed including the recycling of americium isotopes by transmutation in fast
neutron reactors. Among the several fuel types proposed for transmutation, interest has risen over the recent
years for mixed U-Am oxides, known as MABB (minor actinide-bearing blanket) fuels as they are destined
for the core periphery. This project is dedicated to the study by XAS of several MABB with high and
innovative Am contents.
Samples studied and experimental conditions
Nine samples were studied in this project (Table 1). Four of
Table 1: Samples studied in this project.
them are U-Am mixed oxides with different Am/(U+Am)
# Formula
Synthesis method
ratios prepared according to the UMACS process [1]. The
1 U0.85Am0.15O2±δ UMACS
four other samples are single uranium or americium oxides,
2 U0.70Am0.30O2±δ UMACS
used as precursors for sample preparation and/or references
3 U0.60Am0.40O2±δ UMACS
for the XANES spectra. All samples were first characterized
4 U0.50Am0.50O2±δ UMACS
by XRD and exhibit a single phase, exception made of
5 AmO2-δ
Precursor powder
sample 6, which is composed of a mixture of A and C-type
Am2O3, presenting respectively a hexagonal and a cubic
6 Am2O3+ δ
Heat treatment of AmO2-δ
structure. Each sample was double-sealed in a polyethylene
7 U3O8
Precursor powder
container adapted for measurements with the INE beamline
8 U4O9
Furnished by ILL
N2 cryostat, ensuring a sample temperature around 77 K.
XANES and EXAFS spectra were recorded at U and Am LIII edges in transmission and fluorescence modes.
Because of 237Np presence in the sample (as a result of 241Am α-decay), EXAFS spectra were limited to
11.5 Å-1 at the U LIII edge, whereas those at the Am LIII edges were collected up to 15 Å-1.
XANES results
The XANES spectra obtained for the samples 1 to 4 are presented in Figure 1 (left) for the U LIII edge
(compared to those of samples 7 and 8) and in Figure 1 (right) for the Am LIII (compared to those of samples
5 and 6). At the U LIII edge, the sample spectra are shifted towards higher energies compared to that of UO2.
This shift progressively increases with the Am content, so that the 40 and 50%-Am sample spectra are found
between those of U4O9 and U3O8. At the Am LIII edge, no significant deviations between the samples are
observed. Based on these results, Am appears to remain trivalent whatever the composition, whereas U is
present at an oxidized state compared to U+IV. For the 15 and 30%-Am samples, U oxidation state is
presumably attained through the insertion of U+V in the lattice. For the higher Am contents however, the
presence of U+VI can be envisaged, considering that the corresponding spectra are between those of
U+IV/+V4O9 and U+V/+VI3O8.
EXAFS results
EXAFS spectra and the corresponding Fourier transforms obtained for the samples 1 to 4 at Am LIII edge are
presented in Figure 2. On the latter, only Fourier transforms consistent with the XRD results are obtained,
i.e., corresponding to a standard fluorite structure with two main peaks associated to the first Am-O and AmU/Am shells. Similar results were obtained at the U LIII edge. The refinement of the EXAFS spectra is
currently begin performed, and will bring information about the evolution of the structure at local range in
these materials and notably on the influence of the Am content on the interatomic distances.
10
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Figure 1. XANES spectra obtained for samples 1 to 4 at (left) U LIII and (right) Am LIII edge.

Figure 2. EXAFS spectra (left) and associated Fourier transforms (right) obtained for samples 1 to 4 at the Am LIII
edge.

Conclusion
The results obtained in this project show the high stability of Am at the trivalent state in U-Am mixed oxides,
compensated for by the oxidation of U to U+V (or even U+VI). O/M (oxygen-to-metal) ratio variations thus
occur only through U oxidation state. These results are thus consistent with previously reported data on
compounds with lower Am contents [2-4].
These results were presented during the E-MRS 2013 Spring Meeting in Strasbourg [5].
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EXAFS investigation on actinide and lanthanide transferrin
complexes
N. Bauer1),2), D. R. Fröhlich1),2), K. Dardenne1), J. Rothe1), P. J. Panak1),2)
1)

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Campus Nord, Institute for Nuclear Waste Disposal (INE),
P.O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe (D)
2)
University of Heidelberg, Department of Physical Chemistry, Im Neuenheimer Feld 253, 69120 Heidelberg (D)

In case of accidental release of radionuclides into the environment, actinides represent a severe
health risk to human beings after being incorporated by e.g. inhalation, ingestion or wounds.
Contrary to other metals, actinides have no known essential function in biochemical reactions.
For a better understanding of the actinide behavior and their toxic effects in man a fundamental
knowledge on the mechanisms of relevant biochemical reactions in the body is needed which can
be an important prerequisite for the design and success of potential decontamination therapies.[1]

Figure 1: 3D structure of human serum transferrin with N-lobe (green) and C-lobe (red). Each lobe houses one
Fe(III) metal binding site.[2] [3]

Transferrin is an iron carrier protein in the blood. Since about 30 % of the protein is complexed
to iron in normal blood serum, non-saturated transferrin is available for the complexation of
other metal ions. Literature data on the structure of actinide transferrin complexes are rare. Most
complexation studies have been performed with indirect speciation methods (filtration,
centrifugation etc.). Our fluorescence spectroscopic results on Cm(III) transferrin show for the
first time the formation of two different actinide transferrin species depending on experimental
conditions (pH, protein concentration). In order to obtain detailed structural information on the
complexes, EXAFS investigations were performed.
Experimental
Am(III), Eu(III) and Np(V) transferrin solutions (Eu(III)-Tf: c(Eu(III)) = c(Tf) = 610-4 M;
Np(V)-Tf: c(Np(V)) = c(Tf) = 510-4 M; Am(III)-Tf: c(Am(III)) = c(Tf) = 110-3 M; Am(III)-Tf
(70 K): c(Am(III)) = 510-4 M, c(Tf) = 2.410-3 M) at pH 7.2 and 8.5 were prepared in the
radiochemical laboratories at the INE (KIT, Karlsruhe).
Am/Eu/Np LIII-edge EXAFS spectra were collected in fluorescence mode in standard detection
geometry at the INE-Beamline. The measurements were either performed at room temperature or
at ~77 K (Am(III) only) using a liquid N2 cryostat (OI OptistatDN). The data evaluation was
performed using the software packages Athena 0.8.061[4] and EXAFSPAK.[5] Theoretical
scattering phases and amplitudes were calculated with FEFF8.40[6] using the crystal structure of
Fe-Transferrin (RCSB-PDB entry: 3QYT) and replacing Fe by Am, Np, or Eu. The best
theoretical model was fit to the k3-weighted raw Am/Np/Eu LIII-edge EXAFS data.
Discussion
The k3-weighted Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra and the related Fourier Transforms of the Am(III)
transferrin samples at pH 7.2 and 8.5 recorded at low temperature are shown in fig. 2. Both show
clearly visible differences in the whole k-range. While the spectrum at pH 7.2 can be described
12
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with one coordination sphere (N = 8.7, R = 2.47 Å) in good agreement with data for the Am(III)
aquo ion[7], the sample at pH 8.5 shows a more complicated coordination structure. This
spectrum has been fitted with one, two or three coordination spheres (table 1). Again about 9
neighbors are present in the first shell but the distance is significantly shorter (R = 2.38 Å) as
expected in case of strong multidentate coordination of Am(III) at the transferrin binding cleft.
Unspecific binding to functional groups at the protein would result in longer distances and can be
excluded. The consideration of two additional coordination shells (N ≈ 3 at 3.72-3.73 Å, N ≈ 7 at
5.19 Å) is followed by a slight but visible improvement of the fit (see reduced errors in table 1).
The presence of these coordination spheres points to the formation of a complex but well-defined
bonding environment in the Am(III) transferrin complex. However, EXAFS does not allow to
distinguish between coordinating N- or O-atoms.
In contrast to Am(III), Np(V) spectra did not show any complexation by transferrin, probably due
to the less pronounced complexation properties of Np(V). In the case of Eu(III), the sample at pH
7.2 shows the presence of several coordination spheres at higher distances. The corresponding
spectra were recorded at room temperature, hence the low signal/noise ratio resulted in a high
reduced error (2.04).
In conclusion, the present study confirms the formation of an Am(III) transferrin species at pH
8.5 which is in good agreement with previous TRLFS studies on the interaction of Cm(III) with
transferrin. Furthermore, the related structural parameters were determined for the first time and
confirm that Am(III) is incorporated into the transferrin structure at the Fe(III) binding site.
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Figure 2: Left: Experimentally measured (black) and fitted (red) EXAFS spectra at the Am LIII-edge of the Am(III)
transferrin complex at pH 7.2 and 8.5 (both recorded at 70 K); Right: Corresponding experimentally measured
(black) and fitted (red) Fourier Transforms.
Table 1: Summary of the best-fit parameters of the EXAFS spectra of the Am(III) transferrin samples (~77 K).
M

T
[K]

pH

Am

70

7.2

Am

70

8.5

N

1st Shell
R/Å

2nd Shell*
N
R/Å

3rd Shell*
N
R/Å

σ /Å

8.7 (0.5)

2.47 (1)

8.8 (1.0)

2.38 (1)

0.007 (1)

-

-

-

0.013 (2)

-

-

-

8.6 (1.0)

2.38 (1)

0.012 (2)

3.0 (1.0)

3.73 (3)

8.8 (1.0)

2.38 (1)

0.013 (2)

2.8 (1.0)

3.72 (3)

2

2

E0

Red.
Er.

-

-6.2 (0.6)

0.41

-

-3.8 (1.0)

0.67

-

-

-3.8 (0.9)

0.63

6.8 (2.3)

5.19 (3)

-4.0 (0.9)

0.59

* σ / Å was set to 0.003 and fixed during the fit
2
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EXAFS investigation on the formation of Am(III) chloro complexes
in saline solutions at temperatures up to 200 °C
D.R. Fröhlich1), A. Skerencak2), J. Rothe2), P.J. Panak1)2)
1)

2)

Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut, D-69120 Heidelberg
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Institut für Nukleare Entsorgung, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen

Introduction
The temperature in the near-field of a repository for high-level nuclear waste will reach temperatures of up to
200 °C in the case of rock salt [1]. As a result of the increased temperature, the aqueous chemistry of the
stored radionuclides will change significantly [2]. Due to the long half-lives and high radiotoxicities, the
transuranium elements are of particular interest with respect to the long-term safety assessment. In case of
access of water to a repository in a rock salt formation, chloride will be present at very high concentrations. It
is known that chloride is a weak ligand at room temperature [3]. But temperature dependent TRLFS studies
showed that the complex formation of chloride with Cm(III) increases significantly when the temperature is
raised up to 200 °C [4]. In the present work, Am(III) was selected as a representative to study the effect of
high temperatures on the complexation behaviour of trivalent actinides in chloride solutions. The molecular
structure of Am(III) chloro complexes in the temperature range up to 200 °C was investigated by EXAFS
spectroscopy for the first time.
Experimental procedure
An acidic solution (pH ≈ 1) of 1 mM Am(III) in 3 M NaCl solution was prepared in the radiochemical
laboratories at the INE (KIT, Karlsruhe). To study the temperature dependence of the interaction between
Am(III) and chloride, a newly designed high-temperature EXAFS cell was used. This set-up has already been
used for previous EXAFS studies (ANS-88).
Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra were collected in fluorescence mode at an angle of 90 ° using the 5 pixel Ge
detector (Canberra Ultra-LEGe). Measurements were performed at temperatures of 25, 90, and 200 °C. For
data evaluation the software packages EXAFSPAK, Athena 0.8.061, and Artemis 0.8.012 were used.
Theoretical scattering phases and amplitudes were calculated with FEFF8.40 using the crystal structures of
AmO2 and AmCl3. In all cases, the models were fit to the k3-weighted raw EXAFS spectra.
Results
Figure 1 shows the measured k3-weighted Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra and the related Fourier Transforms.
While the spectra at 25 and 90 °C look similar, the EXAFS spectrum at 200 °C shows some differences (e.g.,
the position of the second oscillation around k = 5 Ǻ-1). In the related Fourier Transforms, this difference is
more pronounced as the peak in the pseudo-radial distribution at 200 °C is broadened visibly. This can be
attributed to the presence of chloride in the coordination sphere of americium. The results of the fitting are
summarized in Table 1. The spectra at 25 and 90 °C can be described without contribution of chloride
resulting in 9-10 oxygen neighbours at a distance of 2.45-2.48 Ǻ which is in good agreement with literature
data (e.g., [3]). At 200 °C, about 2.5 chloride ligands have to be included in the fit to describe the
experimental data. Furthermore, the debye-waller factor of the Am-O shell increases continuously with
increasing temperature from 0.007 at room temperature to 0.015 at 200 °C. On the other hand, the obtained
Am-O and Am-Cl distances are significantly shorter compared to literature values (see Table 1) as well as our
data at 25, and 90 °C. This phenomenon can be attributed to an asymmetric (non-Gaussian) distribution of
distances which is known to occur at high temperatures [5]. To account for this effect a third cumulant has to
be included in the theoretical model. The inclusion of a third cumulant in the fit (see Table 1) resulted in AmO and Am-Cl distances of 2.44 and 2.78 Ǻ, respectively. These values are in agreement to the literature data
[3].
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Figure 1: k3-weighted Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra and related Fourier transforms as a function of temperature. Fit without
consideration of a third cumulant.

Table 1: Structural parameters determined for Am(III) in the presence of chloride (3 M NaCl solution) as a function of
temperature (Errors given in brackets).
Am-O
Temperature / °C

Am-Cl

∆E0 / eV

k-range

-

-4.9 (1.3)

2.75-8.40

-

-5.0 (1.3)

2.65-8.85

0.005*

-9.5 (2.5)

2.70-8.15

2.78 (4)

0.005*

-5.8 (2.0)

2.70-8.15

1.2 (0.1)

2.80 (1)

0.005*

-7.3

1-11

1.8 (0.1)

2.81 (1)

0.005*

-6.1

1-11

N

R/Ǻ

σ /Ǻ

25

9.6 (1.3)

2.45 (1)

0.007 (2)

90

9.0 (1.2)

2.48 (1)

0.009 (2)

200**

7.4 (2.9)

2.34 (5)

0.015 (6)

2.4 (0.7)

2.66 (2)

200***

7.6 (1.3)

2.44 (5)

0.015*

2.8 (0.2)

25 (10 M LiCl) [3]

7.6 (0.3)

2.48

0.009*

25 (12.5 M LiCl) [3]

6.4 (0.3)

2.51

0.009*

2

2

N

R/Ǻ

σ2 / Ǻ2

S02 = 0.9, *fixed during fit, **without considering a third cumulant, ***third cumulant set to 0.003 (Am-O), 0.003 (Am-Cl)

Whereas room temperature EXAFS measurements showed no complexation of trivalent actinides (Pu(III),
Am(III), Cm(III)) with chloride at chloride concentrations < 8 M [3], a clearly visible interaction between
Am(III) and chloride was observed at 200 °C at a relatively low chloride concentration of 3 M in the present
study. These results emphasize the importance of thermodynamic data at elevated temperatures to accurately
describe the complexation behaviour of actinides with inorganic and organic ligands in the near field of a
potential repository for high-level nuclear waste.
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The nature of uranium in sedimentary rocks of Epirus region (NW Greece)
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Uranium in the ocean waters (typical concentration: 3.2 ppb) follows anoxic pathways and it is
mainly removed from the solution by chemical processes taking place at the interface of
organic‐rich sediments. It is therefore correlated to organic carbon whereas the diagenetic
cycle of the element may include reduction of U6+ to U4+ related to sulphate bio‐reduction.
However, further tectonic and weathering processes may modify the primary distribution and
speciation of U in marine sediments. The average abundance of U in carbonate sedimentary
rocks is 2.2 ppm while the concentration of U in relevant Tethyan rocks from SE Europe and the
Middle East is reported to be in the range 1–10 ppm. There are also limestones and dolomitic
limestones from Mt. Kithaeron (central Greece), containing unusually elevated U
concentrations up to ca. 56 ppm. [e.g. 1‐3].
Epirus region (NW Greece) is generally composed of Mesozoic (250 ‐ 65 million years
old) sedimentary and ophiolitic rocks derived from the Tethys paleo‐Ocean. The sedimentary
rocks are mostly limestones and shales while the ophiolitic rocks represent old oceanic crust (a
sequence of ultrabasic and basic rocks originating in Earth’s mantle). Ophiolites, limestones and
shales are fundamentally poor in actinide elements (typical concentrations: <0.1, 2.2 and 3.5
ppm respectively) and therefore no elevated actinide concentrations would be expected in
Epirus region. However, in some areas the natural radioactivity is high due to the presence of
phosphate‐bearing sedimentary rocks, i.e. phosphorites [4].
Phosphorites are marine sediments containing an average of 120 ppm U, and may
significantly contribute in U geochemical anomalies. Additionally, they are rich in light rare‐
earth elements/LREE, but not in Th (6.5 ppm) and other HFSE. However, the studied samples
from Epirus region concerned tectonized/re‐processed phosphatized limestone. Detailed
gamma‐ray measurements using HPGe showed that the geological material exhibits significant
radioactivity mainly due to 238U‐series (234mPa: 8182 Bq/Kg, 226Ra: 6852 Bq/Kg, 214Pb: 7260
Bq/Kg, 214Bi: 6232.18 Bq/Kg). Bulk geochemical analyses using ICP‐OES/MS showed variable U
concentrations with a notable value of 648 ppm in the case of the dark organic‐rich part of the
rock (Fig. 1). Relatively high concentrations of Cd, probably related to apatite, were also
revealed [4]. On the other hand, the rock is geochemically depleted in LILE (e.g. Cs, Rb, K), as
well as in As, Sb and Se in contrast to red soils (“Terra Rossa”) of the region [5].
The SR μ‐XRF study (Fig. 2) revealed that U is accumulated (together with P, Sr, Y, and
most likely S) in certain areas of the dark organic‐rich part of the rock which includes, according
to supplementary XRD, SEM‐EDS and FT‐IR data, abundant apatite and organic matter. The
areas with very low U and high Ca concentrations consist of calcite, whereas V and La are
related to metallic Fe‐oxide phases. The corresponding UL3‐edge μ‐XANES spectra indicated the
presence of U4+ which could be associated to apatite‐group minerals and/or organic matter.
The occurrence of U4+ in calcite [3, 6], formed in low‐T, is considered to be less possible.
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Fig. 1: U‐bearing phosphatised limestone sample from Epirus region (NW Greece) and Upper Continental
Crust‐normalized multielement spidergrams indicating an exceptional U geochemical anomaly [4]
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Fig. 2: SR μ‐XRF elemental maps and representative preliminary UL3‐edge μ‐XANES spectra of Epirus U‐
bearing phosphatised limestone together with U4+ and U6+ reference materials
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Introduction
Nuclear energy is the most viable alternative to fossil fuel combustion until large-scale renewable
energy technologies can be implemented. However, use of nuclear energy is limited by the difficulties
associated with remediation, management, and disposal of nuclear waste. A significant hazard is associated
with the minor actinides present in spent fuel, creating environmental and safety concerns. Advanced nuclear
fuel cycles proposed for future waste mitigation rely on separation of trivalent actinides from trivalent
lanthanides, which could decrease the time required to store nuclear waste by ~1000-fold.
Currently, the extraction of actinides from lanthanides represents the most daunting chemical
challenge facing advanced fuel cycle development, as 4f- and 5f-elements share similar chemical properties
and are difficult to separate [1]. Some soft-donor ligands, i.e. Fig. 1: Dithiophosphinate extractants.
dithiophosphinic acids (HS2PR2), are known to selectively extract
actinides from lanthanides, Figure 1. While record separation factors
on the order of 100,000 can be achieved, the preference for binding
actinides is not well understood, and surprisingly subtle changes
associated with the arene group drastically affect the separation (e.g.
CF3 group position) [2,3]. However, recent S K-edge X-ray
absorption spectroscopy and time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT) studies revealed unique electronic structure
properties for the S2P(o-CF3C6H4)21- anion, whose conjugate acid exhibits exceptionally high extraction
selectivity for actinides over lanthanides [4]. Accordingly, a number of actinide– and lanthanide–
dithiophosphinate complexes were synthesized and evaluated.
S K-edge XAS Analysis of f-element–Dithiophosphinate Complexes
In an effort to quantify covalent interactions and determine the relative
contributions of 6d vs. 5f orbitals in actinides, a series of f-element
M(S2PPh2)4x- (M = Nd, x = 1; M = U, Np, x = 0) complexes were
analyzed using S K-edge XAS at the INE beam line for actinide research
at ANKA, Figure 2. Peak assignments in these spectra were made based
on a systematic study of transition metal–dithiophosphinate complexes
by S K-edge XAS and TDDFT. As expected based on previous analyses,
the prominent feature near 2472 eV – associated with d-orbital mixing –
moved to higher energy as the principle quantum number increased for
each metal (i.e. moving from Nd to U or Np). In addition, the feature
showed increased intensity for Np and U vs. Nd, suggesting increased dorbital participation in M–S bonding for the actinides. For Np(S2PPh2)4, a
small pre-edge feature near 2470 eV was partially resolved from the
rising edge. Based on previously established d- and f-orbital energy trends [5], this lower-energy feature is
likely associated with f-orbital mixing, providing the first unambiguous experimental evidence for covalent
bonding between actinide 5f and S 3p orbitals.

Fig. 2: S K-edge XAS for M(S2PPh2)4x-.

P K-edge XAS of Dithiophosphinate Actinide Extractants
A series of P K-edge XAS experiments were also conducted to quantify the relative orbital mixing electronic
structure of P-ancillary groups for the diverse family of dithiophosphinates studied previously [4]. By
systematically changing the identity of the arene substituents from Me to Ph, p-CF3C6H4, m-CF3C6H4, and oCF3C6H4. The resulting spectra were quite complicate, and efforts to correlate the ancillary effects of the Me,
Ph, CF3C6H4 groups on orbital mixing with the PS2 core are underway. Specifically, TDDFT calculations are
being conducted to help guide spectral interpretation.
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Cl K-edge XAS of Related Actinide and Lanthanide Complexes
Developing a general understanding of carefully selected actinide and
lanthanide complexes can lead to improved understanding of their bonding
capabilities for separations. For example, the electronic properties of the
octahedral hexachloro complexes ThCl62- , UCl62- and PuCl62- are well
established and understood. Therefore, those compounds are ideal to study
and determine the relative contributions of valence 6d and 5f orbitals in M–
Cl bonding. Chlorine K edge data provides new evidence of both 5f and 6d
orbitals in actinide–ligand bonding in UCl62- and PuCl62-. For all three MCl62complexes studied, transitions into linear combinations of Cl 3p orbitals with
metal d orbitals of t2g symmetry are spectroscopically resolved (2824.0 eV
for ThCl62-; 2823.9 eV for UCl62- and 2824.2 eV for PuCl62-), as curve fits of
Cl K edge spectra show in Figure 4. However, in case of the f0 system
ThCl62- it is assumed that those transitions overlap with transitions into metalbased antibonding orbitals with f character, which cannot be
spectroscopically resolved. In contrast, spectra of the f2 system UCl62- and the
f4 system PuCl62- show less intense pre edge features at lower energies
(UCl62-: 2822.4 eV; PuCl62-: 2822.7 eV and 2821.3 eV), which we attribute to
transitions into antibonding orbitals resulting from linear combinations of Cl
3p orbitals with metal based f orbitals of t1u and t2u symmetry. The seventh f
orbital of a2u symmetry does not overlap with Cl 3p orbitals and is therefore
nonbonding. The increase in f intensity we attribute to the evolution of
actinide 5f orbital energy as one progresses across the row from Th to Pu. As
one moves toward the later actinides, the 5f orbitals decrease in energy and
for PuCl62- there is a better energy match the An 5f orbital energies and the Cl
3p orbitals, which results in better orbital mixing.
Future Efforts

Fig. 4: Cl K-edge spectra
(circles) and curve fits (best
fit in red) for AnCl62compounds (An = Th, U, Pu).

The results provided will likely result in publication of three manuscripts that will be send to high impact
chemistry journals. Specifically, we plan to submit this work to the J. Am. Chem. Soc., Chem. Sci. and Nature
Chemistry. While the Cl K-edge XAS data for the AnCl62- series has been reporduced mulitple times at two
different synchrotrons (ANKA and SSRL), the S K-edge XAS data for M(S2PPh2)41- and P K-edge XAS data
on the S2PR21- results needs to be reproduced. Hence, before the later two papers can be submitted for
publication, additional experiments at ANKA have been requested.
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Introduction
The present experiment was dedicated to perform the first in-situ XAS (X-ray absorption spectroscopy) at
high temperature on radioactive samples, more precisely U-based samples. Its main purposes were, on the
first hand, to performed measurements on U- and U/Ln-based compounds, notably microspheres obtained
from the WAR (wet-acid resin) process [1], and, on the other, to validate the experimental set-up for future
experiments on more hazardous/radioactive compounds such as Am- or Pu-bearing samples.
Experimental conditions
A dedicated experimental setup was designed, based on a
setup previously developed for in-situ measurements at high
temperatures whether under air or a controlled atmosphere
[2,3]. The furnace consists of a Pt/Ir wire presenting a
0.5 mm-diameter hole in its centre. The sample can be either
crushed and mixed with ethanol to form a paste that can be
deposited on the hole or, in the case of a microsphere, directly
inserted in the hole, as shown in Fig. 1. To perform
measurements with U-bearing materials, the furnace was
placed inside a Plexiglas box sealed during the experiments.
Both the furnace and the box are equipped with Kapton
windows to let incident, transmitted and fluorescence signals
going through, as well as a silica window allowing
temperature measurements using a pyrometer. Fig. 2 shows
the experimental set-up with a U-bearing sample around
1670 K. For this experiment, measurements were performed
up to 1770 K under air, Ar or Ar-H2(4%). The samples
studied were single or mixed U/Ln compounds, whether
oxide or microsphere oxide precursors synthesized using the
CRMP process [1Erreur ! Signet non défini.]. A list of the
samples and measurement conditions is given in Table 1.
Considering the low mass of sample per analysis,
measurements were all performed in fluorescence mode,
focused on the XANES region.

Fig. 1: Microsphere placed in the hole of the wire
before measurements.

Fig. 2: Experimental set-up for in-situ XAS
measurements (sample temperature is 1670 K).

Table 1: Samples studied during the experiment and conditions of measurements.
Sample

Studied edges and maximal temperatures

(Ce0.8,Gd 0.2) microspheres

Ce LIII (1670 K under air)

Ce oxide

Ce LIII (1440 K under air and 1670 K under Ar)

(U0.9,Ce0.1) oxide

Ce LIII (1070 K under Ar) and U LIII (1270 K under Ar and 1470 K under Ar-H2)

(U0.8Gd0.2) microspheres

Gd LIII (1470 K under air and 1770 K under Ar-H2) and U LIII (1070 K under air)

U microspheres

U LIII (1070 K under air and 1670 K under Ar-H2)

(U0.79Ce0.21) microspheres

Ce LIII (1270 K under air and Ar-H2)
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Results
The experiments were notably focused on the phenomena occurring during the conversion of microsphere
oxide precursors. In this report, a focus on the study of the conversion of a U-loaded microsphere is given.
The microsphere was first heated under air at 450 K (1 h), 620 K (4 h), 770 K (2 h) and 1070 K (1 h), which
corresponds, in the CRMP process, to the heat treatment of oxide conversion. The atmosphere was then
changed to Ar-H2 (4%) for three 1 h-plateaus at 1070 K, 1270 K and 1770 K, conditions close to those used
during the heat treatments of reduction and sintering of the CRMP process. XANES spectra at the U LIII edge
recorded during these isothermal plateaus are presented in Fig. 3 together with those of three U-based
reference compounds: U+IVO2, U+IV/V4O9 and U+V/+VI3O8.
During the heating under air, the XANES
spectra progressively shift towards higher
energies, indicating the oxidation of U. At
450 K, sample spectrum is close to that of
U+IV, but from 770 K a clear shift appears and
the sample spectra is almost aligned with that
of U3O8 at 1070 K. The spectrum shapes also
evolve with temperature. At 450 K, the flat
signal indicates the presence of the cations
loaded in the polymer resin. A first oscillation
progressively appears when the temperature
increases and is even similar to that of U3O8 at
1070 K. These observations are thus consistent
with a progressive formation of an oxide,
U3O8, through the oxidation of the U cations
loaded in the resin. When the atmosphere is
changed to the reducing one, the XANES
spectrum correspond to that of UO2, indicating
the reduction of U in the sample, which occurs
almost immediately (i.e., in less than the 5 min
required to change the atmosphere).
Fig. 3: XANES spectra at the U LIII edge of the U microsphere: (up)
heating under air and (down) change from air to Ar-H2 (4%).

Conclusion
The first in-situ high temperature measurements on U-bearing samples were performed during this
experiment. They were focused on U/Ln oxide behaviours and on the conversion into oxides of several U/Ln
precursors for nuclear fuel fabrications. The results obtained notably showed, through XANES spectra, the
successive variations of oxidation states of the cations occurring during these conversions, as well as some
changes in local symmetry and cristallinity. These results will also be further detailed in publications and
presentations in international conferences. Concerning the experimental setup, the experiment confirmed the
feasibility of the measurements in a double-sealed environment under controlled conditions. It thus represents
the first step of a bigger project, which aims at performing in-situ XAS measurements on transuranium (i.e.,
Pu, Am, Np)-bearing samples.
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Background and objectives
In the framework of the EU-project “FIRST-Nuclides” (grant agreement no. 295722) it was proposed to carry
out X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements in order to study oxidation state and coordination
environment of safety-relevant, supposedly mobile radionuclides (129I, 99Tc, 135Cs and 79Se) in spent nuclear
fuel. To this aim, a beamtime proposal for the INE beamline was submitted (ANKA proposal Nr. 1593). The
determination of the oxidation state via XANES would allow predicting the mobility (solubility) of such
nuclides during aqueous corrosion in an underground repository for radioactive waste. For instance, selenium
may occur as sparingly insoluble Se(-II), Se(0) species or soluble Se(IV), Se(VI), which would increase the
short-term release of 79Se from the spent fuel upon aqueous corrosion.
Here, we report on preliminary XAS measurements performed between November 15th and 18th 2012 at the
INE beamline. During this measurement campaign, we tested the feasibility of the proposed experiments with
highly radioactive nuclear waste material. To this aim, Se K-edge absorption spectra were collected for
inactive or slightly radioactive simulates, specifically UO2 and borosilicate glass, both doped with Se
concentrations similar to those expected in nuclear waste materials. All the measurements described in this
report were carried out using in-house beamtime kindly granted to us by INE.
Sample preparation and XAS measurements
The simulated spent fuel samples were prepared by mixing and homogenizing depleted UO2 powder with
pre-defined concentrations of SeO2 of 10, 100 and 2000 ppm. The so-prepared powders were pressed
manually in a conventional XAS sample holder and sealed with Kapton tape. Samples of Magnox Waste
(MW) borosilicate glass (SeO2 ~ 3000 ppm), produced at the Sellafield reprocessing facility to simulate one
of two reference compositions for Swiss vitrified nuclear waste, were prepared as polished monolithic chip
(pristine, untreated glass) or as thin sections. The latter samples consisted of glass powder that had been
previously leached with deionized water during 12 years [1]. All spectra were collected in fluorescence mode
with a beam size of about 500 µm × 200 µm.
Results
The Se-K edge XANES spectra recorded for the UO2 samples showed, as expected, signal/noise ratios
improving with increasing SeO2 concentration (Fig. 1). An edge jump was visible even for the sample with
only 10 ppm SeO2, in spite of the heavy U-bearing matrix. In addition, Se K-edge EXAFS spectra were
successfully recorded for the 100 ppm sample up to k ~ 8 Å-1. The analysis of the average spectrum yielded
interatomic distances and coordination numbers roughly consistent with the crystal structure of the SeO2
compound used as dopant (Fig. 2 and Table 1). These results indicate that XANES allows the identification
of the Se oxidation state and that even EXAFS could be successfully measured in real spent fuel samples, in
which expected Se concentrations are in the 100 ppm range.
XANES spectra were successfully recorded also for both pristine and leached MW glass samples, revealing
that the aqueous corrosion process caused partial oxidation of Se(IV) to Se(VI) (Fig. 3).
Conclusions
The test measurements carried out on simulated nuclear waste materials show that - at the INE beamline - it is
possible to measure Se-K XANES spectra in a matrix as heavy as UO2 down to a concentration of 10 ppm Se,
demonstrating that analogous measurements in real nuclear waste are likely to be successful. Moreover, the
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present results suggest that Cs L, I L and Tc K-edges XAS spectra should also be measurable, since the
concentrations of Cs, I and Tc in spent fuel are considerably higher than for Se.
Fig. 1: Comparison of the XANES spectra recorded
at the Se K-edge for three UO2 samples doped with
different SeO2 concentrations with the metallic Se
reference spectrum.

Samples
UO2

Fig. 2: EXAFS signal extracted from the Se K-edge
XAS spectrum of the UO2 sample doped with 100
ppm SeO2 (in blue) compared to the fit of the
experimental data (in red). The results of the fit of
the experimental data are given in Table 1.

10 ppm
100 ppm
2000 ppm

Se(0) ref.

E (eV)

Table 1: Results of the EXAFS fit for the UO2 sample
doped with 100 ppm Se.
R[Å]
CN
σ2
S0
E0

Fit Se-O
1.66 ± 0.02
4.0 ± 1.1

Fig. 3 Comparison of the Se K-edge XANES spectra
of pristine and leached MW glass compared to
Se(IV)O2 reference.

SeO2 model
1.62
4

0.002 (fixed)
0.91 (fixed)
0.00 (fixed)
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Motivation
Understanding radionuclide sorption onto purified clays is an important prerequisite with respect to long term
predictive simulations of heterogeneous natural clays. [1] Neptunium (Np) is of relevance in the context of
high level radioactive waste disposal because of its high radiotoxicity, the long half-life of the 237Np isotope
and the high mobility of Np(V) under oxidizing conditions. Under these conditions, Np exists as the NpO2+
ion, is highly soluble and reveals only weak sorption to clay mineral surfaces [1]. Solubility and mobility of
Np are thus strongly influenced by various chemical parameters such as Eh, pH, ionic strength and
complexation with various ligands. The present study focuses on the sorption behavior of NpO2+ to Illite,
where batch experiments are combined with spectroscopy techniques. The aim of this study is to characterize
Np sorption and speciation on Illite samples at varying chemical conditions by X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The structure of sorbed Np species is
investigated by EXAFS.
Experimental
Materials: For all batch experiments, stock solutions of neptunium in the pentavalent oxidation state are used
and their purity verified by UV-Vis/NIR spectroscopy. The Np concentration is determined by liquid
scintillation counting (LSC) and ICP-MS. The Na-Illite used in this work was provided through the EC
project CP CatClay (www.catclay.org). The source material is derived from lacustrine continental sediments
deposited at the Upper Eocene (~ -35 Ma) in the basin of Le Puy en Velay (Massif Central, France).
Batch experiments: Sorption experiments are carried out at initial Np concentrations in the range of 3.0·10 -4
M at room temperature with varying ionic strengths. The Illite is preconditioned with 0.1 and 3.0 M NaCl by
continuously shaking the suspension for 1 to 6 weeks to achieve equilibrium pH. After mixing Np(V)
solution with the preconditioned Illite suspensions, the pH values are readjusted by adding 0.1 M HCl or 0.1
M NaOH. For characterisation of the suspensions the solid and liquid phases are separated by
ultracentrifugation (90,000 rpm for 1 h). The supernatants are analysed in order to determine the content of
free Np remaining in the liquid phase.
XAFS measurements: Np L3- XAFS measurements are performed at the INE-Beamline for actinide research.
Np-Illite suspensions are filled into 200 μl capped PE vials and mounted in an air tight sample holder, which
is connected to an Ar supply line at the experimental station to keep the samples under oxygen-free
conditions. The Np L3-XAFS spectra are calibrated against the first derivative XANES spectrum of a Zr foil
(E(Zr 1s) = 17998.0 eV). All Np L3-XAFS spectra are measured in fluorescence yield detection mode at
room temperature, using a 5 Pixel LEGe solid state detector and Ar filled ionization chamber as intensity
monitor.
Batch Results
NpO2+ sorption to Illite is investigated at pH 7-10, [Np(V)]tot = 3.10-4 M, in 0.1-3.0 M NaCl and at a solid to
liquid ratio of 20 g/L in an argon glove box. Earlier sorption results show that NpO2+ surface speciation is
dominated by cation exchange reactions until pH ~6. NpO2+ surface complexation to silanol or aluminol
groups located on the edges of Illite particles is very weak and becomes relevant only for pH >6. Surface
complexation modeling suggests the formation of 3 types of Np(V) surface species depending on the pH: (i)
NpO2+ sorbed via cation exchange sites, (ii) NpO2+ surface complexation to unprotonated silanol/aluminol
groups located at the edges of clay particles and (iii) surface complexation of NpO2OH via the latter
mechanism. The Np-Illite samples are prepared at pH 7 and 10, where the maximum surface complexation is
expected for NpO2+ and NpO2OH, respectively. As batch results indicate an increase of the Np(V) sorption
with increasing ionic strength (where a decrease would have been expected), XAFS was applied to reveal a
possible change of Np speciation upon variation of ionic strength and contact time.
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XANES Results
The XANES results for Np-Illite samples are summarized in Table 1. The Np L3-XANES spectra measured
after 1 week and 6 weeks contact time for the Np(V) sorption samples are shown in Fig. 1. The white line
(WL) positions and those of the first inflection point (cf. Table 1) indicate that the +5 oxidation state is
retained for all four samples. Reduction to the tetravalent state of Np with time is not observed. There are
slight but significant differences in signal between the 0.1 M and 3.0 M NaCl samples, especially in the WL
peak hights.
Table 1: Energy positions of the Np L3-XANES first
inflection point and white line maximum positions for
Np(V) sorption samples. All values are given in eV
(estimated calibration error ΔE ±0.5 eV).

Figure 1: Normalized Np L3-XANES spectra of NpO2+
sorption samples after 1 week and 6 weeks equilibration
time.

Sample
number

NaCl/pHc

Contact
time

White line
maximum

6 weeks

First
inflection
point
17610.5

1

0.1 M/7.0

2

0.1 M/10

6 weeks

17609.6

17614.1

3

3.0 M/7.0

1 week

17610.5

17614.1

4

3.0 M/10

1 week

17609.6

17614.1

norm. absorption (a.u.)

1.5

17614.2

1.0

0.5

Np-Illite-1
Np-Illite-2
Np-Illite-3
Np-Illite-4

Np(V) WL: 17614.1 eV
0.0
17580

17600

17620

17640

photon energy (eV)

EXAFS results
The conformational change of the neptunyl moiety derived from this observation is confirmed by EXAFS
analysis. Corresponding R-space fit parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: EXAFS fit parameter
R (Å)

ΔE0
(eV)

σ2 (Å2)

r-factor

2.0f
2.6

1.90(1)
2.46(2)

1.18
1.37

0.0040
0.0085

0.011

O1
O2

2.0f
3.5

1.86(1)
2.41(2)

2.16
-3.25

0.0016
0.0101

0.002

Si

0.6

3.20(3)

-0.23

0.0002

Np(V)Illite
sample

k-range (Å-1)
fit-range (Å)

Shell

1

3.40-12.05
0.70-2.45

O1
O2

2

3.40-13.50
0.77-3.13

N

3

3.45-11.55
0.70-2.27

O1
O2

2.0f
3.1

1.87(1)
2.41(2)

-4.34
-1.29

0.0051
0.0045

0.003

4

3.40-13.95
1.23-4.11

O1
O2

2.0f
3.5

1.86(1)
2.44(2)

-0.94
3.08

0.0010
0.0091

0.021

Np

0.6

3.97(2)

-1.05

0.0002

EXAFS fit parameters: O1 axial oxygen backscatterer, O2 equatorial oxygen backscatterer, f indicates fixed
parameter, S02 fixed at 1

Several conclusions can be drawn from visual inspection of the four data sets: (i) in agreement with XANES
spectral features, all samples exhibit EXAFS signals dominated by a first oxygen coordination shell split for
short Np-O distances in the neptunyl moiety (O1) and longer Np-O bonds to equatorial oxygen atoms (O2);
(ii) FT peaks beyond O1/O2 are questionable for pH 7 samples, no clear indication of distant backscatterers
can be found; (iii) FT peaks representing higher distant shells (2,4) are only significant for the pH 10
samples. EXAFS spectra also indicate surface complexation of Np(V) on Illite at 0.1 M NaCl (i.e., Si at
3.20Å), and Np(V) surface precipitation 3.0 M NaCl (i.e., Np at 3.97Å).
Reference
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Introduction
For the reliable long-term performance assessment of nuclear waste in a salt based repository a robust
understanding of the aquatic chemistry and thermodynamics of actinides in concentrated chloride systems is
required. In the case of water intrusion into a repository actinides might come in contact with alkaline CaCl2
solutions. CaCl2 brines can form due to corrosion processes of cementitious waste in concentrated MgCl2
solutions, given that certain stoichiometric requirements are fulfilled.
In recent studies at KIT-INE the solubility of tri-, tetra- and hexavalent actinides was investigated in alkaline
CaCl2 solutions [1-5]. For An(IV) (An = Th, Np, Pu) and Cm(III) the formation of hitherto unknown ternary
Ca-An-OH complexes was observed leading to an enhanced An solubility in the alkaline pH range. In the
case of Th(IV) Ca4[Th(OH)8]4+ could be identified by EXAFS as predominant species. For U(VI) in alkaline
CaCl2 solutions Altmaier et al. [5] observed the transformation of initial metaschoepite phase UO3∙2H2O(cr)
into more stable calcium diuranate CaU2O7∙3H2O(cr). These examples show that Ca2+ strongly affects both
aqueous speciation and solid phase composition of actinides. In this contribution our latest investigations are
discussed: the systematic study on the solubility, speciation and solid phase formation of pentavalent Np in
dilute to concentrated (0.25-5.5 M) alkaline CaCl2 solutions.
Experimental
Solubility experiments were conducted at room temperature (22  2°C) under Ar atmosphere. Appropriate
amounts of the corresponding Np(V) hydroxide phases (Ca0.5NpO2(OH)2∙1.3H2O(s) or
CaNpO2(OH)2.6Cl0.4(s)∙2.0H2O(s)) were suspended in 10-30 ml 0.25 to 5.5 M CaCl2 solutions and
investigated as independent batch samples. The aqueous phase of the samples were analysed for pHm =
-log [H+], redox potential Eh (combination electrodes) and Np concentration (LSC after 10kD ultrafiltration)
as function of time. Aqueous Np(V) speciation was determined by Vis-NIR, XANES and EXAFS). Solid
phases were characterized by different methods e.g. XRD, quantitative chemical analysis, DTA, SEM-EDS.
Experimental solubility data were evaluated by the specific ion interaction theory SIT or Pitzer approach.

Fig. 1: k2-weighted Np L3-EXAFS χ(k)-function (left) and Fourier transform (right) of aqueous 6 mM Np(V) in 4.5 M CaCl2 at
pHm 12.2.
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Results
About 250 mg of freshly precipitated greenish NpO2OH(am) were equilibrated in alkaline CaCl2 solution.
Under the experimental conditions the initial solid phase was not stable: in the course of the experiments,
metastable CaNpO2(OH)2.6Cl0.4(s)∙2.0H2O(s) and stable Ca0.5NpO2(OH)2∙1.3H2O(s) were identified as
solubility controlling solid phases. Slope analysis of the corresponding solubility curves and Vis-NIRspectroscopy confirmed that unhydrolysed Np(V) is predominant aqueous Np species between pHm = 8 and
10. For [CaCl2] ≥ 1.0 M and pHm > 11 a steep increase of the solubility curve with slope ≈ +3 was observed
pointing to the formation of a so far not described ternary Ca-Np(V)-OH complex with five hydroxo ligands.
For further characterization of this species the aqueous phase of one of the samples was analyzed by L3-Np
EXAFS at ANKA (sample characteristics: 6 mM Np(V) in 4.5 M CaCl2 at pHm = 12.2).
Figure 1 displays the L3-Np EXAFS k2χ(k)-function and the Fourier transformed spectrum. The structural
parameters obtained from least-squares fitting are summarized in table 1. The results confirm that a Np(V)
hydroxo complex with Ca in the inner-sphere is predominant in highly alkaline, concentrated CaCl2 solutions.
Based on the outcome of the EXAFS analysis and additional thermodynamic evaluation of the solubility data,
the corresponding species is best described by assuming three coordinating Ca2+ ions: Ca3[NpO2(OH)5]2+.
With this information a consistent thermodynamic model was derived which additionally includes the ternary
complex Ca[NpO2(OH)2]+, prevailing in the mid-alkaline region pHm = 10.5 to 11. The SIT and Pitzer
approach were used to determine the equilibrium constants at ionic strength I = 0, log *K° and log *β°, and
the corresponding ion interaction parameters.

Table 1: Structural parameters of the predominant aqueous Np(V) species in 4.5 M CaCl2 at pHm 12.2 obtained from EXAFS leastsquares fitting.

Sample
Np(V)(aq) in
4.5 M CaCl2
pHm = 12.2

k-range (Å-1)
fit-range (Å)
2.35-11.27
0-3.53

shell

N

Oax
Oeq
Ca

0.9
3.5
2.4

R
(Å)
1.86
2.29
3.38

ΔE0
(eV)
1.13
-1.37
-7.23

σ2
(Å2)
0.0013
0.0122
0.0136

r-factor
(%)
0.2
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The redox chemistry of the Np(V/VI) couple under alkaline conditions remains largely unknown. In the
aqueous phase, the formation of hexavalent anionic species (e.g. NpO2(OH)3– and NpO2(OH)42–) has been
proposed [1], although no thermodynamic data are currently selected in the NEA reviews [2]. The same
thermodynamic data gap applies to Pu(VI), for which only first and second hydrolysis products (log*1,1 and
log*1,2) are currently selected by the NEA. In analogy to U(VI) [3], the precipitation of Na– and Ca–
neptunates and plutonates is also expected. The formation of these aqueous species and solid compounds may
significantly limit the stability field of Np(V) and Pu(IV) in cementitious and saline environments, and
therefore deserves further attention.
Solubility experiments were performed to determine the thermodynamic properties of Np(VI) aqueous
species and solid compounds forming in dilute to concentrated alkaline NaCl solutions. A Np(VI) stock
solution (with 200 mg of 237Np) was prepared by electrolysis of Np(V) in HCl, and precipitated at –log[H+]
= 12 in NaCl 2.5 M. After two months of equilibration, the resulting solid phase was distributed in 5
experimental series of increasing I (0.1 M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 2.5 M and 5.0 M NaCl), with 7 ≤ –log[H+] ≤ 14.
Oxidizing conditions ensuring the stability of Np(VI) were achieved with 510–3 M NaClO in each sample.
The aqueous concentration of Np was measured after 10 kD ultrafiltration by liquid scintillation counting
(LSC). Solid phase was characterized by XRD, chemical analysis, SEM–EDS and XANES/EXAFS.
A Pu(VI) stock solution (with 100 mg of 242Pu) was prepared by electrolysis of Pu(IV) in HClO4.
Analogously to Np(VI) solubility experiments, the Pu(VI) stock solution was neutralized with an alkaline
solution aiming at –log[H+] = 12 in NaCl 2.5 M. Despite the expected large oversaturation with respect to
PuO2(OH)2H2O(cr), and eventually a Na–plutonate, no solid phase was precipitated (even after 9 months of
equilibration time). Supernatant solution (5 mM Pu(VI)) was characterized by UV–vis and
XANES/EXAFS.
XRD, chemical analysis, SEM–EDS and EXAFS characterization of the solid phases considered for the
Np(VI) solubility experiments indicated the prevalence in all systems (0.1 M ≤ I ≤ 5.0 M) of a neptunate–like
structure with a Na:Np ratio 1:1, likely Na2Np2O7xH2O. EXAFS further indicated the predominance of a
distorted structure, where Np–Oax and Np–Oeq distances were longer and shorter, respectively, than in usual
neptunyl moieties. In all cases, solubility curves obtained showed three different regions (see Fig. 1): region
a. 6 ≤ –log[H+] ≤ 8–9, showing a steep decrease in the solubility with a slope  3; region b. 8–9 ≤ –log[H+] ≤
10–11, with a nearly pH–independent [Np], and region c. 10–11 ≤ –log[H+] ≤ 13–14, showing an increase in
the solubility with a well–defined slope of 1. Regions b and c agree very well with observations previously
reported for U(VI) under similar experimental conditions. Given the stoichiometry of the solid phase and
considering the analogies with U(VI), the following equilibrium reactions can be proposed for regions b and
c, respectively: NaNpO2O(OH)(cr) + H2O  Na+ + NpO2(OH)3– and NaNpO2O(OH)(cr) + 2H2O  Na+ +
NpO2(OH)42– + H+.
Despite the large oversaturation expected with respect to PuO2(OH)2H2O(cr) (and eventually
Na2Pu2O7xH2O), no Pu(VI) solid phase formation occurred in the alkaline 2.5 M NaCl solutions after 9
months (see Fig. 1). Evaluation of the XANES data collected for the aqueous sample confirmed the
predominance of Pu(VI) aqueous species, according with reference spectra published elsewhere [4].
Furthermore, Pu–Oax and Pu–Oeq distances consistent with Pu(VI) resulted from the fitting of EXAFS data
(1.78 ± 0.02 Å and 2.29 ± 0.03 Å, respectively). A more distant shell fitted at 3.77 ± 0.05 Å was assigned to a
Pu–backscattering atom. This hypothesis was confirmed by back–transforming the corresponding FT feature
to the k3–weighted EXAFS function (Fig. 2).
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µ-XAFS/XRF/XRD investigation of U(VI) phases in cement alteration products
C. Bube, K. Dardenne, M.A. Denecke, B. Kienzler, V. Metz, T. Prüßmann, J. Rothe, D. Schild, E. Soballa, T.
Vitova
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Institute for Nuclear Waste Disposal, P.O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Cementation is a common conditioning method to fix and solidify low and intermediate level radioactive
waste (LLW/ILW) prior to disposal in a future nuclear waste repository. To assist prognosis of the long-term
safety of solidified cementitious waste, alteration of radionuclide bearing cement products in dilute aqueous
solutions has been studied quite extensively. Yet, in chloride-rich solutions relevant for final LLW/ILW
disposal in rock salt, thermodynamic data and thorough understanding of cement corrosion and radionuclide
leaching behaviour are lacking. To alleviate this deficit, full-scale corrosion experiments with simulated
waste products were performed.
U(VI) doped cement blocks were exposed to NaCl (monolith ‘F31’) and MgCl2 (monolith ‘F33’) brines at
the Asse II salt mine (Northern Germany) for almost two decades. Previous bulk powder U L3-XANES, laser
spectroscopy and XRD measurements suggest the presence of a Ca-U(VI)-silicate phase, e.g., uranophane, in
the corroded waste products [1]. U L3-XANES white lines (WL) and multiple scattering (MS) features
obtained for the corroded cement samples appeared significantly broadened compared to corresponding
features in crystalline reference compound spectra. Coexistence of different U(VI) coordination
environments associated with high structural disorder or highly distorted U(VI) coordination environments in
the corroded cement were assumed to explain the difference between the corroded cement sample and
reference XANES. Recent µ-Raman spectroscopy data indicate that U-rich hot spots found in the corroded
cement matrix with dimensions up to several tens of µm are likely diuranate phases [2].

Fig. 1: top left - µ-XRD/XRF setup at INE-Beamline; top right - visible light microscopy (VLM) image of
U-rich hot spot in sample F33-B1-50 (marked by circle); bottom - U Lα and Fe Kα fluorescence maps (scale
in mm) recorded with a silicon drift detector (SDD) showing U-Fe anti-correlation (cf. [1] for sample
nomenclature).
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Fig. 2: left – SEM images of U-rich hot spots in sample F33-B1-50 (MgCl2 system, top) and in sample F33B1-10 (bottom); right – U L3 µ-XANES spectra recorded at these spots compared to XANES of crystalline
U(VI) reference compounds calcium-diuranate and uranophane.
Spacially resolved XRD, XRF and U L3-XAFS spectra are recorded at the INE-Beamline for actinide
science, employing the modular microfocus setup providing lateral resolution better than 30 µm. Monoliths
F31 and F33 are examined as thin sections cut from bore cores and mounted on glass slides. µ-XRF element
distribution maps and µ-XAFS (EXAFS/XANES) spectra are recorded by detecting U Lα and cement matrix
fluorescence lines with a silicon drift (Vortex) detector. XANES spectra are normalized against the energy
dependent flux delivered by the polycapillary focusing optic with a pin diode recorded at the sample position.
Laue type XRD patterns are registered in transmission mode by using image plates mounted perpendicular to
the beam at about 150 mm distance from the sample (Fig. 1). Sample areas of interest are selected from
previously recorded SEM backscattering electron images (high contrast for U hot spots) and placed in the
beam path using a three-axis positioning sample stage mount and the VLM. The y and z stage axes (right
angles to the beam direction; the x-axis determines the focus) are used to subsequently scan the selected areas
and precisely position the U hot spots in the beam path for µ-XANES and µ-XRD measurements. Uraniumrich aggregates identified in µ-XRF element distribution maps were found to generally exhibit XANES
energy positions and spectral features characteristic for U(VI) dioxo-moieties, thus clearly confirming the
presence of hexavalent U in the cement matrix after long time exposure to NaCl and MgCl2 brines. XANES
features for most U hot spots and for areas recorded in more diffuse U distributions located nearby are nearly
indistinguishable. Both resemble the XANES for diuranate (CaU2O7/Na2U2O7∙xH2O), indicating a similar
type phase was formed throughout the probed F31 and F33 sample volumes (Fig. 2, red curves).
Nevertheless, at least one U hot spot found in sample F33-10 (corroded in MgCl2 brine, thin section taken
close to the F33 monolith surface) exhibits distinct XANES features in agreement with that for uranophane
(Ca(UO2)2(SiO3OH)2∙5H2O; Fig. 2, green curves). This finding is in accordance with thermodynamic
solubility calculations, which postulate both diuranates and uranophane as possible solubility limiting phases
in the cement/MgCl2 system, whereas diuranate is solely identified as solubility limiting phase in the
cement/NaCl system. µ-XRD measurements of numerous U enriched sample spots show these to be X-ray
amorphous; no clear evidence is obtained for the presence of any crystalline uranium phase. All diffraction
patterns identified in these experiments can be attributed to cement corrosion phases.
References
1. B. Kienzler, V. Metz, B. Brendebach, N. Finck, M. Plaschke, Th. Rabung, J. Rothe, D. Schild, Radiochim. Acta 98,
675–684 (2010)
2. Bube, C., Metz, V., Schild, D., Lagos, M., Bohnert, E., Garbev, K., Altmaier, M., Kienzler, B., 1st Internat. Symp.
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Fe, Co, Ni K edge XAFS investigation on transition metal (M=Fe,Co,Ni)
doted hydrotalcite [Mg3-yM yAl(OH)8Cl]-xH2O
H. Curtius1, K. Dardenne2
1 Forschungszentrum Jülich

GmbH (FZJ), Institut für Energie- und Klimaforschung - Nukleare Entsorgung und
Reaktorsicherheit (IEK-6) IEK-6, 52425 Jülich, Germany
2
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT), Institut für Nukleare Entsorgung (INE), Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz
1, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany

Three transition metal doped Cl-hydrotalcites are investigated: Mg2.90Fe0.097Al1.00(OH)7.95]Cl1.04
2.46 H2O (light orange), Mg2.92Co0.10 Al1.015(OH)8]Cl1.03 2.07 H2O (light pink) and
Mg2.92Ni0.09 Al0,95(OH)8]Cl1.09 2.27 H2O (light green).
The samples are investigated as powder pressed without dilutant into 7mm diameter pellets.
Samples synthesis, pellets preparation and
measurements are done under inert gas. X-ray
diffraction patterns are recorded for all three
samples and matched with the hydrotalcite crystal
structure [1]. This structure belongs to the double
layered hydroxides (LDH) material. The cations
are located at the center of octahedrons forming a
sheet while the anions and / or water molecules
are arranged in interlayers between two
octahedron sheets (Fig.1). The interatomic
distances for the nearest coordination shells are
listed in Table 1. For comparison, the distances of
the nearest coordination shells are given for the
fougerite structure (Fe(OH)2)(OH)0.25 (H2O)0.5 [2],
a hydrotalcite analogue compound where Mg/Al
are completely replaced by Fe with a ratio
Fig. 1: Perspective view of hydrotalcite crystal
Fe(II)/Fe(III)=3.
structure. Yellow planes denote the interlayers
Fe/Co/Ni K edge x-ray absorption fine structure

where CO3- or Cl- are located.

Backscatterer

N

R(Å)

Backscatterer

N

R(Å)

O
Mg/Al
O
Cl*
O
Mg/Al
Mg/Al
O

6
6
6
1
12
6
6
12

2.01
3.05
3.65
3.79/4.18/4.86/5.17/6.00
4.76
5.28
6.09
6.42

O
Fe
O
Cl*
O
Fe
Fe
O

6
6
6
1
12
6
6
12

2.09
3.19
3.82
4.15-4.70/5.65-6.38
4.97
5.53
6.38
6.71

Table 1: Metric parameters (R=distances, N=coordination numbers), of hydrotalcite with metal cation as center.
Distances are given for undoped hydrotalcite [1] (left) and for the fougerite [2] (right). *possible positions for Cl/CO3- in the interlayer, the positions represented in Fig .2 are marked in yellow

(XAFS) spectra are recorded at the INE-Beamline at ANKA. Spectra are energy calibrated to the
first inflection point in the XANES of a Fe/Co/Ni foil (7.112 / 7.709 / 8.333 keV respectively),
measured simultaneously. The XAFS signal is recorded at room temperature in transmission
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mode using N2-filled ionization chambers at ambient pressure. Si<111> crystals are used in the
double crystals monochromator, operating in fixed-exit mode. The parallel alignment of the
crystal faces is detuned to ~70% of the maximum beam intensity at the beginning of each scan.
The incident intensity is then held constant by means of a piezo-driven feedback system to the
second crystal.
EXAFS fits are performed with Artemis, a program of the IFEFFIT package [3], using phase and
amplitude data calculated for a 128 atom cluster (~8Å diameter sized centred on the individual
metal cations) [1], where the carbonate groups are simply replaced by chloride. Among the
possible occupation sites for Cl- in the interlayer four are represented. For Cl atoms, single path
scattering files for phase and amplitude are used. For Ni and Co doped compounds, the multiple
scattering paths (MS) for the first oxygen shell is taken into account in the fit. The k-range used
in modelling is [4.2 – 14.7Å-1] for Ni doped Cl-hydrotalcite, [4.2 – 14.2Å-1] for Co doped Clhydrotalcite and [3.4 – 11.4Å-1] for Fe doped Cl-hydrotalcite. All fits are performed in the Rspace simultaneously on the k2- and k3-weighted data.
Results and discussion
Ni and Co have very similar environments as showed in Fig. 2. The compounds seem to have an
organized structure as neighbours contributions can still be seen at around 6Å (5.6Å in the FT
not phase shift corrected). On the contrary, the EXAFS signal for the Fe-doped hydrotalcite and
its FT differ significantly compared with the spectra of the two other cations Ni and Co.
1.5

2

FT|k .(k)|

1.0

Fe
0.5

Co
0.0

Ni
-0.5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

R -  [Å]

Fig. 2: FT magnitude taken in the range 3.2-13.5 Å-1 for all samples.

First the FT peak around 6Å is not visible anymore; the useful information seems to end at
around 3.0Å. k2-weighted EXAFS of the samples and back Fourier transform signal in the range
0.8-3.1Å for all three samples were recorded and fitted to obtain structural parameters. The
results were compared with bond distances expected according to the bond valence theory
predictions (Table 2).
The first shell distance is slightly longer for Co (2.08Å) compared to Ni (2.04Å). These distances
are matching very well the expected distance predicted by the valence bond theory for a metal
cation at oxidation state +II in a six-fold coordination. The complete predictions for oxidation
state +II and +III in coordination 4 and 6 are given in Table 2. Concerning the Fe sample, we
obtained a first coordination sphere with 6 oxygen atoms at 2.00 Å with a Debye-Waller factor
(2) of 7.40Å2. This bond distance is far from the one expected for Fe(II) in octahedral
coordination as shown in Table 2 or as found for six-fold coordinated Fe(II) in the literature
(2.16Å in FeO [4]). Even in the case of fougerite (Iron LDH), where the crystal structure
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parameters account for both Fe(II) and
Fe(III) (ratio 3:1) in octahedral positions,
4
1.91
the mean value is found to be 2.09Å
Ni(II)
1.654
6
2.06
(crystal structure data [2]).
4
1.95
Such a short bond distance can be
Co(II)
1.692
6
2.10
achieved either by Fe(II) in tetrahedral or
4
1.99
Fe(III) in octahedral coordination. The
Fe(II)
1.734
6
2.14
hydrotalcite or fougerite structure does
4
1.74
not supply tetrahedral sites. X-ray
1.74
Ni(III)
6
1.89
diffraction study of the present samples
4
1.79
does not give any evidence for the
1.70
Co(III)
6
1.94
presence of other crystalline phase
4
1.87
besides hydrotalcite. Furthermore, the Fe
Fe(III)
1.759
6
2.01
K EXAFS intensity cannot be matched
with fourfold oxygen coordination.
Table 2: Bond distances expected according to the bond
Presence of Fe(III) in the octahedra is
valence theory predictions. The relationship between bond
very likely as it occurs in fougerite and in
length (R) and bond valence (s) is: s = exp((Ro - R)/B)
the hydrotalcite at the position of trivalent
where Ro and B are bond valence parameters that depend
cations (Al3+), too. Furthermore, trivalent
on the two atoms forming the bond [5]. B is 0.37.
iron is suggested by the light orange color
CN: coordination number
of the sample (fougerite has blue-green to
bluish-gray colour) and is additionally
confirmed by XANES analysis. It shows unambiguously that the major part of Fe is in oxidation
state +3, as no evidence for Fe(II) is found as given by analytic methods.
Cation - O

CN

R (Å)

Ro (Å)

Conclusion
These results match the XRD structure data within the errors inherent to EXAFS. We conclude
that the Ni and Co cations are incorporated as divalent cations in the hydrotalcite structure at the
crystallographic position of Al/Mg, i.e., in the octahedral sheet. They are likely replacing the
Mg2+ as it is expected from the stoichiometry and the matching charge.
For Fe, EXAFS results are compatible with Fe incorporation in the hydrotalcite structure in the
octahedral sheet, but as trivalent cation with formation of Fe-Fe pairs.
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Introduction
Among the actinides relevant for the long-term safety assessment of nuclear waste repositories,
Np is one of the most relevant due to its potentially high mobility and the high stability of its
pentavalent oxidation state over a wide range of pH under non-reducing Eh conditions.
Solubility limitations of the actinides are the key processes influencing mobility and retention. It
has been reported by different authors that in carbonate-free aqueous solutions of different ionic
strengths, Np(V) solubility is limited by oxyhydroxide phases, either by NpO2(OH)(am) or
NpO2(OH)(cr), but only very limited information on the composition of these solids is available
so far. Thus in the present study we have analyzed the characteristics of neptunium solubilitylimiting Np(V) solid phases in equilibrium with supernatant in dilute to concentrated NaCl
solutions.
Experimental
Solubility
experiments
and
sampling were carried out under
inert gas (Ar) atmosphere for
more than 18 months. Solutions
of NaOH/NaCl and HCl/NaCl
were used for adjusting the pHc,
keeping the respective ionic
strength conditions constant. Xray absorption spectroscopy was
used
to
characterize
the
neptunium solubility limiting
solid phases. XRD, SEM-EDS
and
quantitative
chemical
analysis were used as well.
Results
Several solid phases have been
analyzed from solubility studies
under different pH and ionic
strength conditions in NaCl Fig. 1: k2-weighted Np L3-edge EXAFS χ(k) of neptunium solubility
limiting solid phases: green (top), white (middle) and violet (bottom)
media
showing
distinctly and respective Fourier transforms. Data are depicted as solid lines, fits
different features. It is known as circles and triangles.
from both experimental data and
thermodynamic calculations, that Np(V) solubility in carbonate-free media follows the following
trends: decrease of Np concentration with slope “-1” at pHc values < 11, constant values of [Np]
(slope “0”) at 11 < pHc <12, and increase of [Np] with slope “+1” at pHc > 12. In our studies, the
reported behavior has been confirmed in solutions with relatively low ionic strength
(0.1 M NaCl). However, increasing ionic strength conditions resulted in significant changes of
Np solubility: in the pHc region 11.5 – 12.0 a pronounced drop in the solubility is observed,
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accompanied by a change of solid phase color from green to white clearly indicating solid phase
transformation. Further increase of pHc to strongly alkaline conditions results in increased
neptunium solubility and another change of solid phase color from white to light violet.
XANES analysis confirms the Np(V) redox state in all of the samples regardless of color. The
k2-weighted Np L3-edge EXAFS χ(k) of neptunium solubility limiting solid phases and
respective Fourier transforms are shown in Fig. 1. For all green solids EXAFS evaluation
showed no visible Np-Np interaction and fitted only with the two first oxygen shells. For white
solids the data is well reproduced using four shells and structure matches the (Na2U2O7)0.5
structure with a few rearrangement due to the substitution of U through Np. The fit results are
given in Table 1. The “yl” oxygen distance is shorter compared to U (1.81 Å for 1.91 Å) and as a
result equatorial distances are longer (2.37 Å for 2.31 Å) to match the mean valence. Np-Np
distance is equal to U-U distances, whereas Np-Na slightly longer (3.90 instead of 3.84 Å).
EXAFS data evaluation for violet solid phases did not match sodium uranate structure. The
obtained structural parameters fitted to NaNpO2(OH)2(s.) reported by Almond et al. [1]. The data
is reproduced using five shells. The coordination numbers of atoms were fixed to match
NaNpO2(OH)2(s.) structure. The fit results are given in Table 1.
From chemical analysis, SEM-EDS and XRD studies it was observed, that all green solids in
contact have the same amorphous structure and low content of sodium (0.1-0.3 Na/Np ratio). In
contrast, the less soluble white solids have well-defined crystalline structure with platelets
crystallites and a Na/Np ratio of about 1, pointing to the formation of Na-Neptunates. Violet
solids observed in highly alkaline solutions (pHc > 13.0) in spite of similar shape of crystallites
(needles) and sodium abundance (Na/Np ratio ~1) have different well-defined crystalline
structures depending on the ionic strength. The very low content of Cl observed by SEM-EDS in
the samples indicate that no chloride is present in the solids and the reported Na/Np ratios are not
affected by analytical artifacts due to NaCl impurities in the solids.
Our investigations show, that with increasing pHc and NaCl concentration, neptunium(V)
hydroxide undergoes significant phase transformations towards Na-neptunate phases presently
not accounted for in thermodynamic models.
Table 1: Structural parameters of Np solubility limiting phases obtained from EXAFS evaluation.
Backscatterer R (Å), (± 0.01 Å)
N (± 20 %)
ΔE0 (eV) goodness of fit (%)
2(Å2)*10-3
O
1.81
1.3
0.73
-0.2
green
O
2.40
4.7
10.7
-0.2
0.8
solid
MS
3.62
1.4
2.9
-0.4
O
1.83
2*
0.64
5.0
O
2.38
6*
3.58
5.0
white
0.4
solid
Na
3.84
6*
14.1
-3.8
Np
3.91
6*
11.06
4.78
O
1.82
2*
1.0
3.3
O
2.39
5*
3.1
3.3
violet
Na
3.27
2*
3.9
-5.0
0.2
solid
Na
3.74
3*
24
-5.0
Np
3.89
2*
4.0
0.8
R = distances, N = coordination numbers, σ2 = EXAFS Debye-Waller factors, ΔE0 = relative energy shifts held as
global parameters for like atoms, MS – multiscattering, * fixed
Sample
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Introduction:
Polar phthalocyanines have been investigated intensively in the recent past. In contrast to the more familiar
CuPc or ZnPc, the polar metal phthalocyanines are not planar but umbrella like and tilted by 7° leading to a
symmetry lowering from D4h to C4v. It can be expected that the presence of a molecular dipole moment
offers a route to control the growth of the molecules in thin films by external factors. Indeed, it was shown
for TiOPc, AlClPc or VOPc, that electric and magnetic fields can influence the molecular orientation, the
polymorphism, and the surface morphology [1-4]. On the other hand, it can be shown, that for devices
containing Pcs as active layers the efficiency is affected by the growth, interface properties, the molecular
orientation and electronic properties are essential factors. In this context, possible chemical reactions in air
become important.
The aim of the present study is a detailed investigation of the chemical reaction of monomer AlClPc to the
µ-(oxo)dimers (PcAl)2O in thin films deposited on indium-tin oxide (ITO), we focus on the influence of
environmental conditions as well as on the molecular orientation. The molecular orientation of AlClPc and
(PcAl)2O on on ITO was investigated by methods with different surface sensitivities: Raman and NEXAFS
in TEY and PEY mode as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The surface sensitivity of NEXAFS depends on
the chosen detection mode. In the case of total electron yield (TEY) all electrons that emerge from the
surface are (indirectly) detected and slow secondary electrons of about 5 eV dominate the signal. Since these
electrons can escape from the sample after several inelastic scattering processes they originate to a large
extent from layers deeper as the mean free path of the electrons. On the other hand, for partial electron yield
(PEY) detection, the retarding voltage of the detector determines the kinetic energy of the electrons (in our
case higher than 350 eV) and essentially specific Auger electrons are detected. This results in a sampling
depth of about 1-2 nm for PEY NEXAFS and about 10 nm for TEY NEXAFS.[48]

Figure 1. Illustration of the probing depth for the different methods
(Raman, TEY, PEY).

Experimental details:
The NEXAFS and XPS measurements were carried out at the soft x-ray beamline WERA. The energy
resolution at the N-K edge was set to approx. 200 meV, the degree of linear polarization was 95%. The
NEXFAS spectra have been measured in total electron yield (TEY) (sample current) and partial electron
yield (PEY) (channeltron) mode. The TEY and PEY spectra were recorded parallel at the same spot and at
the same time. The spectra have been normalized to equal step heights. To evaluate the intensity of *resonances, the areas have been estimated by numerical integration of the region from 397.5 eV to 402 eV
assuming that the edge structure is at higher photon energies.
The thin films of AlClPc with nominal film thicknesses of 50 nm have been prepared by physical vapor
deposition from a temperature controlled cell on ITO substrates in in ultra-high vacuum (UHV). It was
1
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verified by XPS that air exposure at room temperature leads not to a chemical reaction. The subsequent
annealing to 300°C for 1 – 1.5 h initiates the reaction to the µ-(oxo)dimer. The annealing of the films was
performed at ambient conditions (exposure to air). Before and after the reaction the films were characterized
again by NEXAFS, XPS, Raman and UV/vis spectroscopy.
Results:
For phthalocyanines, the molecular orientation can be probed by NEXAFS monitoring the relative intensities
of N 1s-* excitations.[5] Spectral features at photon energies < 402 eV correspond essentially to N 1s *
transitions and at > 402 eV they are described mainly by N 1s - * transitions. N K-edge absorption spectra
were taken from AlClPc films before and after the reaction in both TEY and PEY mode as a function of the
incidence angle of the p-polarized synchrotron radiation and selected spectra (for = 10°, grazing incidence)
and  = 90°, normal incidence) are displayed in Fig. 2. Difference spectra (90° - 10°) have been drawn to
make the changes of the linear dichroism clearly visible. The spectra in of the as deposited film show a
similar tendency for both modes (TEY, PEY): The maximum of the N1s-* excitations are observed at
grazing incidence ( = 10°) in Fig. 2(a) pointing to a preferential orientation of the molecular plane
perpendicular relative to the substrate surface (preferred lying absorption geometry). The decreasing and
increasing intensity of the * and * resonances from grazing to normal incidence are clearly visible in the
TEY and PEY difference spectra (90° - 10°), respectively. After the reaction, the dichroism appears weaker
(Fig. 2(b)) in particular for spectra taken in TEY mode. The angle-dependence of the N1s-* resonance
intensity is summarized for all measured angles quantitatively in Fig 2(c). The expected functional behavior
for perfectly lying and standing molecules assuming a polarization degree of 100% are plotted as broken
lines in Fig. 2(c). A tendency for lying molecules is observed for the film before and after the deposition
since the angular dependence follows the dotted line for lying molecules, indicating that there is a
preferential orientation within the upper 10 nm of the film (with a lower degree of ordering). It is clearly
visible that TEY and PEY intensities show a similar behavior for the as deposited film.

Figure 2. (a), (b) NEXAFS spectra with included difference spectra of AlClPc for the as deposited film (a) and after annealing
(b).The upper panels show spectra measured in TEY mode, the lower panels PEY mode. The angles given denote the incidence
angle of the incoming p-polarized light relative to the substrate. (c) Angle-dependence of the intensity of the * resonances for the
as deposited and annealed film. The expected intensity profiles for lying and standing molecules are indicated by dotted and
dashed lines, respectively. The different behavior of the intensities from spectra measured in TEY and PEY mode point to a
different orientation of the uppermost layer with respect to the bulk.
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In contrast, after the reaction, the angular dependencies of the TEY and PEY show a different evolution; the
angle dependence of the resonances of the TEY (more sensitive to the bulk) is less pronounced and indicates
less ordered structures similar to the observation using Raman spectroscopy (not shown). The angle
dependence of the PEY resonances on the other hand (sensitive for the layers close to the surface) is nearly
similar to the as deposited film. The different information depth of PEY, TEY and Raman offer a route to
distinguish between the molecular orientation at the surface and in the bulk. The differences of the molecular
orientations in dependence of the film thickness might be related to the ability for reorganization of the Pc
molecules. Due to a bigger steric hindrance the molecules in the bulk appear to be less able to rearrange
during the reaction whereas molecules at the surface arrange in a favored geometry comparable to the
situation before the reaction. Thus, the molecular orientation seems to be “maintained” especially close to
the surface even after a chemical reaction.
For a possible application of AlClPc in devices, it would be very important to protect the materials from
water in combination with high temperatures. On the other hand, ultrathin films of oriented (PcAl)2O might
be prepared on substrate surfaces by a reaction of annealed AlClPc in a humid environment.
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Introduction
Based on a combined polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
study, we have recently reported a magnetic proximity effect (MPE) in superconductor/ferromagnet (SC/FM)
superlattices (SLs) of YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO)/La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 (LCMO) and YBCO/LaMnO3+d (LMO) [1]. This
MPE involves a strong suppression of the FM moment on the LCMO side of the interface and, at the same
time, the induction of a Cu FM moment on the YBCO side. Surprisingly, the MPE is very pronounced for the
SL with metallic LCMO layers whereas it is almost absent for the one with insulating LMO. This suggests
that the MPI is an intrinsic effect that is controlled by the electronic properties of the FM manganite layers.
To support this hypothesis, we grew a new YBCO/LMO SL under different conditions to obtain a higher
concentration of excess oxygen where the LMO layers are weakly conducting [2].
Experimental
During our last beamtime, we performed therefore XMCD measurements on the YBCO/LMO SL grown
using the pulsed laser deposition technique [3]. We scanned the regions around the Mn and Cu edges
measuring for Mn in saturation, with and applied field of 3T, and for Cu in low-field, with an applied field of
0.5T after saturating with 3T, and in saturation. To obtain the dichroism we inverted both the incident beam
polarization and the direction of the applied magnetic field, the results shown are the average over all
measurements. All measurements were performed in a grazing incidence setup with the beam forming an
angle of ~75° with the sample normal. We lost one day of the assigned beamtime due to an unexpected shut
down of the synchrotron. For another 1 ½ days the synchrotron beam was very unstable, this results in data
that are very difficult to normalize.
Results
The XMCD data together with the resistivity and PNR data for this new YBCO/LMO SL are shown in Fig. 1
on the right hand side. The comparison with the SLs with highly conducting LCMO and nearly insulating
LMO layers are shown in the panels on the left and the middle of Fig.1. It confirms that in the new SL with
weakly conducting LMO layers the intensities of the 2nd order Bragg peak in the PNR data and of the CuXMCD signal are indeed intermediate between the ones of the strongly conducting LCMO and the insulating
LMO. This confirms our hypothesis that the MPE is intrinsic and depends strongly on the electronic
properties of the FM manganite layers.
Conclusions
We could detect an enhanced Cu XMCD signal in a YBCO/LMO SL with weakly conducting LMO layers as
compared to a previously investigated SL with insulating LMO layers. We have thus established a correlation
between the electronic properties of the FM manganite layers and the occurrence of the MPE in this kind of
system. Whether the strong suppression of the magnetic moment on the FM side of the interface and the
induced antiparallel Cu-moment are correlated to each other or are independent consequences of the
electronic reconstruction at the interface is still to be determined.
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Strongly conducting LCMO

Insulating LMO

Weakly conducting LMO

Fig. 1: Resistitivity, polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) and Cu-edge XMCD data for superlattices with different conducting
properties of the FM manganite layers. For the SLs with the conducting LCMO and LMO layers the FM transition at TCurie=220K
gives rise to an anomaly in the resistivity data. This anomaly is absent for the SL with insulating LMO where the resistivity is
governed by the YBCO layers. The development of the 2nd order Bragg peak in the PNR curves at T< TCurie signifies the
suppression of the FM moment in the interfacial region of the manganite layers, the more intense this peak the stronger the
suppression. This effect is strongest for the strongly conducting LCMO, intermediate for the weakly conducting LMO and almost
absent for the insulting LMO. The XMCD data show a similar trend, the Cu-edge dichroism is largest for LCMO , intermediate for
weakly conducting LMO and almost absent for insulating LMO.
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Introduction
Low-dimensional organic conductors are very interesting objects for investigation by near-edge absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy. It provides a direct access for the electronic structure of unoccupied
states and the radiation damage of organic crystals is tolerable. The information about the electron density in
specific states additionally to resistivity or magnetic properties provides important information about phase
transitions and charge carriers localization. The aim of the present work was to gain information of the
unoccupied electronic states using NEXAFS in order to discuss the origin of phase transitions in organic
charge transfer single crystals (DOEO)4[HgBr]4·TCE and TTF-TCNQ. These experiments were done at the
WERA beamline at ANKA using the liquid He-cooling facility.
Charge carrier localization in (DOEO)4[HgBr]4•TCE single crystals
The new asymmetrical molecule DOEO (1,4-(dioxandiil-2,3-dithio) ethylenedithiotetrathia-fulvalene) and its
cation-radical salt (DOEO)4[HgBr4]·TCE (where TCE is 1,1,2-trichloroethane) were recently synthetized in
the Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics in Chernogolovka, Russia[1]. The transport properties[1],
electron spin resonance study[2] and magnetic measurements suggest the existence of phase transitions at
T=70 and 120 K. The sulfur L-edge NEXAFS and the temperature dependence of the relative peak intensity
of the first line of it (Fig. 1) show the electron density redistribution with further localization below 60 K.
Taking into account the antiferromagnetic ordering below 40 K that is visible from the temperature
dependence of magnetic susceptibility, we can observe this rearrangement.

Fig. 1: Sulfur L-edge NEXAFS spectra of the (DOEO)4[HgBr] 4•TCE crystal at T = 300 K. Circles denote the experimental data,
thin curves mark the partial spectra obtained by a multipeak deconvolution of the experimental spectra. (b) Temperature
dependence of the NEXAFS resonance peak intensities in the sulfur L-edge spectra of (DOEO)4[HgBr] 4•TCE. Peak intensities are
taken from the fits in Fig. 1 (a) and are normalized to the area of peak 1 at each temperature.

Peierls transition in TTF-TCNQ single crystals
The TTF-TCNQ is a well-known one-dimensional charge transfer salt with a rich phase diagram consisting in
the establishment of successive 2kF Peierls transitions at critical temperatures of 54, 49 and 38 K. In several
previous NEXAFS studies[3,4] it was found that the theoretically-expected σ*(π(ag, b3u))-transition was
absent. In the present work, we performed a temperature-dependent investigation. The spectra consist of all
theoretically predicted peaks, including the “missing” transition, and show a clear temperature dependence.
When cooling TTF-TCNQ from 100 K down to 80 K (see fig. 2) there are significant changes in intensities of
all three orbitals of the cyano groups: σ*(π(ag, b3u)), π*(π(b3g,au)) and σ*(π(b1g,b2u)). This is a clear signature
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of changes in the electronic structure that could be caused by local and fluctuating pre-transitional structural
distortions on the TCNQ stacks, which, in particular, involve an out-of-plane intramolecular deformation of
TCNQ. Upon further cooling of the crystals below 60 K one observes an increase of the π*(π(b3g,au))
intensity value of the cyano groups. This is a fingerprint of the onset of the upper Peierls transition which
develops a true Peierls gap on the TCNQ stacks. At this transition the electronic and structural CDW
modulations of the TCNQ stack are frozen and different unoccupied states should appear above the Peierls
gap. Such a redistribution of the unoccupied electronic states could be caused by the substantial displacement
of the quinoid ring with respect to the cyano groups in a direction perpendicular to the TCNQ plane, which
leads to a “boat-like” deformation of the acceptors.

Fig. 2: (a) Nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the TTF-TCNQ crystal at T = 50 K. Circles denote the experimental data, thin
curves mark the partial spectra obtained by a multipeak deconvolution of the experimental spectra. Vertical lines give the signal
positions according to the DFT calculation. (b) Temperature dependence of the NEXAFS resonance peak intensities in the
nitrogen K-edge spectra of TTF-TCNQ. Peak intensities are taken from the fits in Fig. 2 (a) and are normalized to the area of peak
5 at 100 K.

Summary
In the present work we have experimentally determined the electronic structure of unoccupied states of two
types of single crystals - (DOEO)4[HgBr]4·TCE and TTF-TCNQ. In (DOEO)4[HgBr4]·TCE we have found
fingerprints of charge carriers redistribution with further localization at T<60 K. Based on temperature
dependences of magnetic susceptibility, transport properties[1], electron spin resonance study[2] and electron
density distribution we propose a mechanism of localization with appearance of antiferromagnetic islands in
(DOEO)4[HgBr4]·TCE.
In TTF-TCNQ we have performed temperature-dependent NEXAFS investigation. Our study shows an
evidence of a Peierls transition on the TCNQ stacks. Furthermore, the data provides the first experimental
evidence of a modification of intra-molecular orbitals due to a CDW (charge density wave) instability in a
molecular conductor. In addition, we clearly resolve the experimental data, consisting of all theoretically
predicted peaks, including the “missing” transition σ*(π(ag, b3u)) in the cyano groups of TCNQ, and therefore
we discussed the real electronic structure and its evolution with variable temperature.
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Phthalocyanines (Pc) have emerged as a promising molecular component for artificial
photosynthetic systems, since they exhibit large absorption in the visible region, contain large,
conjugated π-systems suitable for efficient electron-transfer processes, and possess strongly
reducing or oxidizing characteristics determined by the nature of the central metals and the
peripheral substituents. The magnetic properties of phthalocyanine-based conjugates have
recently attracted large scientific interest [1], revealing large orbital anisotropies and an
anisotropic spin dipole moment up to twice the isotropic spin in a metal-organic layer. The
main characteristics of phthalocyanines are their unique electronic, optical and redox
properties associated with the planarity of the π-conjugated ring that imparts interesting
physical and chemical properties, including the facility of stacking and yielding molecular
films on solid surfaces or in the bulk. While tetrapyridyl porphyrins have been modified with
transition metal complexes in order to generate convenient building-blocks and connectors for
assembling supramolecular systems and nanostructured materials, much less work has been
done for the phthalocyanine system.
The stoichiometric template reaction of pyrizino[2,3-f][1,10]phenanthrolin-2,3dicarbonitril (Dicnq), bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-fumarodinitril (Dinit) and X(II)- acetat (X=Cu or
Zn) provides a coordination site for a Ru(II)-ion at the tetraazaporphyrin molecule forming the
macrocycles X3Dinit1Dicnq. Addition of Ru(III)- chloride to X3Dinit1Dicnq thus binds a
Ru(II)- ion at the macrocyle, forming X3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru. In order to study the influence of
four coordinated Ru(II)- ions we synthesized Cu(II)phenanthralocyanin (Cu4Dicnq) from four
Dicnq ligands and Cu(II)-acetat. Because of the limited solubility of Cu4Dicnq and thus
hindrance to coordinate Ru ions we used [Ru(bipy)2Dicnq](PF6)2 as a precursor for
synthesizing the macrocycle in a template reaction with Cu(II)- ions. This synthesis route thus
enables the investigation of Cu4Dicnq-4Ru. Using X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Cu Ledge and Ru M-edges we investigated the electron-transfer process within the ruthenated
metallo(II)-phthalocyanine complexes.
X-ray absorption spectra were measured at the WERA beamline at the synchrotron
ANKA using the XMCD end station. All spectra were measured at 20 K.
Fig. 1(a,b) shows the X-ray absorption spectra measured at the Ru M-edges for
Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru and Zn3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru. The central peak is tentatively attributed to
the 3p-5s transition although it appears rather large. A shift of 0.5(1) eV of the M3 peak to
larger photon energy is observed if the Zn(II)- ion is replaced by the Cu(II)-ion. This indicates
that in the latter case a fractional charge is shifted from the Ru(II)- ion to the Cu(II)- ion, thus
partly filling the empty Cu states. Further evidence for this charge transfer is gained from the
comparison of Cu L-edge absorption spectra for Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru and Cu3Dinit1Dicnq
shown in Fig. 1(d,e). Here, we observe a shift of 0.6(1) eV of the Cu L3 edge to lower photon
energies if the Ru ion is added, again indicating increased charge localized at the Cu ion. The
observed shifts correspond to a sizable charge transfer of 0.4 e from Ru and 0.2 e to Cu
according to calculations using CTM4XAS.
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In contrast to Cu3Dinit1Dicnq, Cu4Dicnq reveals a shift of 0.1(1) eV of the Cu L3
edge to larger photon energies if the Ru ion is added. Here, charge transfer does not occur.
The result is attributed to the 2,2’ bipyridin ligand coordinated to the Ru(II) ion in the case of
Cu4Dicnq-4Ru that has a strong electron attraction effect and thus outmatches the 4d-3d
electron transfer observed for Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru where chloride is coordinated to Ru.
The XMCD results at the Ru M edges reveal zero magnetic moment. The
comparatively large error is of the order of 0.1 µB per Ru ion because of the small Ru signal.
The Cu moment can be measured more precisely and comprises values of the order of 0.1 µB
per Cu ion. At a temperature of 20 K the measured moments increase linearly with the applied
field at least up to 4 T. The magnetic moments measured by XMCD correspond to a saturation
value of roughly 1 µB per Cu ion. This is compatible with SQUID susceptibility measurements
revealing a local moment of 1 µB per molecule for Cu3Dinit1Dicnq and 2 µB per molecule for
Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru, indicating a finite Ru moment of 1 µB which was not be detectable by
our XMCD measurements. Similar magnetic Cu moments were also measured for Cu4Dicnq
and Cu4Dicnq-4Ru.

Fig. 1: X-ray absorption spectra measured at the Ru M-edges for Zn3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru (a) and
Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru (b).(c) Sketch of the intra-molecular charge transfer. X-ray absorption spectra measured
at the Cu L-edges for Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru (d) and Cu3Dinit1Dicnq (e).
Table 1: Summary of magnetic moments determined by XMCD and SQUID.
µ0H(T)

µspin(µB) µorb(µB)

µsum(µB) µsum(µB)/µ0H(µB/T) SQUIDT(cm³Kmol-1)

Cu3Dinit1Dicnq

4.5

0.11(2)

0.01(2)

0.12(2)

0.027(5)

0.40(1)

Cu3Dinit1Dicnq-1Ru

4.5

0.10(5)

0.00(5)

0.10(5)

0.022(10)

0.69(1)

Cu4Dicnq

7

0.15(2)

0.01(2)

0.16(2)

0.023(3)

0.52(1)

Cu4Dicnq-4Ru

7

0.12(1)

0.02(1)

0.14(1)

0.020(2)

0.90(1)

Cu4Dinit

4.5

0.14(1)

0.01(1)

0.15(1)

0.033(2)

0.37(2)
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Introduction
The oxidation of dissolved Fe(II) at oxic/anoxic boundaries leads to nanoparticulate Fe(III)-precipitates that
profoundly impact the cycling of Fe and other major and trace elements in natural and engineered aquatic
systems. In earlier work, we showed that dissolved phosphate (P) and silicate (Si) interfere with Fe(III)polymerization and thereby determine the structure and composition of fresh Fe(III)-precipitates [1,2]. More
recently, we showed that Fe(III) precipitation in the presence of P is highly dynamic, and that amorphous
Fe(III)-phosphate formed until complete P removal from solution may undergo rapid transformation due to
continuing Fe(III) polymerization and concomitant P release back into solution [3]. In on-going work, we
explore the interdependent effects of dissolved P, Si and Ca on (i) the structure and composition of fresh and
aged Fe(III)-precipitates, (iii) concomitant variations in precipitate reactivity, and (iv) implications for cotransformed As. To characterize Fe(III)-precipitates from laboratory experiments, we use X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) and other techniques (TEM, XRD, FTIR). In our last experiment at ANKA, we analysed
the structure of fresh Fe(III)-precipitates formed at initial dissolved P/Fe ratios of 0-2 in the absence or
presence of Ca and/or Si and of analogous precipitates aged for 30 days at 40°C using Fe K-edge XAS.
Materials and Methods
Experiments were performed in 8 mM NaHCO3 or 4 mM CaCO3 background electrolyte adjusted to pH 7.0
using CO2 gas. After adding 0.25 mM Si (Na2SiO3), 6.7 µM As(V) and P (NaH2PO4H2O) as required, 0.5
mM Fe(II) (FeSO47H2O) were spiked to the aerated solutions to initiate Fe(II) oxidation. From each
treatment, one duplicate was sampled after 4 h (fresh) and the other after aging for 30 days at 40°C (aged).
Unfiltered and filtered (0.2-µm) solutions were collected for analysis by ICP-MS. The Fe(III)-precipitates
retained on filter membranes were air-dried and prepared as pellets for Fe K-edge XAS. The experimental
spectra were analysed by linear combination fitting (LCF) using reference spectra (Fig. 1B, from ref. [1]) of
amorphous to poorly crystalline Fe(III) precipitates with increasing degree of Fe(III) polymerization (Fe-P =
amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate; HFO = hydrous ferric oxide; 2L-Fh = 2-line ferrihydrite) and of crystalline
Fe(III)-oxyhydroxides (Goe = goethite; Lp = lepidocrocite).
Results and Discussion
For selected treatments, molar precipitate P/Fe ratios as a function of initial dissolved P/Fe ratios are shown
in Fig. 1A, and LCF results for selected precipitates from these treatments are given in Fig. 1C. In general,
trends in precipitate P/Fe ratio nicely correlated with spectroscopic results. Differences in precipitate P/Fe
ratio between fresh precipitates formed in Na- and Ca-bicarbonate solutions indicated enhanced coprecipitation of P in the presence of Ca. The LCF results (Fig. 1C) indicated dominant formation of
lepidcrocite in the absence of P, and nearly exclusive formation of Fe(III)-phosphate under conditions of
incomplete P removal from solution (i.e., above ~0.5 and ~0.8 in Na- and Ca-bicarbonate electrolyte). Thus,
in the presence of Ca, direct bonding between Ca and P likely enhanced P co-precipitation and resulted in
higher degree of Fe polymerization by decreasing the P interference. At initial dissolved P/Fe ratios less than
~1.0, precipitates aged in NaHCO3 electrolyte exhibited much lower P/Fe ratios than the respective fresh
precipitates (Fig. 1A) reflecting the re-solubilisation of a major fraction of total P. Accordingly, the
respective LCF indicated a substantial increase in Fe(III)-polymerization with aging. In the Ca-bicarbonate
system, these aging effects were much less pronounced (not shown in Fig. 1). This suggested that Ca became
co-precipitated into mixed Ca-Fe(III)-phosphates and thereby substantially slowed down further Fe(III)polymerization and P release back into solution. In treatments including Si (results not shown), Si did not
reduce P uptake into fresh precipitates but prevented the formation of crystalline Fe(III)-precipitates at low
P/Fe and slowed precipitate polymerization and P release during aging.
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Figure 1. (A) Molar precipitate P/Fe ratio as a function of initial dissolved P/Fe ratio for fresh (4 h) precipitates formed in Naand Ca-bicarbonate electrolyte (“Na fresh” and “Ca fresh”) and aged in Na-bicarbonate electrolyte (“Na aged”). (B) Fe K-edge
EXAFS reference spectra used for LCF analysis. (C) LCF results for selected precipitates.

Conclusions and Outlook
This study provides detailed insight into the interdependent effects of Ca, P and Si on Fe(III) polymerization
and precipitate structure after Fe(II) oxidation and subsequent aging. Information on the molecular-level
structure of the amorphous to poorly crystalline precipitates obtained by XAS is key to rationalize variations
in precipitate composition and solubility. The morphological characterization of the same set of precipitates
by TEM is currently underway and will allow to further expand our system understanding.
The precipitates studied here were formed in the presence of trace amounts of As(V) (As/Fe=0.013).
Preliminary data suggest that the mode and extent of As incorporation systematically varies with precipitate
structure, i.e., with P/Fe ratio and absence/presence of Ca during synthesis. In addition, our current results
reveal small but systematic variations in local Fe coordination in Fe(III)-phosphates that point towards
formation of short-range-ordered Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate in the presence of Ca and amorphous Fe(III)phosphate in the absence of Ca. In continuing work, we aim to combine XAS at the K-edges of As, Ca, and
Fe to constrain the mode of As(V) uptake in different fresh and aged precipitates (in relation to the extent of
As removal/solubility) and to better characterize the structural order of mixed Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate clusters.
Ultimately, these studies will significantly advance the mechanistic understanding of Fe oxidation products
and their impact on nutrient and contaminant dynamics in natural and engineered environmental systems.
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Juraj Majzlan and Ralph M. Bolanz
Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Institute of Geosciences, 07745 Jena, Germany

Hematite (-Fe2O3) is one of the most
common iron oxides and a sink for the
toxic metalloid arsenic. Arsenic can be
immobilized by adsorption to the surface
of hematite or other iron oxides. The
possibility of incorporation into the
structure, on the other hand, was never
really seriously entertained. In our study
we present evidence that, besides
adsorption, the incorporation of As into
the hematite crystals can be of great
relevance for As immobilization.
Fig. 1. Disc-like particles of As-doped hematite
synthesized at 200 ºC. Particle size ~ 1 m.

Arsenic-doped hematite (Fig. 1) was synthesized by transformation of As-doped ferrihydrite
at 70 or 200 ºC. X-ray absorption spectra were collected for a series of As-hematite samples
as well as a suite of reference compounds angelellite (Fe4O3(AsO4)2), scorodite
(FeAsO4·2H2O), kaňkite (FeAsO4·3.5H2O), parasymplesite (Fe3(AsO4)·8H2O), bukovskýite
(Fe2(SO4)(AsO4)· 9H2O), and adamite (Zn2(OH)AsO4). Angelellite, a triclinic iron arsenate
with structural relations to hematite, can epitaxially intergrow along the (210) plane with the
(0001) plane of hematite.

Investigation of electron-transparent slices in a transmission electron microscope showed
that arsenic is homogeneously distributed inside the hematite crystals, with a maximum
concentration of 1.9 wt% As in one of the samples. Using selected-area electron diffraction,
we identified these particles as hematite, hence, it is not an As-rich impurity within the
hematite sample.
The EXAFS spectra of the samples and reference materials (Fig. 2) show a general similarity
of the ferric and zinc arsenates in the first and second shell, mostly because the As-O and
As-Fe(Zn) distances scatter in these compounds within a relatively narrow range. The
EXAFS spectra of the As-hematite were fitted with a number of models of which angelellite
was found to perform the best, although a better fit was desired.
To address this problem, we have constructed a model of angelellite-like cluster in the
structure of hematite (Fig. 3), making use of the fact that the structures can be epitaxially
intergrown. This model performs even better than the pure angelellite model. The immediate
local environment of As5+ is found to be angelellite-like but the further surrounding (> 3.5 Å)
can be fit better with hematite structure. These results suggest that As can be incorporated
into hematite in the form of angelellite-like clusters.
Arsenic incorporation by a simple insertion of As into a tetrahedral interstitial site in hematite
was previously proposed by Violante et al. (2007), based on a work on the phosphate
incorporation in hematite by Galvez et al. (1999). The geometric similarity of the arsenate
and phosphate tetrahedra led to the assumption that they would behave similarly. Such
simple incorporation mechanism is problematic because it requires that a number of iron
48
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cations will be removed and the remaining positive charge cannot be easily compensated, for
example by hydrogen atoms. There are simply not enough oxygen atoms which could be
protonated to charge-balance this substitution.
The mechanism proposed in this study explains the possibility of As incorporation into the
hematite structure better and is in a very good agreement with the experimental data,
supported especially by the EXAFS measurements.

Fig. 3. A structural model used to fit the EXAFS
data. The model represents an angelellite-like
cluster within the structure of hematite. Red and
green spheres represent oxygen from the
structure of hematite and angelellite, respectively.
The brown and blue spheres are iron atoms from
the structure of hematite and angelellite,
respectively. Yellow spheres are arsenic atoms.

Fig. 2. FT EXAFS spectra of a) As-hematite, b)
angelellite, c) scorodite, d) kaňkite, e)
parasymplesite.

Fig. 4. Fit (grey) to the EXAFS data (black) using the angelellite-like cluster in the hematite structure
(see Fig. 3).

The fit (Fig. 4) achieved with the angelellite-in-hematite model reproduces all features of the
measured data and confirms the validity of this model. The results of our study show that
hematite is capable of storing substantial amounts of arsenic over long (geological) periods
of time.
Gálvez, N.; Barrón, V.; Torrent, J. Preparation and properties of hematite with structural phosphorus.Clay. Clay.
Miner.1999, 47, 375-385.
Violante, A.; Gaudio, S.D.; Pigna, M.; Ricciardella, M.; Banerjee, D. Coprecipitation of arsenate with metal oxides.
2. Nature, mineralogy, and reactivity of iron(III) precipitates. Environ. Sci. Technol.2007, 41, 8275-8280.
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Confocal XRF Imaging of elemental deposition of Mn, Ni and Cu on the
graphite anode in cycled LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 /graphite full cells
U. Fittschen1)5), U. Bösenberg2), M. Falk 4), M. Menzel1), B. Jache4), J. Janek4), R. Simon3)
1)
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2)
DESY Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron; Notkestr. 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany
3)
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, Institute for Synchrotron Radiation, Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, D-76344
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
4)
Chemistry Department University of Giessen; Giessen, Germany
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Li-ion battery cell capacity fade caused by 3d metal leaching from the cathode and their subsequend
deposition on the graphite anode is one key factor in cell degradation. Solvation of 3d metals for different
cathode materials into the electrolyte has been studied including e.g. LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4.
According to Choi and Manthiram [1] about 0.7% Mn and 2% Ni (55°C) from LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 are solved in
the electrolyte and increase during cycling (50cycles) at elevated temperatures (60°C) to several percent
estimated from the weight loss of the electrode. Amine et al. [2] concluded from impedance measurements
that cathode material is deposited on the Anode and Yang et. al [3] found Cu from the current collector and
Mn from the cathode in SEM/EDX images of graphite anodes. Takahara [4] found Fe on the surface of
graphite anodes cycled against LiFePO4 cathodes using Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GdOES) sputtering material starting from the surface „electrode/separator interface (E/S)“ and processing into
the bulk material. These analyses indicate an accumulation of metal ions at the E/S interface. Accumulation
has been studied as deep as a few µm in depth of the anode. Until now, to the best of our knowledge, nobody
has studied the penetration of these metal ions into the pores of the graphite anode and their fate if the
eventually deposit on the surface of the graphite particles. In this study deposition of 3d metal ions from
LNMO/graphite full cells was studied using confocal µ-XRF.
We aim to show the full impact of deposition such as Mn and Ni species on the anode over the complete
depth of the graphite cathode. A spatial resolution of 10x10x20µm3 was reached using 3D confocal microXRF imaging (CMXRF) at the ANKA Fluo beam line. The setup includes a polycapillary half lens on the
detector side and compound refractive lenses to focus the primary beam. An energy dispersive SDD-detector
(Vortex, SII NanoTechnology USA Inc., Northridge, CA, USA), having an energy resolution of 133
eV@MnKα, was used to record fluorescence spectra at each voxel. The spatial resolution in depth was given
by the polycapillary half lens and determined to be 19 µm for 9.7keV (AuL The resolution is energy
dependent and increases with energy. The resolution in X and Y direction was 10 µm and is given by the
compound refractive lenses (CRLs). The excitation energy of beam was set to 17.4 keV using a double
multilayer monochromator (W-Si multilayers in 2.7 nm period). Details of the beamline are described
elsewhere [5]. An integration time of 3 s per voxel was used for the anodes and 1 s per voxel for the cathode.
All data was normalized to a beam current of 100 mA. The Kα-lines were used for the determination of all
elements investigated besides Ba, where the L-line was used. PyMCA was used for deconvolution of the
spectra. To obtain a 3D image of the elemental distribution several 2D profiles in steps of 10 µm were
recorded and compiled using the software package Avizo standard (FEI, Berlin, Germany).
XRF allows for a high information depth, in this case we could cover the complete depth of the graphite
cathode (ca 200µm). The results, see figure 1, show that Mn and Ni from the cathode do not only deposit at
the E/S interface penetrate to the same extend into the pores, we show that other metal ions like Cu deposit
predominantly at the E/S interface indicating different reactivity and chemical processes. From
complementary bulk determination of Ni and Mn concentrations from the cycled anode using micro-wave
assisted digestion and TXRF we estimated concentration of Mn ca. 10pg/pixel (LOD ca. 0.150pg/pixel) and
Ni ca. 4pg/pixel (LOD ca. 0.060 pg/Pixel).
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Fig. 1 Ni (gr), Ga (bl) Cu (r): 3D fluorescence images over an area of 100x100x200 µm3 with the current collector at the bottom,
Ni in the bulk material and Cu on top at the E/S interface
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Iron oxidation products: Structural changes induced by precipitate drying
and in-situ time-resolved oxidation experiment
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Introduction
The oxidation of dissolved Fe(II) at oxic/anoxic boundaries leads to nanoparticulate Fe(III)-precipitates that
profoundly impact the cycling of Fe and other major and trace elements in natural and engineered aquatic
and terrestrial systems. In earlier work, we showed that dissolved phosphate (P) and silicate (Si) interfere
with Fe(III)-polymerization and thereby determine the structure and composition of fresh Fe(III)-precipitates
[1, 2]. More recently, we showed that Fe(III) precipitation in the presence of P is highly dynamic, and that
amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate forming exclusively until complete P removal from solution may subsequently
undergo rapid transformation due to continuing Fe(III) polymerization [3]. In natural as well as technical
systems, freshly formed Fe(III)-precipitates may periodically dry out. Drying may alter precipitate structure
and reactivity, leading for example to reduced ion sorption capacity or reduced dissolution and
transformation rates [4, 5]. In continuing experiments, we therefore evaluated different types of fresh Fe
precipitates with respect to structural changes induced by precipitate drying. Furthermore, we performed an
in-situ time-resolved experiment to monitor Fe precipitate formation during Fe(II) oxidation an initial molar
dissolved phosphate/Fe(II) ratio of 0.3 to obtain direct XAS-based evidence for initial Fe(III)-phosphate
formation.
Materials and Methods
Different Fe(III)-precipitates were synthesized in 8 mM NaHCO3 or 4 mM CaCO3 electrolyte adjusted to pH
7.0 using CO2 gas. After addition of Si (Na2SiO3) or P (NaH2PO4H2O) as required (no Si and P; Si/Fe 2,
Si/Fe 0.5, P/Fe 0.65, P/Fe 0.3, P/Fe 0.15), 0.5 mM Fe(II) (FeSO47H2O) were spiked to the aerated solutions
to initiate Fe(II) oxidation. The precipitates were stored for 10 days in their synthesis solution prior to XAS
analysis. After filtration, the wet precipitates were mixed with water and cellulose and measured as pastes in
transmission mode at room temperature. The remaining precipitate was dried overnight under N2-gas, mixed
with cellulose and pressed into 13-mm pellets for XAS analysis.
An in-situ experiment was performed in 1 L of 8 mM NaHCO3 adjusted to pH 6.3 using CO2 gas. Phosphate
was adjusted to 0.3 mM. Using a piezo pump, this solution/suspension was continuously pumped through the
wet-cell available at the XAS beamline, which is equipped with Kapton windows. Immediately after adding 1
mM Fe(II) to the aerated solution, continuous Fe K-edge EXAFS data acquisition was started (3 min per scan
from 7.0 to 7.5 keV, i.e., up to ~10 Å-1 in k-space).
Results and Discussion
The Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of different precipitates formed in NaHCO3 background electrolyte before
and after drying are shown in Figure 1A. As expected from own previous work [1-3], the precipitate formed
in the absence of P and Si was dominantly lepidocrocite, the precipitates formed at Si/Fe of 0.5 and 2
ferrihydrite-like hydrous ferric oxides, the precipitate at P/Fe 0.65 an amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate and at
P/Fe of 0.3 a mixture of Fe(III)-phosphate and lepidocrocite/ferrihydrite. Visually, the spectra of the dried
samples (red lines) closely resembled the corresponding wet samples (black lines), suggesting that structural
changes were not drastic during drying. However, small differences were observed that we interpreted on the
basis of linear combination fitting using reference spectra for lepidocrocite and amorphous to poorlycrystalline Fe(III)-precipitates exhibiting varying degrees of octahedral Fe(III) linkage and polymerization.
These results indicated two systematic trends: (i) Drying led to a decrease of the lepidocrocite fraction
(where present) in favour of an increased ferrihydrite-like fraction. We interpreted this trend as indicative for
an increase in the structural disorder at the surface of nanoparticulate lepidocrocite during drying. (ii) Drying
increased the extent of corner-sharing Fe-Fe linkage of the hydrous ferric oxide-ferrihydrite precipitate
fraction. These changes may affect the reactivity of the Fe precipitates and also need to be considered when
studying dry precipitates to infer their formation during Fe(II) oxidation in aqueous solution.
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The EXAFS spectra from the time-resolved in-situ
experiment are shown in Figure 1B. For analysis by
linear combination fitting, always 5 spectra covering 15
min reaction time were averaged. The results showed
that exclusively amorphous Fe-phosphate (initially
containing also a minor fraction of Fe(II)) formed until
dissolved phosphate became depleted (~75 min), in line
with our conclusion from earlier studies [1-3]. After that
time, continuing Fe(II) oxidation led to lepidocrocite
formation. During the experiment, however, increasing
amounts of precipitate accumulated on the Kapton®
windows of the flow-through cell. Although this resulted
in spectra with higher signal-to-noise ratio dominated by
the solid-phase rather than dissolved Fe(II), this
accumulation also induced some uncertainty because the
accumulated precipitate may not exactly represent the
precipitate in the suspension.
Conclusions and Outlook
The analysis of wet and dried Fe(III)-precipitates
revealed structural changes that may strongly affect their
chemical reactivity, an aspect that we plan to investigate
in future work. In addition, the results suggest that
structural changes induced by sample drying need to be
considered when using structural information gained on
dry precipitates to elucidate precipitate formation in
aqueous solution. Time-resolved experiments provide a
means to get direct insight into precipitate formation
during Fe(II) oxidation in solution without need for
sample separation and preparation. For future work on
Fe precipitate formation, transformation and its impact
on trace elements, however, the in-situ setup needs to be
optimized to ensure that the bulk precipitate is
representatively probed.
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Figure 1. (A) Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of Fe
precipitates formed in NaHCO3 electrolyte at different
molar Si/Fe and P/Fe ratios before (black lines) and
after (red lines) drying. (B) Imaginary part of Fouriertransformed EXAFS spectra collected in-situ during
dissolved Fe(II) oxidation (black lines; time after Fe(II)
spike in min) compared to reference spectra of aq. Fe(II),
amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate, and lepidocrocite.
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Introduction
Although it has been hypothesized that electron transfer upon reaction of hydrogen sulphide and organic
matter is an important process in anaerobic environmental systems [1], there is little known about the actual
electron budgets between organic matter and the numerous sulphur species being formed upon reaction. This
is especially true for the formation of organic sulphur species, which cannot be assessed by conventional
analytical techniques. In few recent studies, XANES has been successfully applied to identify the speciation
of sulphur in organic mixtures [2] and within natural organic matter [3, 4]. The aim of his project was to
investigate the redox speciation of sulphur in organic matter upon reaction with hydrogen sulphide, to trace
the organic sulphur species preferentially formed during this reaction, and to compare the results with natural
samples from the anaerobic profile of various peatlands.
Experiments and Methods
For calibration to quantify the contribution of individual organic sulphur functional groups, standard
compounds for organic sulphur species were used according to available studies (Table 1) [5, 6]. All samples
were measured in the fluorescence mode.
Table 1: Reference compounds used in this experiment, comment about suitability based on obtained results, and location of peak
maximum in eV. Values in brackets indicate secondary, lower peaks; n.m.: not measured
Compound

CAS No.

Comment

Peak max. (eV)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Sulfuric acid mono(2-aminoethyl)ester
Sodium methanesulfonate
Dimethylsulfone
DL Methionine sulfoxide
L-Cysteine
4,4’-Dithiodibutyric acid
5,5’-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid)
Sodium Sulfate
Dibenzothiophene
Dibenzylsulfide
Pyrite
Zinc sulphide

926-39-6
2386-57-4
67-71-0
62697-73-8
52-90-0
2906-60-7
69-78-3
7757-82-6
132-65-0
538-74-9
1314-98-3

2481.76, (2480.22)
2480.24
2479.02
2475.29
2472.34
2471.63, (2473.17)
2471.71, (2473.64)
2481.71
2472.79
n.m.
2471.70
2472.77

13
14

Elemental sulphur
Sigma Aldrich Humic Acid

7704-34-9
1415-93-6

Probably impurities of sulfonates (S+V)
Suitable
Too high vapour pressure, not suitable for vacuum
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable
Too high vapour pressure, not suitable for vacuum
Too high vapour pressure, not suitable for vacuum
Suitable
Suitable, but peak max. shifted to higher eV despite
oxidation state of –II (due to ionic binding)
Suitable, but losses in vacuum
To be analyzed

2471.66
2481.31, (2480.0
shoulder, 2475.00,
2473.26)

Higher vapour pressure of certain compounds (see Table 1) limited their measurements in vacuum, as applied
at the SUL-X beamline. Due to effects of self-absorption for measurements in the fluorescence mode, all
references and samples had to be tested in different dilutions to determine the optimum sulphur content for
accurate determination of the species distribution [2, 4]. Best results were obtained with final sulphur
contents in the powdered sampled of 2 or 4 %. Dilutions of reference compounds were done with
microcrystalline cellulose. Natural samples of humic and fulvic acid, and peat samples were found to contain
2-4 % of sulphur and were therefore measured without dilution.
Results for references and Linear Combination Fitting of mixtures and natural samples
The used organic and inorganic model compounds could sufficiently be distinguished in terms of the sulphur
redox state by the location of the maximum of the absorption peak (Table 1, Fig. 1A). This yielded satisfying
results for LCF of defined mixtures (Fig. 1B) However, sulphur species with an oxidation state of 0 or lower
showed considerable overlap and could not clearly been distinguished (Fig. 1A). Most suitable for fitting of
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spectra of natural samples were sulphate ester, sulfonate, sulfone, dithiobutyric acid, cysteine, and partly also
sulfoxide (compare Fig. 1A and C, D). Analysis of humic acids before and after reaction with H2S revealed
clear differences in terms of increased reduced sulphur functional groups and partly a decrease in oxidized
groups (Fig. 1C), while there were little differences in humic acids before and after chemical reduction with
H2/Pd. The measurement of natural samples clearly showed a decrease of oxidized sulphur species and
increase of reduced species with depth and increasing decomposition of the peat as previously described for
sediments [7]. LCF of contributing sulphur species were so far mostly within an error of +/- 10 %, but may be
improved in future measurements, using an extended set of reference in an LCF fit that is constrained to nonnegative contributions as described in Manceau & Nagy 2012 [5].
B

Figure 1: Examples of reference spectra (upper left, A), linear combination fitting (LCF) of a defined mixture (upper right, B),
humic acid sample before and after reaction with H2S (bottom left, C), and natural peat samples with a depth gradient (bottom
right, D). See table 1 for full component names (Cyst: 5, Element. Sulfur: 13, sulfonate: 2, sulfone: 3, sulfoxide: 4, NaSO4: 8,
pyrite: 11, SO4-ester: 1)
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Speciation of Zn and As in mining waste near Olkusz in Poland
Final report for the proposal ENV-242
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Oxidation zones of ore deposits offer valuable insights into the long-term fate of many metals
and metalloids. In this work (Majzlan et al. 2014), we have studied a paleo-acid rock drainage
(ARD) system – the oxidation zone of Mississippi-valley type Zn-Pb deposits near Olkusz in
southern Poland. The ARD systems exhausted their acid-generating capacity and have come
almost to the conclusion of the mineral and geochemical transformations. Primary pyrite,
marcasite, galena and sphalerite have been decomposed but the acidity was neutralized by the
abundant carbonate host rocks. Iron oxides (Fig. 1a, 1b) are represented mostly by goethite,
either well-crystalline or nanocrystalline, as determined by a combination of powder X-ray
diffraction, micro-X-ray diffraction at the SUL-X beamline, and Mössbauer spectroscopy. Iron
oxides bind a substantial amount of arsenic , to a lesser extent also zinc, lead, and cadmium, as
shown by electron microprobe analyses (Fig. 1c) and sequential extractions. The X-ray
absorption spectroscopy data from the SUL-X beamline (Fig. 1e, 1f) of the local environment of
arsenic in goethite suggest the existence of bidentate mononuclear complex, in addition to the
more common bidentate binuclear complex. These results suggest that arsenic is incorporated
in the crystal structure of goethite, in addition to adsorbed to the surface of the particles or
occluded in the voids and pores. Zinc is stored in smithsonite, hemimorphite, and as octahedral
cations in the Zn-rich sheet aluminosilicates (Fig. 1d). Zinc is bound in goethite as a mixture of
tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated cations. This study shows that the mature system
binds the metals from the primary sulfides relatively strongly. Yet, some release of the metals
was observed in this study, either in the laboratory (by sequential extractions) and in nature
(e.g., neoformed Zn phyllosilicates). The physical conditions in the oxidation zone and on the
surface are largely similar but the metals, to a certain extent, are still mobile in the soils. We
may speculate that their mobility near the surface, in the mining waste, may be enhanced by a
higher water/rock ratio than in the oxidation zone. This result implies that although the studied
material is relatively benign, it still has a potential to cause local environmental problems.

Majzlan, J., Jerzykowska, I., Michalik, M., Göttlicher, J., Steininger, R., Błachowski, A., Ruebenbauer, K.,
2014: Mineralogy of and speciation of Zn and As in Fe-oxide-clay aggregates in the mining waste at
the MVT Zn-Pb deposits near Olkusz, Poland. Chemie der Erde - Geochemistry (in press)
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Fig. 1. Results and data from the study of the paleo-ARD system in Olkusz, Poland. Details in text.
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Introduction
A novel cementitious material named Celitement has been developed at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT). Celitement consists of nanocrystalline calcium-hydrosilicates, which harden upon reaction with H2O
in a very similar way like the ordinary Portland cement does. Celitement is produced in a two stage process:
1. Hydrothermal synthesis of crystalline and nanocrystalline Calcium-Silicate-Hydrates (C-S-H phases, C =
CaO, S = SiO2, H = H2O). 2. Tribochemical treatment of the hydrothermal product. A quintessential point of
the production of Celitement is the hydrothermal synthesis. The formation of C-S-H phases is a complicated
process, which is dominated by nucleation and extreme disequilibrium. The long term purpose of the study is
to investigate the kinetics and mechanisms of formation of crystalline and nanocrystalline C-S-H phases
during the hydrothermal process. Method of choice for this investigation is in-situ X-ray diffraction.
Experimental
A reaction cell meeting both, the synthesis conditions (200°C, 16 bar saturated steam pressure, high alkalinity
of the media, pH=13) and ANKA instrumental requirements was developed (Figure 1). The reaction volume
of the cell is 30 l and is confined between two sapphire windows and a sapphire spacer. The path length is
1mm (+ 2 x 0.4 mm windows). The heating is realised by four heating cartridges controlled by two thermo
elements connected to a Eurotherm controller 3508. The measurements took place on the SUL-X beamline in
transmission at E=16 keV. The exact determinations of the wavelengths of the single experiments were
performed by measuring LaB6 in a capillary positioned in the plane of the reaction cell. The diffraction rings
were detected by CCD positioned at 136 mm from the cell. The 2 range detected by the CCD was in the
most experiments between 3-30° 2 which corresponds to d = 14 Å - 1.5 Å at a wavelength of 0.77744 Å. A
verification of the temperature calibration was performed with standard materials BN and KNO3 (NIST). The
cell was filled in a Glovebox at ITC under N2 flux in order to avoid carbonation. The starting materials
Ca(OH)2 (produced by heating CaCO3 at 1000°C for 24 hours and quenching in deionised boiled water) and
highly dispersed SiO2 (Aerosil, Evonik) were mixed in ratio CaO/SiO2 (C/S) = 2 and pressed as pellet (4 mm
diameter). Mixture of H2O and 1M NaOH was added (water/solid ratio (W/S) = 2 and 5) and the cell was
closed tightly. After transfer to the beamline the cell position was determined. The temperature program
included: 1) heating from room temperature to 200°C within 10 min. 2) Iso-temperature step at 200°C for 480
min. 3) Cooling to room temperature. During all steps XRD measurements were performed at a rate of 1-2
min. In addition some short runs with the starting materials (Ca(OH)2, C-S-H phase) alone were performed.
All together five runs of the in-situ hydrothermal syntheses were done.
Results
Figure 2 presents the X-ray diffraction patterns taken during the hydrothermal reaction of the sample with
W/S=5 as a function of time. Formation of C-S-H begins obviously already upon mixing of the starting
materials at room temperature, which is shown by the broad “hump” at 14.75° 2 corresponding to the (110)
reflection of C-S-H (d=3.03Å). After reaching 200°C a very quick dissolution of Ca(OH)2 is observed (rapid
diminishing of the intensities of all reflections) accompanied by an accelerated formation of C-S-H-phase.
Short after that (20min after reaching 200°C) a formation of -Ca2[HSiO4](OH) (-C2SH) is seen. This is
confirmed by the appearance of its strongest reflection (122) at 13.94° 2 (3.24 Å). Its intensity increases
over time. The intensity of the broad reflection (110) of the C-S-H reaches its maximum after 50 minutes at
200°C and begins slowly to decrease. Comparing the development of the reflection intensities of both C-S-H
phase and -C2SH implicates that the latter grows at the expense of the former. Very interesting observation
is the recrystallization of Ca(OH)2 during the cooling from 200°C to room temperature. It is unlikely that this
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is due to supersaturation of some dissolved Ca(OH)2 in the fluid phase which was simply in excess during the
reaction at 200°C. Furthermore the solubility of Ca(OH)2 is higher at lower temperature. One explanation for
this behavior could be that one of the solid phases available might be instable upon cooling and undergoes
partial dissolution which in turn increases the concentration of Ca2+ ions in the solution leading to
precipitation of Ca(OH)2. Indeed a closer observation of the (110) reflection of the C-S-H phase indicates
rapid drop of its intensity after beginning of the cooling cycle.

Fig. 1: A) Exploded view of the hydrothermal cell.

B) The cell on the SULX Beamline at ANKA

Fig. 2: In situ XRD patterns showing the development of a hydrothermal reaction (200°C, 16 bar) with
starting materials Ca(OH)2 and SiO2 (C/S=2, W/S=5) as a function of time. Left: larger view in 2 range 818°. Arrows show recrystallization of Ca(OH)2 upon cooling. Right: detail view in the 2 range 12.5-15.5°.
Conclusions
The hydrothermal cell dedicated for investigations of the reaction kinetics and mechanisms of formation of
calcium silicate hydrates on the SUL-X beamline delivers deep insight in this process. The first results give
essential information about the importance of the nanocrystalline C-S-H phase as a precursor for the
formation of -C2SH as well as about the dissolution-precipitation behaviour of the components in the
system CaO-SiO2-H2O as a function of temperature under hydrothermal conditions.
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
Calcium-Silicate-Hydrates (C-S-H phases, C=CaO, S=SiO2, H=H2O) are the essential product of the cement
hydration and therefore responsible for its chemical and mechanical properties. Furthermore hydrothermally
synthesized C-S-H phases are the main constituents of aerated concrete, borehole cementing products and
precursors of novel cementitious materials like Celitement. The large family of the C-S-H phases includes
both: nanocrystalline products known as the general term C-S-H(I) with variable CaO/SiO2 (C/S) ratio and
various crystalline compounds. The later include more than 20 known structures with C/S=0.5-3.0. The
hydrothermal synthesis of C-S-H phases is a rather complicated process, dominated by nucleation, extreme
disequilibrium and strong dependence upon starting materials (source of CaO and SiO2 and water/solid-ratio,
w/s) and temperature and pressure profile. In the literature there are only scarce data on in situ observation of
the formation of certain crystalline C-S-H phases mostly of interest for the aerated concrete chemistry (11Å
tobermorite: Ca4.5[Si6O16](OH).5H2O, xonotlite: Ca6[Si6O16](OH)2, gyrolite: Ca16Si24O60 (OH)8.14(H2O)). On
the other hand there are no data available for kinetics and mechanisms of formation of compounds like Ca2[HSiO4](OH) (-C2SH) or C-S-H(I), which are promising precursors for development of novel
energetically and CO2 efficient cements. Key issue for the establishing of these materials as suitable
replacement of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is that the starting materials needed for their production are
available on a large scale in nature. In contrast to the production of OPC, where limestone and clay are used
as raw materials, the formation of Celitement needs compounds with lower C/S ratio. One material meeting
these requirements is quartz sand. Therefore this study focuses on the investigation of the kinetics and
mechanisms of formation of -C2SH during the hydrothermal process with starting materials quartz sand and
Ca(OH)2 by means of in situ XRD.
Experimental
The hydrothermal reaction was followed in a dedicated reaction cell with reaction volume of 30 L confined
between two sapphire windows and a sapphire spacer. The path length is 1mm (+ 2 x 0.4 mm windows). The
heating is realised by four heating cartridges controlled by four thermocouples connected to a Eurotherm
controller 3508. The XRD measurements were performed on the SUL-X beamline in transmission at E=16
keV with a spot size of 300µmx150m. The detection was carried out by the CCD detector positioned at a
distance of 136 mm from the cell. The 2theta range covered by the CCD detector was 3-30° 2theta which
corresponds to d = 14 Å - 1.5 Å at 0.77621 Å wavelength. The cell was filled in a glovebox under N2 flux in
order to avoid carbonation. The starting materials Ca(OH)2 (produced by heating CaCO3 p.a. at 1000°C for 4
hours and quenching in deionised boiled water) and quartz sand (94% SiO2, Friedrich GmbH
Quarzsandwerke) were mixed in ratio CaO/SiO2 (C/S) = 2 and pressed as pellet (4 mm diameter). Mixture of
H2O and 1M NaOH was added (water/solid ratio (W/S) = 2). After transfer to the beamline the cell position
was determined. The temperature program included: 1) heating from room temperature to 200°C within
15min.; 2) iso-temperature step at 200°C for 402min.; 3) Cooling to 60°C (60min.) with iso-temperature step
at 60°C for additional 30min.; 4) Cooling to room temperature. During all steps XRD measurements were
performed at a rate of 3min.
Results
Figure 1 presents the XRD patterns taken during the hydrothermal reaction of the sample as a function of
time and at particular temperature. Formation of -C2SH is first observed by appearing of reflections (122)
and (002) after 20min. At the same time formation of a new C-S-H phase (recognizable at its (110)
reflection)[1] also takes place but at a very slow rate. Very quick dissolution of both Ca(OH)2 and quartz is
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observed. Figure 2A presents the development of the FWHM, net area and intensity of reflection (001) for
Ca(OH)2 (CH). Upon raising the T° to 200°C ordering along [001] takes place shown by the decrease of the
FWHM. The strong decrease of the area and intensity in the following 20 min. shows rapid dissolution
followed by moderate dissolution in the range 30 min. - 240min. The FWHM does not show significant
change. The region between 240-280min. shows once again very rapid dissolution followed by its slowing
down in the range 280-420min. The latter is accompanied by an increase of the FWHM. Lowering of the T°
from 200°C to 60°C leads to further decrease of the area and intensity of the (001) reflection and increase of
the FWHM. The reflection (101) of quartz (Fig 2C) shows complex behavior with increasing its area and
intensity upon heating to 200°C (probably due to crystal enlargement) followed by rapid decrease in the range
20-60min. A moderate dissolution follows (60-200min.) with subsequent increased dissolution rate (200240min.). After 4 hours no quartz reflections are detectable. Figures 2B and 2D show the development of
reflections (122) and (223) of -C2SH during the experiment. A rapid formation is observed within 20-30min.
after beginning (Fig. 2D) followed by a slow increase of the peak area in the range 30-70min. Quick further
formation of -C2SH takes place between 70-200min. followed by an even more accelerated area and
intensity increase in the range 200-270min. Between 270-420min a plateau regarding peak area, intensity and
FWHM of the -C2SH reflections is observed. In the same range a maximum of formation of additional
nanocrystalline C-S-H phase is reached (Fig. 1, Fig. 2D). The presence of C-S-H phase is due to the higher
dissolution rate of quartz compared to that of Ca(OH)2 which leads to enrichment of SiO2. Upon cooling
from 200° to 60°C, an increase of area and intensity and decrease of the FWHM of the -C2SH reflections is
seen. One explanation for this behavior is possibly the increased stability of -C2SH at temperatures lower
than 200°C under hydrothermal conditions. In this case the role of the Debye-Waller factor must be also taken
upon consideration.

Fig. 1: In situ XRD patterns showing the kinetics of the hydrothermal reaction (200°C, 16 bar) of the starting
materials Ca(OH)2 and SiO2 (quartz sand)(C/S=2, W/S=2) as a function of time.
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Fig. 2: Development of the reflection characteristics (FWHM, net area and intensity) of (001) of Ca(OH)2
(CH)(A); (122) of -C2SH (B); (101) of quartz (C) as function of the reaction time and temperature. The net
areas of the reflections (223)-C2SH, (101) Ca(OH)2 and (101) quartz are compared in (D). The
temperature profile of the experiment is shown in (D).Dashed line in D indicates the maximum formation of
C-S-H (not scaled)
Conclusions
The in situ XRD experiments at the SUL-X beamline on the hydrothermal formation of -C2SH from
Ca(OH)2 and SiO2 (quartz) provide essential details about the dissolution-precipitation behaviour of the
components in the system CaO-SiO2-H2O as a function of time and temperature under hydrothermal
conditions. The observations point to a multi-stage process starting with quick nucleation within the first
minutes after reaching 200°C followed by slow crystallization up to 60min. The consequent accelerated
formation of -C2SH reaches its apex between 200-270min followed by a plateau. Differences in the
dissolution rate of Ca(OH)2 and SiO2 (quartz) lead to local disequilibrium and to formation of nanocrystalline
C-S-H phase. The XRD data taken during the cooling process deliver valuable information about the stability
fields of the phases involved.
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
Argillaceous rocks are being considered in many radioactive waste management programmes as
suitable host rock formations for the deep geological disposal of radioactive waste. Clay
minerals which are important components in such rock types have generally strong radionuclide
retention properties. Transport in natural barriers depends strongly on retardation like chemical
sorption or other physical processes. Consequently, an understanding of sorption processes, and
of the physico-chemical parameters, which influences them, is becoming increasingly important.
The present study focuses on the interaction of escaped radionuclides with the host-rock
surrounding the planned high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repositories in Hungary (Boda
Claystone Formation – BCF) and in Switzerland (Opalinus Clay – OPA). The aim is to identify
the mineral phases responsible for the uptake of key radionuclides representing transuranium
elements, fission and corrosion products by the host rock on the microscale. For this reason,
combined synchrotron-radiation micro-XRF mapping and micro-XRD measurements were
performed on thin sections subjected to sorption experiments, using inactive Cs(I), Ni(II),
Nd(III) and natural U(VI).
Materials and methods
The rocks investigated were prepared from geochemically characterized cores from drillings in
BCF and OPA. Thin sections were prepared on 350-µm thick high-purity silicon wafers from
BCF and on 1-mm thick quartz glass from OPA. The average thicknesses of the sections are 3060 µm. Samples were subjected to 24–72 hour sorption experiments with one ion of interest
added, using synthetic porewater for Cs and Ni, and a 0.1 M NaCl solution for Nd, Th and U as
background electrolyte. The NaCl solution was employed due to solubility constraints to ensure
a sufficient loading of the element of interest for micro-XRF while avoiding precipitation in the
solution itself. The experiments were performed at the FLUO beamline of ANKA. The white
beam of a bending magnet was monochromatized by a W/Si multilayer double monochromator.
A silicon-drift detector was used to collect fluorescence spectra. Because of the high iron content
of the rock sections, micro-XRF elemental mapping of samples treated with Cs(I) or Nd(III) was
performed first at an energy of 7.1 keV below the Fe-K absorption edge. A Fresnel zone plate
was used as a focusing element, providing a 3×8 µm2 spot size. The combined microXRF/micro-XRD measurements were performed at a primary beam energy of 17.5 keV, using a
compound refractive lens for focusing a beam down to a spot size of 2×5 μm2. Elemental maps
were recorded for the adsorbed element (Cs, Ni, Nd, Th, U) as well as for the major and minor
elements of the rock (e.g. K, Ca, Fe, Pb), using a 5 µm step size and 4–10 s counting time per
pixel. The elemental maps served as a basis for selection of positions of interest for µ-XRD
analyses, and for investigating correlation between the element of interest and elements
representative for distinct minerals. Diffraction images were collected from selected positions of
the samples employing a 130 mm diameter CCD detector, using a 60–120 s counting time.
Corrections for detector tilt and azimuthal integration were performed using the XRDUA
software [1].
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Results
For samples treated with Cs and Nd, a small portion of the area scanned at 7.1 keV was
remapped at 17.5 keV. The small portions were selected in such a way that they contain
characteristic features in the K, Ca and Mn maps. Based on the overlaying of the two maps,
horizontal and vertical drift values could be calculated in a spatial resolution of 5 µm. This way
the rescan of the whole areas was not necessary, the original maps collected at 7.1 keV could be
successfully used for selection of points of interest for micro-XRD measurements, based on the
drift-corrected coordinates.
Elemental mapping at 7.1 keV confirmed that clay minerals play an important role in the uptake
processes for Cs, but enrichment of Nd was observed around Ca and Mn-rich phases. Cs was
found to be highly correlated with K (r>0.9), as the element representing clay minerals (illite).
Micro-XRD results of selected positions revealed that Cs and Ni are associated to illite and
smectite phases [2].
For Th, only weak correlation was observed due to the lower coverage than expected from
calculations. For U, secondary mineralisation around carbonate veinlets and vugs infillings was
also observed on a different thin section treated with U(VI)-containing NaCl solution at identical
conditions, showing that the U-rich rings were not sample preparation artefacts. The secondary
mineralization was found to be a result of dissolution of ankerite and the formation of iron
oxyhydroxide phase which can effectively bind U(VI) [3]. This behaviour was observed at
slightly acidic conditions (pH 6.8) using a 0.1 M NaCl background electrolyte and 72 h reaction
time. These conditions were applied in order to avoid precipitation in the solution and to reach a
sufficiently high U load on the thin sections (around 50 µg/g) for the micro-XRF measurements.
Calculations using the 2 Site Protolysis Non Electrostatic Surface Complexation and Cation
Exchange (2SPNE SC/CE) sorption model [4] predicted that under porewater conditions (pH
8.0) the maximum equilibrium concentrations were limited because of solubility constraints
resulting in the estimated amounts of sorbed U too low for the micro-XRF investigations. Since
the observed local enrichments of U and Nd are in the 5–10 μm range, it would be essential to
investigate in the future if they occur also at neutral or slightly basic conditions, and to gain
information on the kinetics of the secondary mineralization and dissolution.
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Background
We are mainly interested in the structure and function of proteins specifically expressed in the vertebrate
myelin sheath, a target of a number of disabling neurological diseases. Myelin proteins, in general, have little
homology to other proteins, and are intimately associated with the multilayered lipid membranes of myelin.
Our aim is to obtain detailed information on the structure-function-dynamics relationships in myelin proteins,
using for example, high-resolution X-ray and neutron crystallography, synchrotron SAXS, (SR)CD, neutron
scattering, fluorescence spectroscopy, calorimetry, and surface plasmon resonance.
Methods
During our beamtime on UV-CD12 in 2012, we collected SRCD data for a number of samples, which mainly
represented different myelin peripheral membrane proteins in a number of membrane-mimetic conditions. In
addition, we continued measuring data from myelin protein peptides in detergent micelles to complement
earlier work on the folding of these peptides.
Results & Discussion
We obtained a significant insight into the membrane interactions of two myelin peripheral membrane
proteins during our recent experiments, and the data, together with complementary experiments, are currently
being written up for publication. Also the peptide experiments are being prepared for publication.
In many cases, we saw significant conformational changes in the protein, when SRCD was measured in the
presence of vesicles, bicelles, micelles, or organic solvents. Some of these clear effects were completely
unexpected and hence, very interesting.
For our neutron experiments, we have been producing perdeuterated protein samples. The measured SRCD
spectra indicated that the folding of these labeled samples is indistinguishable from the non-labeled proteins.
Further work will include, for example, more detailed studies using oriented CD spectroscopy (OCD) setups,
hopefully at the UV-CD12 beamline of ANKA.
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Introduction:
As a continuation of our previous proposal (A2011-018-002901) in this proposal (A2012-019-002860) we
continue to focus on the structure-function analysis of membrane active peptides which are prone to
aggregation. Aggregation of protein and peptides is often related either to their toxicity or to the disease
caused by the mal-functioning of the protein in question. Most often, this aggregation of peptides is induced
in the membrane plane or can be initiated by the lipids themselves. Therefore, our specific aims here were to
understand the secondary structure of two membrane active peptides that have shown strong aggregation in
presence of lipids. Furthermore, we test the reversibility of these aggregates and to see what drives the
aggregation, if it can be possibly reversed.
Systems studied:
The two systems that were tested in the above mentioned proposal include:
(1) an α-helical cell penetrating peptide TP10 and
(2) β-sheeted antimicrobial peptide KIGAKI
TP10 is a cell penetrating peptides and shows enhanced aggregation tendency which we believe is the cause
of the associated toxicity. We have recently reported a detailed NMR study on TP10 and have found that Nterminal of TP10 tends to remains unfolded where as the C-terminal is able to fold into an α-helix.1 To
understand the detailed secondary structure of the peptide, we used site specific 19F- labelled peptides to
determine the importance of residues which prevent or promote the aggregation of TP10 in the membrane.
Furthermore we test the role of temperature and concentration on the aggregation tendency of TP10 wild type
peptide.
KIGAKI is an antimicrobial peptide which is also known to aggregate and we believe that this aggregation is
the prime cause of the associated toxicity. We have previously shown that KIGAKI is able to form fibrils in
absence of lipids and since the aggregation is intrinsic property of the peptide, lipid bilayer just promotes the
process of aggregation.2,3 By using site selective D-amino acids we have previously shown that it is possible
to maintain the antimicrobial activity and decrease the toxic side effects in KIGAKI.2 Since the activity(or
toxicity) of the peptides is closely related to the structure of the peptide, here we investigate the secondary
structure of the peptides by varying conditions such as membranes, temperature, or concentration.
Results and Discussion:
Our results for TP10-WT show that the peptide has much less tendency to aggregate under the conditions
tested in the limited time available. We observe that TP10 WT peptide does not aggregate in aqueous buffers
and Figure 1(A) shows that an helical structure is indeed preserved under these conditions. Furthermore,
Figure 1(B) shows that in presence of small unilameller vesicles TP10 also remains helical even up to a very
high peptide to lipid ratio (P/L) of 1:1. At a moderately high P/L =1:50, we also do not observe any signature
spectrum of β-sheets. It remains to be tested if TP10 would also remain helical in oriented samples which are
usually devoid of excess water and this may promote aggregation of the peptide as previously reported. Our
investigations on the aggregating tendency of KIGAKI show that it can aggregate in absence or in presence
of the lipid membrane. We have measured TEM of KIGAKI aqueous solution at 2mM and have previously
evidenced distinct amyloid like fibrils for this peptide.3 By suitably substituting a D-amino acid it is possible
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Figure 1: Influence of concentration, lipid and time on aggregation of TP10: (A) TP10 in 10mM phosphate
buffer time course, (B) TP10 in DMPC/PG(3:1) as a function of peptide concentration (P/L =1:0, 1:1,
1:3,1:6,1:12, 1:25, 1:50), (C) TP10 in DMPC/PG(3:1) time course at P/L= 1:50.

Figure 2: SRCD spectra of KIGAKI measured as a function of temperature: (A) wild type KIGAKI in
DMPC/PG(3:1) show stable fibrils (B) KIGAKI-8D in DMPC/PG(3:1) show that thermal denaturation of
fibriller structure.
to delay the aggregation process or to increase the threshold of aggregation. Here, we studied if this
aggregated peptide is irreversibly aggregated into β-sheets or can this be reversed by incorporating a Damino acid. Our results show that KIGAKI-wild type forms stable aggregates which cannot be thermally
unfolded as shown in Figure 2(A) where as by replacing a single L-amino acid by a D-amino acid, it is
possible to break these aggregated sheets by application of heat.
These results would appear in respective publications authored by Parvesh Wadhwani, Jochen Bürck and
Anne. S. Ulrich.
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Introduction
The activity of many membrane proteins depends on direct molecular interactions, in which two or more
molecules (of the same kind or of different kinds) assemble together to form a functional complex for
example in signal transduction. To understand these protein-protein interactions it is necessary to investigate
and characterize the biochemistry and biophysics of membrane proteins, especially how they integrate into
the membrane, how they fold, and how they find and interact with their corresponding interaction partner(s).
The E5 oncoprotein form bovine papillomavirus is a small membrane protein that manipulates the function of
the platelet-derived growth factor receptor β (PDGFR) in a ligand-independent way via highly specific helixhelix interactions causing host cell transformation and cancer formation [1]. Structural investigations done in
our lab revealed that hydrophobic matching controls the tilt and the stability of PDGFR transmembrane
domain [2]. We found that the isolated transmembrane segment of the receptor has a high propensity to
dimerize as a left-handed coiled-coil dimer on its own. When reconstituted into thick phospholipid bilayers,
this dimer is inserted essentially upright so that the crossing angle of the monomers is small enough to allow
a close packing along the dimer-interface. Notably, increasing tilt in thin membranes destabilizes the dimerinterface resulting in protein aggregation due to hydrophobic mismatch. These findings suggest that the stably
inserted dimer in thick membranes represents the biological active form of PDGFR.
In a complementary circular dichroism and solid state NMR analysis we wanted to investigate if the structure
and membrane alignment of the E5 oncoprotein also depends on the membrane thickness. Therefore we
investigated the structure of the E5 protein reconstituted in lipid bilayers of different thicknesses by
synchrotron circular dichroism (SR-CD). In parallel, solid state NMR measurements were done to investigate
how the protein is oriented in these lipid bilayers. The results of the structural investigation of the E5 protein
reported here complement our previous findings about PDGFR. Taken together we got further insights in
how E5 and PDGFR assemble to form a functional signal transduction complex [3].
We used SR-CD because the high background absorption of phospholipids, especially of unsaturated ones,
restricted our conventional CD analysis of E5 and the PDGFR transmembrane domain to detergents and to
the short, saturated lipids in the past. Due to the higher sensitivity and less background absorption in SR-CD
it was possible to extend the spectrum of lipids which can be used for protein reconstitution to more naturallike unsaturated and longer lipids.
Experimental details
To investigate if the structure and function of E5 is also connected to bilayer thickness, we reconstituted
recombinantly expressed and purified E5 protein in lipid vesicles made of DOPC (di-C18:1), DEiPC (diC20:1), DErPC (di-C22:1) and DNPC (di-C24:1) in a protein-to-lipid ratio of 1:50 and a protein
concentration of 2 mg/ml. Due to the increasing hydrocarbon chain length the lipid bilayer thickness
increases from thin DOPC lipid bilayers to more thick DNPC membranes. The SR-CD measurements were
carried out at the UV-CD12 beamline (ANKA, KIT) and spectra were recorded between 170 and 270 nm. For
the first time it was possible to get high quality CD spectra of lipidic samples even down to 175 nm, which in
the same way is not possible using conventional CD spectroscopy. Secondary structure estimation was
performed using the CONTIN algorithm at the DICHROWEB server [4-6]. The quality of the fit between the
experimental and back-calculated spectra corresponding to the derived secondary structure was assessed from
the normalized-rootmean-square deviation (NRMSD), with a value of <0.1 considered a good fit.
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Results
SR-CD measurements of E5 wildtyp in DPC
detergent micelles showed a positive CD band at
196 nm and two negative bands at 208 nm and
222 nm which are typical for α-helical folded
proteins (Figure 1). Secondary structure
estimation revealed a helical content of 73% and
18% unstructured parts. E5_1-34, a deletion
mutant of E5 in which the 10 C-terminal and
extra-membranous amino acids of E5 have been
removed, showed a higher helical content of
81% and less unstructured parts (9%), indicating
that the removed C-terminal part of E5 is mostly
unstructured while the remaining, mainly
membrane-embedded part, is helical. We have
decided to use the deletion mutant E5_1-34 for
further structural investigations, because the
Fig. 1: SR-CD analysis of E5-Wt and deletion mutant E5_1-34.
unstructured C-terminal part of the wildtype
would contribute to the SR-CD spectra and even
more to the complementary solid state NMR spectra and thereby overlapping with the signals of the
membrane-spanning part of E5.
When reconstituted in the more natural environment
of lipid vesicles (which form lipid bilayers as cells
do) the deletion mutant E5_1-34 showed a mostly
helical secondary structure (Figure 2). Notably, we
found an increase of the helical content from 71% in
thin DOPC bilayers to 91% in thick DNPC bilayers
while at the same time the unstructured parts
decreased (Table 2). In thick membranes the helical
transmembrane domain showed its maximal
extension while in thin membranes the helical part is
restricted to the hydrophobic core of the protein
which is in agreement with the hydrophobic mismatch
theory. The findings reported here showed that the E5
protein prefers thicker membranes where it probably
interacts with the PDGF receptor which is known be
active in specific microdomains, so called caveolae,
which are due to their sphingolipid/cholesterol-rich
lipid composition thicker as the phospholipid-rich
surrounding [7].

Fig. 2: SR-CD analysis of E5_1-34 in lipid vesicles of
different thicknesses.
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Background
Cell-penetrating peptides (CPP) are a potent class of bio-compatible tools for non-toxic manipulation of
living cells.[1] They act by co-translocating various cargoes (dyes, toxins, enzymes, nucleic acids) across
plasma membrane without temporal compromise on membrane integrity. Structural requirements for the
vehicle activity of these peptides are unclear and may improve design. SAP is a prototype CPP with
unprecedentedly low toxicity in the cell culture studies. Structure of SAP in membranes was unknown, but
the sequence and behaviour in solutions suggested equilibrium between amphiphilic polyproline-L-helix
(PPII) and an unfolded state (random coil, RC). We have performed detailed structural study employing solid
state 19F-NMR and suggested PPII in lipid bilayers. However, ssNMR interpretation depends on the structural
assumption and was ambiguous as multiple conformational states were co-present. CD is among very few
methods potentially able to detect PPII and distinguish it from other conformational states, in particular from
RC. Goal of the SRCD study was to get insight into ensemble conformational behavior of SAP by an
independent structural method. To this aim, a series of chemically modified SAP analogues were prepared
aiming systematic stabilization or destabilization of the PPII and evaluated in aqueous buffers and artificial
membranes as a function of temperature. CD-observed conformational equilibria thenafter were established.
This way, our experiments at ANKA complemented the solid state NMR structural study and laid basis for
resolving the ambiguities of the latter analysis.
Experimental
SRCD spectra of SAP analogues were measured on the UV-CD12 beamline at the synchrotron facility of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (ANKA). The spectra were collected between 270 and 175 nm at 0.1 nm
intervals. Measurements at 10 mg/ml concentration and for the lipid-containing samples were done in circular
demountable 13 μm CaF2 cell, while for lower concentrations (e.g. 0.5 mg/ml) circular suprasil® cuvettes
with a 0.1 mm pathlength were used. Each spectrum was acquired in three successive scans, at a scan rate of
10 nm/min, which were averaged prior to baseline correction. Background spectra were measured
analogously and material content of the cuvettes differed only in the absence of peptide. For the temperaturedependent measurements hard- and software developed by S. Roth at the UV-CD12 beamline were used.
Parameters of the temperature control were taken as close as possible to the conventional CD measurements
performed in parallel. Data processing was carried out using CDtool software from B. A. Wallace group.[2]
The spectral deconvolutions were performed with DICHROWEB.[3]
Results
SRCD in addition to a much better signal-to-noise in the concentrated or potentially crowded samples
allowed collecting UVCD data down to 178 nm for quantitative spectral analysis. At concentrations as high
as 50 mM, SAP and its analogues were soluble in water and the CD signal did increase compared to lower
concentrations. We did not observe precipitation or scattering increase as usually seen when the peptides
aggregate in solution, which allowed us to challenge the literature statement of SAP forming fibrils in water
as main prerequisite for its CPP function.[4]
The general temperature behaviour of the Pro-substituted samples in solution followed the common trend,
normally interpreted in the systems with a RC/PPII equilibrium as an increase of the RC content in the cost of
PPII reduction. Upon heating (5-55°C) the aqueous samples, all three peptides display coherent lowering of
the intensities at 227 and 204 nm. In the solid state NMR experiments, however, we did observe the opposite
trend – higher temperatures were needed to achieve detectable non-random coil contributions from fluorinelabeled SAP analogues. Therefore SAP peptides were measured in the lipid-bound state.
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Fig. 1. UVCD of SAP and MePro-substituted analogues (containing cis- and trans-4,5-methanoprolines).
Selected SRCD spectra from the temperature series (30°C, 35°C, 40°C, 45°C, 50°C; the series are collected
in three consecutive heating/cooling cycles) of the peptides reconstituted in DMPC at a P/L 1/100 with 15
mg/ml total material concentration. (A) SAP wild type; (B) PPII-stabilized SAP-cMePro-11; (C) PPIIdestabilized SAP-tMePro-11. Characteristic wavelengths of RC and PPII spectral contributions are marked
for clarity.
The characteristic SRCD spectra in presence of a membrane are shown in Fig 1. Though general appearance
of the CD spectra in all three peptides continued resembling RC/PPII mixtures, the equilibrium was shifted
towards reduction of the PPII content. Furthermore, in all cases, heating to 50°C did reduce spectral features,
associated with PPII and the initial equilibrium was possible to restore when the samples were set back to
initial temperatures.
However, having collected UVCD signal in the 178-260 nm range we were able to deconvolute the spectra
and estimate SAP conformational behaviour quantitatively. The analysis reveals non-neglectable contribution
(in particular, β-structuring gave 27-35%, depending on the evaluation algorithm) from the non-RC/PPII
conformations. Presence of other than PPII and RC conformations is very intriguing as at least for the βstrand and PPII mutual transformation is highly likely – both conformations are close to each other in the
conformational space, and comparatively minor variation in structure (change in the single torsion angle φ,
while PPII-to-RC needs asynchronous rotation around both backbone angles) is required for the transition.[5]
The data collected on CD12 beamline allowed us for the first time to suggest conformational plasticity being
significantly pronounced in SAP, to disprove fibrilization of SAP in solution, to support structural analysis of
membrane-bound SAP by solid-state NMR and to finally suggest a novel mechanism by which SAP interacts
with lipid bilayers when realizing its CPP function.
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Introduction
Osteosarcoma is the most common primary bone malignancy and typically occurs during the
adolescent growth spurt around the knee joint[1]. It is characterized by the production of tumor
osteoid and immature bone matrix by malignant cells [2]. The current multidisciplinary approach
in the treatment of osteosarcoma patients has significantly improved therapeutic outcome. With
today's combination of chemotherapy and surgery long-term survival rates of more than 70%
have been reported. However, very little is still known about the etiology of the tumor. In order
to further improve treatment and to develop new treatment strategies it is pivotal to get more
insight into the fundamental biology of the disease.
In recent years, the role of different minor and trace elements in various cancer types - e.g. breast
cancer, prostatic carcinoma, has been studied by various groups [3-9]. These studies reported
significant changes in the levels of certain trace elements, e.g. Zn, Cu and Fe, in cancer tissue.
These metals bind to proteins - so called metalloproteins - that perform different biological and
physiological functions [4]. In prostatic carcinoma for instance zinc (Zn) is decreased by 83% as
compared to normal tissue [6]. In cancerous breast tissue a dramatic increase of median Zn, Cu
and Fe values along with specific accumulation of these elements in the cancer tissue has been
reported [5, 10].
However, very little is known about trace element levels and accumulations in osteosarcoma.
Available data on blood serum levels of copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) from patients with bone
cancer show increased values for both elements (Cu: 1.5-fold, Zn: 1.2-fold) compared to healthy
controls [11]. A study from 2001, using synchrotron radiation collimated by slits to 60x60 µm²,
reported increased Cu and Zn values in the bone tumor tissue, with Zn values about 1.7-fold
higher in the tumor than in normal tissue [12].
The concept of the experiment is to identify the lateral distribution of Zn, Fe and Ca in human
osteosarcoma and to investigate if trace element levels and distributions are altered in the
mineralized matrix of human osteosarcoma. Trace element levels will be compared to normal
healthy bone adjacent to the tumor that was also removed during the surgical procedure
Experimental
Nine bone samples of human patients have been obtained following neoadjuvant chemotherapy
and wide surgical resection at Dept. of Orthopaedics at Medical University of Vienna. The age
range was 10 to 66 years and the tumor was always either in the proximal tibia or distal femur.
Four samples have been identified as osteoblastic osteosarcomas and three as chondroblastic
sarcomas and two as anablastic osteosarcomas. The study was approved by the ethics committee
at the Medical University.
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A confocal SR µ-XRF setup, made up of two polycapillary half lenses with overlapping focal
spots, has been installed at the Fluo beamline at ANKA. The beam size was 17 x 10 µm² and the
depth resolution was 20 µm at 9.71 keV (Au-La). The excitation energy was set to 17 keV by a
W/Si multilayer monochromator. The measuring time was set 2 sec./pixel for each map.
The areas of interest - malignant as well as healthy control bone tissue - were selected from the
qBEI with respect to bone histomorphology. At these positions area scans in the sample surface
in were performed. The correct measurement plane for each sample area was determined by
evaluation of depth scans in the area of interest. Elemental maps were obtained using the microXRF software package (spectrum fitting performed by AXIL) installed at the beamline. The
element maps of Fe, Zn and Ca have then been clustered applying principal component analysis
(PCA) and k-means clustering. The quantitative backscattered electron imaging (qBEI) data was
used to correlate the obtained clusters with the healthy control tissue and the malignant tissue.
Results
Figure 1 shows the qBEI image and the element maps of an osteoblastic osteosarcom containing
both, healthy control tissue (indicated as 1) and mineralized malignant tissue (2) respectively.

2
1
Figure 1: Sample TU1 - qBEI image and element maps of calcium (Ca), strontium (Sr), cromium (Cr), iron (Fe) and
zinc (Zn) of a sample containing both, healthy (1) and malignant osteoblastic osteosarcoma tissue (2). Resolution:
17 µm x 10 µm per pixel; Scan area: 1088 µm x 950 µm; Acquisition tine: 2 sec. per pixel; Normalized to cps and
100 mA ring current.

As it was already possible to identify increased intensities of Zn in the malignant calcified tissue
compared to the healthy control bone matrix from the element maps (e.g. Figure 1) the detailed
data evaluation confirmed this finding. The magnitude of Zn intensity increase shows a large
variation between the different samples, with an average 6–fold increase of Zn in malignant
calcified tissue. A correlation between Zn accumulation and the histological identified tumor
type was not apparent (see Figure 2a).
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Figure 2: Values of Zn and Fe intensities normalized to calcium intensities in healthy bone tissue and mineralized
malignant tissue. The results are categorised according to the histological diagnosis: high-grade (G3) osteoblastic
osteosarcomas (osteoblastic), condroblastic sarcomas (condroblastic) and anablastic osteosarcomas (anablastic).
*) Samples have been measured during the previous beam time (BIO16). Data are shown for the sake of
completeness.
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As for Zn elevated levels of Fe have been found in the malignant calcified matrix compared to
the control, with an average 70–fold increase of Fe in malignant calcified tissue.
Further more a strong correlation between cancer type and Fe accumulation was observed. The
Fe increase in chondroblastic sarcoma is about 185-fold and 3-fold in osteoblastic oesteosarcoma
(data of the anablastic osteosarcomas have been excluded).
The Fe accumulation may be further used to characterise the anablastic osteosarcoma samples
(TU8 & TU17N). Considering the Fe levels TU8 seems to be an osteoblastic osteosarcoma and
TU17N a chondroblastic sarcoma.
Contaminations with Fe were inevitable since the use of steel tools in the sample preparation
process is necessary. Typically the steel contamination are found in holes and cracks in the
PMMA and can be identified through the coincidence of high Cr, Ni and Fe intensities, as can be
seen in Figure 1 - the vertical crack in the right third. With help of these markers the
contaminations could be easily excluded in the further data evaluation process.
These findings of differential accumulation of trace elements in normal and malignant bone
samples may lead to new insights into basic tumor biology of osteosarcomas. However the
cellular and molecular mechanisms leading to these accumulations are still unknown.
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Plantaricin149 and analogs by SRCD and O-SRCD
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Introduction
Plantaricin149 (Pln149) is a linear cationic antimicrobial peptide, isolated from Lactobacillus plantarum
NRIC149 [1-3] whose spectrum of inhibitory activity includes lactic acid bacteria, Staphilococcus aureus,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Saccaromyces cereviseae. The main purpose of our research with Pln149 is
investigating its mechanism of action using model membranes in order to correlate with its bactericidal
activity. Different inhibition assays were conducted with Pln149a showing its major ability to inhibit bacteria
that contain high content of negatively charged phospholipid on cell membrane, which seems to be a featured
shared with many other cationic antimicrobial peptides that present higher MIC values against Gram-positive
bacteria. However, the activity of Pln149 against yeast suggests that different mechanism could be adopted by
this peptide in front of zwitterionic lipids. O-SRCD and SRCD experiments were conducted with the intuit of
analyzing the secondary structure of the peptide in the presence of different anionic and zwitterionic lipids.
Short description of the main results
Oriented Synchrotron Radiation Circular Dichroism (O-SRCD) spectroscopy was employed with
Plantaricin149 in different lipid films (zwitterionic and negatively charged phospholipids) composed of
POPC, POPA, POPE, POPG were obtained in order to described the orientation of the peptide on each film.
The o-SRCD assays shows that the antimicrobial peptide Pln149 is able to change from unordered to a helix
conformation even on the presence of zwitterionic phospholipids (like POPC). This was a different behavior
obtained for the peptide in solution, in which no conformational changes were observed on Pln149 in the
presence of zwitterionic vesicles. Moreover, in the presence of the film, the peptide showed a surface
orientation, facing the phospholipid head groups. This helix could perturb the integrity of cell membranes, by
forcing a new packing of the lipids, and could be correlated with the disruption of the yeast cells.
In addition, analysis of the SRCD spectra of the peptide in the presence of membrane models composed of
micelles of SDS, HPS and CTAB shows a strong dependence of the peptide to interact with negatively
charged lipids.
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Theoretical background
The orientation distribution function f(g) can be expressed as a series expansion using
symmetrized spherical harmonic functions [1]. It can be split in an even and an odd part:
f e (g)

f (g)

f o (g)

0

(1)

Experimentally determined pole figures are the basis of this calculation (pole figure inversion).
However, when measuring such pole figures it is not possible to distinguish between [hkl] and [h-k-l] directions, either because of a centre of symmetry or as a consequence of Friedel’s law.
This involves that the calculation of texture f(g) does not contain series terms of odd order.
From pole figures only coefficients of the series expansion of even order can be determined, although the odd ones are in general not zero. This leads to a falsification of the orientation
distribution function known as the “ghost” phenomenon [2]. To solve the “ghost” problem many
methods were suggested [3].
In the case of noncentrosymmetric materials Friedel’s law may be broken by anomalous
scattering in the vicinity of an absorption edge [4]. Therefore, it should be possible to determine
the contribution of the odd-order terms fo(g) from polycrystal diffraction experiments [5].
The series expansion of the pole figures is similarly split into even and odd parts respectively, as
the orientation distribution function f(g) is in eq.1:
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hkl is the Bijvoet ratio [6]. Hence, the pole figure corresponding to the true texture is then
obtained by
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It is, however, necessary that only such pole figures are used for the determination of the odd
part of the texture function for which Fhkl F h k l (Bijvoet pairs) – the direction [hkl] must not
run perpendicular to a mirror plane or a twofold axis of the crystal symmetry.
Experiment at ANKA
We used the Kappa-goniometer at beam line PDIFF equipped with a Princeton Instruments area
detector, the beam-size was 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm. In order to perform measurements using
wavelength close to the absorption edge of the investigated material, the first step was to adjust
the energy for the samples. This was done using a LaB6-standard. We intended to examine three
different textured samples: ZnO, InAs and NiS. These samples show acentric symmetry and the
absorption edges are in the energy range of this beam-line: Zn: 9.68 eV, As: 11.9 eV, Ni: 8.36
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eV. Due to the strong crystallographic orientation of the samples, it was very time-consuming to
determine the exposure time for each diffraction image. The pole figure measurement was first
done using the -rotation of the diffractometer in 0.3° steps in the range 0°≤ ≤360° [6]. It has
been shown that it was necessary to use a smaller step size to receive the maxima of the poles.
For our experiments we get 48 hours and we found that 24 hours were not sufficient to measure a
set of pole figures even of one sample. Additionally, we had to deal with a large beam loss, so
we could measure only the ZnO-sample. Further measurements could not be performed because
of the breakdown of the storage ring.
It has shown at the data evaluation, that a lot of detector images could not be used, because of a
very small background to peak relationship. Fortunately, we got beam-time at DESY Hamburg.
There we successfully measured some pole figures close to the absorption edge. Fig.1 shows
exemplarily some of these pole figures, they show clearly differences in intensities of the poles
referring to the Bijvoet pairs.
Summarizing it is to say: the beam-line PDIFF could be very well suited for our experiments
given that there is a longer measurement time and a more sophisticated detector. The support
given by the beam-line scientist (Dr. Stephen Doyle) was extremely excellent.
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Fig.1. Pole figures of ZnO measured at the absorption edg. a) (101)-Pole figure, b) (112)-Pole figure
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New low band gap polymers: orientation and self-organization properties
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Tübingen, Germany
2)
Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Institut für Synchrotron Strahlung, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Introduction:
Due to threats of rising energy costs and global warming Organic Photo Voltaics (OPVs) is a very attractive
market for the next decade. Their flexibility, potential to tailor chemistry and structure, to different needs is
desirable compared to their more efficient but environment unfriendly inorganic counterparts. The chief
disadvantages of plastic solar cells are their short lifetime together with efficiency. In polymer-based “bulk
heterojunction”-type (BHJ) solar cells, so-called “low bandgap” (LBG) materials, with alternating electrondeficient and electron-rich subunits, are promising donor components in the active layers [1]. Such materials
may be able to improve the efficiency of OPV devices by increased absorption of the visible solar spectrum
and also through optimization of the offset of the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) energy levels
of the donor and acceptor. Use of these new materials requires in addition to a detailed understanding of the
electronic properties knowledge of the orientation of the film. This is naturally important to thin film
technology as orientation (tilt and azimuth) and film texture controls parameters such as mobility and so on,
which are important for device efficiency and operation.
In our recent beamtime at ANKA we have demonstrated that NEXAFS (Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine
Structure) is an ideal technique well-suited to investigate the bulk orientation of moderately thin films. The
method provides additional and complementary information to that which has already been obtained with XRay diffraction studies [2]. Even applying doctor blade casting (Fig. 1), a relatively simple film preparation
route from solution (which is essential for the cost efficiency of OSCs), a high degree of ordering was
observed by NEXAFS for the state-of-the-art polymer P3HT and the LBG polymer PCBDTBT, whereas
another LBG polymer (PCPDTQ) is mainly disordered [3].

Fig.1: Schematic setup of doctor blade casting,
applied for the preparation of the thin polymer
films.

Obviously both the chemical and geometrical structure of the polymers determines the ability for their selforganization. Therefore we extend the studies to another model LBG polymer (PCPDTBBT, Fig. 2) available
via cooperation with the synthesis group of Prof. Scherf (Wuppertal) and Konarka GmbH, supported by DFG
(CH 132/24-1). Further, first measurements were carried out on blends of the active organic donor materials
and the acceptor PCBM, as applied in BHJ solar cells. Chemical structures of all compounds are shown in
Fig. 2. The effect of annealing on the orientation of such blends is investigated.
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Fig. 2: Chemical structures of investigated compounds: the state of the art donor polymer P3HT, the acceptor molecule PCBM and
the new low bandgap polymers PCBDTBT and PCPDTBBT

Experimental details:
Polymer films were prepared ex-situ by doctor blade casting and stored under well-defined ambient
conditions. Annealing was carried out in dark and under N2-atmosphere. NEXAFS experiments were carried
out at the XAS beamline. The beamline was usually set to an energy resolution of 300 meV and a
polarization degree of > 0.95. X-ray absorption spectra were measured in fluorescence yield mode.
Results:
PCPDTBBT:
In Fig. 3 S 1s XAS spectra of thin films of the new low bandgap polymer PCPDTBBT on ITO are displayed
as a function of the angle θ between the sample surface and the electric field vector of the p-polarized
synchrotron light (see inset). In a planar π conjugated carbon system the excitation from S 1s to a π* orbital
is allowed for E vertical to the molecular plane (parallel to 2pz), whereas the transition to σ* is allowed for E
parallel to the molecular plane and to the chemical in plane bond. The intense lower energy features in Fig. 3
(E < 2478 eV) represent the π* resonances, which are analyzed to determine the geometry. For clarity not all
angles are shown. The observed intensity changes indicate the tendency for self-organization of PCPDTBBT
and the presence of a preferred molecular orientation. However, the relatively small intensity variation
compared to P3HT and PCPDTBT [3] point to a lower degree of ordering. The annealing of the sample
causes apparently only minor changes.
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Fig. 3: Series of S1s excitation spectra of an “as prepared” PCPDTBBT film at room temperature (left) and after annealing (right)
as a function of θ. An angle dependence is visible for PCPDTBBT.
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On the other hand, as discussed in particular for PCPDTBT [3] the polarization of the transitions between
2470 and 2477 eV may contain beside the expected out of plane character also in plane contributions, and
thus detailed calculations of the electronic structure seem be necessary for an exact prediction of the
molecular orientation and a detailed peak fit is necessary to distinguish between the two sulfur species.
P3HT/PCBM:
Angle dependent S 1s XAS spectra of the P3HT/PCBM blend film before and after annealing are shown in
Fig.4 (not all measured angles shown). The angular dependence of the S 1s absorption edge is clearly visible
in both cases.
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Fig. 2: Series of S1s excitation spectra of a pristine (left) and an annealed (right) P3HT/PCBM blend films on ITO as a function of
the angle θ between the sample surface and the electric field vector of the p-polarized synchrotron light (see inset). The lower
energy features (E < 2478 eV) represent the π* resonances, which are analyzed to determine the geometry.

The maximum intensity for the S 1s → π* excitation peak (circa 2473 eV) is observed at normal
incidence and decreases with increasing angle θ (see inset of Fig 3) revealing an edge-on orientation of the
thiophene-subunits. Compared to pristine P3HT [3] the angular dependency of the as prepared P3HT/PCBM
blend is less pronounced. This means that the orientation of the thiophene units is disturbed by adding the
acceptor molecule PCBM. However after the annealing the intensity range increases and the angular
dependency of the S 1s → π* excitation peak is now comparable to pristine P3HT.
Thus, annealing is an essential step in the sample preparation of “bulk heterojunction”-type solar cells, as the
orientation of the polymer is improved. NEXAFS is an ideal technique for the study of the orientation and
self-organization properties in particular for blends since the domain size of BHJ solar cells is usually less
than a few 10 nm.
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Report on the flexible compatible SRCL instrument at
TopoTomo
1)

Y. Cheng1),2)
ANKA, Institute for Synchrotron Radiation, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT),
Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
01-12-2011

The Aim
The motivation of this experiment was to build up the laminography instrument at TopoTomo.
With the help of the first testing experiment at July, see report [1], this time we are on the purpose
of searching for a new way to realize laminography which will be more flexible and easier built-up.
Experimental Description
Set-up was constructed as Figure 1. A rotation stage vertically sits on a large z-translation tower.
The sample rotation then sits on an arm which is fixed to the vertical rotary stage.

Figure 1: New design of SRCL at TopoTomo.

The advantages of this design are:
1. It is flexible to switch between tomography and laminography. (Original it has been used for
tomography at topotable).
2. A large range of the inclined angle can be reached. The accessible tilted angle is only limited
by the sample height upon the sample rotation stage.
3. Much more less components are needed to build it up. Easy to mount/unmount, easy to
align, and easy to reach the height of the beam.
However, there are also things that need to be solved/improved for this design:
1. The limited space upon the sample rotation stage enormously restricts the acceptance for
very large samples.
2. There is lack of a big rotation axis which is necessary to align the tilting axis perpendicular
to the beam.
3. Automatic sample Regions of interest positioning should be foreseen. (Currently the sample
positioning is done by manually adjusting the goniometer head).
Results
A micro-chip has been scanned and reconstructed (Figure 2) to prove the design. Nickel ball has
been used for caculating the laminographic angle.
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Figure 2: 3D rendering of a SRCL scan of
micro solder bumps on flip chip at TopoTomo.
Resolution 6.71µm.

Conclusion and Outlook
Such multifunctional, quick build-up solution is very welcome at TopoTomo. It fulfills combination
of tomography and laminography and easy alignment procedures. Most of the motor and axes
precisions still need to be measured/tested.
Acknowledgements
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would like to thank P. Vagovic for assistance using beamline, H. Schade for mechanics support, S.
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Characterization of oxide layers thermally grown on FeCrAl- based
model alloys during exposure to heavy liquid metals
A. Jianu1, A. Weisenburger1, R. Fetzer1, A. Heinzel1, G. Müller1, S. Doyle2
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2
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The use of heavy liquid metals (HLM), namely lead or lead-based alloys, in energy-related
applications is currently under consideration because of their beneficial thermal and neutronic
properties. However, HLM compatibility with structural steels, in terms of corrosion and
mechanical resistance, causes considerable concern.
FeCrAlY coatings, deposed by plasma spraying and subsequently re-melted using pulsed
electron beam (GESA process), are proposed for protecting steels against corrosion attack, when
exposed to HLM containing small amounts of oxygen. The protection is provided by a thin,
continuous alumina surface layer, grown during the exposure. The development of such layer
requires a certain minimal Al content since selective Al oxidation occurs.
The first results of a systematic study concerning the corrosion behaviour of Fe-Cr-Al model
alloys during their exposure to oxygen-containing (10-6 wt.%) lead in the temperature range 400600 °C were published this year in Journal of Nuclear Materials [1]. In addition, communications
related to this study were submitted and accepted at two major European conferences, which will
be held in September 2013: EUROCORR and EUROMAT [2, 3].
The results of the evaluation of the Fe-Cr-Al specimens using characterization techniques (X-ray
diffraction using conventional and synchrotron radiation at PDIFF beam line, scanning electron
microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) were summarised in an oxide map,
illustrating the stability domain of alumina, grown on Fe-Cr-Al-based alloys when exposed to
molten, oxygen-containing lead (Fig.1).
Fig. 1: Oxide map for the oxidation of Fe-Cr-Al-base
model alloys exposed to oxygen containing molten
lead in the temperature range 400 – 600 °C

The map includes also additional points (R1, R2 and R3) extracted from literature, corresponding
to alumina forming alloys when exposed to HLMs, which fit very well with our findings.
Chromium and aluminium contents of 12.5-17 wt.% and 6-7.5 wt.%, respectively, are high
enough to obtain thin, stable and protective alumina scales on Fe-Cr-Al alloys, exposed to
oxygen-containing lead at 400, 500 and 600 °C. Two alumina polymorphs were found to form
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the protective scale: κ-Al2O3 at 400°C and 500°C and θ-Al2O3 at 600°C. No area with detached
scale was observed and no trace of α−Al2O3 was detected.
It is known that the addition of some reactive elements (RE), such as Y, Zr and Hf, is responsible
for the improvement of the stability and of the adherence of alumina scale formed on Fe-Cr-Al –
based alloys, during the exposure in oxygen-containing atmosphere. However, the behaviour of
Fe-Cr-Al-RE alloys during the exposure to HLMs, containing very small amounts of dissolved
oxygen, is scarcely documented.
Based on the conclusions of the first part of our research activities (Fig. 1), eight new alloys
containing Y were prepared and exposed to molten lead up to 5700 hours: Fe78,5Cr16Al6Y1,5;
Fe74,5Cr16Al8Y1,5; Fe76,5Cr16Al6Y1,5; Fe78,5Cr12Al8Y1,5; Fe82,5Cr9Al7Y1,5; Fe77,5Cr14Al7Y1,5;
Fe76Cr16Al8; Fe80Cr12Al8.
The surface morphology of all specimens was evaluated using SEM (Fig.2a). Selected specimens
were also evaluated in June 2013 at PDIFF beamline (Fig. 2b).
XPS evaluation of the specimens is under way and will be corroborated with the results obtained
from GI-XRD and SEM.

a)

b)

Fig. 2: Surface morphology (SEM - a) and XRD pattern (GI-XRD - b) of a multilayered Al2O3 scale grown during
2880h exposure to molten Pb, at 600 °C.
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Luminescence, patterned metallic regions and photon mediated
structural changes in half fluorinated graphene sheets.
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Single-sided fluorination has been predicted to open an electronic band gap in graphene and to
exhibit unique electronic and magnetic properties; however, this has not been substantiated by
experimental reports. Our comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of this material on a
SiC(0001) substrate shows that single-sided fluorographene (S-FG) exhibits two phases, a stable
one with a band gap of ∼ 6 eV and a metastable one, induced by UV irradiation, with a band
gap of ∼ 2.5 eV. The metastable structure, which reverts to the stable “ground-state” phase upon
annealing under emission of blue light, is in our view induced by defect states, based on the
observation of a nondispersive electronic state at the top of the valence
band, not unlike that found in organic
molecular layers. Our structural data
show that the stable C2F ground state
has a “boat” structure, in agreement
with our X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism data, which show the
absence of an ordered magnetic
phase.
The single-sided fluorinated graphene Figure 1: Model of the chair and boat conformations
studied here is prepared from of S-FG (left). STM image (U = 2.5 V, I = 1 nA)
bias
tip
epitaxial
graphene
grown
on from S-FG on H/SiC. The white inset shows a line
SiC(0001) and converted into quasi- profile taken from the thick white line, indicating the
freestanding graphene by hydrogen 2.5 Å height oscillations.
intercalation. Samples are then
exposed to XeF2 in a reaction chamber at elevated temperatures. The fluorine 1s core level
photoemission line has only a single component, signalling a single adsorption site, while the
carbon 1s line has several contributions, from the SiC substrate and the carbon atoms in the
graphene layer. Fluorination gives rise to long-range ordered structures on the surface, as shown
in the STM image in Figure 1; it displays a ridge-like structure, formed by adjacent fluorine
atoms separated through valleys formed by fluorine-free carbon atoms in the “boat” phase,
schematically shown in Figure 1.
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Conversion of pristine graphene into SFG induces massive changes in the
valence level electronic structure, as
shown by the angle-resolved photoemission data in Figure 2. The linearly
dispersing π states that cross at the K
point, distinctive of pristine graphene,
are removed and a set of strongly
dispersing bands extends from about
3.5 eV down to around 12 eV. The
Figure 2: Valence band photoemission images
uppermost band (∼ 2 eV) is quite disfrom S-FG, showing the nondispersing states at
persionless across the entire Brillouin
~2 eV binding energy, and the dispersing bands
zone. The lower, strongly dispersing,
due to in-plane bonding.
bands are due to the in-plane bonds,
and our DFT calculations demonstrate
that the bands are quite different for the chair and boat conformation; the band gap of the boat
phase is considerably larger. The -2eV dispersionless band is a result of photon mediated defect
states as described in Ref 1.
Hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene have been
intensely studied with a view to magnetic
properties in metal-free compounds, and the
question of whether half-fluorinated graphene
exhibits a magnetically ordered phase has been
debated. We have investigated the possible
magnetic properties of half-fluorinated graphene
using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
measurements of the C 1s and F 1s edges (Figure
3). These data show no appreciable dichroism
signal at temperatures of 10 K and magnetic fields
up to 3 T, which indicates a very small orbital
long-range ferromagnetic moment; an analysis of
the dichroism signals gives an upper limit to the
magnitude of the orbital magnetic moment of 0.04
and 0.05 µB for C and F atoms, respectively. While
a large spin magnetic moment cannot be excluded
from these measurements, we conclude from the
ARPES measurements and the XMCD
experiments that the boat conformation of S-FG is Figure 3: XMCD data obtained at the carbon
1and fluorine 1s edges on a S-FG sample.
a nonmagnetic semiconductor.
Bottom: absorption spectra for a magnetic
1. A.L.Walter et al., ACS Nano, in press.
field parallel (red) and anti-parallel (blue).
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Experimental results
The aim of the experiment was to determine the imaging possibilities for studying an emulsification process
at a synchrotron light source. Then, if possible, we were interested in the properties of the emulsification
process in terms of droplet break up and formation.
We found that the diodomethane and water solution yields very good contrast for high-speed absorption
radiography. However, the emulsification device was not optimized for X-ray radiation in terms of absorption
so we were unable to record images at more than 5000 frames per second (FPS) with reasonable signal to
noise ratio and pixel size 3.7 μm. We could have used larger pixels but then the spatial resolution would not
suffice for process observation.
The speed of the stream recorded at 5000 FPS was too fast for image analysis (displacement in the order tens
of pixels per frame). However, we were able to observe the jet elongation along its way in the. Thus, after
using a device optimized for X-ray imaging we expect to be able to observe the process with imaging quality
sufficient for data analysis.
Future plan
Our plan is to develop a device with as small projected thickness as possible in order for it not to absorb too
much X-ray radiation, but strong enough to sustain the pressure of the liquid inside and to resist the radiation
damage. After such a device is designed and manufactured, we would like to continue with this experiment.
Namely, we will verify the imaging quality in terms of temporal and spatial resolution and that it suffices to
observe the process. We also want to continue in improving the sample setup in terms of controlling the
environment in an automated and reliable way, i.e. we need to be able to set the flow rate with high precision
and keep it constant in order to match the measured and imaged results. After this step we can employ optical
flow algorithms in order to track the droplets during their formation and break up processes.

Figure 1: The emulsifier with oil flow
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Purpose of the experiment
A manipulation of the thermoelectric properties of materials can be done by introducing interfaces, which
change the thermal transport behavior [1]. For instance, in order to generate electrical power from existing
heat gradients a material with high Seebeck coefficient, but low thermal conductivity is required. Thus the
thermoelectric figure-of-merit can be maximized.
In spite of complicated materials it is also envisaged to use silicon as thermoelectric material. Unfortunately
its thermal conductivity is very high at room temperature, which makes it a good thermoelectric material only
at elevated temperature. It is desirable to modify independently the thermal conductivity from other material
parameters, such as electrical conductivity. We explore the usage of silicon multilayer structures, which are
characterized by alternating layers of different isotopes of silicon [2]. Electronically these layers can be
regarded as bulk material, as the band structure is hardly affected by the isotope effect. At the same time the
thermal transport will be affected by the presence of interfaces with acoustic impedance (coming from the
different phonon energies of the sublayers). This opens up possibilities to decouple both conductivities. A
recent approach to measure thermal conductivity is to follow laser-induced temperature decays as function of
time. The so-called time-domain thermoreflectance [3] uses the temperature-related refractive-index change
of a thin aluminum film on top of the nanostructure in question, while recently also time-resolved X-ray
scattering became an appropriate tool for sensing of heating kinetics.
Heat conduction is in such an approach not only governed by the material beneath a thin metal film
transducer, but also by the efficiency of heat crossing the film-substrate interface (thermal interface resistance
TIR). It has been found that different coating techniques produce a strongly differing TIR, which can bias the
evalation of thermal conductivity strongly. In the present experiment we tried to elucidate the origin of these
discrepancies. For that reason several films of gold were grown on top of a silicon wafer. These films were
analysed at the SCD beamline with X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and diffraction. Furthermore experiments were
conducted to measure the laser-induced heating and cooling of these films as function of time with 100ps
time resolution (ESRF, beamline ID9b).
Technical setup
Gold films are grown either by thermal evaporation or sputtering with several thicknesses. Importantly a
chromium layer was used optionally to enhance adhesion to the substrate (1-3 nm). Then the density profile
perpendicularly to the substrate was measured by XRR and correlated to the cooling kinetics.
XRR was performed with a focused beam at SCD at 9 or 10 keV. A linear direct-converting pixel array
(Mythen, Dectris) was used to record the reflection of the wafer, both specularly and diffuse scattering.
Diffuse background is subtracted prior to fitting the XRR by matrix-transfer methods (Parratt algorithm).
Results
Heat conduction of these gold films changes by almost a factor of 10 depending on film thickness and
chromium interlayer. In particular, the presence of a chromium film increases heat flow to the substrate by a
factor of 2-3 [4]. XRR (Fig. 1a) shows high-quality layers in both cases (surface roughness 0.8-1.5 nm,
depending on gold thickness) but a distinct difference of the density profile close to the substrate between the
two cases (Fig. 1b).
It can be seen that a density step, probably related to the chromiun film, is found in the one case. When a
chromium film is missing, a density depression is seen between silicon and gold. This gives the clear
evidence that a chromium film enhances adhesion (probably by wetting the silicon oxide and removing
residual impurities or water). At the same time the enhanced contact at the interface also reduces the TIR.
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Fig. 1a: XRR of two
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chromium film as interlayer.
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The thickness dependence of the cooling times can be rationalized by the acting of the gold film as heat
reservoir [5]. Thus a thicker film takes longer to cool down. The findings have an important impact on
different kind of time-dependent investigations of heat transfer close to a surface. For best sensitivity to the
surface-near region, a metal film should be used as transducer with smallest thickness possible (with
preserved sensitivity on temperature) and best adhesion. The adhesion is found to be strongly enhanced, both
mechanically and thermally, by using a chromium layer between silicon substrate and gold film. More details
can be found at [6].
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Nanoscale metallic multilayers (NMMs) consist of alternating nanoscale layers of two or more metals and
have been shown to possess many desirable properties, such as high strength, corrosion resistance, and
radiation resistance. Their behavior is generally attributed either to layer size effects or to the interfaces,
which, as the layer thicknesses approach the order of a few nanometers, contribute to a substantial portion of
the sample volume.5–8 However, some of the properties in NMMs could stem from changes in the layers’
crystallographic structures, which have been reported to occur in layer sizes in the range of 1–300 nm.9–14
Although an alternate crystallographic phase would affect the microstructure of the entire multilayer, such
changes have not been well studied. In this work, we studied the immiscible Cu/Nb NMM system. We
specifically focused on the effect of Cu layer thickness on the microstrcuture and the mechanical properties
of the NMM system. The Cu layer thickness was varied between 2, 5, 10 and 20 nm. The Nb layers were
maintained at a constant thickness of 10 nm. The samples were deposited onto 50 µm polyimide substrates
via magnetron sputtering. Figure 1 shows a schematic and an exemplary TEM micrograph of the cross
section of the alternating Cu and Nb layers.
Nb
Cu
Nb
Cu
n Cu layers, thickness 2, 5, 10, 20 nm
n+1 Nb layers, thickness 10 nm

Nb

Fig. 1: Schematic (left) and exemplary TEM micrograph (right) of the Cu/Nb NMM system.

The NMM samples have been tested using a in situ Synchrotron tensile testing technique originally
developed at the ANKA MPI-MF beamline [1]. This technique has been successfully transferred to the
PDIFF beamline [2] and has been further developed during the current beamtime. The multilayer structure of
the samples enable to investigate very thin film thicknesses as the diffraction volume is increased compared
to an individual layer. Thereby size and interface effects on the mechanical properties of ultra thin films can
be investigated. Using the transmission technique developed by the PI´s group the evolution of the biaxial
stress-state within the different film materials can be monitored during deformation. Sophisticated peak
shape analysis [3-5] allows to follow the evolution of peak width and asymmetry during deformation and to
determine reversible and irreversible shares of both parameters. This yields further insight into the different
deformation mechanisms in addition to the characterization of the stress evolution. Figure 2 shows
exemplary results of the in situ diffraction experiments. Special focus is given to the lattice strains in Cu and
Nb layers and the failure strain of the NMM system. This gives insight in the mechanical interplay of the Cu
and Nb layers in the NMM system and the corresponding size effects.
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(a)

(b)
Cu

Nb

crack formation

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2: Exemplary results of the in situ diffraction testing. (a), (b) Lattice strain as function of the total strain determined from the
(111) fcc Cu and (110) bcc Nb reflection, respectively. (c) Maximum Cu and Nb lattice strain and (d) failure strain of the Cu layer
as function of the Cu layer thickness.

Compared to a recent microstructural investigation on a similar Cu/Nb NMM system using Crystal
Orientation and Phase mapping inside the TEM [6] it could be shown that even for the smallest layer
thickness of 2 nm, the Cu layer is still crystalline and is entirely of fcc crystal structure. This was not clear
from the TEM study. With respect to the mechanical properties, distinct size effects of strength and ductility
down to 2 nm layer thickness could be observed. Surprisingly, opposite size effects could be observed for the
Cu and Nb layers. For the Cu layers the maximum lattice strain which can be sustained increases with
decreasing layer thickness resulting from an increase in strength. Concomitantly the ductility decreases
indicated by the decreasing failure strain. This is attributed to the commonly observed mechanical size effect
for fcc metals [1] but even smaller length scales could be investigated using the NMM system. However, for
the Nb layers the opposite tendency was observed. The maximum lattice strain in the Nb layers increases
with increasing Cu layer thickness although the Nb layer thickness is constant. This probably results from a
size effect of the mechanical load sharing between the Cu and Nb layers. The origin of this size effect and the
extraordinary high lattice strains in the Nb layers is not clear at the moment. Further data and microstructural
analysis is on the way to better understand this behavior.
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Introduction
Precipitation or reaction crystallization is a very important industrial process. Many substances
such as fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals, catalysts, pigments or ceramics are produced by
precipitation. The mechanical, optical, electrical or catalytic properties of precipitated products
can be influenced dramatically by adjusting precipitation conditions. Desired product properties
are a defined particle size and a narrow particle size distribution, but also a specific particle
morphology or product crystalline grade. In cases of very low solubility of the precipitated
substances and for economic reasons, high supersaturation has to be used for the precipitation
process. Due to these high supersaturation levels the associated primary processes, nucleation
and crystal growth, proceed very quickly, often on timescales below one second. To influence
particle formation processes and for tailoring the product properties, detailed knowledge of the
fundamental mechanisms nucleation and crystal growth is of great importance. Especially in situ
information on the development of crystalline phases during fast precipitation processes is not
available in the open literature. To observe such fast solid formation processes, a fast measuring
method is required, capable of measuring in very short time scales down to a few milliseconds.
Experimental method
A new measuring cell with a free jet of suspension inside was applied for the observation of the
particle formation process of barium sulphate. Advantage of the new cell to the former used
“flow-through-reaction-tube”-concept is that there is no contact between the supersaturated
suspension and cell windows. No more corrective measurements were needed and peak
information are available [1, 2]. The model substance barium sulphate was precipitated from
aqueous sodium sulphate and barium chloride solutions. The aqueous reactants are continuously
mixed in a Y-mixer connected with a pipe reactor of variable length. By changing the length of
the pipe reactor, defined residence times, can be adjusted. After the pipe reactor, the suspension
flows through an in situ measuring cell. Openings of the cell were closed with two parallel
Kapton windows of 25 µm thickness each. An X-ray beam can penetrate the free suspension
inside the measuring cell. Mass fraction and particle size of the crystalline precipitate were
followed time-resolved using wide-angle (WAXS).
Results
To ensure that mixing of the educts has no influence on particle formation and to find convenient
experimental conditions for the in situ experiments, the precipitation of barium sulphate was
already studied offline by the authors.
All experiments described here were performed for different initial supersaturation Sa with a
constant educt ratio R of one, which means the concentration ratio of barium to sulphate ions was
equal before and during the precipitation. The time-resolved evolution of the X-ray diffraction
diagram of barium sulphate was recorded beginning with a time of 35 ms up to 6 s. The mass of
crystalline barium sulphate at every point in time is proportional to the integral intensity of the
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peaks. Figure 1 shows a comparison of experimental data with an empiric simulation of the
crystalline mass during precipitation.

Fig. 2: Estimation of particle size during precipitation
for Sa = 500 and R = 1

Fig. 1: Comparison of experimental data with an
empiric simulation of the crystalline mass during
precipitation

The particle or rather crystallite size of barium sulphate could be estimated with the width of the
peaks by a Williamson-Hall plot. In figure 2 the evolution of the particle size is shown for Sa =
500. The size increased up to 60 nm during the precipitation process and seems to be limited by
the measurement setup.
It was possible to directly observe a precipitation process on very short time scales without any
correction measurements. Solubility equilibrium is reached below one second, which explains
the lack of reliable kinetic data for precipitation processes at such high supersaturation in the
open literature. The simulation results demonstrate a high degree of correspondence with
experimental results at Sa = 600 but not at lower supersaturation. Here the primary processes of
the precipitation reaction are not very well described by the used kinetics, consisting of
nucleation and crystal growth. In the simulation a heterogeneous nucleation term was added in
this region of supersaturation (Sa < 600) valid to the literature. It seems that below Sa = 600 no
heterogeneous nucleation mechanism happens.
As an overall result it can be said that the experimental concept as it was successfully applied
here, is a powerful tool for direct monitoring fast precipitation processes.
References
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Sulphur speciation in basaltic glasses upon decompression
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Scientific Background
Sulphur (S) is the third most abundant volatile in magmatic systems and because of its polyvalent
properties (S2- to S6+) it participates in various bio-/geo-/chemical processes. Large amounts of S can
be released to a fluid phase upon magma ascent ( decompression) and can be injected into the
atmosphere during volcanic eruptions, considering that S strongly partitions into the (aqueous) fluid
phase [e.g., 1]. Here, sulphur species – especially SO2 – can impact global climate [2, 3]. In addition,
degassing of S results in a significant fluid-melt S-isotope fractionation [4, 5]. Hence, a good
knowledge of S degassing is central to understand Earth’s S cycle and, thus, to improve our
understanding of magmatic processes at depth; e.g., of the redox-transfer from the subducted oceanic
slab to the overlaying continental crust. Notably, S and S-isotope fluid-melt distribution strongly
depends on, e.g., sulphur speciation/oxygen fugacity (fO2), pressure, temperature and melt
composition [6 to 11]. However, the available experimental dataset on S and S-isotope fluid-melt
distribution is still limited, especially for basaltic systems.
In the current project we investigate the fluid-melt distribution of S and S-isotopes in basaltic system
upon decompression under various conditions (e.g., temperature, oxygen fugacity (fO2) and water
content). An accurate determination of the S speciation in the glasses experimental samples is a prerequisite to allow an interpretation of obtained S and S-isotope partitioning data. To date, XANES
spectroscopy is the only reliable technique to analyse sulphur speciation in silicate glasses with low
sulphur contents (< 300 ppm).
Research projects
The main objective of this session was to complete the dataset for basaltic glasses which was obtained
during our previous session (MR-???). These measurements are part of a current research project at
our institute funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG; BE1720/25-1). At ANKA’s
SUL-X beamline we wanted to analyze the S speciation in basaltic glasses The melt compositions of
the analysed glasses correspond to a alkali-rich basalt glass (~46.8 wt% SiO2, ~10.5 wt% MgO) and a
Mg-poor basaltic glass (~52.5 wt% SiO2, ~0.9 wt% MgO). The experimental approach of the
isothermal decompression experiments comprises a three step procedure: i) Basaltic starting glass:
Synthetic anhydrous basaltic glass were prepared by melting a mixture of oxide (Si, Al, Ti, Fe, Mg,
Mn) and carbonate (Na, Ca, K) powders in a PtRh crucible at 1600°C for 2 hours and quenching the
melt in a water bath. ii) S-bearing starting glass: Hydrous sulphur-bearing glasses were synthesized in
internally heated pressure vessels (IHPV) at ~1030°C, 400 and variable fO2 (log(fO2) = QFM to QFM
+4.2; QFM: quartz-fayalite-magnetite buffer), using a mixture of the anhydrous basalt (Mg-poor or
alkali-rich), de-ionized H2O (3 to 7 wt%) and CaSO4×2H2O as a S source (300 to 1200 ppm S). iii)
Isothermal decompression experiments: The volatile-bearing glasses were crushed and re-melted in
IHPVs at high pressure (~400 MPa) and 1030, 1150, 1200 or 1250°C for ~5 min. Subsequently, the
pressure was released continuously at constant T and at a rate of 0.1 MPa/s (≈ fast explosive Plinian
eruption style) to final pressure of 70 MPa. The samples were either directly isobarically quenched to
preserve strongly non-equilibrium conditions or annealed for various times (0 to 6 h) at final p-T
conditions before quenching to approach near-equilibrium between melt and fluid. The resulting
experimental products consist of a chemically homogeneous glass matrix and S-rich quenched fluid
inclusions (bubbles).
Analytical methods
The quenched glasses were pre-characterized using various analytical techniques (electron
microprobe: major element and S, Cl content; IR spectroscopy: H2O contents; secondary ion mass
spectrometry: S-isotope composition). The S concentration in the starting glasses and partially
degassed glasses ranges from 300 to 1200 ppm. XANES spectroscopy at sulphur K edge (2472 eV)
was conducted at ANKAs SUL-X beamline to investigate the speciation in the glasses. A beam size of
200×100 µm was applied to measure bulk sulphur speciation on bubble free areas in the experimental
basaltic glasses. Doubly polished thin sections were used for all XANES measurements to allow
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identifying adequate spots for each analysis at the microscope (e g., areas without bubbles and areas
with high volume fractions of bubbles below the surface). The spectra were collected in the
fluorescence mode and mainly quick XAFS scans (bragg axis is continuously running; ~330 energy
points; energy increments: 0.3 eV in the edge region (~2.46 to ~2.50 keV) and 1 eV in the pre- and
post-edge region) were performed to avoid irradiation damages [11].
Results and Discussion
The XANES analyses of oxidized glasses (~QFM+3) show a sharp sulphate peak (S6+) at an energy of
~2481.4 eV. XANES spectra of experiments performed at intermediate redox conditions (QFM+1 <
log (fO2) < QFM+3) show an additional sulphide signal at 2468.4 to 2472.8 eV and/or a broad
sulphide peak at ~2476.8 eV. In addition, at log (fO2) < QFM+1 most S is present as sulphide in the
quenched glasses. The peak positions are consistent with our previous XANES data gained at ANKAs
SUL-X beamline and recent studies; e.g., [12].
The S-XANES spectra were used to estimate the fO2
of our experiments [fO2(XANES)] following the
approach of Jugo et al. [12]. The results are
compared to fO2 values determined based on wet
chemical (bulk) analyses of the Fe speciation in our
sample [13] as well as on the model of Kress and
Carmichael [14] [fO2(Fe)]. A significant deviation
between fO2(XANES) and fO2(Fe) was observed for
reducing redox conditions (Fig. 1). It is suggested
that fO2(XANES) often overestimates the redox
conditions within the capsule if sulphide is the
domination S species because the distinct S2- feature
at ~2472 eV is not considered in the Jugo et al. [12]
model. In addition, spectra at lower fO2 are often
noisy because of the lower S content in the melt,
leading to a less accurate evaluation of the S
speciation in the glasses when compared to oxidized
systems.
The S-XANES data obtained at ANKA from 2009
to 2013 contributed significantly to 2 recently
publications [4, 14] and to various abstracts (8). In
addition, another manuscript is currently under
Figure 1: Results of S K XANES analyses on Sreview for publication in Chemical Geology and Dr.
bearing basaltic glasses conducted during our last
Jörg Göttlicher at KIT is a Co-Author of this paper.
beamtime at ANKA SUL-X.
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Introduction
Low band gap materials remain an issue for the improvement of active layers in organic solar cells. Based on
results of the previous investigations we put further emphasis on the investigation of new low band gap donor
materials with potential for application in “bulk heterojunction”-type solar cells. The lowering of the band
gap in these material can be achieved by a hybridization of the HOMO and LUMO levels of electron-rich and
electron-deficient sub-units of the polymer which results also in a reduction of the bond-length
alternation.[1] These materials show a better efficiency due to an improved absorption in the visible and near
infrared regions of the solar spectrum and an optimization of the offset of the frontier energy levels of the
donor and acceptor. On the other hand little is known about the self-organization properties of the polymer in
the blend material (i.e. the material which is finally applied in OSCs). It can be shown, that the phase
separation and the ordering of P3HT domains in P3HT/PCBM blends is correlated with improved
photovoltaic efficiency [2]. Since the optimal domain size of BHJ solar cells is less than a few 10 nm [3,4],
NEXAFS is in particular suited for such investigations and alternative methods, such as conventional
diffraction studies become more complicated.
Experimental details
Polymer films were prepared ex-situ by doctor blade casting and stored under well-defined ambient
conditions. Annealing was carried out in dark and under N2-atmosphere. NEXAFS experiments were carried
out at the XAS beamline. The beamline energy resolution at the sulfur edge is circa 300 meV and displays a
polarization degree of > 0.95. X-ray absorption spectra were measured in fluorescence yield mode.
Results
First measurements were carried out on blends of the state of the art organic donor material P3HT and the
acceptor PCBM. Sulfur K edge NEXAFS revealed a high degree of orientation for P3HT only after annealing
of the sample.[5] Thus, annealing is an essential step in the sample preparation of “bulk heterojunction”-type
solar cells. In the present beamtime we extended these studies to blends of other model LBG polymers, the
chemical structure is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig.
1:
Chemical
structures of studied low
band gap polymers as
well as of the acceptor
PCBM

PCBM

PCPDTBBT

Si-PCPDTBT

First, we varied the content of the electron acceptor PCBM. The S-K edge NEXAFS spectra of SiPCPDTBT/PCBM blends with the ratios 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 as a function of the excitation angle are shown in
Figure 2. These excitations are governed by selection rules. Depending on the direction of the electric field
vector E of the linear polarized synchrotron light for planar molecules either transitions into * or * orbitals
are allowed, enabling the determination of the molecular orientation. Generally, an increased ordering of the
polymers can be correlated with an increased angular dependence of the features in the XAS spectra in Fig 2;
we focus on the most intense structure at about 2.474 keV. For the blend film with the polymer/fullerene
ratio of 3:1 the intensity variation (i.e. the polarization dependence) of the sulfur K absorption peak is similar
to the pure polymer. Therefore the self-organization of the polymer is not strongly disturbed in a blend film
with a 3:1 ratio and the polymer shows the same molecular orientation. However if the amount of the
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fullerene PCBM increases in the blend film, the intensity range of the sulfur NEXAFS peak diminishes and
the PCBM seems to disturb the self-organization of Si-PCPDTBT. This suggests that with increasing amount
of PCBM less domains with a crystalline polymer phase are present in the film. Instead more domains with
pure PCBM are formed and prevent the self-organization of the polymer which is then disordered
(amorphous polymer/PCBM phase).
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Fig. 2: Angle dependent S-K
edge NEXAFS spectra of SiPCPDTBT blends with
different PCBM ratios.
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Another focus of the beamtime was the study of the influence of the annealing on the self-organization. The
NEXAFS spectra for a pristine and an annealed (393K) SI-PCPDTBT/PCBM blend film are shown in Figure
3. Surprisingly in the case of the Si-PCPDTBT blend thermal annealing at 393 K has almost no effect. The
absorption spectra of the blend before and after annealing are very similar and almost no improvement of the
ordering occurs. The same results were also obtained for a PCPDTBBT/PCBM blend film (not shown here).
We assume therefore that for an improvement of the orientation and phase separation higher annealing
temperatures are necessary which allow the thermal (re-)organization of the polymer subunits.
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Crystallographic Characterisation of Large Paramagnetic Aggregates of
Transition-Metal Cations
Christopher E. Anson1), Gernot Buth2), Annie K.Powell1)
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Recently, we and others have found that hydrothermal synthetic methods can be a useful route to
very high nuclearity (up to Ln79) coordination clusters of lanthanide cations. We have now found
that similar compounds can be obtained via reactions carried out at ambient pressure; this should
allow rather more control over the products obtained. We have determined the structure of [Dy26(µ3OH)26(µ5-CO3)9(O2CPh)31(NO3)2(diethyleneglycol)(EtOH)5(OH2)6](NO3)n(EtOH) on SCD. The
approximately trigonal-bipyramidal core is composed of 26 DyIII centres bridged by triply-bridging
hydroxo and carbonato ligands; a nitrate anion in the centre of the cage may have acted as a
template. The large amount of disordered solvent molecules in the lattice between the molecules
results in very weak diffraction to higher 2θ angles, and synchrotron radiation was necessary to
obtain a dataset with good resolution.

Molecular structure of
[Dy26(µ3-OH)26(µ5-CO3)9(O2CPh)31(NO3)2(deg)(EtOH)5
(OH2)6](NO3)
Dy violet, O red, C black, H atoms omitted for clarity.
Dy-OH bonds highlighted in orange, C-O bonds of the
carbonato ligands shown as green

Molecular Structures of [FeIII4YbIII2(Me-tea)4(Me-teaH)2(tosylate)2] (left) and [FeIII6DyIII4(O)2(OH)2(4-pentenyl-dea)6(2naph-CO2)8(N3)4] (right). The terminal C=C bonds in the pentenyl chains of the Fe6Dy4 are highlighted in green.
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We have been studying the magnetic properties of the Single-Molecule Magnets
[FeIII6DyIII4(O)2(OH)2(R-dea)6(2-naph-CO2)8(N3)4], where R-deaH2 is an N-substituted
diethanolamine. There is a correlation between the SMM properties and the length of the chain R,
resulting from changes in intermolecular interactions. We have measured the structure of the
analogues with R = n-pentyl and 4-pentenyl, the vinylic group at the end of the latter chain will
allow us to tether the clusters to silicon nanoparticles.
In our two previous reports, we described the structures of symmetrical ring-like Fe8Ln8 and
Fe10Ln10 complexes with diethanolamine or triethanolamine ligands, in which the alkoxo-bridged
iron and lanthanide ions alternate around the ring. By changing the lanthanide salt and/or using
methyl-substituted triethanolamine ligands, it has proved possible to obtain smaller (5-, 6- or 8membered) rings with less symmetrical structures. With lanthanide tosylates we obtained small
crystals of a Fe4Yb2 complex, in which the Yb centres are adjacent in the ring, making a useful
comparison to another Fe4Yb2 ring in which the two Yb are opposite each other.
There has been increasing interest recently in ionic liquids; salts with a melting point below 100 °C,
as novel solvents, often with catalytic properties. We have used the zwitterionic ligand N-(1methylimidazolium)-acetate (Me-imac), which combines a carboxylate group and a cationic organic
ring, to obtain Fe3 complexes with high positive charge that are ionic liquids. With dysprosium and
this ligand, two complexes were obtained, a trifluorosulfonamide salt melting at 72 °C and a (PF6)salt melting at 103 °C. Both salts can be repeated melted and crystallised, but both form fine needlelike crystals, and the structures could only be determined at ANKA. Both compounds were found to
be carboxylate-bridged coordination polymers of Dy, but with different bridging modes within the
chains. The zig-zag chain in the (PF6)- salt is stabilised by hydrogen-bonding from waters in the
lattice, explaining its higher melting point (which is narrowly over the limit of 100 °C for true ionic
liquids). By contrast, the crystal structure of the sulphonamide salt is largely stabilised by a range of
weak C-HO and C-HF interactions. It is extremely rare for coordination polymers such as these to
act as ionic liquids. The sulphonamide salt is also a Single-Chain Magnet, although this behaviour is
of course only observed in a temperature regime (below 5 K) far below its melting point.

Structures of the Dy Polymers in [Dy(Me-imac)3(OH2)2]{(CF3SO2)2N}3 (left) and [Dy(Me-imac)3(OH2)](PF6)32H2O
(right). Dy violet, O red, N blue, C black, carboxylate bridges highlighted in orange, hydrogen bonds as pink dashes.
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In Situ XAS Investigations on Fe/Mn Phosphates and Silicates During
Operation in a Battery
S. Indris1), H. Hain1), M. Kaus1), R. Chen1)
1)

Institute of Nanotechnology, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, P.O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

We investigated nanocrystalline Li2Fe1-yMnySiO4 (y = 0, 0.5) and LiCoPO4 as electrode materials for Li-ion
batteries by in situ XAS measurements on complete battery cells.
The series of Fe and Mn K-edge absorption spectra during first charge/discharge cycles for Li2FeSiO4 and
Li2Fe0.5Mn0.5SiO4 are shown in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. A background subtraction and normalisation of
the measured spectra has to be done with extremely high reproducibility. Changes in the average valence
states and local site symmetries of both cations can be deduced from the curvature and the energy shift in the
absorption edges. The corrected spectra are a linear combination of individual spectra of cation sites with
different local structure and oxidation states. Therefore, it is possible to use principle component analysis
(PCA) on the charging-discharging-cycle of each battery system to extract information about the number of
independent changes in the system without prior in-depth knowledge about needed references and to gain
information about the reversibility of the cycle. The normalized virtual components of the PCA are fitted to
the set of spectra to extract their respective loadings. Component 0 is one spectrum of the data set and the
fluctuation of the loading (~5/1000) indicates the reliability of the normalisation. Component 1 of these data
sets typically implies the change of the oxidation state, whereas the next one or two important components
indicate smaller spectral changes, which are not linearly connected to the oxidation state change. Two
obvious differences can be seen during charging of both battery systems. The edge position shifts to higher
energies indicating the oxidation of the Mn and Fe cations from 2+ to 3+ (Figure 1b, Figure 2b,d). The
disappearance of the shoulder of the absorption edge indicates a significant change in the symmetry of the
binding orbitals. Dominko et al. [1] could identify in a similar battery system a change in the tetrahedral
coordination of the central atoms (Mn and Fe). Manceau has shown lately [2] that spectra with the central
atom in the same oxidation state can show a limited but significant shift in the absorption edge. As a
consequence, the error of the quantification of cations in different oxidation states (without exact knowledge
of each Mn or Fe species in the system) is at least ±10 %. The efficiency of Fe2+-Fe3+ oxidation in Li2FeSiO4
is between 70-90 %. The results of PCA and the plotted spectra prove both (Figure 1a and c) that this reaction
is nearly perfectly reversible. For the Li2Fe0.5Mn0.5SiO4 system the oxidation rate is slightly higher for the Fe
cations, but lower for the Mn cations. The comparison of the spectra of the discharged battery and the asprepared battery shows no significant changes of the oxidation state on both edges. The oxidation starts first
with Fe ions and at 4.2 V with Mn. The reduction during discharge starts immediately for Mn and at 3.4 V for
Fe. In contrast to Li2FeSiO4, there are two remarkable differences for the Li2Fe0.5Mn0.5SiO4 system. After
discharging of the latter battery, the shoulder in the absorption edge is missing, which indicates a change in
the symmetry of the binding around the Fe and Mn atoms. In contrast to the data on the Fe edge, the results
on the Mn edge indicate a larger irreversible change. The much higher first maximum in the spectrum (called
“white line”) points to a production of a Mn2+ compound with a lower electron density around the Mn atom.
Similar results were obtained on the Co K edge for LiCoPO4 cycled against Li metal in the voltage range
from 2.5 V to 5.2 V (Fig. 3). These results reveal the very high reversibility of the oxidation/reduction
process of Co2+/3+ during Li removal/reinsertion.
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Figure 1. (a) Voltage profile during in situ
XAS experiment for the first charge/discharge
cycle of Li2FeSiO4 against Li metal in the
voltage range 1.5-4.7 V at a current density of
20.6 mA g-1 (i.e., C/16) together with
component 1 of the PCA. The corresponding
Fe K-edge absorption spectra during (b)
charge and (c) discharge.

a)

Figure 2. (a) Voltage profile during in situ XAS
experiment for the first charge/discharge cycle of
Li2Fe0.5Mn0.5SiO4 against Li metal in the voltage range 1.64.8 V at a current density of 16.5 mA g-1 (i.e., C/20)
together with component 1 of the PCA of both edges. The
corresponding Fe K-edge absorption spectra during (b)
charge, (c) discharge and Mn K-edge absorption spectra
during (d) charge, (e) discharge.

b)

c)

Figure 3. (a) Voltage profile during in situ XAS experiment for the first charge/discharge cycle of LiCoPO4 against Li
metal in the voltage range 2.5-5.2 V. The corresponding Co K-edge absorption spectra during (b) charge and (c)
discharge.
[1] Dominko, R.; Sirisopanaporn, C.; Masquelier, C.; Hanzel, D.; Arcon, I.; Gaberscek, M. J. Electrochem. Soc. 2010, 157, A1309.
[2] Manceau, A.; Marcus, M. A; Grangeon1, S., Am. Mineral. 2012, 97, 816.
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In Situ XRD Investigations on Fe/Mn Phosphates and Silicates During
Operation in a Battery
S. Indris1), H. Hain1), M. Kaus1), R. Chen1)
1)

Institute of Nanotechnology, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, P.O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

We investigated nanocrystalline LiCoPO4 as electrode materials for Li-ion batteries by in situ XRD
measurements on complete battery cells. In comparison to LiFePO4, which is already extensively used in
commercial Li-ion batteries, LiCoPO4 has a higher oxidation/reduction potential and thus enables higher
energy densities.
The first measurement was performed on LiCoPO4 with an olivine structure (Fig. 1). These measurements
show that the initial phase LiCoPO4 (labeled with ‘A’ in Fig. 1) is transformed into the final product CoPO4
(‘C’) via an intermediate phase with a composition of about Li0.7CoPO4 (‘B’). This is in contrast to the
mechanism established for LiFePO4 where only two phases occur.
After a complete electrochemical cycle the XRD pattern is very similar to that of the starting material
revealing that the electrochemical reaction in the active electrode material has a high reversibility. Therefore,
the asymmetry in the voltage profile has to be ascribed to side reactions probably causing degradation of the
electrolyte at highly oxidizing conditions. These electrolyte reactions are therefore also responsible for the
degradation of the complete battery.
For the second material, non-olivine LiCoPO4 (orthorhombic structure, space group Pn21 (no. 23)) the
observed changes in the XRD pattern were less obvious (Fig. 2). The peaks of the initial structure show only
a slight broadening and a reduction in intensity during charging against Li metal. This hints to an
amorphization of the structure during Li removal abd might explain the much lower reversibility of the Li
insertion process for this material in comparison to the olivine phase.

Fig. 1: In situ XRD measurements on olivine LiCoPO4 during galvanostatic cycling against Li metal in a battery cell. The voltage
profile as a function of time is shown on the right side.
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Fig. 2: In situ XRD measurements on non-olivine LiCoPO4 during galvanostatic charging (top to bottom) against Li metal in a
battery cell.
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A XAFS study of the conversion reaction mechanism in FeF3 cathode materials
for Li-ion batteries
A. Pohl1), B. Das2), F. Scheiba1), J. Rothe1), H. Ehrenberg1) and M. Fichtner1,2)
1)

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
2)
Helmholtz Institute Ulm, Albert-Einstein Allee 11, 89081 Ulm, Germany

Introduction
The battery systems in use today are typically based on Li intercalation chemistry with a total capacity of
140-220 mAh/g [1]. Increase of the capacity can be achieved by using materials based on the conversion
principle which are able to utilise all available oxidation states of the material, and capacities up to 600
mAh/g have been demonstrated [2]. Metal fluorides are ideal because they have a high operating voltage due
to the strong M-F bond. However, fluorides are insulators making it difficult to apply directly as cathode
materials. A number of methods have been found to overcome this problem: a) ball milling with conductive
carbon and b) embedding the fluoride into a matrix of a mixed ionic/electronic conductor. We recently
prepared LiF/Fe(V2O5) nanocomposites with varying V2O5 content of 0, 10, 15 and 20 wt. % by high energy
ball milling and obtained a stable specific
8
capacity of 450 mAh/g (total weight) for a
a)
b)
Fe−F Fe−Fe
Fe−Fe
V−O
7
1 discharge
period of 20 cycles without noticeable
st
1 charge
7
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Fig. 1: Fourier transforms (FT) of k χ(k) collected a) during 1st
charge at the Fe K-edge and b) during 1st discharge at the V K-edge
of the in situ battery cell. The plots are offset by 1 and the R-scale
was not corrected for the phase shift of the absorber atom.
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Experimental
A nanocomposite with 15 wt. % V2O5 and
a fixed Fe:LiF ratio of 1:3 was prepared by
high energy ball milling. Electrodes for insitu characterisation were prepared by
mixing the active material with PVDF-HFP
and carbon black in a 70:15:15 wt.% ratio
and adding a few drops N-methyl-2pyrrolidone. The slurry was cast onto glassy
carbon films and a home-built battery cell
was assembled in an argon-filled glove-box.
XAS data at the Fe K-edge and V K-edge
were collected during the 1st cycle of the cell
in transmission mode for ~30 min. per run
with an energy range of 13-14 k. The cell
was cycled with at constant current of 0.1
mA.
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Fig. 2: Principal component analysis for the series of Fe K-edge
XANES spectra showing a) obtained components and corresponding
models and b) concentrations of the components during 1 st charge.
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Results and discussion
Fourier transforms of k2χ(k) of selected
Fe K-edge spectra (Fig 1a) show a peak at
1.5 Å between 2.0 V and 4.2 V, which
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corresponds to Fe-F distances in rutile FeF2. At the same time, peaks at 2.20 Å and 4.50 Å, which are
attributed to 1st and 3rd Fe-Fe coordination shells in metallic Fe, are reduced. In the V K-edge FT k2χ(k) (Fig
1b), there is only one coordination shell at 1.6 Å corresponding to the 1st V-O distances, which changes very
little in intensity and position as the battery is charged. A 2nd and 3rd coordination shell at higher r is
completely absent highlighting the amorphous nature of the phases formed during ball milling. A fit to the 1st
peak gave a scattered range of V-O distances of 2.02-2.08 Å during cycling. The V oxidation state, which
was determined from the change of the pre-edge position, changed from V3.9+ at 4 V to V3.5+ at 1.7 V after 22
hours of discharge.
We have used principle component analysis (PCA) [3] to mathematically decompose the series of Fe K
edge spectra at different voltages into sub-spectra. We found that the spectra can be reproduced by three
components. We assumed the main component to be pure
1.02
iron, which is also confirmed by Mössbauer spectroscopy.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the XANES spectrum of the
Fig. 5 shows simulations for several Li-V-O and Fe-V-O
as prepared LiF/Fe (V2 O5) nanocomposite (black compounds with tetrahedral and octahedral V coordination.
dots) with spectra of a) vanadium oxides (data for
Considering the high main edge intensity of the experimental
VO2 and V 4 O7 taken from ref. [6] and b)
chemically lithiated Li xV2 O5 (data taken from ref. spectrum, the octahedral VO6 coordination, as found e.g. in
[7]. The energy is plotted relative to the V K-edge LiVO2, is more probable than square-pyramidal VO5 or
energy of 5.465 keV.
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(square-planar), FeVO4 and LiVO3 (tetrahedral) show
intense pre-edge features due to p-d hybridisation effects.
However, the oxygen octahedral around V in LiVO2 are not
distorted, and thus the pre-edge intensity is smaller than in
the experiment.
The inverse spinel V[FeV]O4, which was derived from
Fe3+[Fe2+V]O4 [8] by changing the Fe3+ atom on the
tetrahedral site (8a) into a V3+ atom, is a special case as the
crystal structure consists of V in octahedral as well as
tetrahedral coordination. The interpolated V K-edge
spectrum of V[FeV]O4 shown in Fig. 3a has therefore a preedge due to p-d hybridisation and a high main edge due to V
in octahedral coordination, and resembles the experimental
spectrum well. Additionally, the calculated Fe K-edge
spectrum of V[FeV]O4 shown in Fig. 3b also matches the
PCA spectrum of the new Fe2+ component and shows a very
high main edge due to Fe on octahedral sites. The fraction of
the octahedrally coordinated V in LiVO2 cannot be excluded
because of the similarity of the V-K edge XANES spectra
for the series of octahedrally coordinated compounds. The
formation of LiVO2 most likely occurs via intercalation of
LiF into V2O5 with concomitant F-/O2- anion exchange.

Fig. 5: FLAPW calculations for the series of
lithium vanadates and iron vanadates with local
octahedral (red) and tetrahedral (blue) vanadium
environment. Upper black curve is the
experimental V K-edge XANES spectrum for the
ball-milled composite with (a) pre-edge, (b) main
edge and (c) post-edge peaks. V[FeV]O4 has
vanadium on two different sites denoted by (•) and
both sub-spectra are shown.

We found that addition of V2O5 to a mixture of Fe and
LiF improves the cycle life of the composite dramatically.
During ball milling of LiF/Fe(V2O5), a mixed conducting
matrix (MCM) consisting of LixVO2-xFx and V[FeV]O4
phases is formed, which is responsible to for the
improvement in capacity and cyclic performance.
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Near-surface density profiling of Fe ion irradiated Si (100) using
extremely asymmetric diffraction by variation of the wavelength
B. Khanbabaee1), S. Facsko2), U. Pietsch1)
1)
2)

Solid State Physics, University of Siegen, D-57068 Siegen, Germany
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, 01314 Dresden, Germany

The bombardment of the solid surfaces with energetic noble gas ions can be used for
fabrication of the self-organized nanostructures on the surfaces[1]. Recently, a number of
experimental studies have shown that the simultaneous incorporation of the foreign atoms, in
particular metal atoms like Fe, during ion beam irradiation has tremendous influence on selforganized surface patterning[2]. At present, many aspects of influence of the co-deposited
metal atoms are not fully understood. One of the key points of understanding is the
investigation of the density variation at the regions just below the surface in which the
incorporated Fe atoms may influence the patterning process. In this context, we study the
surface modifications after direct off-normal Fe ion irradiation on Si(100), without assistance
of noble gas ions. Considering the low energy of implanted Fe ions the ion beam-induced
damage is limited only to a depth of few nanometers. Therefore surface sensitive methods are
requested for the investigation of the near-surface region. This can be performed using
extremely asymmetric x-ray diffraction (EAD) techniques. In EAD, due to refraction effect,
Bragg peak is shifted from the position calculated by kinematic theory. The amount of this
peak shift ( ) depends on effective incidence angle and the mass density of the material
allowing to extract the variation of surface density by monitoring different Bragg peak shifts.
The EAD scheme can be realized under fixed scattering geometry by varying the photon
energy[3]. Small incidence angles
can be tailored by probing a lattice plane tilted by angle
with respect to the surface normal where
, and
is Bragg angle (Fig. 1a).
In this work, we show the results of energy-dispersive EAD for determination of the
surface density of Fe ion irradiated silicon samples. we examined Si(100) wafers irradiated
with 5 keV Fe ions under 65° incidence angle with respect to the surface normal at two
different total fluences of 1  1016 ions cm-2 (sample 1) and 5  1017 ions cm-2 (sample 2),
respectively. Fig. 1b shows the rocking curves (RCs) for the sample 2 at
= 8715 eV
(black),
= 8810 eV (magenta),
= 8840 eV (olive),
= 8860 eV (red) and
= 8875
eV (blue). Due to grazing incidence angles, a part of x-rays is reflected from sample’s edge.
Each RC consists of an intense sharp peak with approximately zero peak shifts which
corresponds to a Si (311) reflection from the sample’s edge and a broader peak with larger
peak shift which corresponds to Bragg reflection from the surface. With increasing photon
energy and consequently decreasing the surface Bragg peak starts to shift from the position
of kinematical Bragg angle towards the maximum possible Bragg peak shift
(critical
angle of total external reflection). The edge-peak is not affected by changing the energy and is
used as a reference for the evaluation of the angular position of measured surface peaks.
Fig. 1c shows a comparison between the measured RCs for the samples 1 (red), 2 (blue)
and non-irradiated Si (black) at
=8840 eV ( = 0.08°). It can be seen that the deviation
from the kinematical Bragg peak position decreases from the non-irradiated Si(100) over
sample 1 to sample 2 caused from reduction of the surface density[4]. Quantitatively, these
density variations can be determined by fitting the measured Bragg peak shifts with calculated
ones according to Eq. 1, from Ref. [4].
Fig. 1d shows the measured (open circle) and calculated (solid lines) Bragg peak shifts
( ) versus photon energy/incidence angle for the samples 1 (red), 2 (blue) and non-irradiated
Si (black). The fitting of the peak shifts after calibrated to
radiation reveals a surface
density of ρ1 = 2.11 g/cm3 and ρ2 = 1.79 g/cm3, for the samples 1 and 2, respectively, which
are 13% and 26% smaller than the measured value for non-implanted silicon ρ = 2.32 g/cm3.
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These values are in good agreement with obtained results for these samples using EAD at
non-coplanar scattering geometry for Si (331) reflection[4]. In the presented case, the
systematically reduction of density at the sample surface that increases with ion fluence can
be relevant with developing a pattern on the irradiated surface.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.1: (a) The coplanar EAD geometry. The oblique lines tilted by angle with respect to the crystal surface
showing the 311 lattice plane. The incidence angles (
are changed by varying the incident wavevectors ( )
via varying x-rays energy and consequently varying Bragg angles. While for incoming beam at large incidence
angle ( ), the reflected beam ( ) is observed at kinematic Bragg peak position, for a beam at lower incidence
angle ( ), the reflected beam ( ) shifts with value of
with respect to kinematic Bragg peak position (dashed
red arrow). is the surface normal vector.(b)The measured rocking curves (RCs) of Si (311) reflection versus
8810 eV
Bragg peak shift
for sample 1 at different photon energies of
8715 eV (black),
(magenta),
8840 eV (olive),
8860 eV (red), and
8875 eV (blue). (c) The comparison of rocking
curves (RCs) of Si (311) reflection for the samples 1 (red), 2 (blue), and non-irradiated Si (black) at
= 8840
eV ( = 0.08°). (d) The measured (open circles) and calculated (solid lines) dynamical Bragg peak shifts (
versus wavelength/incidence angle for the samples 1 (red), 2 (blue) and non-irradiated Si (black).
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The heterocubane complexes [MII4(HOC2H4SC2H4O)4(Cl)4] (M = Co, Ni) might have been
expected to crystallise in an unexceptional manner. Both compounds formed very small crystals,
which were measured at ANKA, and were found to be isomorphous, crystallising in the tetragonal
space group I41/a with Z = 12. One of the independent molecules in the asymmetric unit could be
refined straightforwardly, whereas the other showed a rather strange whole-molecule disorder. More
unusually, the diffraction from both compounds showed the spot-like Bragg reflections to be joined
by rather well-defined lines of diffuse reflection. Such behaviour does not appear to have been
reported before, and would not have been visible without the high-brilliance synchrotron beam. The
phenomenon is currently under investigation; it will be of interest to see if it is related to the
molecular disorder in some way.

Molecular Structure of [NiII4(HOC2H4SC2H4O)4(Cl)4] (left) and a frame from the measurement showing the spot-like
reflections joined by straight lines of diffuse reflection (right).

There is current interest in charged polynuclear metal complexes with large counterions that have
melting points below 100 °C, and which thus can act as magnetically-active “ionic liquids”. We
have recently found that such compounds can be catalytically active, in addition to their magnetic
properties. The structures of two such compounds, (NBu4)3[Fe3Gd2(µ3-OH)3(Me-teaH3)3(µN3)4(N3)11]CH2Cl2½EtOH and (NBu4)2[Mn4Dy2(teaH)4(µ-N3)2(N3)10] have been determined. The
countercations with their n-butyl chains result in low diffraction intensity at higher angles,
necessitating measurement on ANKA-SCD. The negative charges on the clusters resulted from the
high number of azide ligands; these also promote favourable ferromagnetic interactions between
metal centres, and in the Fe3Gd2 complex the N5O coordination environment of the FeIII cations may
result in Spin-Crossover. Magnetic studies are being carried out.
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Structures of the [Fe3Gd2(µ3-OH)3(Me-teaH3)3(µ-N3)4(N3)11]3- and [Mn4Dy2(teaH)4(µ-N3)2(N3)10]2- cluster anions.

Complexes of the type [FeIII4Ln2(µ4-O)2(nbdea)4(anth-9-CO2)4(NO3)2(EtOH)2]nTHF are of interest
not only for their magnetic properties (the Dy analogue is a Single-Molecule Magnetic with a high
blocking temperature) but because they can be obtained in three different crystal forms, which differ
in the number of lattice THF molecules (n = 6, 2 or 0), although the molecules are isostructural.
This series thus allows a study of the effects of loss of lattice solvent molecules on the magnetic
properties; such effects, which generally lead to an increase in intermolecular magnetic interactions,
are relatively common in the literature but unfortunately often ignored. The complexes with n = 2 or
6 form large crystals, but the solvent-free version, which give rise to the most interesting magnetic
behaviour, forms very small crystals The solvent-free Fe4Dy2 and Fe4Gd2 structures have been
measured at ANKA in order to determine the interactions between molecules.

Structures of “solvent-free” [Fe4Dy2(O)2(nbdea)4(anth-9-CO2)4(NO3)2(EtOH)2] (left), [Fe4Dy4(O)3(nbdea)3(O2C-C6H4t
Bu)12] (centre) and the core of the Fe4Dy4 cluster (right)

We have found that solvothermal synthetic methods can allow access to coordination clusters with
structures very different from those obtained from syntheses at ambient conditions. For example, the
clusters [Fe4Dy4(µ4-O)3(nbdea)3(O2C-C6H4-tBu)12]4(acetone)MeCN and its Fe4Y4 analogue with a
novel “double star” core were obtained under solvothermal conditions, whereas a similar recipe
under ambient conditions gives the structurally very different [Fe4Y2(µ3-OH)2(nbdea)4(O2C-C6H4NO2)8]. All three compounds diffracted very weakly, but were measurable at ANKA giving
excellent quality datasets.
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Sulphur speciation in basaltic melts
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Scientific Background
Sulphur is a ubiquitous element on Earth and because of its polyvalent properties it participates in
various bio-/geo-/chemical processes. It is the third most abundant volatile in magmatic systems,
besides H2O and CO2. In (silicate) melt-fluid systems, sulphur strongly partitions into the (aqueous)
fluid phase and, thus, considering that the H2O solubility in silicate melts decreases significantly with
pressure (P; [e.g., 1]) large amounts of S can be released to the atmosphere during volcanic eruptions.
The released sulphur species – especially SO2 – have a high potential for climate impact [2, 3]. S and
S-isotope fluid-melt distribution strongly depends on, e.g., sulphur speciation/oxygen fugacity (fO2),
pressure, temperature and melt composition [4 to 9]. Hence, understanding of S degassing is central to
understand Earth’s sulphur cycle. However, the available dataset for the partitioning of S between
fluid and melt as well as the S isotope fractionation upon S degassing is still limited, especially for
basaltic systems (melts with relatively low silica contents; ~50 wt% SiO2). Thus, an ongoing research
project focuses on the investigation of the distribution of sulphur and sulphur isotopes upon
decompression under various conditions (e.g., temperature, oxygen fugacity (fO2) and water content),
with special attention on the influence sulphur speciation in the melt. Here, an accurate determination
of the S speciation in the glasses experimental samples is a prerequisite to allow an interpretation of S
and S-isotope distribution data obtained during this project. To date, XANES spectroscopy is the only
reliable technique to analyse sulphur speciation in silicate melts with low sulphur contents (< 300
ppm).
Research projects
The goal of this session at ANKA’s SUL-X beamline was to analyze the speciation of sulphur in
basaltic glasses in the frame of a current research project at our institute funded by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG; BE1720/25-1). The melt compositions of the analysed glasses
correspond to an alkali-rich basalt glass (~46.8 wt% SiO2, ~10.5 wt% MgO) and a Mg-poor basaltic
glass (~52.5 wt% SiO2, ~0.9 wt% MgO). The experimental approach of the isothermal decompression
experiments comprises a three step procedure: i) Basaltic starting glass: Synthetic anhydrous basaltic
glass were prepared by melting a mixture of oxide (Si, Al, Ti, Fe, Mg, Mn) and carbonate (Na, Ca, K)
powders in a PtRh crucible at T = 1600°C for 2 hours and quenching the melt in a water bath. ii) Sbearing starting glass: Hydrous sulphur-bearing glasses were synthesized in internally heated pressure
vessels (IHPV) at ~1050°C, 400 and variable fO2 (log(fO2) = QFM to QFM +4.2; QFM: quartzfayalite-magnetite buffer), using a mixture of the anhydrous basalt (Mg-poor or alkali-rich), de-ionized
H2O (3 to 7 wt%) and CaSO4×2H2O as a S source (300 to 1200 ppm S). iii) Isothermal decompression
experiments: The volatile-bearing glasses were crushed and re-melted in IHPVs at high pressure (~400
MPa) and 1050, 1150, 1200 or 1250°C for ~5 min. Subsequently, the pressure was released
continuously at constant T and at a rate of 0.1 MPa/s (≈ fast explosive Plinian eruption style) to final
pressure of 70 MPa. The samples were either directly isobarically quenched to preserve strongly nonequilibrium conditions or annealed for various times (0 to 6 h) at final P-T conditions before
quenching to approach near-equilibrium between melt and fluid. The resulting experimental products
consist of a chemically homogeneous glass matrix and S-rich quenched fluid inclusions (bubbles).
Analytical methods
The major element compositions (including S and Cl contents) of the quenched glasses were
determined using an electron microprobe (EMP; Cameca SX-100 at the Leibniz Universität Hannover,
LUH). The water content was measured by Karl Fischer Titration (LUH) and by FTIR spectroscopy
(Bruker IFS 88, LUH). A Cameca IMS 1280 at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution was used to
measure the S isotope composition of the glasses (34S/32S ratios). The S concentration in the starting
glasses and partially degassed glasses ranges from 300 to 1200 ppm. XANES spectroscopy at sulphur
K edge (2472 eV) was conducted at ANKAs SUL-X beamline to investigate the S speciation in the
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glasses. A beam size of 200×100 µm was applied to measure bulk sulphur speciation on bubble free
areas in the experimental glasses. In contrast to previous session, analyses with a 60×60 µm beam size
to determine small scale variations in sulphur speciation throughout the glass and to evaluate possible
contribution of sulphur species in quenched fluids to the spectra were not performed because the
interpretation of these spectra was often difficult and only qualtitative results could be obtained; e.g.
the data indicate that H2S is the dominating species in the fluid at ~QFM+1 and SO2 is the dominant
species at ~QFM+3.
Doubly polished thin sections were used for all XANES measurements to allow identifying adequate
spots for each analysis at the microscope (e.g. areas without bubbles). The spectra were collected in
the fluorescence mode and mainly quick XAFS scans (Bragg axis is continuously running; ~330
energy points; energy increments: 0.3 eV in the edge region (~2.46 to ~2.50 keV) and 1 eV in the preand post-edge region) were performed to avoid irradiation damages [10].
Results and Discussion
XANES analyses of oxidized samples (~QFM+3) reveal a sharp sulphate peak (S6+) at an energy of
~2481.4 eV while spectra of experiments at log (fO2) < QFM+1 typically show a distinct sulphide
signal at 2468.4 to 2472.8 eV and/or a broad
sulphide peak at ~2476.8 eV. Spectra obtained for
samples processed at intermediate redox conditions
(~QFM+1 to QFM+2) show sulphate and sulphide
features. The peak positions are in good agreement
with our previous XANES data gained at ANKAs
SUL-X beamline (MR98, MR113, 166) and recent
studies; e. g. [11].
The S6+/S ratios were determined for each glass
using the approach of Jugo et al. [11]. A slight shift
of the sulphide-sulphate transition in glasses towards
more oxidizing conditions when compared to Jugo
et al. [11] (see Fig. 1) may be related to differences
in P, T and (bulk) H2O content [12]
The XANES data obtained at ANKA from 2009 to
2011 contributed significantly to 2 recent
publications [13, 14] and to various abstracts (8 in
total). At least one more publications is planned
based on the excellent results obtain during the latest
XANES session at the SUL-X beamline.

Figure 1: Results of S K XANES analyses on Sbearing basaltic melts conducted during our last session.
Ju10: Jugo et al. (2010); [11]
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The aim of the experiment was to measure the EXAFS spectra at the uranium L3-edge (17166 eV) of samples
containing extracted uranyl ions in an ionic liquid (C4mimTf2N) with the extractant molecule
tributylphosphate TBP. Modelling of the uranyl extraction data fits with a double extraction mechanism
involving uranium anionic species at high acidic concentration and uranium cationic species at low acidic
concentration.1, 2 Thus, U extraction may not be achieved through the formation of a neutral complex
(commonly formed in the usual organic solvents), but by an ion exchange process between a charged
complex and the ionic liquid ions. At low acid concentration, the formation of species [UO2.xTBP]2+ is
supposed. At high acid concentration, we could postulate the extraction of [UO2(NO3)3.xTBP]-. In both cases,
x has to be determined and the nitrate stoichiometry has to be confirmed.
At this stage, we wanted to verify the extraction of charged complexes in the ionic liquid phase by
characterizing the stoichiometry and structure of uranium extracted species by EXAFS.
Measurements were led on the INE beamline in fluorescence mode. An average of 8 scans was made on each
sample. We could analyse 6 samples during 3 days ([UO22+] = 0.01 M), their corresponding EXAFS/FT
spectra are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: EXAFS and corresponding FT of analysed samples.
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At low acidic concentration, the best fit result indicates that the extracted complex contains an average of 2
TBP molecules, and no nitrate ions. This confirms our uranyl extraction model at these experimental
conditions, with a cation exchange mechanism. At high acidic concentration, it was not possible to get a
stable fit of the data taking into account either (i) TBP molecule(s); (ii) nitrate ions bound in bidentate or
monodentate fashion; (iii) TBP and nitrate group(s).
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Structural investigation of self-irradiation damaged AmO2
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Introduction
Under non-operating conditions (reactor shut down or storage time), damages accumulate in nuclear fuel
pellets due to the spontaneous radioactive decays of actinide elements. These self-irradiation induced-defects
affect the fuel thermophysical properties, which can be detrimental for both reactor performance and safety.
In the case of α emitters, the elastic collision leads to well-known phenomena at the structural scale such as
amorphization, allotropic transitions, lattice parameter expansion, defect formation and pellet swelling at the
macroscopic scale. These changes are particularly true for 241Am which exhibits a very high α activity
(1.3x1011 α.g-1) associated to the emission of a ~5.5 MeV α particle and a ~90 keV 237Np recoil nucleus. In
this context, this work aims to study the structure of a self-irradiation damaged AmO2 by XRD, XAS and
TEM. As this sample has been synthesized ~ 40 years ago, the cumulative α decay dose was estimated at ~
1.4x1020 α.g-1 corresponding to ~ 36 dpa (displacements per atom). Investigating more accurately the selfirradiation damages for high cumulative α decay dose in AmO2 is of great interest to understand the
mechanisms occurring and to extrapolate these to the irradiation damages produced in the conventional fuels,
which crystallizes in the same fluorite structure as AmO2.
Experimental
The XAS measurements have been performed on 4 mg of powdered sample that had been mixed with 55 mg
of BN. The XAS data have been collected at the Angströmquelle Karlsruhe (ANKA) synchrotron, under
dedicated operating conditions (2.5 GeV, 100-160 mA) on the Institut für Nukleare Entsorgung (INE)
beamline [1]. A Ge [422] double-crystal monochromator coupled to collimating and focusing Rh-coated
mirrors was used. XAS spectra were collected at room temperature in both transmission and fluorescence
modes at Np LIII (17610 eV) and Am LIII (18510 eV) edges.
Results
According to various studies, the lattice parameter of fresh AmO2 ranges from 5.372 to 5.377 Å. After ~ 100
days of self-irradiation (~ 1·1018 α.g-1), the unit cell reaches a saturation value between 5.385 and 5.392 Å,
which corresponds to an increase of 0.2 - 0.3 % of the initial lattice parameter. An exponential law is usually
employed to describe the unit cell evolution with the cumulative decay dose. This implies that the lattice
parameter will not change in time, once the saturation value is reached. Based on the refinement of the XRD
pattern, a lattice parameter of 5.394(1) Å was derived for the damaged AmO2 sample [2]. Compared to fresh
AmO2, there is clearly an increase of the lattice parameter with the self-irradiation. Therefore, our value is in
fair agreement with the previously reported unit cell parameter of damaged AmO2. One can conclude that the
lattice parameter increases up to 100 days of self-irradiation and after this period the unit cell does not evolve
significantly during the following 40 years.
The structural parameters have been derived from the analysis of the EXAFS data [2]. In the case of the
reference AmO2, the first and second Am – O distances are equal to 2.326 (5) and 4.46 (1) Å. For the
damaged AmO2, those distances are equal to 2.335 (1) and 4.48 (1) Å, respectively. Compared to the
reference AmO2, this corresponds to an increase of 0.4 (1) % of the Am - O bond lengths, which is in fair
agreement with the unit cell expansion as derived by XRD. The first Am – Am distances are equal to 3.80 (1)
and 3.81 (1) Å for the reference and damaged AmO2, respectively. Considering the experimental uncertainty,
no significant variation can be concluded. The second Am - Am bond length is equal to 5.40 (1) Å, which is
in good agreement with the lattice parameter measured by XRD, i.e. 5.394 (1) Å, supporting the increase of
the lattice parameter by 0.3 %. Taking into account XRD and EXAFS results, one can conclude that both O
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and Am sub-lattices are affected by the self-irradiation. An increase of ~ 0.4 (1) % of the O and Am
interatomic lengths as well as of the lattice parameter is observed. This expansion of the cell distances can be
understood from the ballistic effects and associated elastic collisions which conduct to atomic displacements.
It is interesting to note that the process of damage creation is permanent and continuous, while the lattice
expansion is only limited to the first 100 days of self-irradiation.
Figure 1 presents the modulus of k3-weighted experimental Fourier transforms of the reference and the
damaged AmO2 [2]. The main difference between the fresh and the aged samples is an overall amplitude
decrease in the latter AmO2 sample. It suggests that the damaged AmO2 is more disordered compared to the
reference AmO2. In addition to the overall amplitude of the whole FT range, one can observe that the shells
are better resolved in the reference AmO2 than in the damaged between 6 and 10 Å. This can be easily
understood as the recoil nucleus from 241Am α decay is expected to redistribute thousands of atoms.
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Figure 1 : FT modulus of reference and damaged AmO2.
Conclusion
The structure of damaged AmO2 (36 dpa) has been studied by coupling XRD, XAS and TEM measurements.
This unique combination has shown that a fluorite structure with a high level of crytallinity is maintained
despite 40 years of self-irradiation. However, an increase of the lattice distances and the presence of
nanometer size He bubbles have also been observed. These features are directly linked to the emission of an
alpha-particle and a recoil nucleus.
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XAFS investigation of a genuine HAWC glass fragment sampled from the
Karlsruhe Vitrification Plant (VEK)
K. Dardenne1, E. González-Robles1, J. Rothe1, N. Müller1, G. Christill2, B. Kienzler1, V. Metz1,
G. Roth1 and H. Geckeis1
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, 1Institute for Nuclear Waste Disposal (KIT-INE), 2Sicherheit und Umwelt (KITSUM), Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany

Introduction
The Karlsruhe Reprocessing Plant (WAK) was operated from 1971 to 1991 as a pilot facility for
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels from German research reactors and commercial power plants.
Reprocessing activities resulted in ~60 m3 of highly active waste concentrates (HAWC) stored
on-site in liquid form. An important step in the current decommissioning and dismantling of the
WAK was the HAWC vitrification in the Karlsruhe Vitrification Plant (VEK) constructed close
to the HAWC storage facilities [1,2]. A total of 2.2 g from sections of genuine HAWC glass rods
were retained during the vitrification process and transferred to the INE shielded box line for
later glass product characterization.
Experimental
In 2013 a mm sized fragment with a
contact dose rate of ~590 μSv/h (Fig. 1,
left) was selected and mounted in a
specially designed sample holder (Fig.
1, right) for pilot XAS/XRF
investigations at the INE-Beamline at
ANKA. The experiment aimed at
elucidating the potential of direct
actinide / radionuclide speciation (with Fig. 1: HAWC glass fragment (arrow) selected for
an emphasis on the fission products Se investigation at INE-Beamline (left, scale in mm); glass
and Tc, which are regarded as fragment inside a double containment mounted in the
contributing to the initially mobile sample holder (right) prior to the transport to ANKA.
fraction of the radionuclide inventory in spent nuclear fuel and waste glasses following corrosive
waste degradation in a geological repository) in highly active nuclear materials and assessing the
possible influence of the γ-radiation field surrounding highly active samples on the XAS
detection electronics.
Results
While the influence of the γ-radiation field turned out to be negligible, initial radionuclide
speciation studies by XAS were most promising. Exemplarily, Fig. 2 depicts normalized Se K(left) and Tc K-edge XANES measurements (right) of the HAWC glass fragment and
corresponding Se and Tc reference samples, respectively. Edge position and simple spectral
fingerprint analysis point to the presence of Se in the glass as selenite oxoanion (SeO32-) as in
Na2SeO3. Pronounced dampening of the near-edge fine structure indicates dispersion of the
SeO32− oxoanions in the glass matrix, where the crystalline ordering such as in the Na2SeO3
reference is lost. Tc is dispersed as pertechnetate oxoanion (TcO4-) in the glass matrix as in the
aqueous Tc(VII)/HClO4 reference sample, which is unequivocally proven by the edge shift
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relative to Tc(IV)O2 and the pronounced pre-edge feature at ~21056 eV indicative of tetrahedral
oxygen coordination.

Fig. 2: Normalized Se K- (left) and Tc K-XANES spectra of the HAWC glass fragment and corresponding
reference spectra.

In addition to Se and Tc discussed above and the plethora of elements contained in the glass
fragment, the focus of these initial XAFS investigations was on the possibility for direct actinide
speciation by recording corresponding L3-edge XAFS data. Th was not expected to be contained
in the glass and, hence, was not detectable in XAFS scans across the Th L3-edge. Only a very
tiny absorption signature was detected by scanning the energy across the Cm L3-edge. This
signal was not sufficient to obtain any useful XANES data. This is in full agreement with the
known composition of the HAWC oxide residue [1], where the Cm content is expected to reach
about 1/10 of the Pu content, which, in turn, amounts to ~1/30 of the U content of the HAWC
glass. The concentrations of Am and Np are expected to reach twice the value obtained for Pu.
For all actinide elements besides Th and Cm (U, Np, Pu, Am) as well as for Zr registration of
high quality XANES data was possible - for some of these elements even reasonable EXAFS
spectra were recorded. The XANES analysis reveals that uranium is present as U(VI), neptunium
as Np(V), plutonium as Pu(IV), americium as Am(III) and zirconium as Zr(IV) in the HAWC
glass, as expected from the oxidizing conditions during the HAWC vitrification process [3].
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In-situ XAS measurements at high temperature on transuranium-bearing oxide
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As the measurements were performed this month, this report was sent as a preliminary report. A final
experimental report giving a more precise description of the results will be issued in July.
During this stay, the first X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy measurements on transuranium-bearing samples at
high temperature and under controlled atmospheres were performed. The data were collected using an
experimental set-up especially developed for this experiment.
XANES (X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure) measurements were performed on uranium-gadolinium and
uranium-americium samples from 300 to 1400 K at both U and Am L3 edges. The samples were WAR
(Weak Acid Resin) microspheres loaded with U and Am or Gd. These compounds are used as potential new
precursor for the fabrication of mixed oxide nuclear fuels and transmutation targets for fast neutrons reactors.
Using this new in-situ XAS set-up, the calcination under air of these amorphous compounds to an oxide was
monitored through the determination of the cation oxidation states and local symmetry at different
temperatures.
The first results highlight the oxidation of uranium during the oxide formation while americium remains
mostly trivalent. Once calcination was completed, the reduction of the same sample under Ar-H2(4%) was
then performed in-situ and monitored. It was shown that a reduced U(+IV)/Am(+III) mixed oxide is obtained
at high temperature. After cooling down to room temperature in 10 minutes, a slight oxidation of uranium
was observed, leading to a mixed +IV/+V oxidation state in the final mixed oxide. A final sample close to
what was previously observed with our past ex-situ XAS was thus obtained. This TALISMAN-JRP therefore
allowed the achievement of the main objective of this project: performing high temperature XAS
measurements on transuranium-bearing samples. Moreover, the developed experimental setup is now fully
validated and would be available for the study of other actinide systems.
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Structural investigation of uranium-neptunium mixed dioxides
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Introduction
Understanding the incorporation mechanism of minor actinides (MA), i.e. Np, Am, Cm, in uranium dioxides
and mixed U-Pu oxides (MOX) as solid-solutions is essential starting point for the detailed understanding of
these materials, which will become particularly relevant, as they are considered as fuels and targets for the
transmutation of the minor actinides in fast neutron reactors. This is an innovative approach to dramatically
reduce the long term radiotoxic impact of these materials and is considered in two modes: the homogeneous
MA recycling scenario which relies on the introduction of a few per cent of MA in all of the fuel pins of the
reactor and, the heterogeneous MA recycling concept which considers deployment of the MA in a UO2
matrix in dedicated fuel rods and assemblies. As such fuels contain no Pu in the fresh fuel, they are often
referred as "targets". Despite being the most abundant minor actinide in spent fuel, targets bearing Np have
not been, to our knowledge, the subject of any complete structural study using local structure techniques. We
focus our attention here on a most basic solid solution system U1-xNpxO2.In addition, the oxidation state of
uranium in these compounds remains uncharacterised, despite its potential importance as U can adopt higher
oxidation states than IV, i.e. V and VI.
Experimental
The XAS measurements have been performed on 4 mg of powdered sample that had been mixed with 55 mg
of BN. The XAS data have been collected at the Angströmquelle Karlsruhe (ANKA) synchrotron, under
dedicated operating conditions (2.5 GeV, 100-160 mA) on the Institut für Nukleare Entsorgung (INE)
beamline [1]. A Ge [422] double-crystal monochromator coupled to collimating and focusing Rh-coated
mirrors was used. XAS spectra were collected at room temperature in both transmission and fluorescence
modes at U LIII (17166 eV) and Np LIII (17610 eV) edges.
Results
The oxidation states have been determined from XANES at U LIII and Np LIII edges [2]. The corresponding
spectra are presented in Figure 0 with those of U(IV)O2 and Np(IV)O2 reference materials. Their inflection
points and white lines were found at 17170.3 (5) eV and 17175.5 (5) eV and at 17616.5 (5) eV and 17621.8
(5) eV, respectively. Within the uncertainty of 0.5 eV, there is no variation of the inflection point and the
white lines in the U1-xNpxO2 samples compared to the pure dioxides. This shows that uranium and neptunium
have an oxidation state of IV for all the compositions. The oxidation state IV of Np in the U1-xNpxO2 is
consistent with previous Mössbauer results.
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Figure 1: XANES spectra at the U LIII and Np LIII edges of MO2 (M=U or Np) and of the U1xNpxO2 samples.
Conclusion
Uranium-Neptunium mixed dioxides are considered as fuels and targets for the transmutation of the minor
actinides in fast neutron reactors. A local and atomic scale structural analysis was performed on a series of
U1-xNpxO2 (x = 0.01; 0.05; 0.20; 0.50; 0.75; 0.85) synthesized by the sol-gel external gelation method, for
which longer range structural analysis indicates that the process yields solid-solutions. The oxidation state of
IV for uranium and neptunium cations was confirmed using U LIII and Np LIII edge XANES. The atomic scale
structure was probed with 17O magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR) for the anion.
Structural distortions due to the substitution of U by the smaller Np cation were detected by 17O MAS-NMR.
In addition, for U1-xNpxO2 (x = 0.20, 0.75, 0.85), a slight preference for oxygen surrounded by four cations of
the same type was observed.
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EXAFS study of Am(III) complexation with oxalate as a function of pH
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Introduction
Due to their long half-lives and high radiotoxicities, the transuranium elements (Np, Pu, Am) are of particular
interest with respect to the long-term safety assessment of a repository for high-level nuclear waste in a deep
geological formation. In the case of natural clays as host rock, the related pore waters are known to contain
organic compounds which can occur in high concentrations. Besides macromolecular organic molecules (e.g.
humic substances), low molecular weight compounds are present in these natural waters at concentrations in
the millimolar range. In this context, oxalate is of certain interest as it is a natural organic ligand with strong
complexation properties and may also be formed as a result of radiolytic degradation of more complex
organic compounds [1].
Oxalate can be bound to cations in different coordination modes (end-on, side-on) and it is possible that the
coordination mode changes as a function of different system parameters. As the pH value is one of the key
parameters in aquatic chemistry, the coordination of Am(III) by oxalate is studied at varying the pH. The
structural data obtained for Am(III) in this work is also suitable to estimate the complexation behaviour of
other trivalent actinides (e.g. Pu(III)).
Experimental procedure
Solutions of 1 mM Am(III) and 0.01 M oxalate at different pH values (1, 3, 5) were prepared in the
radiochemical laboratories at the INE (KIT, Karlsruhe).
Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra were collected in fluorescence mode at an angle of 90 ° using the 5 pixel Ge
detector (Canberra Ultra-LEGe). All measurements were performed at room temperature. For data evaluation
the software packages EXAFSPAK, Athena 0.8.061, and Artemis 0.8.012 were used. Theoretical scattering
phases and amplitudes were calculated with FEFF8.40 using the crystal structures of Nd2(C2O4)3×10 H2O [2]
or Eu(CH3COO)2×0.5 H2O [3]. In all cases, the models were fit to the k3-weighted raw EXAFS spectra.
Results
Figure 1 shows the measured k3-weighted Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra and the related Fourier Transforms.
While the spectra at pH 1 and pH 3 reveal similar structures, the EXAFS spectrum at pH 5 shows significant
differences. This difference is also clearly visible in the related Fourier Transforms. At low pH, two peaks at
higher distance are identified. Thereby, the carbon atoms of the coordinating oxalate are located at ≈ 3.30 Ǻ.
This value is in good agreement with the metal-carbon distances in different crystal structures of lanthanideoxalate compounds, where oxalate is bound side-on (3.20-3.30 Ǻ). [2,4] Furthermore, an additional peak,
which originates from various multi-scattering paths, is visible at around 4.55 Ǻ. This also points towards a
side-on coordination.
In contrast to this, the structural data obtained at pH 5 differs considerably from the data at lower pH. The
Am-C distance is significantly shifted towards higher distance (3.44 Ǻ). Furthermore, another neighbour is
located at 4.05 Ǻ which may be a distal carbon or oxygen atom. Lastly, the strong signal of the multiscattering contributions disappears completely under these experimental conditions. This is a strong
indication that the coordination mode has changed. In case of a bi-dentate end-on coordination, a shorter
carbon distance around 2.9 Ǻ would be expected. The long distance of 3.44 Ǻ is attributed to a mono-dentate
coordination and is in good agreement with calculated values for U(VI) oxalate [5]. However, further studies
are necessary to clarify the change in coordination mode of oxalate under these experimental conditions.
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Figure 1: k3-weighted Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra and related Fourier transforms as a function of pH.

Table 1: Structural parameters determined for 1 mM Am(III) in the presence of 0.01 M oxalate as a function pH (errors given in
brackets).

Am-O
Am-C
Am-C/Odist
N
R/Ǻ
σ2 / Ǻ2
N
R/Ǻ
σ2 / Ǻ2
N
R/Ǻ
σ2 / Ǻ2
pH 1 9.1 (0.6) 2.47 (0) 0.007 (1) 3.2 (0.6) 3.31 (1) 0.001 (2)
pH 3 9.8 (0.6) 2.46 (1) 0.009 (1) 3.2 (1.3) 3.30 (1) 0.002 (3)
pH 5 7.4 (0.5) 2.42 (1) 0.011 (1) 3.5 (0.9) 3.44 (1) 0.004 (2) 3.5* 4.05 (2) 0.006 (3)
S02 = 0.9, *coupled to N of the carbon shell
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Eu3+ and Gd3+ sorption at Aragonite and Calcite
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Introduction
The sorption of trivalent lanthanides at Aragonite and Calcite is investigated in the context of studies for the
save disposal of nuclear waste. Trivalent lanthanides are used here as non-toxic chemical homologues for the
trivalent actinides Am3+ / Cm3+. Sorption reactions with the ubiquitous CaCO3 modifications Aragonite and
Calcite have the potential to significantly retard the radionuclide transport towards the biosphere in the
scenario of water intrusion into a nuclear waste disposal. Furthermore, the investigation of lanthanides’
adsorption at Aragonite and Calcite surfaces, incorporation into the crystal structures, and the influence of
lanthanides on the recrystallization of the metastable Aragonite to the, at standard conditions,
thermodynamically more stable modification Calcite, aims at an understanding of the surface reactivity of
Aragonite and Calcite, the driving forces for mineral recrystallization, and how impurities act on them.
In the context of this studies we investigated four samples by means of bulk EXAFS Spectroscopy at the Eu
and Gd L3-edges at 6977 eV and 7243 eV, respectively: 1) Aragonite that was reacted in a batch type
recrystallization experiment with Eu3+ containing solution for 580 days, 2+3) Aragonite that was reacted
with Gd3+ containing solution for 24 hours, and 4) Calcite that was precipitated very slowly during 70 days in
a mixed flow reactor in the presence of Eu3+.
Experimental details
After their preparation in aqueous solution, the mineral powders are separated from the solution by filtration
through 0.45 µm Durapore Membrane (Millipore), dried in an oven at 105°C overnight, and measured as dry
powders. For EXAFS measurements in fluorescence mode the powders are enclosed between two 25 µm
Kapton® membranes. For each sample 4-8 spectra are recorded in an energy range from 200 eV below the
absorption edge to 544 eV above the edge (k = 12 Å-1). Behind the sample an Fe-foil is measured in parallel
in absorption mode for the purpose of energy calibration (Fe-1s energy at 7112 eV). For measurements in
fluorescence mode the fluorescence emission is recorded by a Vortex silicon drift detector in a range of ±300
eV above and below the Lα1 fluorescence emission lines at 5850 eV and 6053 eV for Eu and Gd,
respectively.
Results and Discussion
Due to the rather complex structure of aragonite, including coordination shells with neighbours at various
distances from the central cation, a detailed analysis of the Aragonite data is still pending. Measured spectra
(black line) and model calculations (red line) for the Eu3+ doped calcite (sample 4) are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: EXAFS spectra in k-space (left) and R-space(right) measured on Eu3+ doped calcite.Measured spectra (black lines) are
shown along with model calculations (red lines).
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Table 1: Modelling results for the Eu3+ doped calcite sample in comparison to coordination numbers (CN) and bond distances (r)
in the ideal calcite structure. General parameters in the model: S02 = 1 (fixed), Δe0 = 5.9±0.8 eV, 24 independent points, 21
variables, k-range: 2-10 Å-1, R-range: 1.7-4.8 Å, phase correction: path 1, R-factor 0.013
EXAFS-model
ideal calcite structure
backscatterer
CN
r (Å)
σ2 (Å2)
CN
r (Å)
O
6.9±0.4
2.431±0.005
0.009±0.001
6
2.35 (+0.08)
C-bidentate
1.6±0.9
3.01±0.07
0.01±0.01
0
C-monodentate
6±2
3.31±0.06
0.014±0.008
6
3.20 (+0.11)
O-monodentate
6±2*
3.50±0.04
0.013±0.005
6
3.44 (+0.06)
*: defined equal to previous path

The corresponding details of the EXAFS model are given in Table 1 along with coordination numbers and
bond distances as they are found around Ca2+ cations in the ideal calcite structure. It is obvious that the
structural environment of Eu3+ in calcite is not equivalent with the ideal calcite structure. It might be
interpreted a distorted calcite structure, in which one of the coordinating carbonate ligands is not coordinated
to the metal centre in a monodentate fashion as in the ideal calcite structure, but in a bidentate fashion. This
explains both, the elevated coordination number of the first backscattering path (6.9 vs. 6) and the carbon
neighbour at 3.01 Å. However, this interpretation is not in line with previous laser spectroscopic studies
(Marques Fernandes et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008; Stumpf and Fanghanel, 2002). It might be that Eu3+ in
calcite does not exhibit a single incorporation species, but a mixture of various incorporation and/or surface
species, which would of course complicate an EXAFS analysis. A thorough comparison between the result
presented here, other spectroscopic methods, and previous results will be necessary before a sound
conclusion about the Eu3+ environment in the calcite structure can be drawn.
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Introduction
Iron oxides are widespread in nature [1]. They are found in soils, rocks, lakes, rivers … where they are
regulators of the concentration and distribution of pollutants such as heavy metals. Commonly found are
ferrihydrite and its transformation products hematite and goethite. In nuclear waste disposal sites, iron
(hydr)oxides may also form by the corrosion of drum steel where they can serve as sink for radionuclides
through surface adsorption and/or structural incorporation. The way how radionuclides are immobilized
directly impacts the retention strength. The most effective retention may occur by structural entrapment, as a
result of direct precipitation or recrystallization / transformation in the presence of the radionuclides. 2-line
ferrihydrite was prepared and aged in the presence of Lu(III) (as surrogate of trivalent actinides). After
several years of ageing, the solid phases were characterized by XRD and the Lu(III) local chemical
environment was probed by X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the INE-beamline.
Experimental
Suspensions (~3 g/L) of 2-line ferrihydrite were prepared according to [1] and left to age at pH ~6 at room
temperature in the presence of Lu(III) ([Lu(III)]tot = 10-3 mol/L) for either 11 years (sample T2) or 7 years
(sample T5). The suspensions were centrifuged for 35 minutes at 4000 rpm and the solids separated from the
supernatants. Chemical analyses indicated that ~70 % of total Lu and ~8 % of total Fe are present in the
supernatant of T2 (T2_super), and ~63 % of total Lu and ~0.1 % of total Fe are present in the supernatant of
T5 (T5_super). XRD data indicated that the solid phase in T2 (T2_solid) consists of ~70 % hematite and ~30
% goethite, whereas it consists of 100 % hematite in T5 (T5_solid). These results are consistent with SEM
micrographs showing only rhombohedra typical of hematite in T5 (both supernatant and solid phase). In the
supernatant of T2, only needles are present indicating the presence of goethite and the solid phase contains
both rhombohedra and needles indicating the presence of hematite and goethite. These results are consistent
with the XRD data. The Lu L3-edge was probed to gain information on the local chemical environment in the
supernatants and in the solid phases.
Results
XAS data were collected at the Lu L3-edge for the supernatants and the solid phases. Data were also recorded
for the aqua ions (sample Lu(III)aq) and used as reference. For T2 and T5 samples, the supernatant was
separated from the solid just before the measurement and placed in a cell having Kapton windows to collect
fluorescence data. The wet pastes (solids) were washed with very few millilitres of water and dried before
measurements.
The experimental and modelled data are presented in Figure 1. For both supernatants, only a single oxygen
shell (8 atoms at 2.31 Å) was used to model the data. The fit results are identical to those of Lu(III)aq,
indicating that Lu(III) free aqua ions are present in the supernatants.
The spectra collected for the solid phases differ from those of the supernatants, especially at k > 6 Å-1.
Furthermore, the spectral signatures indicate a binding environment in T2_solid different from that in
T5_solid. This is indicated by the spectral differences in the 6 < k < 10 Å-1 range, and in the Fourier
transforms in the 2.5 – 4.0 Å range from the detection of atomic shells beyond the first O shell. The data of
T2_solid were modelled considering 6 oxygen atoms at 2.20 Å and next nearest Fe (2 atoms at 3.08 Å) O (~3
atoms at 3.32 Å) and Fe (~2 atoms at 3.47 Å) shells. The first ligand shell in T5_solid consists in 2 O
subshells at 2.19 Å (~3 atoms) and at 2.33 Å (~4 atoms). Higher distances neighbours are Fe (~2 atoms at
3.38 Å) and several O shells. The first ligand shell of T2_solid is consistent with the presence of Lu in an
octahedral environment. In contrast, the split first shell in T5_solid may indicate the presence of surface
sorbed Lu, where the shell at 2.33 Å is consistent with water molecules from the hydration sphere and the
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shell at 2.19 Å with binding to the surface oxygens. The differences in the binding environment is also
evidenced from the distance to the first Fe shell, which is larger in T5_solid.
Taking into account the XRD
data,
some
preliminary
conclusions can be drawn for
the solid phases. Lu is
predominantly surface retained
on hematite (T5_solid contains
100 % hematite) and very likely
structurally retained in goethite
(T2_solid contains ~30 %
goethite and ~70 % hematite).
However, there is no obvious
reason why ~30 % of the solid
phase in T2_solid should retain
the majority of Lu. The
synthesis of selectively hematite
or goethite in the presence of
Lu(III) in a more rapid way
could help understanding the
data from the ageing tests. For
the supernatants, the data
indicate the presence of only
free aqueous ions. However
under the present chemical
conditions (pH ~ 6), Lu would
be expected to be retained at the
surface of the mineral and not
prevail as free ions. Given the
sensitivity of XAS, it appears
very likely that at least part of
Lu is surface sorbed but this
contribution
cannot
be
distinguished from that of the
non-surface sored Lu. Similarly,
if part of Lu is sorbed at the
surface of hematite in T2_solid,
its contribution may be
overwhelmed by that of Lu
incorporated in goethite.

Figure 1. Experimental (solid black lines) and modeled (dashed red lines)
EXAFS spectra (left) with the corresponding Fourier transforms (right)

Reference
[1] Iron Oxides in the Laboratory. Preparation and Characterization (1991) Schwertmann U. and Cornell R.
M., VCH Publishers, Weinheim, Germany.
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Speciation of Nd(III) in MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 systems
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Introduction
In long-term safety analyses for deep geological nuclear waste repositories a reliable prediction
of the chemical behavior of actinides in aqueous solutions is necessary. Although geological or
geotechnical barriers may prevent formation water from contacting the waste, intrusion of
aqueous solutions into a repository has to be taken into account. Porewater in certain
sedimentary bedrocks as well as water potentially intruding salt rock repositories will be
characterized by high ionic strength and high Na+, Mg2+ and Cl− concentrations. An(III) and
An(IV) are the most relevant actinide redox states under the reducing conditions which develop
after the closure of deep underground repositories for nuclear waste. In repositories containing
waste from nuclear fuel reprocessing, high concentrations of nitrate (≥ 1.0 M) and slow nitrate
reduction kinetics may affect the aqueous speciation of radionuclides and thus impact their
mobilization into the biosphere.
Experimental
Samples were prepared and stored in Ar glove
Batch
solubility
boxes
(O2 < 5 ppm).
experiments
were
performed
from
undersaturation with Nd(OH)3(am) in 0.1–
6.02 m NaCl–NaNO3, 0.25–5.2 m MgCl2–
Mg(NO3)2 and 2.91/4.02 m CaCl2–Ca(NO3)2
background electrolytes at 7.5 ≤ pHm ≤ 13.
Nitrate concentrations ranged between 0 and
8.0 m per batch solubility experiment. The
mNd(III) was determined by ICP-MS after 10 kD
(2–3 nm) ultrafiltration. Solid phases were
characterized using XRD and SEM-EDX.
TRLFS measurements were performed with
~10−7 M Cm(III) per sample, with 5.61/6.02 m
NaCl–NaNO3, 0.25/4.1 m MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2
and 4.02 m CaCl2–Ca(NO3)2 as background
electrolyte, containing 0 to 8.0 m NO3− and
1.0 ≤ pHm ≤ 9.0. For EXAFS measurements a
sample out of the 4.06 m MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2
batch solubility experiment, containing 5.81 m
NO3− at pHm 8.15 and mNd(III) = 1.49×10−3 m
was used after 10 kD (2–3 nm) ultrafiltration.
Nd LIII edge x-ray absorption fine structure
(XAFS) spectra are recorded at the INEBeamline at ANKA. Spectra are energy
calibrated to the first inflection point in the
XANES of a Mn metal foil (6.539 keV),
measured simultaneously. The XAFS signal is
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Fig. 1: Perspective view of structure cluster used
for the data modelling, Nd(OH)2NO3, ICSD 63550,
[2]. The Nd on the centre of the cluster is drawn in
black.

Fig. 2: Perspective view of neodymium trinate
Nd(NO3)3(H2O)4.(H2O)2, ICSD 37181 [4].
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recorded at room temperature in fluorescence mode using a vortex Si-drift detector. Si<111>
crystals are used in the double crystals monochromator, operating in fixed-exit mode. The
parallel alignment of the crystal faces is detuned to ~70% of the maximum beam intensity at the
beginning of each scan. The incident intensity is then held constant by means of a piezo-driven
feedback system to the second crystal.
EXAFS fits are performed with D-Artemis, a program of the Demeter IFEFFIT package [2],
using phase and amplitude data calculated for a 59 atom cluster (~5.8 Å diameter sized centred
on the individual metal cations) shown in Fig. 1 [3]. Feff6L delivered as standard with the
package was replaced by Feff8.4 for these calculations. For Mg atoms, single path scattering
files for phase and amplitude are used. The k-range used in modelling is [2.45–9.6 Å−1]. Fits are
performed in the R-space [1.25–4.5Å] simultaneously on the k1-, k2- and k3-weighted data.
Table 1: Structural parameters for the reference structures taken into account.
Backscatterer

Nd(OH)2NO3
ICSD 63550 [2]

O

4 at 2.43–2.47 Å

O

5 at 2.61–2.67 Å

N

O

Nd
O
Nd

1 at 3.08 Å
1 at 3.57 Å
1 at 4.54 Å
1 at 3.65 Å
2 at 3.96–4.02 Å
3 at 4.17–4.20 Å
3 at 4.32–4.38 Å
1 at 3.84 Å
2 at 4.02 Å
4 at 4.51–4.64 Å
1 at 6.42 Å
2 at 6.75 Å

Nd(NO3)3(H2O)4.(H2O)2
ICSD 37181 [3]
4 at 2.44–2.46 Å
3 at 2.55–2.56 Å
2 at 2.61 Å
1 at 2.71 Å
3 at 2.98–3.08 Å

3 at 4.21–4.31 Å

4 at 4.53–4.59 Å
2 at 6.41–6.42 Å

Results
No significant enhancement in Nd(OH)3(am) solubility occurs in NaCl–NaNO3 and CaCl2–
Ca(NO3)2 mixtures compared to nitrate-free systems [1]. On the contrary, a clear increase in
solubility occurs for MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 mixtures with mMg2+ ≥ 2.83 m, mNO3− ≥ 1.13 m and
pHm 8–9. Provided the solubility control exerted by Nd(OH)3(am) (confirmed by XRD and
SEM-EDX in all systems with mCl− ≤ 5.82 m), the slope analysis of the experimental data in
MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 mixtures indicates the formation of aqueous species Mg–Nd–OH–NO3 with
stoichiometries Nd:OH 1:1 (pHm ≤ 8.3) and Nd:OH 1:2 (pHm > 8.3).
Cm(III)–TRLFS data reveals the formation of aquatic “Cm(III)–OH–NO3” species with
pHm ≥ 4.94 only in MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 systems. The absence of these species in CaCl2–Ca(NO3)2
solutions under virtually the same experimental conditions (pHm, I, mNO3−) hints towards the
participation of Mg2+ in the complex formation.
Based on the slope analysis, solid phase characterization and Cm(III)–TRLFS observations the
species Mg[NdOHNO3]3+ and Mg[Nd(OH)2NO3]2+ are expected to prevail in concentrated
nitrate-bearing Mg–systems.
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Under the EXAFS sample characteristics (pHm = 8.15, 4.06 m MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 with 5.81 m
NO3−), based on thermodynamics and TRFLS a mixture of neodymium nitrate (Fig. 2, Table 2)
and a Nd di-hydroxo nitrate (Fig. 1, Table 2) likely including Mg is expected in this system. The
k2-weighted Nd LIII edge EXAFS χ(k) of Nd species in the MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 mixture and
respective Fourier transforms are shown in Fig. 3. EXAFS evaluation showed no visible Nd–Nd
interaction. The data is well reproduced using five shells and the sample structure exhibits
characteristics of a mixture of the Nd(OH)2NO3 [ICSD 63550] and Nd(NO3)3(H2O)4 [ICSD
37181] compounds for the first neighboring shells, expected distances are given Table 1. The fit
results are given Table 2.
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Fig. 3: k2-weighted Nd L3-edge EXAFS χ(k) of neodymium in 4.06 m
MgCl2–Mg(NO3)2 solution (top) and Fourier transform (bottom). Data
are depicted as solid lines, fits as circles and triangles. Dash dot lines
correspond to the data window used for the fit.
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Table 2: Structural parameters obtained from EXAFS evaluation.
Backscatterer R [Å], (± 0.01 Å)
N (± 20%)
2 [Å2]×10−3 ΔE0 [eV] goodness of fit (%)
O
2.46
6.1
3.1
O
2.64
4.7
3.5
Nd
N
3.18
1.7
3.3
8.9
1.0
solution
O/N
3.63
3.6
9.0
sample
Mg
4.10
2.6
0.4
O
4.47
4.9
35
R = distances, N = coordination numbers, σ2 = EXAFS Debye-Waller factors, ΔE0 = relative energy shifts held as
global parameters for all atoms, S02 set to 1
Sample
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Introduction
Transuranium elements are the most hazardous long-lived wastes formed during nuclear fuel irradiation.
Therefore, precise speciation analysis is of great importance for assessing and predicting their long-term
radioecological behavior. It is especially relevant to plutonium (Pu), which may coexist in four (III, IV, V
and VI) oxidations states under relevant environmental conditions [1]. In this work four different Pu
oxidation states were synthesized and characterized by high-energy resolution X-ray absorption near-edge
structure technique (HR-XANES) using the multi-analyzer crystal (MAC-Spectrometer) recently
commissioned at the INE-Beamline. EXAFS investigation is performed to correlate oxidation states with
average Pu-O bonding distances (not shown here).
Experimental details
Pu(III), Pu(IV) and Pu(V) aliquots were prepared starting from approximately 0.05 M Pu(IV) solution in 1 M
HClO4. Pu(IV) solution was first reduced to Pu(III) by applying a potential of ca. -0.4 V. Then 98% Pu(IV)
containing solution was prepared by oxidation of Pu(III) to Pu(IV) (E = +0.9 V). After taking the aliquote,
Pu(IV) was quantitatively oxidized to Pu(VI) (E = +1.9 V). For preparation of Pu(V), Pu(VI) in 1 M HClO4
was first neutralized with NaOH before adding 1 M NaClO4 as electrolyte (10-4 M HClO4, pH ca. 4) for
electrolysis. Finally, Pu(VI) was carefully reduced to Pu(V) by applying the potential of approximately +0.6
V. In addition to aqueous Pu(IV), solution containing Pu(IV) colloidal fraction (1 M HClO4) was prepared.
350 µl aliquote was taken from each Pu fraction before the following electrochemical step. UV-Vis spectra
were measured to corroborate quantitative electrochemical transformations and specie stability prior and after
HR-XANES measurements. Pu(IV) contained about 9% of Pu(VI) and in Pu(V) fraction 7% of Pu(VI) were
found after the measurements.
In-house designed inert-gas cell [2] was used for Pu L3 HR-XANES and EXAFS measurements. From 2 to 4
scans were collected for each sample. For energy calibration, the second inflection point of the Zr K-edge
XANES spectrum of the simultaneously measured Zr foil was set to 18007 eV. The X-rays emitted from the
sample were energy analysed by a Johann spectrometer in scanning geometry [3a,3b]. Pu Lα1 emitted
fluorescence (14282 eV) was diffracted and focused on the Vortex SDD detector by five spherically bent
Si(777) analyser crystals with 1 m bending radius at a Bragg angle of  = 75.7°.
Results
The Pu L3 conventionally measured XANES and the HR-XANES spectra are plotted in Fig. 1 a) and b),
respectively. The most intense absorption resonances (white line, WL) have higher intensities for all HRXANES spectra compared to the conventional XANES. Additionally, the Pu(V) and Pu(VI) HR-XANES
spectra exhibit better energy resolved post-edge features. The energy distance between the WL and this
resonance is sensitive to the bond distance between the Pu and axial O atoms in Pu(V) and Pu(VI) [1,4]. The
Pu(VI) HR-XANES spectrum suggests presence of a pre-edge feature not present in the conventional
spectrum. Its origin will be elucidated by future quantum chemical calculations. The differences in energy
positions of the absorption edge of the HR-XANES spectra range from 18059.7 eV for Pu(III) to 18064.3 eV
for Pu(VI) (Table 1).
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Fig 1: Pu L3 edge conventional (a) and high-energy resolution (b) XANES spectra of Pu(III), Pu aq(IV), Pucol(IV), Pu(V) and Pu(VI) .

Table 1: Energy positions of the absorption edge of the Pu(III)aq, Pu(IV)aq, Pu(IV)col, Pu(V)aq and Pu(VI)aq L3 HR-XANES.

Pu specie
Pu (III), aq
Pu (IV), col
Pu (IV), aq
Pu (V), aq
Pu (VI), aq

E position: 2nd derivative
crossing, eV
18059.7
18062.8
18062.8
18061.6
18064.3

E shift, eV
0
3.1
3.1
1.9
4.6

Conclusion
Pu L3 HR-XANES spectra were measured for the first time using the MAC-Spectrometer at the INEBeamline. The spectra have reduced spectral broadening resulting in better energy resolved features and
appearance of a pre-edge resonance in the Pu(VI) spectrum. The HR-XANES experimental technique favours
detection of minor contributions of Pu oxidation states in oxidation state mixtures.
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Introduction
These are pilot experiments on U, Th contaminated sludge material collected from the decantation basins of a
uranium treatment plant. These samples are unique, both in chemical and radiological terms. The porewaters
have high ionic strength (ranging from 0.2 to 1.8 molal) and the alpha activity in the solid phase is mainly
attributable to uranium and thorium-230. All natural isotopes of uranium are present, in natural abundances,
in the waste.
Aim of the pilot experiment was to assess the µ-XAFS / µ-XRF capabilities at the INE-Beamline [1] for U
speciation and elemental distribution investigations of these samples prepared as dried thin films. Spatially
resolved µ-XRF and µ-XAFS were applied to identify and characterize U hot spots in the material. In
addition, the first confocal 3D U distribution was recorded at the beamline.
Motivation
The motivation for this work is to understand the mechanism controlling the limited mobility of
radionuclides in the waste, as identified in previous investigations, and thereby evaluate the migration
potential of these radionuclides in the contaminated material and tailor future remediation strategies.
Experimental Method
Samples for µ-XAFS/XRF were prepared as dried thin films mounted on selfadhesive carbon pads fixed to standard ESCA sample holders (Fig. 1). Regions
of interest (ROI) with high local U concentration were identified from SEM
backscattering images. To avoid material crumbling off in vertical position
during XAFS measurements, samples were fixed by transparent acrylic lacquer
(nail polish) afterwards. Unavoidable morphology changes were monitored in
visible light microscopy (VLM) images recorded to relocate the original ROIs
(Fig. 3 right). These images were compared to VLM images later on recorded at
the beamline µ-focus experimental station, enabling navigation of the sample
relative to the X-ray beam spot.
Fig. 1: Dried and lacquerScanning 2D µ-XRF using a fixed sludge material (sample
monochromatic
X-ray
beam A left, sample B right was not
focused to 25 µm spot size was investigated), mounted on
performed at the INE-beamline at ESCA sample holder for µan incident energy above the U and XAFS/XRF investigations.
Th L3 edges to be able to locate
U/Th hot spots in the thin films. A polycapillary optic mounted
on a hexapod positioning unit was used at the INE-Beamline to
focus monochromatic radiation delivered by the double crystal
monochromator (DCM) equipped with a pair of Ge<422>
crystals into a beam spot-size of ~25 μm at the sample surface.
The sample holder was mounted on a three-axis positioning
stage with the thin film sample surface at a 45° angle to the
Fig. 2: Polycapillary setup for µ-XAFS/XRF
incident beam (Fig. 2). The y and z stage axes (the x-axis
measurements at the INE-Beamline – the SDD is
depicted with a secondary capillary mounted for
determines the focus) were used to scan selected areas and
confocal measurements (in-depth resolved).
precisely position the samples in the beam path. A silicon drift
detector (SDD, SIINT Vortex-60EX) was used for collecting X-ray fluorescence radiation. U hot spots
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identified in element distribution maps reconstructed from the scanning μ-XRF measurements were selected
for μ-XAFS scans. U L3 μ-XAFS spectra were recorded by registering the windowed U Lα fluorescence
intensity. The DCM energy was calibrated relative to the first inflection point in the K-XANES of a Y foil
defined as 17.038 keV.
Preliminary Results
Preliminary results are summarized for the uranium distribution in “spot b”, sample A (cf. SEM images in
Fig. 3). SEM images reveal that U in the sludge samples is not present as compact phases, but as finely
dispersed particles of sub-µm dimension.

Fig. 3: Left and middle: Consecutive series (scale bar, 1mm and 0.1mm) of SEM images zooming into ROI at “spot b” (sample A)
– bright spots indicate increased concentrations of uranium. Right: VLM image depicting ROI around “spot b” (sample A)
recorded after lacquer fixation (note the bright fringes!). Although the morphology was changed significantly, the uranium hot
spots were easily relocated in XRF mappings of corresponding sample areas (cf. Fig. 4).

With the help of VLM images taken after sample
fixation (Fig. 3 right) we were able to relocate the ROIs
with the VLM images taken at the beamline. An XRF
map (300x300 µm2, 5 µm step size) was recorded for
the red circled region in Fig. 3 using an excitation
energy of 17.5 keV.

Fig. 4: X-ray gray scale image (windowed U Lα
fluorescence line) of uranium distribution in ROI “spot
b” with a max. intensity of 1050 counts/pixel, map size
300x300µm2, 61x61 points with 5µm step size, excitation
energy 17.5 keV. The green circle corresponds to the
position where the µ-XANES (focused beam spot size
~25 µm) was recorded, cf. Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Normalized U L3-µ-XANES spectrum obtained from
U hot spot (“spot b” in sample A), green circle in Fig. 4.
The transmission “bulk” spectrum of U(VI) in metaschoepite is shown for comparison (spectra vertically shifted
for clarity). The spectral fingerprint points to a similar U
speciation in the sludge material.

A U L3 µ-XANES with ~25 µm beam spot size (Fig. 5) was recorded for an uranium hot spot localized in the
XRF map (green circle in Fig. 4). The comparison of the XANES fingerprint obtained for the uranium hot
spot in the sludge material and a bulk XANES measurement on meta-schoepite points to a similar U(VI)
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speciation in the sludge material and the mineral phase. µ-XANES measurements on different sample
positions in addition to bulk measurements will be
performed to derive a comprehensive U speciation in
the sludge material.
3D XRF maps applying a confocal detection scheme
(Fig. 2) - offering in-depth special resolution - were
recorded for the same “spot b” location on sample A.
This detection mode allows the reconstruction of 3D
elemental distributions. The reconstructed 3D U
distribution is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: 3D U distribution in contaminated sludge sample
(sample A,” spot b”). Scales are in µm.

As depicted in the MCA overview spectrum in Fig. 7,
the sludge sample contains various other elements.
Distribution maps for the elements marked in red are
available and will be available for elements marked in
black. Further data evaluation is in progress.

Fig. 7: MCA spectrum corresponding to the average elemental distribution in linear scale,
obtained by integrating the fluorescence signal over the full area mapped in Fig. 4

Conclusion:
This pilot experiment was successful and proved the feasibility of such investigations on natural samples at
the INE-Beamline. The first 3D reconstruction of an actinide element distribution was achieved at the
beamline using confocal XRF detection geometry. This investigation is foreseen to be continued and
completed in a future beamtime slot.
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One option to dispose solid Mo(VI)- and Cs(I)-rich residual material remaining in tanks after
vitrification process of high level liquid waste (HLLW) is its immobilisation in borosilicate
glass. Due to its low solubility in borosilicate glass melts, Mo(VI) tends to form molybdate-rich
phases during the vitrification process [1]. These phases may crystallize during melt cooling and
are able to incorporate radionuclides within their crystal structure. If water-soluble alkali
molybdates are formed, the release of radioactivity into the environment will be facilitated in
case of water intrusion into a deep geological repository. The chemical composition of the
formed phases depends strongly on the used borosilicate glass composition. Understanding
factors favouring the formation of water insoluble crystalline Mo(VI) phases in borosilicate
glasses allows development of glass compositions capable of incorporating high Mo loadings.
In the here presented project, a multi-component borosilicate glass [2] with varying loadings of
Cs 3 PMo 12 O 40 representing a simulated nuclear waste residues (NWR) was prepared and were
characterized by several techniques. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy
studies confirm formation of crystalline CaMoO 4 and BaMoO 4 phases for total MoO 3 concentrations above 5.3 wt%. Results from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) investigations agree with results obtained from XRD and
Raman spectroscopy. We find for 5.3 wt% MoO 3 -loading formation of spheres with diameter of
about 500 nm with increased Mo, Ba and Ca content compared to the glassy matrix.
Ba and Cs L3 edge X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra of glass samples are
measured at the INE-Beamline, ANKA. The incident X-ray beam was monochtromatized by
double crystal monochromator using Si(111) crystals.
The Ba and Cs L3 edge XANES spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Linear combination least squares fit
analyses (LCLS) of the Ba L3 edge XANES spectra of the glass samples using the reference
spectra of crystalline BaMoO 4 and an amorphous reference sample (Ba-SiBMo) was performed.
Ba-SiBMo contains Mo and Ba homogenously dispersed in the borosilicate glass. The results
show that the positive charge of the MoO 4 2- units is compensated by Ba2+ acting as a counter
anion in the samples. Emphasized in Fig. 2, the spectrum of the 12.28 wt% MoO 3 sample is
similar to the crystalline, the 3.38 wt% MoO 3 to the amorphous reference. Fig. 2 also shows a
quantitative estimation of the degree of participation of crystalline BaMoO 4 in the glass as a
function of the MoO 3 concentration derived from LCLS analyses. The contribution of crystalline
BaMoO 4 increases from about 25 % to about 60% from the 1 wt% to the 12 wt% MoO 3 sample.
For concentrations higher 9 wt% MoO 3 most of the Ba occurs in crystalline environment.
The Cs L3 edge XANES spectra are more similar to the spectrum of the amorphous reference CsSiBMo sample than to the spectrum of Cs 3 PMo 12 O 40. Further analyses are in progress.
We found no evidence for formation of crystalline water soluble alkali molybdates, indicating
that the chemical composition of the glass composite material used could be favourable for
immobilization of Mo-rich nuclear waste with this specific chemical composition.
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Fig. 1: Smoothed Cs (left) and Ba (right) L3 edge XANES spectra of Mo bearing
glass samples with increasing Mo concentration and crystalline and amorphous
references.

Fig. 2: Left: Smoothed Ba L3 edge XANES spectra of selected glass samples and references.
Right: Results of least square fit analysis of Ba L3 edge XANES spectra.
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In case of accidental release of radionuclides into the environment, actinides represent a severe
health risk to human beings after being incorporated by e.g. inhalation, ingestion or wounds.
Contrary to other metals, actinides have no known essential function in biochemical reactions.
For a better understanding of the actinide behavior and their toxic effects in man a fundamental
knowledge on the mechanisms of relevant biochemical reactions in the body is needed which can
be an important prerequisite for the design and success of potential decontamination therapies.[1]

Figure 1: 3D structure of human serum transferrin with N-lobe (green) and C-lobe (red). Each lobe houses one
Fe(III) metal binding site.[2] [3]

Transferrin is an iron carrier protein in the blood. Since about 30 % of the protein is complexed
to iron in normal blood serum, non-saturated transferrin is available for the complexation of
other metal ions. Literature data on the structure of actinide transferrin complexes are rare. Most
complexation studies have been performed with indirect speciation methods (filtration,
centrifugation etc.). Our fluorescence spectroscopic results on Cm(III) transferrin show for the
first time the formation of two different actinide transferrin species depending on experimental
conditions (pH, protein concentration). In order to obtain detailed structural information on the
complexes, EXAFS investigations were performed.
Experimental
Am(III), Eu(III) and Np(V) transferrin solutions (Eu(III)-Tf: c(Eu(III)) = c(Tf) = 6∙10-4 M;
Np(V)-Tf: c(Np(V)) = c(Tf) = 5∙10-4 M; Am(III)-Tf: c(Am(III)) = c(Tf) = 1∙10-3 M; Am(III)-Tf
(70 K): c(Am(III)) = 5∙10-4 M, c(Tf) = 2.4∙10-3 M) at pH 7.2 and 8.5 were prepared in the
radiochemical laboratories at the INE (KIT, Karlsruhe).
Am/Eu/Np LIII-edge EXAFS spectra were collected in fluorescence mode in standard detection
geometry at the INE-Beamline. The measurements were either performed at room temperature or
at ~77 K (Am(III) only) using a liquid N2 cryostat (OI OptistatDN). The data evaluation was
performed using the software packages Athena 0.8.061[4] and EXAFSPAK.[5] Theoretical
scattering phases and amplitudes were calculated with FEFF8.40[6] using the crystal structure of
Fe-Transferrin (RCSB-PDB entry: 3QYT) and replacing Fe by Am, Np, or Eu. The best
theoretical model was fit to the k3-weighted raw Am/Np/Eu LIII-edge EXAFS data.
Discussion
The k3-weighted Am LIII-edge EXAFS spectra and the related Fourier Transforms of the Am(III)
transferrin samples at pH 7.2 and 8.5 recorded at low temperature are shown in fig. 2. Both show
clearly visible differences in the whole k-range. While the spectrum at pH 7.2 can be described
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with one coordination sphere (N = 8.7, R = 2.47 Å) in good agreement with data for the Am(III)
aquo ion[7], the sample at pH 8.5 shows a more complicated coordination structure. This
spectrum has been fitted with one, two or three coordination spheres (table 1). Again about 9
neighbors are present in the first shell but the distance is significantly shorter (R = 2.38 Å) as
expected in case of strong multidentate coordination of Am(III) at the transferrin binding cleft.
Unspecific binding to functional groups at the protein would result in longer distances and can be
excluded. The consideration of two additional coordination shells (N ≈ 3 at 3.72-3.73 Å, N ≈ 7 at
5.19 Å) is followed by a slight but visible improvement of the fit (see reduced errors in table 1).
The presence of these coordination spheres points to the formation of a complex but well-defined
bonding environment in the Am(III) transferrin complex. However, EXAFS does not allow to
distinguish between coordinating N- or O-atoms.
In contrast to Am(III), Np(V) spectra did not show any complexation by transferrin, probably due
to the less pronounced complexation properties of Np(V). In the case of Eu(III), the sample at pH
7.2 shows the presence of several coordination spheres at higher distances. The corresponding
spectra were recorded at room temperature, hence the low signal/noise ratio resulted in a high
reduced error (2.04).
In conclusion, the present study confirms the formation of an Am(III) transferrin species at pH
8.5 which is in good agreement with previous TRLFS studies on the interaction of Cm(III) with
transferrin. Furthermore, the related structural parameters were determined for the first time and
confirm that Am(III) is incorporated into the transferrin structure at the Fe(III) binding site.
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Figure 2: Left: Experimentally measured (black) and fitted (red) EXAFS spectra at the Am LIII-edge of the Am(III)
transferrin complex at pH 7.2 and 8.5 (both recorded at 70 K); Right: Corresponding experimentally measured
(black) and fitted (red) Fourier Transforms.
Table 1: Summary of the best-fit parameters of the EXAFS spectra of the Am(III) transferrin samples (~77 K).
M

T
[K]

pH

Am

70

7.2

Am

70

8.5

N

1st Shell
R/Å

2nd Shell*
N
R/Å

3rd Shell*
N
R/Å

σ2 / Å2

8.7 (0.5)

2.47 (1)

8.8 (1.0)

2.38 (1)

0.007 (1)

-

-

-

0.013 (2)

-

-

-

8.6 (1.0)

2.38 (1)

0.012 (2)

3.0 (1.0)

3.73 (3)

8.8 (1.0)

2.38 (1)

0.013 (2)

2.8 (1.0)

3.72 (3)

ΔE0

Red.
Er.

-

-6.2 (0.6)

0.41

-

-3.8 (1.0)

0.67

-

-

-3.8 (0.9)

0.63

6.8 (2.3)

5.19 (3)

-4.0 (0.9)

0.59

* σ2 / Å2 was set to 0.003 and fixed during the fit
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Zr(IV) co-precipitation with clay minerals
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Introduction
Several countries operating nuclear power plants decided to vitrify their high level nuclear wastes (HLW)
and place them in deep repositories. However, ground water may move through the repository barriers over
extended periods of time and come in contact with the waste glass. Various studies showed that under
repository relevant conditions, clay minerals may form as secondary phases upon glass corrosion [1].
Unfortunately, radionuclides (RNs) will also be released upon waste matrix dissolution. However, the
formation of secondary phases in the presence of RNs may have the potential to incorporate them in the bulk
structure. This structural retention may lead to an effective immobilization, especially if a solid solution
forms.
The long-term radiotoxicity of the HLW is mainly determined by the long-lived and radiotoxic actinides. In
clay-based repositories, reducing conditions are expected to prevail so that the actinides U, Np and Pu may
occur in trivalent and tetravalent oxidation states. The retention of trivalent lanthanides by co-precipitation
with clay minerals has been investigated in the past [2,3], but data for tetravalent cations are still missing.
The present study reports on the retention of tetravalent cations by co-precipitation with hectorite, a clay
mineral detected in glass corrosion studies [1]. Specifically, tetravalent zirconium was used as homologue for
Pu(IV) because of similar hydrolysis and colloid chemistry [4].
Experimental
The magnesian smectite hectorite was synthesized in the presence of Zr(IV) following a procedure described
elsewhere [2]. A brucite precursor was first freshly precipitated in the presence of Zr(IV) (sample ZrCopBru)
and washed several times. The resulting slurry was
refluxed in the presence of LiF and a silica sol to
crystallize hectorite (sample ZrCopHec). XRD data
assessed the formation of brucite (ZrCopBru) or clay
mineral (ZrCopHec) and no separate phase could be
detected. The zirconium local chemical environment
was probed by collecting Zr K-edge X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) data at the INE-Beamline at Anka
[5]. The energy calibration was done by setting the first
inflection point of a Zr foil measured along all samples
in transmission to 17998 eV. Powder XAS data were
collected for the Zr(IV) stock solution (sample Zr(IV)aq,
[Zr(IV)]tot ≈ 35 µmol/L) and ZrCopBru, and polarized
XAS [6] data were collected for ZrCopHec prepared as
oriented sample. Polarized XAS was shown to be a
powerful tool in studies of cations retention by clay
minerals [7].
Results
Data collected in the XANES region are presented in
Fig. 1. All samples exhibit different white line (WL)
features. From the free ions to ZrCopBru, the WL
broadening indicates a change in the Zr chemical
environment. The hectorite crystallization lead to an
additional broadening and splitting of the WL,
indicating that the environment further changed. These
broadening and splitting can be attributed to degenerate
levels in the valence band which increase with Fig. 1: XANES data of the samples.
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decreasing Zr site symmetry [8]. Furthermore, the data of ZrCopHec show an angular dependence, pointing
to the presence of Zr in an anisotropic environment. These results hint to a gradual change in the Zr
environment from the free ions to the fully crystallized clay mineral.
Structural information on the Zr environment
was obtained by fits to the EXAFS data (Fig.
2). The data of the Zr(IV) ions were modeled
considering an O neighboring shell at 2.25 Å.
In ZrCopBru, the distance to the first O shell
decreased to 2.18 Å and next nearest Mg
shells were detected at 2.85 and 3.42 Å. These
cationic shells can be explained by face and
edge-sharing, respectively, between the Zr
Fig. 2: XANES data of the samples and references.
and Mg polyhedra. The data of ZrCopHec
were
modeled
considering
oxygen,
magnesium and silicon neighbors at 2.07,
3.04 and 3.22 Å, respectively. These distances
are within uncertainties identical to values
reported for octahedral cations in hectorite
[9]. These results strongly point to Zr located
at a clay octahedral site. Additional Fig. 2: Powder and polarized Fourier transforms of the samples.
information can be obtained from the angular
dependence of the data. The first contribution of the Fourier transformation increases with increasing angle,
suggesting that Zr is located out-of-plane. The substitution of a divalent (e.g., Mg) for a tetravalent (e.g., Zr)
cation also implies a charge compensating mechanisms. This can be achieved by substitution by monovalent
cation (e.g., Li) for example. In any case, the octahedral site may be distorted with Zr located out-of-plane.
Finally, no Zr neighbors were detected, ruling out the precipitation of polynuclear species.
This is the first study to report experimental evidence on tetravalent cation retention by incorporation in the
bulk structure of clay minerals. The data show the possibility to entrap tetravalent cations, i.e., actinides, at
clay octahedral sites by co-precipitation in aqueous environment. The neoformed secondary phases thus
represent an additional barrier to the RN migration to the repository far field. However, the results do not
allow to conclude about thermodynamic stability.
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investigations of actinide partitioning complexes
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Introduction
One of the major steps in the partitioning and transmutation (P&T) strategy for reduction of the long-term
radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel is the separation of 5f elements from their chemically similar 4f
counterparts. This separation is necessary as the lanthanides (Ln(III)) fission products have large neutron
cross sections and thereby compromise transmutation efficiency in the nuclear fission process. Selective
liquid-liquid extraction of actinides (An(III)) from Ln(III) has been demonstrated using soft donor extracting
agents such as heterocyclic N-donor ligands, e.g., bistriazinylpyridines (BTP) [1] and bistriazinylbipyridines
(BTBP) [2] with separation factors (SF) for Am(III) over Eu(III) higher than 100 (SF=distribution ratio
DAm/DEu; DM = [M]org/[M]aq). Optimization of the partitioning ligands is a topic of global interest, as the
present ligands do not yet fulfil all criteria for application in an industrial process. Such optimization implies
basic understanding of the chemical and physical processes responsible for ligand selectivity for An(III) over
Ln(III). It was shown that BTPs act as tridentate ligands, forming 1:3 complexes with An(III) and Ln(III) in
the solid state and in organic solution [3, 4]. Spectroscopic data available demonstrate thermodynamically
favoured An(III) extraction from nitric acid solution into the organic phase over Ln(III). However, we found
with extended X-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS) only subtle structural differences between the An(III)BTP and Ln(III)-BTP complexes in organic solution, which may not fully explain An(III)/ Ln(III) selectivity
[4, 5]. High-energy resolution X-ray absorption near edge structure (HR-XANES) investigations will
elucidate small electronic differences between complexes of An(III) and Ln(III) bound to N-donor ligands.
Experimental Description
Pu(III) and Pu(IV) samples (see Table 1) were synthesised in the Institute for Nuclear Waste Disposal (INE),
KIT.
Table 1: Investigated Pu(III) and Pu(IV) samples

Sample name

Sample description

Pu(III)NO3

Pu(III) = 2*10-3M in 0.4 M HNO3, 0.01M Rongalite

Pu(III)BTP

Pu(III) = 1.5*10-3M in 0.4M HNO3, 0.01M Rongalite + 40mM BTP in
kerosine:octanol (7:3)

Pu(IV)NO3

Pu(IV) = 1*10-3M in 1M HNO3

Pu(IV)BTP

Pu(IV) = 1*10-3M in 1M HNO3 + 40mM BTP in kerosin : octanol (7:3)

HR-XANES spectra at the Pu L3 edge (18057 eV) have been collected at the INE-Beamline. The incident
beam was monochromatized by a Ge(422) double crystal monochromator (DCM). The X-rays emitted from
the sample were energy analysed by a Johann spectrometer in scanning geometry [6]. The L1 emission line
(14282 eV) was diffracted and focused on the Vortex SDD detector by five spherically bent Si(777) analyser
crystals with 1 m bending radius at a Bragg angle of  = 75.7°. The full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the
measured Pu L1 emission line is 12 eV. This value is similar to the value (10 eV) obtained for metallic Pu in
experiment with 1.7 eV experimental energy resolution [7]. It was not possible to measure the absolute
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experimental energy resolution due to the low number of elastically scattered photons that were effectively
measured by the detector.
Results
In Figure 1a, features A and C are not resolved in the transmission spectrum of Pu(III)BTP. The Pu L3 edge
HR-XANES Pu(III)NO3 and Pu(III)BTP spectra exhibit A, B and C features characteristic also for L3 edge
HR-XANES spectra of isostructural lanthanide complexes reported previously [8]. The A, B and C
resonances in the Pu HR-XANES are less resolved due to the higher core-hole lifetime broadening
contribution for actinides (3.7 - 4.2 eV) compared to lanthanides (1 - 2.1 eV). The most intense resonance
(white line,WL, B) is broader in the Pu(III)BTP spectrum compared to the Pu(III)NO3 spectrum. In addition,
feature C is visible only in the Pu(III)BTP spectrum. Further investigations are needed to verify presence of a
pre-edge feature (A). The Pu(IV)NO3 spectrum is shifted ~5 eV to higher energies compared to the
Pu(III)NO3 spectrum due to the higher Pu oxidation state (Figure 1b). The Pu(IV)BTP spectrum is shifted
only about ~2.5 eV, indicating a partial reduction of Pu(IV) to Pu(III) upon complexation with BTP.

Figure 1: Pu L3 edge XANES in transmission mode of Pu(III)BTP (a), Pu L3 edge HR-XANES spectra of Pu(III)NO3, Pu(III)BTP,
(a) and Pu(III)NO3, Pu(IV)NO3, Pu(III)BTP (b).

Conclusion and Outlook
Pu L3 edge HR-XANES Pu(III)NO3 and Pu(III)BTP spectra display similar absorption features to Ln
compounds. While Pu(IV)NO3 is stable, Pu in Pu(IV)BTP is partially reduced to Pu(III). The HR-XANES
investigations will be extended to other An systems. Quantumchemical calculation with the FEFF9 code will
help to interpret the observed spectral features and find differences compared to the LnBTP complexes.
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Introduction
In 2012, design and manufacturing of a Johann type [1] multi-analyzer crystal spectrometer (MACSpectrometer) for high energy resolution X-ray emission spectroscopy (HRXES) have been completed (Fig.
1). The MAC-Spectrometer assembly is based on a spectrometer installed at the ID26 beamline in the
European synchrotron radiation facility (ESRF) [2] and comprises a mobile and a stationary positioning unit,
both supplied by HUBER Diffraktionstechnik GmbH (Rimsting, Germany). The five analyzer crystal
positioning stages possess four degrees of freedom each. The crystal stages are mounted on a common granite
block. This block is fixed on a mobile rack hosting power supplies and motion controllers for all 23
spectrometer motors. The stationary detector
positioning unit has three degrees of freedom
(a long and a short linear stage and a rotation
stage), which allow the detector to be moved
along the Rowland circle. Mechanical
spectrometer performance tests and adaption
of the control software, as well as
commissioning, have been performed and the
spectrometer is now installed for use at the
INE-Beamline for actinide research.
Fig. 1: 3D CAD model (left), photo of the MACSpectrometer during initial mechanical performance
tests (right).

Experimental details
The primary X-ray beam was monochromatized by a Ge(422) double crystal monochromator. For detailed
description of the INE-Beamline see [3]. The sample, crystals and detector were positioned on a Rowland
circle in the vertical plane with diameter of 1 m equal to the bending radius of the spherically bent analyzer
crystals.

Fig. 2: Photo of the MAC-Spectrometer in dispersive (left) and scanning geometry (right) during commissioning at the INEBeamline. The image measured with the Medipix detector shows focused Cu Kα1 emission (left).

The initial alignment was performed by using the incident X-rays elastically scattered from a Teflon sample.
The 9570.4 eV X-rays were energy dispersed by a Ge(555) analyzer crystal set at 82.55° Bragg angle and
imaged on a Medipix position sensitive detector (see Fig. 2 left). The experimental energy resolution was
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estimated by measuring the full-width at half maximum of the elastically scattered peak. The obtained value
is 0.1 eV larger than the calculated value of 1.9 eV [4] and implies minor deviations of the positions of the
sample, crystal and/or detector from the ideal Rowland circle geometry and/or source size effects [5].
The MAC-Spectrometer was used in scanning geometry during the U Lα1 (13614) measurements (see Fig. 2
right). The emitted fluorescence from the uranium mineral metastudtite was diffracted by the 5 Ge(777)
analyzer crystals and focused on a SDD VORTEX detector. The MAC-Spectrometer was set at the maximum
of the U Lα1 emission line (77.39° Bragg angle), while scanningthe primary energy to obtain U L3 edge
(17166 eV) high-energy resolution X-ray absorption near edge structure (HR-XANES) spectra. It was not
possible to measure the experimental energy resolution at this photon energy due to the low elastic scattering
cross section.
The first U L3 edge HR-XANES spectrum
The U L3 edge HR-XANES spectra of the mineral metastudtite measured 30 and 180 minutes, respectively,
are shown in Fig. 3. All spectral features
are better energy-resolved compared to the
simultaneously measured transmission
mode spectrum (see Fig. 3). The multiple
scattering resonance C, sensitive to the
bond distance between U and the axial O
atoms, is well separated from the most
intense resonance B (white line, WL). The
asymmetry of the WL at about 17168 eV
indicates presence of a pre-edge structure
A, previously reported [5]. For further
examples of applications of the MACSpectrometer see [6].
Fig. 3: U L3 edge HR-XANES of metastudtite
measured 30 minutes (black). 180 minutes (red)
and XANES spectrum measured simultaneously in
transmission mode.

Conclusion and Outlook
The MAC-Spectrometer in Johann geometry is now installed and available for use by the ANKA community.
Three different sets of 5 analyzer crystals are currently available: Si(111), Si(220) and Ge(111). A Heenvironment around the spectrometer is currently being designed, which will allow HRXES investigations for
M edges of actinides by minimizing the absorption of the low energy 3-4 keV photons in air. Its installation
and tests will be performed in August 2013. The spectrometer can be currently used with a SDD VORTEX or
KETEK detector in scanning geometry.
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Motivation
A reliable description of the retention mechanisms of trivalent actinides in the near-field is necessary in longterm safety analyses for radioactive waste repositories in deep geological formations. For the Asse II salt
mine (Germany) and the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (USA), where low / intermediate level radioactive waste
products are emplaced, brucite-bearing materials, Mg(OH)2(cr), and MgO are used as sealing materials and
engineered buffer, respectively [1][2]. Recent studies on co-precipitation of Eu(III) [3] as well as Cm(III) [4]
with Mg(OH)2(cr) in MgCl2 systems at low ionic strength (I = 0.2 molal) show an incorporation of the
lanthanides and actinides into the octahedral Mg(OH)2 structure. Yet, there is no published study available
dealing with the retention mechanisms of lanthanides / actinides with Mg(OH)2(cr) at elevated ionic strength.
The present study focuses on co-precipitation experiment at higher ionic strengths (I = 1.2 and 5.2 molal),
where the structure of synthetic Mg(OH)2:Eu are analysed by means of extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS).
Experimental
Synthetic Mg(OH)2:Eu(s) was prepared by co-precipitation of 0.4 molal MgCl2 solution (EuCopBrcA) and
0.4 molal MgCl2 / 4 molal NaCl solution (EuCopBrcB) with 2.1 molal NH4OH solution and 700 ppm of a 0.1
molal Eu(III) stock solution, respectively. The 0.1 molal Eu(III) stock solution was prepared by dissolving
Eu2O3 (REacton, 99.99 %, Alfa Aesar) in 2 % HClO4. Europium L3-edga EXAFS spectra were recorded at
the INE-Beamline for Actinide Science. The energy was calibrated by setting the K-edge of a Fe foil at 7.112
keV. All spectra were collected in fluorescence-yield detection mode using a silicon drift detector (Vortex,
SII Nano Technology). The data were analysed using Athena and Artemis interfaces to the Iffefit software [5].
The data fit was performed in R-space using feff8.4. The amplitude reduction factor S02 was set to 1.0 to
correctly reproduce the number of Eu(III) neighbouring O atoms in water.
Results and discussion
Experimental and modelled EXAFS results for EuCopBrcA and EuCopBrcB are shown in Fig. 1. Both
EXAFS spectra do not show a single wave frequency of monotonically decreasing amplitude, indicating the
presence of several cationic shells. The first FT contribution of both samples are related to O atoms bound to
Eu and are fitted using two O shells at d[Eu-O1] = 2.30 ± 0.01 Å / 2.33 ± 0.01 Å and d[Eu-O2] = 2.46 ± 0.02
Å / 2.52 ± 0.01 Å (Table 1). These distances are typical of 6-fold and 9-fold coordination, respectively [6].
The fit results indicate low coordination numbers, but the total number of detected O atoms suggests a
strained octahedral environment. Contributions at longer distances are modelled using Mg atoms. One Mg
shell (d[Eu-Mg1] = 3.37 ± 0.01 Å) was used to model the data of EuCopBrcA. For EuCopBrcB a split Mg
shell at a mean distance of ~ 3.47 Å is suggested from backscatterers detected at d[Eu-Mg1] = 3.36 ± 0.01 Å
and d[Eu-Mg2] = 3.58 ± 0.03 Å. At d[Eu-Mg3] = 3.90 ± 0.07 Å a possible additional Mg shell was detected.
A C shell (< 1 atom at 2.75 Å) was added for EuCopBrcA, corresponding to a potential bidentate binding of a
carbonate [3]. No Eu backscatter was detected, excluding the presence of Eu(OH)3(s).
The mineral brucite consists of MgO6 octahedra (d[Mg-O] = 2.10 Å) sharing O-O edges (d[O-O] = 2.78 Å;
d[Mg-Mg] = 3.14 Å) [7]. Considering the O1 shell and assuming that Mg and Eu polyhedra share edges, the
calculated Eu-Mg interatomic distance for EuCopBrcA is d[Eu-Mg] = √(2.30² - 1.392) + 1.58 = 3.41 Å and
for EuCopBrcB d[Eu-Mg] = √(2.33² - 1.392) + 1.58 = 3.45 Å, respectively. This calculated value is
remarkably close to the sum of the distance between neighbouring octahedral cations in brucite and the
difference in ionic radius between Mg and Eu (3.14 + 0.23 = 3.38 Å). This distance is very close to d[EuMg1] but is smaller than d[Eu-Mg2]. It is therefore very likely that Eu substitutes, at least partly, for Mg in
brucite and the next nearest Mg shell splits into two subshells (Mg1 and Mg2) in order to accommodate this
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large cation. Considering the O2 shell, the calculate d[Eu-Mg] interatomic distance would be significant
larger (3.61 – 3.68 Å) than d[Eu-Mg2]. The structural strain produced by the substitution very likely leads to
cancellation effects and thus low numbers of detected neighbours.
EXAFS investigations of co-precipitation experiments at different ionic strengths indicate the incorporation
of Eu(III) into the octahedral structure of brucite. Due to the larger ionic radius of Eu(III) the substitution of
Mg produces a structural distortion of the MgO6 octahedra. No significant effect of the ionic strength on the
incorporation mechanism was observed in the co-precipitation experiments (I = 1.2 and 5.2 molal).

Fig. 1: Experimental and modelled (squares) XAS spectra (left) and the corresponding Fourier transforms (right) of both samples.
Table 1: Quantitative EXAFS analysis of the samples. R is the interatomic distance, N is the coordination number, σ² is the mean
square displacement taking into account the thermal and structural disorder (Debye-Waller factor), ΔE is the energy shift and Rf is
the figure of merit for the fit (* Parameter held fixed during the fitting procedure).
Sample

O1 shell O2 shell

Mg1
shell

Mg2
shell

Mg3
shell

C1
shell

R (Å)

2.30(1)

2.46(2)

3.37(1)

-

-

2.75*

N

3.3(5)

3.2*

3.6(4)

-

-

0.9*

σ (Å²)

0.007*

0.007*

0.009*

-

-

0.009*

R (Å)

2.33(1)

2.52(1)

3.36(1)

3.58(3)

3.90(7)

-

N

4.2(3)

2.3*

4.5*

1.7*

0.8*

-

0.005*

0.008*

0.007*

0.009*

-

EuCopBrcA
2

EuCopBrcB

σ (Å²)
2

0.005*

ΔE

Rf

5.6(8)

0.0017

6.5(1.0) 0.0006
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Introduction
An adequate understanding of the chemical behaviour of radionuclides in natural groundwater
systems is highly relevant for the assessment of the far-field of deep geological repositories for
high-level nuclear waste. In natural groundwater systems, a predominant formation of ternary
Me–UO2–CO3 species (Me = Ca2+ and Mg2+) has been reported in the omnipresence of earthalkaline metal ions and high carbonate concentrations in the aquatic environment [1-3]
The objective of the present work was to investigate the stoichiometry and stability of the ternary
Me–UO2–CO3 species in the well-defined chloride media. The collection of U–LIII EXAFS data
at the INE‒beamline at ANKA conveys fundamental structural and stoichiometric information
on the Me–UO2–CO3 species. Finally, EXAFS data have been analysed and compared with those
obtained by time-resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy (TRLFS).
Experimental
All the samples were prepared at KIT–INE laboratories. A stock solution of U(VI) was diluted
with deionized water to a concentration of U(VI) to 10-3 M. The acidity of the samples was set to
8.1 with TRIS buffer and well-defined chloride solutions. The concentration of carbonate ions in
the aqueous U(VI) samples was fixed by the addition of 0.05 M Na2CO3. The total Ca2+ and
Mg2+ concentrations were adjusted by addition of appropriate volumes of CaCl2 and MgCl2 stock
solutions, respectively. The ionic strengths for the solutions containing Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions were
set to 0.1 M Na/HCl. Aqueous ion concentrations were quantified using conventional analytical
methods, e.g., ICP-MS for UO22+ and ICP-OES for Ca2+ and Mg2+.
The solution of each sample was transported to the INE‒Beamline at ANKA synchrotron
facility, and the U–LIII EXAFS spectra were collected accordingly. Obtained EXAFS spectra
were analyzed by using Demeter IFEFFIT package [4]. For gaining complementary information
on the structural properties and chemical speciation of ternary Me–UO2–CO3 complexes, TRLFS
was additionally employed. The forth-harmonic (266 nm) of nano-second pulsed laser beam
from Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Minilite-I) was utilized for the excitation of aqueous U(VI)
samples. The fluorescence emission was collected with optical fiber and then delivered into a
Czerny-Turner type spectrometer coupled with an ICCD camera (Andor Technology).
Results
As shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), increase in fluorescence intensity from TRLFS data of
uranium(VI) species was measured with raising both Ca2+ and Mg2+ ion concentrations,
representing the complexation of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions with uranium(VI) species. The blue-shifted
fluorescence peak positions compared with those of UO22+ free ions [5] were observed and
remained unchanged at all earth alkaline metal ion concentrations. According to the measured
fluorescence peak wavelengths located at 466, 485, 505, 527, and 551 nm, uranium(VI) species
formed in the present work could be ascribed to Ca/Mg-UO2-CO3 complexes [6].
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Fig. 1: Fluorescence spectra of Ca/Mg-UO2-CO3
species. As well as Ca2+, the
complexes at pH 8.1
fluorescence lifetime of Mg-UO2-CO3
species was also increased to be 50.8 ±
0.7 ns at high Mg2+ concentration. Longer fluorescence lifetime of U(VI) species can be
attributed to the formation of Mg2UO2(CO3)3(aq) species in terms of Mg2+ ion concentration and
fluorescence lifetime increment tendency. However, due to the lack of literature data on the
formation and spectroscopic properties of Mg2UO2(CO3)3(aq) species, its fluorescence properties
identified first in the present work could not be directly compared with literatures, as
summarized in Table 1.
EXAFS technique has been employed to investigate the chemical stoichiometry of Ca/Mg-UO2CO3 complexes. The k3-weighted U-LIII edge EXAFS spectra of Ca/Mg-UO2-CO3 species and
respective Fourier transforms are represented in Fig. 2. Peak shift tendency to the longer distance
at around 4 Å with increasing Ca2+ and Mg2+ ion concentration was identified in the |χ(R)|
spectra, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c) and 2(d). Preliminary results of the simulated
molecular structure of Ca/Mg-UO2-CO3 species from the crystal structure of mineral liebigite
[ICSD 31270] indicate that the peak shift to longer distance could be ascribed by the increment
in U-Ca/Mg contributions located at around 4 Å and hence represents further complexation
behavior of Ca/Mg ions to uranium(VI) carbonato complex.
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Fig. 2: (a, b) Uranium k3-weighted LIII edge EXAFS spectra and (c, d) Fourier transform
without considering phase correction for both Ca- and Mg-UO2-CO3 species
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Table 1: Spectroscopic properties of Me-UO2-CO3 species (Me = Ca2+ and Mg2+)
U(VI) species

CaUO2(CO3)32-

Ca2UO2(CO3)3(aq)

Fluorescence wavelength (nm)

Fluorescence lifetime (ns)

Ref.

466-485-505-527-551

16.3 ± 0.2

p.w.

466-485-505-527-550

12.7 ± 0.2

[3]

9 ∼ 13

[7]

466-485-505-527-551

30.9 ± 0.3

p.w.

466-485-505-527-551

29.2 ± 0.4

[3]

465-484-504-526-551

43 ± 12

[1]

466-485-505-527-551

17.9 ± 0.3

p.w.

466-485-505-527-551

18.2 ± 2.7

[6]

466-485-505-527-551

50.8 ± 0.7

p.w.

MgUO2(CO3)32Mg2UO2(CO3)3(aq)
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Introduction:
A main reason for the growing interest in transition metal phthalocyanines (TMPc) is their
possible application in optoelectronic devices, most recently also applications in spintronic
devices are discussed. The properties of possible devices are strongly influenced by interactions
at interfaces between the TMPcs and the substrate. Interfaces between several Pcs and metals
have been investigated by our group using photoexcited electron spectroscopies (XPS, Resonant
photoemission (ResPES), Auger spectroscopy (XAES) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS)). In particular at interfaces between open shell TMPcs like CoPc and FePc and metals,
charge transfer processes can be observed [1,2].
Beside metals, transition metal oxide (TMO) thin films are promising substrates for applications
of TMPcs – also in the view of a magnetic coupling between the organic molecules and the
substrate. The aim of this project is the extension of recent studies to TMPc/TMO interfaces. We
focus on MnO epitaxially grown on Ag(100), a system which shows unique chemical and
physical properties depending e.g. on the MnO thickness [3].
Experimental details:
The XAS and XPS measurements were carried out at the soft x-ray beamline WERA.
Polarization dependent X-ray absorption spectra were acquired at different incident angles of
light and normalized to equal step heights beyond ionization threshold. The photoemission
spectra were measured at normal emission angle using excitation energies of 1100 eV (core
levels) and 210 eV (Mn3s core levels, surface sensitive) and were energy calibrated to the Ag3d
core level signal of the Ag(100) single crystal. The MnO substrate was prepared in-situ by
deposition of Mn on single crystalline Ag(100) at a low partial pressure of oxygen (2.0x10-7
mbar). The CoPc films were deposited on the oxide substrate at ultra-high vacuum conditions
from a temperature-controlled crucible at evaporation rates in the range of 1 to 4 Å per minute.
Results:
Polarization dependent N K-edge spectra provide information about the molecular orientation of
the organic molecules. The typical angular dependency of these features reveals the presence of
flat lying molecules, enabling the assignment of transitions in TM absorption spectra.
Co2p core level spectra of the 2.5 monolayer (ML) CoPc film (see Fig. 1a) show besides the
main line at binding energy (BE) 780.6 eV an additional peak at BE 778.6 eV. The relative
intensity increases drastically with decreasing film thickness and dominates the spectrum for film
thicknesses of 1ML and lower, we assign therefore this peak to an interface species. The lower
binding energy (close to the value expected for metallic Co) can be understood by a charge
transfer from the MnO substrate to Co2+ of CoPc.
Polarization dependent Co L-edge spectra in Fig. 1b exhibit two groups of Co 2p3/2 excitations
between 775 and 785 eV with different polarization dependence: at grazing incidence (20°) the
intensity of feature A is maximal (i.e. the transition is z-polarized related to the molecular axis),
whereas at normal incidence (90°) a group of excitations, denoted B1 and B2 in Fig. 1, dominate
the spectrum (xy-polarized). The shape of the spectra is comparable to highly oriented CoPc
films of the thickness of about 3 nm, reflecting bulk properties. The lower intensity of B2
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compared to Ref. [1] and the presence of A0 indicate charge transfer processes at the interface.
The interaction at the interface becomes more pronounced for coverages in the monolayer range:
The features A1 and B2 are disappeared and at grazing incidence a new feature A0 dominates the
spectrum with the same angular dependence as feature A1. The feature A0 can be interpreted as a
new unoccupied level as a result of a hybridization between the Co of the CoPc and the MnO
substrate (cf. also Refs. [2a] and [2c]).
CoPc / MnO (1.9nm) / Ag(100)

Bulk

Interface

nom.
thickness
of CoPc

Intensity (arb. u.)

B1
A0 B2

b)
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XAS, Co L2,3 edge
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1ML CoPc / 1.9nm MnO
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Fig. 1 a) Co2p core level photoemission spectra for CoPc on MnO. The interface feature is a result of a charge
transfer to the Co atom. b) and c) show Co L-edge spectra of a 2.5 monolayer (ML) and 1 ML CoPc film,
respectively, measured at different incident angles. With decreasing thickness a new feature A0 appears and the
features A1 and B2 disappear confirming the charge transfer at the interface.

Mn L-edge absorption spectra (not shown) do not exhibit a significant change after the
evaporation of CoPc. This may indicate that the charge transfer occurs not locally between Co
and Mn. On the other hand, spectral changes might be hidden due to the low percentage of
interacting Mn atoms. Surface sensitive XPS measurements of Mn3s core levels, which are
affected significantly by the configuration of the 3d electrons [3], show a shift of 0.1 eV to lower
binding energy after the evaporation of CoPc. A possible explanation is charge transfer back to
substrate (via ligands) or a semiconductor surface band bending due to doping of MnO.
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Aims of experiment
The aim of this experiment was to clarify, why the magnetism of bulk Co2Cr1−xFexAl does not at all agree
with the expected behaviour. Our previous work already identified an unexpected transformation via a socalled spinodal decomposition in Cr-rich Co2Cr1−xFexAl. Based on this observation, we also developed a
route to grow homogenous single crystals, which enabled us to compare the magnetic properties of spinodal
decomposed and homogeneous samples. Our measurements of the macroscopic magnetization already
revealed a clear difference between these two types of samples. However, such macroscopic measurements
cannot provide insights regarding the microscopic origin of the differences in the magnetic properties. The
aim of the present XMCD studies was therefore to perform an element-resolved study of the microscopic
magnetism in order to address the exactly this point.
Experimental procedure
Prior to the XMCD measurements, we to great care to prepare clean sample surfaces using a so-called in-situ
cleaving device. In this way, fresh sample surfaces could be prepared at a pressure of about 5x10-8 mbar.
After the sample surface has been prepared the sample was immediately transferred into the measuringchamber providing pressures better than 5x10-9 mbar. The XMCD measurements have been performed at the
Cr, Fe and Co L23-edges at fixed temperature and in a magnetic field of +/-1 Tesla. Monitoring the spectra as
a function of time showed no degradation of probed sample during the time of the measurements.
Results
We measured successfully the XMCD at the Cr, Fe and Co L23-edges of a homogeneous Co2Cr0.4Fe0.4Al1.2
and 2 spinodal decomposed samples namely, Co2CrAl and Co2Cr0.6Fe0.4Al. Our preliminary analysis of the
data already provides important insights: while for both the homogeneous and the spinodal decomposed the
Fe carries a similar spin moment of 1.9 mueB/Fe, the Cr moment for the two samples is significantly
different. For the homogenous and the spinodal decomposed sample for find a Cr spin moment of 0.45
mueB/Cr and 0.25 mueB/Cr, respectively. The present XMCD measurements therefore show that the local
magnetism of Cr is most strongly affected by the spinodal decomposition. This result is in perfect agreement
with our analysis of the spatially-resolved chemical composition, where we fond that Cr in the two type of
samples occurs in two different chemical environments.
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Semi-polar GaN grown on prepaterned sapphire substrate X-ray
investigation
S. Lazarev1), S. Bauer1), M. Mantilla1)
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In the experiment two semi-polar (11-22) GaN samples S1 and S2 without and with SiN mask were
investigated. Sketches of the samples are shown in the Fig.1 (middle and right).
In order to investigate influence of defects such as basal plane stacking faults (BSFs) on diffuse X-ray
scattering, three dimensional (3D) reciprocal space maps (RSMs) were recorded with linear detector Mithen 1K at
X-ray energy of 10keV. The detector was placed horizontally (out of diffraction plane) and rocking curve scans were
performed. The scheme of the experiment is presented in the Fig.1 (left).
First, we have recorded the 3D RSMs of symmetric 11-22 reflections, not affected by BSFs. In the Fig.2.a
view of symmetric 11-22 reflection of the sample S1 is presented. For better understanding of diffuse X-ray intensity
distribution, cuts of 3D RSMs were performed in different crystallographic directions. In the Fig.1.b cut of 11-22
reflection of plane containing [0001] direction of BSFs is demonstrated. As it was predicted, there was no additional
BSFs diffuse intensity along [0001] direction.
In the Fig.1c-f., asymmetric 20-23 reflection of the sample S1 is presented. In the plane containing [0001]
axis BSFs diffuse intensity (streak 1) along [0001] direction is observed, see Fig.1c and Fig.1d. Cut of the reflection
with coplanar diffraction plane is presented in the Fig.1e and Fig.1f. The BSFs diffuse intensity is not observed in this
plane and that is the reason why for BSFs diffuse investigation non-coplanar geometry and 3D reciprocal space
mapping are required.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experiment (left) and sketches of semi-polar GaN samples S1 and S2.
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Fig. 2. 3D RSMs of GaN reflections 11-22 and 20-23 of the sample S1 (a, c, e) and their cuts (b, d, f).

Further the BSFs intensity distributions along [0001] direction of samples S1 and S2 were compared. In the
Fig.3.a and Fig.3.b this comparison is presented in log-linear and log-log scales. The influence of SiN mask was
demonstrated directly from the comparison of BSF streaks tails. The diffuse intensity of tails is proportional to BSF
density. Therefore, the BSF density of the sample S1 without SiN mask is higher than of the sample S2 with SiN
mask.

Fig. 3. Profiles in log scale along BSF streak (streak 1) for samples S1 and S2 together with the simulated curves
calculated using the Monte Carlo method, showing a good agree ment. (b) Comparison of profile tails
for the measured and simulated data in log–log scale for S1 and S2.
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Using model of Prof. Dr. Vaclav Holy from Charles University in Prague, the densities of BSFs were
calculated using Monte Carlo simulation from BSF streak intensity distribution. As a result of calculations, the
BSF density is found to be 7.9 x 103 cm-1 for the sample S1, while being 4.4 x 103 cm-1 for the sample S2.
The results of the investigation were published in Journal of Applied Crystallography (impact factor: 3.343):
Lazarev S., Bauer S., Meisch T., Bauer M., Tischer I., Barchuk M., Thonke K., Holy V., Scholz F., and Baumbach
T. «3D Reciprocal space mapping of diffuse scattering for the study of stacking faults in semipolar (11-22) GaN
layers grown from sidewall of r- patterned sapphire substrate» Journal of Applied Crystallography (2013), 46,
1425-1433.
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Interfacial electronic structure of iron phthalocyanine on epitaxial
grown manganese oxide films
M. Glaser1), H. Peisert1), J. Uihlein1), H. Adler1), M. Polek1), P. Nagel2), M. Merz2),
S. Schuppler2), T. Chassé1)
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Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Institut für Festkörperphysik, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Introduction:
Phthalocyanines are a fundamental class of organic semiconductors which can combine with
almost all metal atoms in the periodic table forming significantly stable (thermal, chemical,
photochemical) complexes, with numerous applications. Transition metal phthalocyanines
(TMPcs) are promising candidates for optoelectronic devices and are most recently in the
discussion on applications in spintronic devices. The properties of possible devices however can
be strongly influenced by interactions at interfaces. In particular for open shell TMPcs like CoPc
and FePc on metal substrates charge transfer processes across the interface were observed
involving the central metal atom of the TMPc (see e.g. Ref. [1]). Most recently, we have shown
that a charge transfer occurs also for CoPc on a transition metal oxide (TMO) (see report A2013021-002660). As TMO we used a thin film of MnO epitaxially grown on Ag(100) - a system
which shows unique chemical and physical properties depending e.g. on the film thickness [2].
Thus, such interfaces exhibit very interesting properties, also a magnetic coupling between the
organic molecules and the substrate might occur. In order to gain a more systematic knowledge
on interactions of TMPcs on MnO we extend our studies to iron phthalocyanine (FePc). In
addition, the MnO film thickness was varied.
Experimental details:
Polarization dependent X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out at the soft x-ray beamline WERA. The
spectra were normalized to equal step heights beyond ionization threshold. The energy scale of
the spectra was calibrated using the Ni L-edge of NiO. The photoemission spectra were measured
at normal emission angle using different excitation energies in order to vary the surface
sensitivity. The MnO substrate was prepared in-situ at the WERA beamline by deposition of Mn
on single crystalline Ag(100) at a low partial pressure of oxygen (2.0x10-7mbar). Thin films of
TMPcs in the range of a mono layer (ML) up to multilayer (~ 3 nm) were deposited at ultra-high
vacuum conditions, evaporation rates were between 1 and 4Å per minute.
Results:
A charge transfer between TMPcs and substrates can generally occur via different channels; both
the central metal atom and the macrocycle might be involved. We focus on charge transfer
processes between the central metal atom of the TMPc and the substrate, since the electronic
structure of the central metal atom can be significantly changed affecting also magnetic
properties. From the angular dependence of N K-edge absorption spectra (not shown) we
conclude that the molecules grow highly ordered, oriented parallel to the substrate surface. This
enables polarization dependent investigations of the (unoccupied) electronic structure of the
central metal atom using XAS.
First, we discuss Fe2p core level spectra as a function of the FePc thickness on a 3.6 nm thick
MnO film in Fig. 1a. The spectrum of the 3 nm FePc layer (see Fig. 1a) exhibit a multiplet
structure typical for a bulk film, the maximum intensity is observed at a binding energy (BE) of
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707.3 eV. With decreasing film thickness the shape changes and an additional species at the
lower BE side appears. The relative intensity of this feature increases with decreasing film
thickness points to an interface species. The energetic shift to about 1.5 eV lower binding
energies can be caused by: i) final state charge transfer screening effects in photoemission or ii)
by a charge transfer from the substrate to the Fe ion of FePc.
PES: Fe2p hv= 1100eV
nom. thickness
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~ 3 ML

~2 ML

FePc on
MnO (3.6nm)
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Fig. 1 FePc on a 3.6 nm thick MnO film: a) Fe2p core level photoemission spectra b) & c) XAS spectra for selected
angles as a function of the FePc film thickness. The observed changes can be understood by a charge transfer from
the substrate to the Fe ion of FePc.

In Fig. 1 b) & c) we show the corresponding XAS spectra for two selected angles as a function of
the FePc film thickness. According to the adsorption geometry of FePc we probe at grazing
incidence (Fig. 1b) transitions into orbitals oriented out of the molecular plane (denoted A1 and
A2), whereas at normal incidence (Fig. 1c) transitions polarized within the molecular plane are
observed (denoted B1 and B2 ). At the lowest coverage significant changes are visible in the
XAS spectra: a new feature A0 appears with the same angular dependence as feature A1 at
grazing incidence and B1 disappears at normal incidence. This behavior resembles that of FePc
on Ag(111) or Ni(111) and confirms the charge transfer from the substrate to FePc accompanied
by a redistribution of the d-electrons. Analogously, A0 may be understood by the formation of a
new unoccupied level as a result of hybridization between Fe and substrate orbitals.
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Environmental conditions of formation of low-temperature
pyrite in sediments near Jeníkov, Czech Republic
Final report for the proposal ENV-249
Users: Prof. Juraj Majzlan, University Jena (DE); Stefan Kiefer, University Jena (DE)
The most common arsenic-bearing mineral in the Earth’s crust is pyrite, nominally FeS2.
Because pyrite is abundant in the crust and can incorporate trace or minor amounts of As
in its crystal structure, it is the largest reservoir of this toxic element. Normally, As–
substitutes for S– within the structure. Therefore, very good negative correlation between
As and S in pyrite crystals is expected and essentially always confirmed. Within our
extensive work on pyrite crystals of variable origin, we have encountered an unusual set
of pyrite crystals from Jeníkov in Czech Republic. In these crystals, As and S do not
correlate at all, implying a different substitution mechanism. Furthermore, As does not
correlate with Fe, either positively or negatively.
The micro-X-ray absorption spectroscopy (-XAS) at the As K edge indicates that at
all spots, As is present in the reduced form (as As–). EXAFS measurements at selected
spots indicate that the local environments in the “normal” and “unusual” pyrite are
identical (Fig. 1). We are in a process to refine the number of As and S neighbors of the
As atoms in the studied pyrite. We assume that As is mostly covalently bonded to S,
increasing the overall entropy of the solid solution.
The question of the substitution mechanism, however, remains unanswered. Our
hypothesis that As in the unusual pyrite is present as As3+ was not confirmed. We will
perform additional imaging with a field-emission gun scanning electron microscope to
search for nanoscale inclusions in the unusual pyrite which could possibly explain our
chemical analyses of this pyrite type.

Fig. 1. EXAFS spectra (at the As K edge) of the “unusual” (magenta) and “normal” (all other
colors) pyrite. Note that there is no statistical significant difference between the two sets of
spectra.
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Structure of (Ca-)Fe(III)-phosphate and
mode of As(V) incorporation into Fe oxidation products
A. Voegelin1), A.-C. Senn1), R. Kaegi1), S. J. Hug1), S. Mangold2)
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Introduction
The oxidation of dissolved Fe(II) in aerated water leads to the formation of nanometre-sized Fe(III)precipitates. These precipitates may act as immobilizing sorbents or colloidal carriers and profoundly impact
the cycling of Fe and other major and trace elements in aquatic and terrestrial systems, including toxic As
which is of major concern with respect to its impacts on human and environmental health. In previous work,
we investigated the effects of phosphate, silicate and Ca on the structure of Fe oxidation products (Kaegi et
al., 2010; Voegelin et al., 2010). These studies indicated that amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate forms first during
Fe(II) oxidation in phosphate-containing groundwater. In the absence of phosphate, the presence of silicate at
a molar Si/Fe ratios >0.2 induces the formation of a ferrihydrite-type precipitates, whereas poorly crystalline
lepidocrocite forms dominantly at lower Si/Fe ratios. In a recent study, we further investigated the dynamics
of Fe(III)-precipitate formation in the presence of phosphate, especially the initial formation of Fe(III)phosphate and its transformation during further Fe(II) oxidation (Voegelin et al., 2013). The aim of the
current project continuation was twofold: (i) Obtain new insight into the structure of Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate
formed during oxidation of Fe(II) in Ca- and P-containing water. (ii) Investigate the mode of As(V) uptake
by different Fe oxidation products. For this purpose, Fe(III) precipitates were synthesized by Fe(II) oxidation
in aqueous solutions at pH 7.0 and analysed by Fe and As K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS).
Materials and Methods
Different Fe(III)-precipitates were synthesized in 8 mM NaHCO3 or 4 mM CaCO3 electrolyte adjusted to pH
7.0 using CO2 gas. After addition of phosphate (NaH2PO4H2O) and arsenate (Na2HAsO47H2O) as
required, 0.5 mM Fe(II) (FeSO47H2O) were spiked to the aerated solutions to initiate Fe(II) oxidation
(details for 4 selected samples in Table 1). Four h after Fe(II) addition, Fe(II) oxidation was complete. The
precipitates were collected on 0.1-µm filter membranes, dried overnight under a stream of dry air, mixed
with cellulose and pressed into 13-mm pellets for XAS analysis. In addition, samples were also prepared for
complementary analyses by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).
Results and Discussion
The imaginary parts of the Fourier-transformed Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of selected precipitates are shown
in Figure 1A. Comparison of the spectra of amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate (Fe-P (Na)) and Fe(III)-arsenate
(Fe-As (Na)) formed in Na background electrolyte revealed a marked difference in the region of second-shell
atoms due to the presence of either P or As. Simultaneous analysis of these two spectra by structural model
fitting showed that Fe(III) in these precipitates occurred in mono- to oligomeric form and provided clear
evidence for edge-sharing Fe-Fe linkage. Interestingly, we further found that the spectra of Fe(III)precipitates formed at high P/Fe ratios in the presence of Ca (Fe-P (Ca)) systematically differed from the
spectra of analogous precipitates formed in the absence of Ca (Fe-P (Na)). Based on linear combination and
structural model fitting, we attribute this difference to a higher degree of both edge- and corner-sharing Fe
linkage in the presence of Ca. In combination with TEM and XRD data, these XAS-based results
unequivocally confirm the formation of mixed amorphous Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate in the presence of Ca.
With respect to the mode of arsenate uptake by different Fe(III)-precipitates, the As K-edge XAS results
shown in Fig. 1B indicate a marked difference in second-shell As(V) coordination between As(V) associated
with lepidocrocite (Lp* (Ca)) and amorphous Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate (Fe-P (Ca)). On the other hand,
differences in As(V) coordination seem less pronounced between As(V) co-precipitated with Fe(III)phosphate (Fe-P (Na)) or Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate (Fe-P (Ca)), indicating a limited effect of Ca on the mode of
As(V) co-precipitation. Further analysis of the As K-edge XAS results by structural model fitting will be
performed on the basis of our results on bulk precipitate structure and Fe coordination.
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Conclusions and Outlook
Our results provide evidence for the structural incorporation of Ca into mixed Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate during
Fe(II) oxidation in aerated natural waters containing Ca and P. Ongoing work aims at elucidating the impacts
of structural Ca incorporation on the reactivity of Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate, namely with respect to the
susceptibility of the formed precipitates towards reductive dissolution, transformation during aging, and As
uptake. Further insight into the mode of As(V) incorporation into mixed Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate/arsenate will
be gained by analyzing the As K-edge EXAFS spectra by structural model fitting. This work will contribute
to a better mechanistic understanding of Ca-Fe(III)-phosphate formation during Fe(II) oxidation in natural
waters and its impact on the fate of co-transformed As.
Acknowledgements
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Table 1: Synthesis conditions of selected precipitates studied by Fe and As K-edge EXAFS spectroscopy. The precipitates were
formed by oxidation of 0.5 mM Fe(II) in aerated 8 mM bicarbonate-buffered aqueous solution at pH 7.0. P/Fe(II) and As(V)/Fe(II)
indicate the initial molar oxyanion/Fe(II) ratios in the synthesis solutions.
P/Fe(II)

As(V)/Fe(II)

background electrolyte

Fe-P (Na)

1.5

0.013

8 mM Na-bicarbonate

Fe-P (Ca)

1.5

0.013

4 mM Ca-bicarbonate

Fe-As (Na)

0

1.5

8 mM Na-bicarbonate

Lp* (Ca)

0

0.013

4 mM Ca-bicarbonate

Fig. 1: (A) Imaginary part of the Fourier transformed Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of the samples Fe-P (Na) (black), Fe-P (Ca)
(red) and Fe-As (Na) (orange). (B) Imaginary part of the Fourier transformed As K-edge EXAFS spectra of the samples Fe-P (Ca)
(black), Lp* (Ca) (red) and Fe-P (Na) (orange). Synthesis conditions are given in Table 1.
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Speciation of Arsenic in aerosol samples with K-edge XANES in fluorescence modecontinuation
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Beamtime: 5 – 8.11.2013 ANKA SUL-X A2013-022-005236
Notwithstanding the As concentrations in particulate matter are generally quite low, in some hotspot regions
increased concentration levels occur due to local industrial activities. For these regions ingestion of soil and
dust particulates could give a significant exposure to As. Because of the relatively high toxicity and
carcenogenity of arsenic via inhalation, special attention is required to assess the health risks of arsenic in air.
There is a toxicological difference between As(III) and As(V), where trivalent arsenic is considered to be the
most toxic.
At a hot spot location near an industrial plant air samples were collected to determine the total element
concentration of arsenic and its speciation form. Simultaneously ambient particulate matter (PM10) was
collected on a daily basis during 1 month using 4 different filter samplers. Samplers 1 to 3 collected PM10
dust on 1) a Tissue Quartz filter, 2) a cellulosenitrate filter and 3) an PTFE filter for the determination of the
total As content. Analyses were performed by three independent laboratories using EDXRF, WDXRF and
EDXRF, respectively. In spite of a wide range of variables, the corresponding results of the three laboratories
were in good agreement. Sampler 4 collected PM dust on an Ashless cellulose nitrate filter for As speciation
analysis using HPLC-ICP-MS after microwave extraction in 25 ml water solution containing 100 mM
ascorbinic acid and 1000 mM H3PO4. Both As(III) and As(V) species were detected in the different samples,
and the more toxic As(III) species was found between 30 and 70% of the total As fraction. Moreover, the sum
of As(III) and As(V) contents agrees well with the total As content determined by XRF.
For XANES analyses, performed under vacuum at the SUL beamline at ANKA, filter samples were loaded
with PM10 dust at locations near the industrial plant (plant 1), but also at 2 other industrial locations (plant 2
and 3). The XANES, showing both As(III) and As(V) species, were fitted using As2O5 (As(V)), Ca3(AsO4)2
(As(V)) and fly ash (As(III) present as As2O3) as reference materials, of which the last two samples most
likely represent the source of As pollution at the monitoring site. The samples of industrial plant 2 and 3 are
dominated by As(V), present as As2O5. In all samples of industrial plant 1, both Ca3(AsO4)2 (As(V)) and
As2O3 (As(III)) were detected, while only for some samples As2O5 was also present as species. We might
hypothesize that the As2O5 comes from As2O3 that has been oxidized during storage/time. The range of
observed As2O3 oxidation (0 to 50%) falls in the range that was also observed on As2O3 spiked filters that
were measured with HPLC-ICP-MS. Besides the good agreement between the two methods on As(III) and
As(V) fractions, the XANES data complemented HPLC-ICP-MS results (providing only total As(V) fractions
without speciation) by differentiating the As(V) forms (i.e., Ca3(AsO4)2 and As2O5).
All sample evaluation was done using IFEFFIT Athena software package with linear combination fitting using
several standards.
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XANES – Industrial plant – location 1; Used references: As fly ash, Ca3As2O8 and As2O5; 1: PM10 before
improvement of plant, 2: PM2.5 before improvement of plant,
plant 3: PM2.5 before improvement of plant,
plant 4: PM10
before improvement of plant, 5: PM10 after improvement of plant; Fractions of different As species
specie calculated
from XANES results: Fraction As2O3 (As(III)): 7 – 46%, Fraction Ca3As2O8 (As(V)): 42 -62%, Fraction
As2O5 (As(V)): 12 – 38%.

XANES – Industrial plant – location 3; Used
references: As2O3 and As2O5; Fit fails! Based on the
edge position of this sample (11873.6 eV) we can
assume that it is dominated by As(V); probably
more than 80%, but an exact number can not be
provided from the fitting.

XANES – Industrial plant – location 2; Used
references: As2O3 and As2O5; The fit result (97%
As2O5) is outside the error margin determined before
but confirms that As(V) (and most likely indeed
As2O5) dominates this sample (>82% As(V); most
likely >95% As2O5)

Discussion of results
Presence of As(III) and As(V): fraction is concentration dependent.
Source of contamination: As2O3 (As(III)) and Ca3As2O8 (As(V)) was
as confirmed by XANES analysis: As2O3
(As(III)): 7 – 46%, Ca3As2O8 (As(V)): 42 – 62%
Conversion of As(III) to As(V) during storage/sampling:
storage/sampling As2O3 oxidised to As2O5: confirmed by XANES
analysis: As2O5 (As(V)): 12 – 38%

Conclusions
•
•

HPLC-ICP-MS
MS after extraction:
extraction Speciation of As(III) and As(V) is possible and quantified,
quantified
conversion
onversion of As(III) to As(V) observed during storage,
storage sum
um of As(III) and As(V) is in
correspondence with XRF results
XANES measurements: Speciation of As(III) and As(V),
As(V) As(III) present as As2O3 (Source 1 of
industrial plant), Differentiating of the As(V) forms is possible and quantified,
quantified Ca3(AsO4)2 (Source 2
of industrial plant) and As2O5 (Hypothesis: from oxidisation of As2O3)
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Synchrotron based X-ray diffraction study of the hydrothermal
behavior of (Al, Na, K, Sr. Ba )-stabilized Ca2SiO4 polymorphic
modifications
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Introduction
According to the world council for sustainable development the cement industry has a global
contribution to the CO2 emission of about 8% [1]. Therefore the focus has increased on research
for new binding materials as well as clinker substitutes for cement production. A recently
developed binding material, based on hydraulic calcium hydrosilicates is Celitement [2]. This
new kind of binder is produced in a two step process. In the first step a calcium silicate hydrate
e.g. α-C2SH (C=CaO, S=SiO2, H=H2O) is synthesized in an autoclave. In a second step, this
precursor is activated by milling. The formation of α-C2SH takes place under hydrothermal
conditions at 200°C and saturated steam pressure (~16 bar) [2,3]. With respect to the used raw
materials two fundamental approaches can be distinguished: 1) hydrothermal treatment of
Ca(OH)2 and SiO2 in the molar ratio of 2 or 2) hydrothermal treatment of modifications of C2S.
The investigation presented here shall in particular clarify the question how aluminium and
potassium contents in C2S affect its hydrothermal reaction to α-C2SH.
Experimental
The formation of α-C2SH under hydrothermal conditions from different C2S-containing starting
materials has been investigated in situ by time resolved X-ray diffraction measurement (XRD)
performed at the beamline SUL-X of the ANKA Synchrotron radiation facility in Karlsruhe
(Germany). A specially designed reaction cell developed at the KIT was used, meeting both, the
resistance against hydrothermal conditions and the requirements of the beamline [4]. The
experiments took place in transmission mode with a monochromatic beam of 16keV (double
crystal monochromator, Si (111)). The beam was focussed to a spot size of 150x300µm on the
sample. A CCD collected diffraction patterns in an angular range of 4 to 30°2θ. The first
qualitative evaluation of the results was done with HighScore Plus (Panalytical). For
quantification of phase compositions Topas (Bruker) was used in Launch Mode.
As starting materials C2S samples were synthesized using the Pechini method [5]. Pure C2S runs
resulted in a mixture of β-C2S with a small proportion of α’H-C2S. In samples with coupled
substitution of aluminium and potassium for silicon and calcium in C2S the α’H-C2S modification
is stabilized.
Results
In the course of the hydration process pure C2S directly transforms to α-C2SH, without any
formation of intermediate phases. Crystallization starts immediately after reaching 200°C (after
30 minutes reaction time). The amount of the phases that are initially present in the starting
material α’H-C2S and β-C2S decreases continuously until both are completely consumed. If
doped C2S was used as starting material, hemi carbonate and hydrogrossular developed as
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intermediate phases at the absolute beginning of the hydrothermal reaction. Additionally small
amounts of calcite have been detected. The hemi carbonate disappeared quickly after starting the
heat treatment whereas hydrogrossular remained till the end of the experiment and showed
changes in its lattice parameter (from 12.540(3)Å to 12.291(2)Å; Fig. 1).

A

B

A

B

Fig. 1: Time resolved development of the phase composition during the hydrothermal treatment of C2S (A) and C2S
with 5wt.% Al2O3 and 5wt.% K2O (B)

Conclusion
The change in the lattice parameter of hydrogrossular indicate an enrichment in silicon by
substitution of (OH)44-. The silicon, which is incorporated into the hydrogrossular, is not
available for the formation of α-C2SH. Thus, in addition the mixture enriches in Ca(OH)2.
Furthermore the presence of hydrogrossular implies that aluminium, which was previously
incorporated in the C2S phases, was not incorporated into α-C2SH. It could be also established,
that the starting materials show differences in the dissolution rates. The β-modification of C 2S is
present up to 30 minutes, whereas α’H-C2S remains detectable up to 1h after the start of the
thermal treatment. That implies that the α’H modification of C2S is more stable under
hydrothermal conditions compared to -C2S.
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Conference contributions, where results from the ANKA measurements were presented:

1. K. Pöhler, P. Ullrich, H. Pöllmann, P. Stemmermann, K. Garbev: Incorporation of
aluminium and potassium in C2S – Synthesis, Characterization and Hydration, 22th
Annual Meeting of the German Crystallographic Society (DGK) 2014, poster
presentation, 17-20.03.2014 Berlin

2. K. Pöhler: Untersuchungen des Einbaus von Fremdionen in die Struktur der
Hydratphase α-C2SH: Synthese, Charakterisierung und Anwendung, 10.te Hallesche
Diskussions- und Arbeitstagung Mineralogische und Technische Kristallographie - AK15
Mineralogische und Technische Kristallographie, oral presentation, 21.-22.07.2014
Halle/Saale
Coming up:
3. K. Pöhler, H. Pöllmann, P. Stemmermann, K. Garbev: Synthesis and Characterization of
the different modifications of doped Dicalcium Silicates (C2S), 92nd Annual Meeting
Deutsche Mineralogische Gesellschaft (DMG), oral presentation, 21-24.09.2014 Jena

4. K. Pöhler, H. Pöllmann, P. Stemmermann, K. Garbev: Studies on the influence of the
incorporation of foreign ions into the structure of C2S and related hydrate phases,
Tagung Bauchemie (Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker (GDCh)), poster presentation, 6.8.10.2014 Kassel

Publications in scientific journals in preparation

1. K. Pöhler, H. Pöllmann, P. Ullrich, R. Steininger, P. Stemmermann, K. Garbev:
Investigation and Hydration Studies on Dicalcium Silicate synthesized in presence of
Aluminium and Potassium. Part 2: An In situ XRD study. Cement and Concrete
Research
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Introduction
Argillaceous rocks are considered in many radioactive waste management programmes as suitable host rock
formations for the deep geological disposal of radioactive waste. Clay minerals, which are important
components in such rock types, have generally strong radionuclide retention properties. Transport in natural
barriers depends strongly on the retardation as chemical sorption or other physical processes. Consequently,
understanding of sorption processes and the physico-chemical parameters, which influences them, is
becoming increasingly important. The present study focused on the interaction of escaped radionuclides with
the host-rock surrounding the planned high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repositories in Hungary (Boda
Claystone Formation – BCF) and in Switzerland (Opalinus Clay – OPA). The aim was to identify on the
microscale the mineral phases of the host rock responsible for the uptake of key radionuclides representing
transuranium elements, fission and corrosion products. For this reason, combined synchrotron-radiation
micro-XRF mapping and micro-XRD measurements were performed on thin sections subjected to sorption
experiments using inactive Cs(I), Ni(II), Zn(II), Nd(III) and natural U(VI) ions.
Materials and Methods
The investigated rocks were prepared from geochemically characterized cores from drillings in BCF and
OPA. Thin sections were prepared on 350 µm thick high-purity silicon wafers from BCF and OPA. The
average thickness of the sections was 30-60 µm. Samples were subjected to 24–72 hour sorption experiments
with one ion of interest added using synthetic porewater for all elements of interest and a 0.1 M NaCl
solution for Nd and U as background electrolyte. The experiments were performed at the FLUO beamline of
ANKA. The white beam of a bending magnet was monochromatized by a W/Si multilayer double
monochromator. A silicon-drift detector was used to collect fluorescence spectra. The combined microXRF/micro-XRD measurements were performed at a primary beam energy of 17.5 keV using a compound
refractive lens for focusing a beam down to a spot size of 2×5 µm2. Elemental maps were recorded for the
adsorbed element (Cs, Ni, Zn, Nd, U) as well as for the major and minor elements of the rock (e.g. K, Ca, Fe,
Pb) using a 5 µm step size and 4–10 s counting time per pixel. The elemental maps served as a basis for
selection of positions of interest for µ-XRD analyses, and for investigating correlation between the element
of interest and elements representative for distinct minerals. Elemental maps collected during the previous
beamtime (June 2013) using a 7.1 keV excitation energy were used for selection of positions for -XRD
investigations of samples treated with Cs(I) or Nd(III). Diffraction images were collected from selected
positions of the samples employing a 130 mm diameter CCD detector, using a 60–120 s counting time.
Corrections for detector tilt and azimuthal integration were performed using the XRDUA software [1].
Results
Since Zn(II) treated samples were used for bulk and microscale EXAFS experiments in order to obtain
information on the uptake mechanism, Zn(II) treated thin sections were also investigated using microXRF/XRD. As it was previously observed for Cs and Ni [2,3], micro-XRD results of selected positions
revealed that Zn is also associated to illite and smectite phases (see Figure 1 and 2 for OPA). A good
correlation was found between Zn X-ray intensity and illite as well as montmorillonite content (r = 0.66).
For Cs(I) and Ni(II), no significant difference in the uptake was observed for samples treated with synthetic
porewater at pH 8 or with 0.1 M NaCl solution at pH 7. For Nd(III) and U(VI), the argillaceous matrix was
found the most responsible for the uptake when synthetic porewater was applied for the uptake experiments.
Significant enrichments of Nd and U around Ca-rich phases were found only when 0.1 M NaCl was used as
background electrolyte.
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Figure 1. Optical images (above) and elemental maps(below) for a sample area of 0.3×0.25 mm2 on sample OPA-5
treated with Zn2+
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Figure 2. Combined micro-XRF/XRD result for sample OPA-5 treated with Zn2+
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Introduction
Argillaceous rocks are being considered in many radioactive waste management programmes as suitable host
rock formations for the deep geological disposal of radioactive waste. Clay minerals which are important
components in such rock types have generally strong radionuclide retention properties. Transport in natural
barriers depends strongly on retardation like chemical sorption or other physical processes. Consequently, an
understanding of sorption processes, and of the physico-chemical parameters, which influences them, is
becoming increasingly important. The present study focuses on the interaction of escaped radionuclides with
the host-rock surrounding the planned high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repositories in Hungary (Boda
Claystone Formation – BCF) and in Switzerland (Opalinus Clay – OPA). The aim of the experiment is to
study the uptake mechanism of Zn(II) and U(VI) on microscopic scale using micro-EXAFS, both on the
clayey matrix and the fracture infilling phases. The proposed micro-EXAFS analyses should give clues on
the coordination environment of the radionuclides and thus on the strength of the chemical bonds involved.
This information is essential to test basic assumptions made in safety analysis calculations.
Materials and Methods
The rocks investigated were prepared from geochemically characterized cores from drillings in BCF and OPA.
Thin sections were prepared on 350-µm thick high-purity silicon wafers from two BCF cores (D11 – West
Mecsek Anticline and IB4 – Gorica Block) and OPA. The average thicknesses of the sections are 30-60 µm.
Samples were subjected to 24–72 hour sorption experiments with one ion of interest added, using synthetic
porewater for Zn and U, as well as a 0.1 M NaClO4 solution for U as background electrolyte. The micro-EXAFS
experiments were performed at the SUL-X beamline of ANKA, using a monochromatic microbeam of 50 m
in diameter employing Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors for focusing. A Si(111) monochromator and a sevenelement Si(Li) energy dispersive X-ray detector were used for the measurements. Carefully pre-selected
positions on the previously measured areas on thin rock sections were investigated. In order to re-locate the
positions of interest, small elemental distribution maps were collected for the adsorbed element (U, Zn) as
well as for the major and minor elements of the rock (e.g. K, Ca, Fe). The elemental distribution maps were
also visualized using IDL based ont he ROI data. Measurements were performed at the K absorption edge of
Zn and the L3 absorption edge of U. Micro-EXAFS measurements helped determining whether the elements
of interest are present on the rock surfaces as sorption complexes or precipitates, as well as to gain local
structural information. Six thin sections were investigated, representing both OPA and BCF treated with one
of the three elements of interest. 2–4 positions of interest were measured on each thin section with different
amount of the sorbed element detected. Micro-EXAFS spectra were collected on several spots, with
sufficient number of scans to get a good statistics for data evaluation. The analysis was mainly based on
standard data refinement using FEFF. The Athena software package was used for pre-treatment of EXAFS
spectra.
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Results

Figure 1. U-L3 XANES spectra collected at two positions on the mapped area of sample D11-D.

Measurements at the U L3-edge were not successful because of the photoreduction of uranium caused by the
high-intensity microbeam at positions with high uranium concentration. The first scans at both positions
(blue and purple lines on Fig. 1) show the features of U(VI), while the repeated scans (red and green lines on
Fig. 1) resulted in XANES spectra more similar to U(IV), a clear shift of the absorption edge was observed
towards lower energies. At positions with low uranium concentrations (for samples treated with modelled
porewater solution) the overlapping with Rb-Kα makes EXAFS – even XANES – measurements unfeasible.
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Introduction
Argillaceous rocks are being considered in many radioactive waste management programmes as suitable host
rock formations for the deep geological disposal of radioactive waste. Clay minerals which are important
components in such rock types have generally strong radionuclide retention properties. Transport in natural
barriers depends strongly on retardation like chemical sorption or other physical processes. Consequently, an
understanding of sorption processes, and of the physico-chemical parameters, which influences them, is
becoming increasingly important. The present study focuses on the interaction of escaped radionuclides with
the host-rock surrounding the planned high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repositories in Hungary (Boda
Claystone Formation – BCF) and in Switzerland (Opalinus Clay – OPA). The aim of the experiment is to
study the uptake mechanism of Ni(II) and Zn(II) on a microscopic scale using micro-EXAFS, both on the
clayey matrix and the fracture infilling phases. The proposed micro-EXAFS analyses should give clues on
the coordination environment of the radionuclides and thus on the strength of the chemical bonds involved.
This information is essential to test basic assumptions made in safety analysis calculations.
Materials and Methods
The rocks investigated were prepared from geochemically characterized cores from drillings in BCF and
OPA. Thin sections of 30-60 µm were prepared on 350-µm thick high-purity silicon wafers from BCF and
OPA. Samples were subjected to 24–72 hour sorption experiments with one ion of interest added, using
synthetic porewater as background electrolyte. The micro-EXAFS experiments were performed at the SUL-X
beamline of ANKA, using a monochromatic microbeam of 50 m in diameter employing Kirkpatrick-Baez
mirrors for focusing. A Si(111) monochromator and a seven-element Si(Li) energy dispersive X-ray detector
were used for the measurements. In order to find the positions of interest, small elemental distribution maps
were collected for the adsorbed element (Ni or Zn) as well as for the major and minor elements of the rock
(e.g. K, Ca, Fe). Micro-EXAFS measurements were performed at the K absorption edges of Ni and Zn.
Around six thin sections – 3 for Ni and 3 for Zn – were planned to be investigated, representing both OPA
and BCF. At least four positions of interest on each thin section were prior to the synchrotron experimentes
selected with a standard XRF instrument reflecting different amount of the sorbed elements.
Results
Technical reasons of the synchrotron caused a two days beamtime loss, therefore only the measurements at
the Ni K-edge could be performed. Because of the high iron content of the thin sections, positions with
relatively high Ni load could be measured, whereas positions with low Ni content were below the detection
limit of micro-EXAFS. Both for OPA and BCF thin sections, Ni was found to be present as a precipitate at
positions with high Ni load, and inner sphere complexation was identified for lower Ni load on the same thin
section. The present measurements confirmed the behaviour of Ni uptake assumed from preliminary
measurements at HASYLAB Beamline L [1].
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Abstract of paper (to be submitted to Clays and Clay Minerals)
Natural alumosilicates can contain Fe in tetrahedral or octahedral coordination. Amongst smectites,
tetrahedral iron is known to occur in Fe-rich nontronites but few indications exist for the presence of
tetrahedral Fe in dioctahedral smectites (montmorillonite – beidellite). Within a set of 38 different bentonites
a good correlation of tetrahedral charge and Fe-content was found. All materials with large tetrahedral charge
were rich in Fe. No exceptions were observed. This could be explained by a general tendency of Fe to enter
the tetrahedral layer. Based on a constant ratio of tetrahedral and octahedral iron the tetrahedral charge would
increase with increasing iron content and hence explain the correlation. To investigate this correlation, nine
materials were selected and investigated by Mössbauer-, UV-Vis spectroscopy, XANES, and XAFS with
respect to tetrahedral Fe (FeIV). The results clearly proved the absence of any relation between Fe-content and
tetrahedral Fe. Tetrahedral Fe can be present in Fe-poor bentonites and absent in the case of Fe-rich materials.
This means that Fe-rich bentonites have larger tetrahedral charge which is caused by AlIV and Fe-poor
materials contain less AlIV. The most probable explanation for this indirect relation is based on the facts that
i) the coordination of ions in the weathering/smectite forming solutions determines the coordination in the
precipitates and ii) that the AlIV/VI ratio increases with increasing pH. Hence, the correlation could be
explained if the pH of weathering solutions generally was larger in Fe-rich rocks compared to more acidic
rocks. The relation between tetrahedral charge and Fe-content can be probably explained by different
geochemical milieus throughout formation of smectites which affects the coordination of dissolved Al.
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Aims of the experiment and scientific background
Sulfur cycling in anaerobic systems has been studied for many years, as it has been found that sulphate
reduction contributes significantly to anaerobic respiration, i.e. breakdown of organic carbon into CO2 [1-3].
However, measured sulphate reduction rates were mostly too high to be sustained by considering only
inorganic sulphate pools within the wetlands or sediments [2]. A sulfur recycling process involving organic
matter has thus been suggested to replenish the oxidized sulfur pool [4]. It is known that upon reaction of
hydrogen sulphide (formed by sulphate reduction) with organic matter, sulfur can partly be re-oxidized and
again fuel sulphate reduction [5]. However, sulfur cycling in presence of organic matter is a leaky process, as
sulfur is to some extent and in different oxidation states bound to organic matter, leading to an enrichment of
sulfur in organic matter [6]. Thus, the recycling of sulfur is limited and cannot explain continuous sulphate
reduction. While bacteria can reduce intermediate oxidation states of inorganic sulfur, it is to date still unclear
to which extent organic sulfur species is involved in microbial sulfur cycling. Only for smaller molecules it
has been shown that e.g. sulfonates and sulphate esters may be used by certain bacteria for reduction [7], but
it is not known, if sulfur in complex organic matter macromolecules is accessible for bacterial recycling and
could fuel sulphate reduction in deeper peat deposits. The existence of highly oxidized sulfur species in
natural organic matter has already been demonstrated [8, 9]. So far, no studies exist on organic sulfur
speciation in wetland soils over depth, as related to peat age or degree of decomposition. Within an earlier
project (ENV-236) at the ANKA SUL-X Beamline, we aimed at determining sulfur redox states in samples
from depth profiles of two peatlands in southern Patagonia [10] by linear combination fittings (LCF) of S-Kedge XANES spectra with reference spectra of known compounds. Moreover, we investigated humic acid
before and after reaction with H2S. Within this project we have analyzed additional natural samples from
Patagonia and the Thuringian forest to cover a broader range of peat properties and degree of decomposition.
Moreover, samples before and after biotic incubation under sulfate reducing conditions were investigated and
we subjected such peat material also to atmospheric oxygen to allow for re-oxidation. The aim of this project
was i) to further refine the repertoire of reference substances for an improved analysis of organic sulfur
speciation at ANKA as e.g. proposed by Manceau & Nagy [8], ii) to systematically study the forms of
organically bound sulfur in natural peat samples to understand its long-term fate, and iii) to study changes in
organic sulfur speciation in in-vitro incubations under sulphate-reducing or sulphide-oxidizing conditions to
understand short term cycling processes of organic sulfur.
Results of the analysis of reference compounds and LCF
Measured sulphur species with an oxidation state of around 0 showed considerable overlap and could not
clearly been distinguished (Table 1, Fig. 1). Some references, especially references involving a R-S-S-R
structure, also produced double peaks, spanning from 2471 eV to 2475 eV, and thus involving the entire
range observed for thiols, R-S-R structures and S hetrocycles. It seemed thus impossible to identify the
individual compounds in mixtures of such compounds. The use of such reference spectra in LCF may,
however, be useful to reproduce broadened peaks around 2472 eV, which were often observed for natural
samples compared to more defined peaks of simple reference compounds. Most suitable for fitting of spectra
of natural samples were sulphate ester, 4,4′-Sulfonyldibenzoic acid, L-Methionine sulfoxide, cysteine, and
2,5-Bis(5-tert-butyl-benzoxazol-2-yl)thiophene, and 5,5′-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (compare Fig. 1). In
spite of this non-uniqueness in fitting results, using these selected (Fig. 1 top left) organic and additional
inorganic model compounds one may nevertheless sufficiently determine an average sulphur redox state, for
which the exact compound does not necessarily be known. To allow for relative comparison we calculated a
sulphur oxidation index, dividing the sum of oxidized organic S by the sum of reduced species (see Table
2,3).
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Table 1: Measured sample list of sulphur references
Name of Chemicals

Peak max.
(eV)
Sodium sulfate
2482.1
Sulfuric acid mono(2-aminoethyl) ester (98%) 2482.1
Sodium methanesulfonate (98%)
2480.2
4,4′-Sulfonyldibenzoic acid (97%)
2479.1
L-Methionine sulfoxide (99%)
2475.2
L-Cysteine (97%)
2472.1
L-Cystine (98%)
2472.2
4,4′-Dithiodibutyric acid -(95%)
2471.6
5,5′-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (99%)
2471.3
L-Methionine (98 %)
2471.9
Poly(p-phenylene sulfide)
2471.3
Elemental sulfur
2471.5
Zinc sulfide
2471.1
Sodium sulfide
2471.1
2,5-Bis(5-tert-butyl-benzoxazol-2-yl)thiophene 2472.9

Original
S%
22.5
22.21
26.56
10.13
19.17
25.61
26.1
25.51
15.98
21.02
29.35
100
32.83
41.02
7.43

Results of analysis of natural peat samples to understand the long-term fate of organic S
The results supported that oxidized organic sulfur species such as sulphate esters decrease with peat depth
and thus with peat age (Fig 1, bottom, Table 2). Contrarily, reduced organic sulfur compounds such as those
containing sulfhydryl groups, increased with depth. Interestingly, sulfoxides could only be detected in
oxizdized, surface-near samples or in plant material; sulfoxides thus seem to undergo complete reduction
after burial under anaerobic conditions [14]. Organic sulfur speciation seemed to be related to the degree of
decomposition of the peat, which is in turn to a large extent determined by the conditions before burial of
peat in the anaerobic part of the sediment. However, there was still a notable decrease of oxidized and
increase of reduced organic sulfur deeper in the profile, supporting that organic sulfur seems to be
continuously reduced, albeit at slower rates. At the site in the Thuringian Forest that had undergone
exceptionally high sulfate deposition in the past, we could identify a clear enrichment of reduced organic
sulfur in the layers affected by the high sulfur pollution.
Table 2: Measured samples (selected) of natural peat samples. The S-oxidation index of organic sulfur was calculated by dividing
the sum of oxidized organic sulfur species (sulfate esters, sulfones, sulfoxides) by the sum of reduced organic S species (R-S-R, RSS-R bridging structures, thiols and sulfur heterocycles), as obtained from Linear Combination Fitting. Organic sulfur contents
were derived by subtraction of Chromium Reducible Sulfur (CRS) from total sulfur contents (elemental analysis).
Sample

Depth

% org. S

PBr2
Patagonia

-5
-15
-25
-35
-45
-55
-65
-75
-85
-95
-105
-115
-125
-135
-145

95.97
94.96
93.74
93.04
96.03
96.41
96.63
95.39
95.53
94.62
95.54
95.40
95.41
95.37
94.76

Org. S-oxidation
index
1.27
1.04
0.75
0.57
1.23
0.81
0.67
0.52
0.57
0.45
0.49
0.36
0.46
0.46
0.43

Sample

Depth

% org S

Beerberg
Germany

-6
-16
-28
-38
-48
-58
-68
-78
-83
-110
-120
-140
-160
-180
-200

98.13
98.50
94.22
87.29
78.94
83.00
86.17
87.90
85.91
87.76
85.36
86.61
89.95
93.14
92.56

Org. S-oxidation
index
1.59
0.81
0.27
0.30
0.27
0.51
0.66
0.65
0.69
0.62
0.62
0.55
0.57
0.57
0.58

Results of analysis of incubated peat samples to study short term turnover
To address the question which organic sulphur species may typically form in natural anoxic, sulfidic systems,
we incubated peat samples of commercial bog peat, inoculated with a small amount of peat from a harvesting
site to introduce an active microbial community. Samples were amended with sulphate, acetate or sulfide and
incubated under anoxic conditions for 6 weeks (Table 3). Again, S K-edge XANES spectroscopy was used to
determine the major organic sulphur species. The original peat prior to incubation contained 71% reduced
organic S (R-S-H, R-S-R, R-S-S-R), and 26% oxidized S (R-SO3, R-SO2-R, R-SO4-R), whereas the treatment
with sulfide or sulphate addition comprised 76~ 81% reduced organic S, and only 21~19 % oxidized S. In a
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parallel treatment amended with sulphate or sulfide and subjected to subsequent re-oxidation with O2, notable
oxidization of organic sulphur was observed: oxidized organic S increased from 19 to 21%, while reduced
organic S decreased from 81 to 79%. Our results imply that organic sulphur species actively take part in
sulphur cycling in anaerobic systems. Moreover, investigating the stability of organic sulphur compounds in
peat soil towards abiotic and biotic reduction and oxidation is essential for the understanding of
environmental sulphur cycling in anaerobic systems.
Table 3: Overview of incubated peat and freeze-dried DOM samples. Values of δ34S of added sulfate was 3.6 ‰ and δ34S of added
sulfide was 17.3 ‰. Note that under no additional sulfur addition, the organic sulfur oxidation index decreases during anoxic
incubation, while there is little change in δ34S. When sulfur is added (as sulfate or sulfide), the oxidation index decreases only in
the sulfide treatment or in the sulfate treatment with additional amendment of an electron donor to accelerate sulfate reduction.
Incubated peat sample

Oxic peat
Anoxic Peat
Acetate Peat
SO42- Peat
SO42- -Acetate Peat
S2- Peat
Freeze-dried
DOM sample
Non-reduced HA
Non-reduced HA
Non-reduced HA
Reduced HA
Reduced HA
Reduced HA

Incubation
condition
oxic
anoxic
anoxic
anoxic
anoxic
anoxic
Incubation
Period
2m
2m
2m
2m
2m
2m

Incubation

Treatment

%S

δ34S

Org. S-oxidation
index

Period
6 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
Sulfide dosing
times
0
1
2
0
2
3

None
None
CH₃COONa
Na2SO4
Na2SO4; CH₃COONa;
Na2S
Intended concentration of
Sulfide (µM)
0
250
500
0
500
750

0.17
0.19
0.18
0.33
0.35
0.21

6.98
6.30
6.55
2.39
3.57
8.11

n.d.
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d

n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d

0.46
0.42
0.39
0.61
0.23
0.35
Org. S-oxidation
index
0.84
0.87
0.46
0.95
0.76
0.55

Figure 1. Organic S references spectra used for linear combination fitting (LCF) (top left,), spectra of incubated peat samples to
investigate short term turnover (top right), references not used for LCF due to ambiguous results (bottom left), and selected peat
samples from a peatland subjected to high sulphur deposition (mainly affected depth of ~38 cm, compared to unaffected peat
layers at 83 cm depth) (bottom right). For calculation of the organic sulphur oxidation index, sulfate esters, sulfonyl sulphur and
sulfoxide sulphur were considered as oxidized organic S, and thiophene, thiols and R-S-S-R bridging structures were considered as
reduced organic sulphur.
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Synchrotron radiation CD of single strand and covalent bridged collagenes to
define structure changes at wavelength below 200 nm
U. Meyberg, M. Körling, A. Geyer
Philipps-University Marburg, institut of organic chemistry, Hans-Meerwein-Straße, 35043 Marburg

Samples of single strands and covalent bridged synthetic collagenes were measured at ANKA
CD12 beamline. The collagenes contained 5-7 POG (Proline-Hydroxyproline-Glycine) repeating
units per chain. Of special interst was the wavelength region from 170-200 nm. With
conventional CD spectroscopy this region is deficiently available because of their limited light
flux.
Within our measurement time we took CD spectra of several collagenes and espacially measured
temperature series to investigate the folding and refolding behavior at wavelengths below 200
nm.
Samples:
UM113.S ((POG)6Ahx), FW229 ((POG)7Gly), FW183_SP ([(POG)7]3LysLysAhx) and
FW201_13 ([(POG)5]3LysLysAhx)
The measured CD spectra show reliable data of the samples down to 172-175 nm.
The temperature series which take most of the measurement time show us a sigmoidal process of
the CD signal at 199 nm. The melting temperature we read out of the minimum at 199 nm fits
well with the literature known melting points for these collagenes. We also observed an second
maximum at 182 nm which shows an unlinear process in temperature series. Unfortunately the
measurement software was not designed to measure short wavelength regions. So we had to
spend a lot of time for each temperature series. The try of measure short wavelength areas failed
on a nois in the data by turn off and switch on the high voltage of the detector.
This problem is solved by a software update, so we are interested in measure our samples in
more detail.
Special thanks to Joachim Bürck for supporting us during our time at ANKA.
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Fig. 1: CD spectra of the single strands collagenes with 6 (POG) repeating units on Ahx (left) and 7 (POG)
repeating units on Gly (right). In both cases we could measure a secound maximum at 182 nm witch is not possible
with conventional CD.
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Influence of antimicrobial peptides
on the morphology of phospholipid bilayers
Stephan L. Grage1), Sergii Afonin1), Sezgin Kara1), Anne S. Ulrich1),2)
beamline scientist: Gernot Buth3)
1)

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Institute of Biological Interfaces IBG-2, Karlsruhe, Germany
2)
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Institute of Organic Chemistry, Karlsruhe, Germany
3) Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, ANKA, Karlsruhe, Germany

Summary
Membrane-active antimicrobial peptides are a potent class of antibiotics which act by perturbing the cell
membrane of pathogenic bacteria. Goal of the experiments at the SCD beamline at ANKA was to get insight
into how these peptides interact with lipid membranes. To this aim, a series of x-ray small angle scattering
and reflectometry techniques was explored and a sample setup evaluated which allows experiments on well
hydrated oriented lipid bilayers. Using GISAXS (grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering) we
characterized the morphology and membrane thickness of oriented bilayers of several representative lipids
and changes induced by added antimicrobial peptides. A detailed analysis has not yet been possible for this
report, but expected structures such as hexagonal phases, as well as changes in lipid thickness upon addition
of the peptides were observed. This way, our experiments laid the basis for future studies of membrane-active
peptides and biological membranes using x-ray scattering techniques at ANKA.
Samples
Four different model membranes were studied, which each reflect a particular physical property of natural
membranes:
1. Dilauroyl-phosphatidylcholine (DLPC), forming comparatively thin bilayers
2. Dipalmitoleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (DPoPE), causing a high negative spontaneous curvature
3. Diphytanoyl-phosphocholine (DPhPC), forming membranes with high mechanical stability
4. Palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC), representing a planar membrane without particular spontaneous
curvature nor particular mechanical stability, and possessing a similar thickness as DPhPC and DPoPE
The influence of antimicrobial peptides on the above lipid membranes was examined using three
representative membrane active peptides:
peptide
origin
secondary structure membrane activity
PGLa
skin of frog Xenopus laevis
alpha-helix
toroidal wormholes
BP100
designed antibiotic
alpha-helix
membrane thinning
Gramicidin S A. migulanus
cyclic beta-sheet
peptidic pore
The peptides were reconstituted into the lipid membranes at two peptide:lipid ratios of 1:200 and 1:50 by codisolving the peptide and the lipid in methanol. Samples with oriented multilayers of membranes were
produced by spreading each of the solutions on a thin glass slide (7.5mm x 24mm x 0.06mm), drying under
vacuum to remove the solvent, and successive incubation at near 100% humidity to hydrate the bilayers. The
last step leads to a self assembly of stacks of several 1000 hydrated bilayers, oriented parallel to the glass
surface. The amount of 0.5mg of sample material on each glass slide was optimized to achieve a smooth
coverage of the slide.

Experimental setup
The samples were mounted in the centre of a six-circle with the beam either passing through the sample (for
SAXS experiments) or glancing over the sample (for GISAXS experiments). A sample chamber equipped
with x-ray transparent kapton windows, and connected to a continuous flow of nitrogen gas with 100%
relative humidity kept the membrane samples hydrated. The experiments were performed at room
temperature. A wavelength of 1.393Å was used.
A Princeton CCD detector with 2084x2084 pixels (136x136mm) was placed at a 90cm sample-detector
distance. Each exposure was performed three times with different exposure times of 1.25s, 10s and 80s. For
the GISAXS experiments, the angle between incident beam and sample surface was varied between 0.01° and
0.15° in steps of 0.01°. Transmission SAXS experiments were discontinued after initial trials without signal.
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Results
After evaluation of two of the proposed techniques, we focussed on GISAXS experiments. The samples
turned out to be scattering too weakly for transmission SAXS experiments, and may require a preparation
optimized for transmission experiments in future experiments. The GISAXS experiments, on the other hand,
resulted in very promising data.
A representative set of scattering
images of GISAXS experiment
on DPoPE membranes is shown
in the adjacent figure. The
example images were obtained
from oriented membranes without
additional peptide, with BP100,
gramicidin S or PGLa at a
peptide:lipid ratio of 1:50. Above
the direct beam in the centre of
the images, a bright scattering
signal is clearly visible. The
position
of
this
signal
corresponds to a repetitive
structure of ~35Å repeat distance,
which agrees well with typical
bilayer thicknesses and indicates
that this signal originating from
the stack of oriented bilayers. The
position of this multilayer reflex
changes in samples containing
peptide compared with the pure
DPoPE lipid sample. The
GISAXS experiments were hence
able to pick up an influence of the
peptides on the membrane
thickness. We found the largest influence on the membrane repeat spacing in DPoPE membranes and POPC
membranes. Less influence was found in the DLPC and DPhPC membranes, possibly as a consequence of the
small thickness of DLPC and the large stability of DPhPC membranes.
Interestingly, additional weak reflexes off the vertical central line of the image were observed in the DPoPE
without peptide (see figure). These signals likely indicate the presence of hexagonal structures, which would
agree well with hexagonal lipid phases characteristic for phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) lipids under
adequate sample conditions. In the presence of BP100 or gramicidin S, the hexagonal signatures vanished,
while they stayed in the PGLa containing sample, indicating a different influence of the peptides on the
membranes. The DPhPC lipid samples observed a different reflex pattern, possibly indicating the formation
of cubic lipid phases.
Though a detailed analysis has not yet been done at the time of writing this report, it can be concluded that it
was possible to identify characteristic lipid morphologies and address structural changes due to the interaction
of antimicriobal peptides with the lipid bilayers in the conducted GISAXS experiments. On the basis of the
experience gained in this first study we hope to continue these potent experiments on biological membranes
at the SCD beamline.
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SRCD Measurements of Mistic in Membrane-Mimetic Environments
M. Textor1), S. Keller1)
1)

University of Kaiserslautern, Institute of Molecular Biophysics, Erwin-Schrödinger-Straße 13, 67663 Kaiserslautern, Germany

Materials and Methods
For a comparison of Mistics structure in different membrane-mimetic systems, SRCD spectra of the protein
solubilised in lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO) micelles as well as reconstituted in large unilamellar
vesicles (LUVs) composed of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) were recorded at
the UV-CD12 beamline. Additionally, oriented circular dichroism (OCD) spectra were obtained on samples
of reconstituted Mistic.
Reconstitution of Mistic was achieved with an assay based on detergent removal by cyclodextrin
complexation. Briefly, 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβCD, molar substitution degree 1.0) was titrated
to a mixture of LDAO, Mistic and POPC. Progression from the micellar phase to the vesicular phase was
monitored by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and formation of LUVs was verified by dynamic light
scattering (DLS). The reconstitution was carried out at 25 °C in buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris, 50 mM
NaCl, pH 7.4. The chosen protein-to-lipid ratio (P:L) was 1:200 and the sample was supplemented with
additional HPβCD after reconstitution to ensure that the residual detergent concentration was below the CMC
of 1.9 mM. Afterwards, concentrators (10 kDa, Amicons, Millipore) were used for concentration and buffer
exchange to 50 mM Tris, 50 mM NaF, pH 7.4. For blank spectra, samples were prepared similarly but in the
absence of protein.
To acquire SRCD data, a CaF2 demountable cell with a pathlength of 12.2 µm or a Suprasil quartz glass
cuvette with a pathlength of 0.1 mm was use. Typically, three repeats were recorded at 25 °C over a
wavelength range of 175–330 nm at 0.5-nm steps with a dwell time of 1500 ms. The repeats were averaged,
the blank spectrum was subtracted, and the resulting spectrum was offset based on the 310-330 nm range.
In preparation for OCD measurements, 80 µL of a sample after reconstitution was deposited on a quartz glass
window with a diameter of 2 cm; after evaporation of the solvent in air for at least 2 h, the sample was
hydrated for 14–16 h at room temperature in a saturated K2SO4 environment. For an OCD spectrum, eight
single spectra were averaged, each being measured at a different azimuthal angle of the OCD cell at 45°
steps.
Results
At the UVCD-12 beamline, an SRCD spectrum of LDAO-solubilized Mistic was recorded down to 171 nm,
which is comparable to data on the same sample acquired with our conventional CD spectrometer (Chirascanplus, Applied Photophysics) in terms of data quality (Fig. 1A). An increased ellipticity of the 190-nm band in
the SRCD spectrum can be ascribed to the constant slit width of the beamline setup, which results in a
decreasing bandwidth with shorter wavelengths and thus in a higher apparent ellipticity compared with the
bench-top spectrometer.
The SRCD spectrum of Mistic reconstituted in POPC-LUVs resembles the one for the solubilized protein,
showing the typical signature of an α-helical protein with negative bands at 208 and 222 nm. By contrast, the
spectrum of Mistic after reconstitution in DLPC shows a slightly decreased θ208/θ222 ratio. For reconstitutions
in the presence of DMPC viable spectral data could not be obtained.
Furthermore, thermal and chemical stability of Mistic after reconstitution was investigated. Unfolding of
reconstituted Mistic from POPC-LUVs as well as from mixed POPC/POPG-LUVs (7.5 % POPG) was
possible in presence of 9.8 M urea, as illustrated by the corresponding random-coil-like spectra (Fig. 1A).
Also, a temperature series on reconstituted Mistic shows almost complete unfolding at 90 °C and turns out to
be reversible to some extent, as evidenced by the partial recovery of secondary structure after re-equilibration
to 25 °C. Similar results were obtained for a temperature series on Mistic reconstituted in DLPC (data not
shown). Moreover, Mistics membrane topology was examined by OCD measurements (Fig. 1C). Whereas
absorption flattening was highly pronounced at a P:L ratio of 1:50 as indicated by the low θ190/θ222 ratio, a
decent spectrum was obtained for a P:L ratio of 1:100 and a dilution of 1:3 of the original lipid vesicle
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solution. Since the band at 208 nm is still present at a θ208/θ222 ratio of ~1, a parallel orientation of Mistics
helices with respect to the POPC acyl chains can be excluded.
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Fig. 1: A: Conventional CD spectrum of solubilised Mistic (long
dashed) and SRCD-spectra of solubilised Mistic (solid), POPC
reconstitution (short dashed), DLPC reconstitution (dotted), ureamediated unfolding in POPC (dash-dotted) and POPC/POPG
(dash-doubledotted). All but the unfolding spectra were scaled to
the same ellipticity at 222 nm. B: Thermal unfolding of Mistic
reconstituted in POPC-LUVs. The temperature series ranged from
25 °C (magenta) to 90 °C (red) in 5 °C steps with 10 min
equilibration time. Each spectrum is an average of 3 repeats. A
final spectrum after re-equilibration to 25 °C shows partial
refolding (black).C: OCD spectra of Mistic-POPC reconstitution
at P:L 1:50 (solid) and 1:100 diluted 1:3 (dashed). Both spectra
were scaled for better comparison. OCD spectra were recorded at
full hydration and 25 °C. Significant linear dichroism artifacts did
not occur.
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Discussion and Conclusions
A comparison of the CD-spectra for solubilised and reconstituted Mistic does not reveal any significant
differences in secondary structure. In conclusion, physicochemical differences between LDAO micelles and
POPC-LUVs such as permittivity or lateral pressure are too subtle to cause a structural rearrangement.
A decreased θ208/θ222 ratio, as seen for Mistic reconstituted in DLPC, has been related to oligomerisation
previously, which would imply increased absorption flattening; however, these data have to be taken
cautiously, since corresponding DLS data were inconsistent, and a small amount of precipitate indicated
suboptimal reconstitution. Additionally, we could show in the meanwhile that DLPC is prone to
complexation by 2-HPβCD, rendering this lipid rather unsuitable for the applied reconstitution protocol.
Likewise, data on DMPC reconstitution were even more questionable.
With regard to the temperature series, the incomplete and partially reversible unfolding of Mistic
reconstituted in POPC suggests a high stability comparable to other α-helical membrane proteins, which in
general appear resistant to complete unfolding due to the high energetic penalty associated with the exposure
of hydrogen bond donors or acceptors. However, it seems that Mistic can be unfolded from the bilayer in the
presence of urea, which is not the case for typical membrane proteins. A more probable explanation for the
data concerning urea unfolding may be that Mistic is not accommodated within the membrane as proposed
previously. In line with this premise, OCD data clearly negate a transmembrane orientation in POPC-LUVs.
This suggests Mistic being monotopic, peripheral or even having an in-plane orientation; however, its exact
orientation remains to be elucidated.
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Determining Levels and Distributions of Various Trace Metals in Human Skin:
An investigation involving paraffin embedded and freeze-dried samples
E. Dao1), A. Al-Ebraheem1), C. Li1), E. Desousa1), M. Farquharson1)
1)
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Introduction
Skin has two main functions; to act as a barrier against microorganisms and to prevent the loss of water.
Human skin contains two main layers; the superficial epidermis and the deeper dermis. The epidermis is
composed of five sub-layers. From most superficial, the sub-layers are the stratum corneum (SC), stratum
lucidum (SL), stratum granulosum (SG), stratum spinosum (SS) and stratum basale (SB).
Formalin, the 4% formaldehyde solution in water, is commonly used as a fixative for the preservation of
samples. It is often combined with embedding the sample in paraffin wax. An alternative method of sample
preservation is freeze-drying. Freeze-drying is a method that dehydrates samples by the process of
sublimation, which is the direct phase transformation of solid water (ice) to gaseous water (water vapor).
Method
All skin samples were extracted from cadavers donated for scientific research to the McMaster University
Anatomy Department. Samples were extracted using a Miltex circular biopsy punch resulting in a roughly
cylindrical shape. Samples were acquired from 10 locations on the body of members of the general
population – feet (2), thighs (2), arms (2), palms (2), chest and back. Each core was immediately frozen upon
extraction. Before being prepared for mounting, the excess fat was removed using a scalpel and the core was
halved lengthwise to produce two semi-cylindrical blocks. The two halves will be prepared using two
different methods, paraffin embedding and freeze-drying.
For paraffin embedding, one semi-cylindrical block was placed in a 10% neutral buffer formalin. After 16-20
hours, the block was transferred to 70% ethanol and taken to the McMaster University Histology lab for
further preparation and mounting. For freeze-drying, the other semi-cylindrical block was immediately
returned to the -80oC freezer for microtoming at a later time. For both types of sample preparation, the sample
was microtomed into sections of 15μm thickness. Each slice was mounted onto 4μm thick ultralene film on a
plastic holder.
Prepared samples were then transported for analysis on the FLUO beamline at the ANKA (Angströmquelle
Karlsruhe) synchrotron facility in Karlsrhue, Germany. FLUO is an X-ray microprobe beamline covering the
energy range of 1.5-33 keV. The beam used had a spot size of 10μm × 5μm (H × V) . For the current work, a
beam energy of ~10 keV was used. An online beamline microscope, in combination with a laser positioning
system, was used for aligning the beam on the surface of the sample. The fluorescence was recorded with a
single-element Vortex Silicon Drift Detector with a Si wafer and a Be entrance window that was placed in a
standard 45-degree geometry.
Raster scans were performed for 10 seconds per pixel, for 650-3200 pixels per map, in step sizes of
10μm × 5μm (H × V). The maps covered a large enough area of the sample to encompass both the epidermis
and a portion of the dermis of skin. For the current work, a total of 31 samples were measured, with 26 of
those corresponding to matched pairs – one sample was paraffin embedded and the other was freeze dried.
Data analysis consisted of peak fitting raster scan spectra using AXIL peak-fitting software, which is
designed to perform analysis of XRF spectra by separation of peak overlap and background removal. The
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fitted K peak areas were normalized to scatter peaks (combined compton and coherent scatter contributions)
in order to correct for beamline intensity (storage ring current) drops over the duration of a single raster scan.
Finally, normalized data were then mapped in Exelis Interactive Data Language (IDL) ver. 6.2. In these maps,
the third dimension (z data) is represented by the scatter-normalized peak areas. These 2D surface maps
provide a view of the elemental distribution within each sample, extending down from the skin surface,
showing the mapped elemental distributions in various layers of skin.
Results
The coherent scattering peak is seen at ~10.7 keV and the Compton scatter feature appears at a
slightly lower energy. Characteristic x-ray peaks are observed at lower energies. The Compton scatter lowenergy tail feature narrowly avoids the Zn K peak. The morphology of both sample types is seen in the light
microscopy images, on the left of Figure 1, for two representative samples.
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Fig. 1: Light microscopy images, followed by 2D surface maps produced in IDL, corresponding to two samples. The image on the
left is for 6rffd and the right is for 6rfpe.

Out of the 29 independent samples, statistical analysis was performed on 11 match pair samples. A match
pair sample contains one freeze-dried sample and its matching paraffin embedded sample. The statistics
allowed certain questions to be investigated. First, is there a significant difference between the skin layers for
each sample preparation type (freeze-dried and paraffin embedded)? Second, is the percent difference (PD)
between the epidermis and dermis the same for both sample preparation types? Lastly, is the percent
difference in the same skin layer for both sample preparation types the same for both layers of skin?
It can was found that there is a statistically significant difference between the epidermis and dermis in both
the freeze-dried and paraffin-embedded samples for calcium, copper and zinc. It is interesting to see that
unlike calcium, copper and zinc, the levels of iron do not change significantly between the epidermis and
dermis, in agreement with the literature. This was true for both types of sample preparation. Further analysis
was performed since the epidermis is not a gross structure but is comprised of sub-layers. Further analysis of
iron reveals that the difference between the two epidermis intermediate layers in the freeze-dried samples is
statistically significant. The difference between the first epidermis intermediate layer, the layer closer to the
dermis, and the dermis is also statistically significant in the paraffin embedded samples. At this moment in
time it is unknown as to why the levels of iron differ in this pattern. A possible suggestion is that the sample
preparation techniques compromise an epidermal layer, causing the iron to “leak” into other layers and
similarly into the dermis.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it was determined that the levels of calcium, copper and zinc differ significantly in the
epidermis and dermis of the skin for both freeze-dried samples as well as formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded
samples. However, this trend is not seen with iron. Iron has significantly different levels in the two epidermis
intermediate layers for the freeze-dried samples and significantly different levels in the first, deeper epidermis
intermediate layer and the dermis.
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The Effect of Processing Conditions on the Secondary Structures of Synthetic
Collagen Nanofibers
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Introduction
Collagen is the most abundant protein in human body, making up about 25% to 30% of the whole body
protein content [1]. It is the main component of fascia, cartilage, tendons, bone and skin. The most striking
feature of the fibrillar collagen molecule is its unique secondary structure, called as PP II helix. The central
domain of the collagen -chains folds into a tight, left handed helix, with an axial residue-to-residue spacing
of about 0.286 nm and an angular separation of 108° [2-4]. Since collagen is a natural substance for the
human body and its bioactivity is well known, it has been widely used as a scaffold material. Collagen based
biomaterials are the most frequently used and clinically available bio-macromolecules. The rich chemistry of
collagen allows engineers to alter the physicochemical properties such as porosity, crystallinity, cross-link
density and mix with different copolymers. These in vitro characteristics allow controlled interaction with the
host resulting in predictable tissue ingrowth and biodegradation rates. In order to produce collagen
biomaterials in different forms, first it should be solubilized in appropriate solvents. Then, there is a need to
find suitable production methods to regenerate collagen. Electrospinning is a popular scaffold fabrication
strategy in tissue engineering. During the spinning processes, there are many different physical forces acting
on the material [5]. The strength, resorption rate, and biocompatibility of collagenous biomaterials are
profoundly altered by the production method and processing conditions.
The main concern is how all these regeneration processes will affect or alter the original secondary structure
of the collagenous biomaterials. In a recent publication together with our collaborator Dr. Jochen Bürck from
the Institute of Biological Interfaces IBG-2 at KIT, we showed that even in the best conditions electrospun
collagen nanofibers could preserve only 42% of the native structure [5]. We successfully demonstrated the
unfolding effect of fluorinated solvents that are widely used in electrospinning process to obtain collagen
nanofibers. Therefore, it was decided to use another alternative solvent system, namely ethanol/acidic acid
mixture. Besides, we employed an alternative collagen nanofiber production method, namely self-assembly
of collagen fibers. All these regeneration processes and solvents in the process have tremendous impact on
the final materials` end use properties.
We used SRCD to investigate the amount of natural triple helix structural conformation that was preserved in
the electrospun collagen nanofibers. The possible effects of different preparation methods on the secondary
structure of collagen materials were assessed. Furthermore, we performed temperatures series of
experiments, starting from 15º C to 90º C, in order to demonstrate the temperature effect on unfolding
behaviour of collagen. Special attention was given to the PP-II band that gives the information about triple
helix structural conformation of collagen biomaterials. There was an apparent need to use the UV-CD12
beamline SRCD setup with its orders of magnitude higher photon flux to obtain the full spectral information
down to possibly ~175 nm-180 nm on potential collagen biomaterials. This allowed us for a more accurate
secondary structure analysis using SRCD reference spectra of thermally denatured native collagen in
combination with the CCA+ algorithm for spectral deconvolution of the sample spectra.
Experimental details
First, electrospun collagen nanofibers were prepared by two different methods; a) 10% w/v collagen solution
was prepared by dissolving collagen in TFE and b) 2% collagen and 2% PEO blend was dissolved in 0.5 M
HAc and ethanol mixture at 1:1 ratio [6]. The second method was self-assembly, where the collagen
nanofibers were obtained by ionic interactions. Basically, collagen acidic solution co-extruded with fiber
buffer solution through a tube into the distilled water to form collagen fibrils. The third method was the film
casting. The collagen solutions were dried at ambient conditions on flat silicon molds. All products were
dissolved in diluted Acetic Acid (0.05M) for SRCD experiments. The reason of choosing the acidic solvent is
to preserve the triple helix secondary structure of collagen. All material preparation processes were
performed in Istanbul, Bahcesehir University.
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Results:
SRCD measurements of native collagen were
performed at a temperature series, ranging from 10º C
to 90º C (Fig.1). It was an overnight experiment, using
the UV-CD 12 in-house developed thermal scan
software program. The temperature was increased by
5º C in every step. The highest folded fraction ratio
was obtained at the start temperature, 10º C (dark blue
color). The increase in temperature caused the decrease
of the triple helix fraction. There was a melting
temperature around 30º C (light green), that confirmed
our previous results [5]. When the temperature was
increased above 40º C, the structure became gradually
more and more unfolded and turned into random coil.
We have chosen the 15º C and 90º C spectra,
respectively as the reference values for a completely
Fig.1. SRCD spectra of unfolding behaviour
of native collagen in 0.05M Hac solution based on
folded/unfolded triple helix fraction to assess the
thermal denaturation.
fraction ratios at different conditions. Fig.2. shows the
SRCD spectra of native collagen at 15º C in black,
casted collagen film, obtained from acidic acid in red, selfassembled collagen fibers in blue, collagen-PEO mixed
electrospun nanofibers obtained from EtOH/HAc in pink
(dashed line) and electrospun collagen nanofibers obtained
from TFE in green (dashed line). The spectra showed that PPII fraction ratio scores the lowest value for the electrospun
collagen nanofibers. The self-assembled collagen fibers give
an increased triple helix fraction. A 1.5 fold higher fraction
ratio was obtained for the electrospun collagen nanofibers,
comparing with the results in our previous publication. The
differences mainly seem to be due to the preparation
temperature of the collagen nanofiber samples for SRCD
experiments. In previous studies collagen was dissolved in
0.05M acidic acid at ambient temperatures (approx. 25º C),
while the current study, the dissolution temperature was kept
always at 15º C. Variation in dissolution temperatures of
collagen could cause discrepancies in the CD results, because
they may lead to irreversible collagen unfolding. Nevertheless,
the results showed that the electrospinning proces resulted in a
certain loss of the native folded fraction. Among all the
production process, the casted collagen film products preserved
the native structure the best.
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Introduction
Osteoporosis is characterized by a low bone mass and a micro-architectural deterioration of bone tissue with a
consequent increase in bone fragility and susceptibility to fracture As the population continues to age, the
effects of osteoporosis will become increasingly prevalent [1]. Osteoporosis already affects more than 75
million people in Europe, Japan and the United States. The general prevalence of osteoporosis rises from 5%
among women aged 50 years to 50% at 85 years of age; among men, the comparable figures are 2.4% and
20% [2].
A recent study [3] hypothesizes that manganese is an essential mineral for calcium fixation (or incorporation)
into bones. This theory is based on the finding that a decrease in manganese content in antlers causes a 27%
reduction in the required impact energy to break antler bone material.
The aim of our current and ongoing work is to test this hypothesis by determining manganese concentration
and distribution in osteoporotic and non-osteoporotic human bone. The purpose of these first measurements
was to show that it is possible to measure manganese in bone, optimize our measuring system and to prove
that the measured peak at 5.9keV is indeed manganese and not a sum of a Ca-Ka escape peak and a Ca-Kb
peak. Therefore we measure four human iliac crest biopsy bone samples - two osteoporotic (sample 1 and 2)
and two non-osteoporotic samples (3 and 5) - of male patients in the age of 49 to 57. During the
measurements the experimenters were not aware which samples were the osteoporotic and which the nonosteoporotic samples.
All samples were fixed in 70% EtOH, dehydrated in alcohol and embedded in polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA). After trimming, surfaces of the PMMA-blocks were polished and carbon-coated for qBEI
measurements. The carbon coating does not affect the µ-XRF measurements [4].
Experimental
Confocal μ-XRF at the FLUO beamline is the method of choice for the analysis. This set-up allows us to
obtain the lateral distribution of the elements of interest at given depth by moving the sample normal to the
sample surface or directly measure depth profiles in the sample. In case of analysis of thick heterogeneous
samples the confocal setup can help to eliminate the unwanted contribution of deeper sample layers to the Xray fluorescence spectra, and therefore to improve the overall spatial resolution of the system.
Our measurements require an aluminum filter in the path of rays between the sample and detector to suppress
a fraction of the calcium fluorescence and to prevent the appearance of a sum peak (of a Ca-Kα escape and
Ca-Kβ peak or a Ca-Kβ escape and a Ca-Kα peak) at the position of the Mn-Kα line (at 5.9keV). As the filter
also suppresses a (smaller) fraction of the manganese fluorescence, we tested two Al filters with different
thickness (10µm and 20µm) to find an optimal Mn-to-Ca ratio for this analysis.
All samples were measured at 9,2keV set by a W/Si multilayer monochromator, with a beam size of 24 x
18µm2 and a depth resolution of 33µm at 4.51keV (Ti-Ka). Two scan areas on each sample were selected
from the qBEI in reference to bone histomorphology. The optimal surface plane for each scan region was
determined by performing depth scans on several points in the chosen scan areas. Maps of the distribution of
188
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single elements were obtained using the micro-XRF software package (spectrum fitting performed by AXIL)
at the beamline. The step size was 20 x 15µm2 for each scan.
Results
The 20µm Al turned out to be the ideal filter to reduce the Ca fluorescence enough to make sure that the peak
at 5.9keV could not be a Ca sum peak but still allowed us to measure Mn. As one can see from figure 1 it was
possible to measure manganese in bone samples with the set-up at the FLUO beamline. As the sample
preparation requires the use of steel tools, contaminations in the holes and cracks of the PMMA with Fe, Ni,
Cr and Mn are inevitable. These contaminations can be found quite easily by identifying the coincidence of
high Fe, Ni, Cr and Mn intensities. Nonetheless all Mn values outside the Ca-ROI were interpreted as
contamination and zeroized to avoid any misinterpretation.

Fig. 1: Sample 2 Area A - qBEI image (570µm x450µm) and element maps of calcium (Ca) and manganese (Mn). Mn values
outside of the Ca ROI (yellow line in the Mn map) were set to zero. Resolution: 20µm x 15µm per pixel; Scan area: 600µm x
495µm; Acquisition time: 23 sec. per pixel; Normalized to cps and 100mA ring current.

The results for all measured areas are shown in table 1. To calculate the ratios the medians of Ca and Mn in
the Ca ROI were used.
Sample
2
2
5
5
1
1
3
3

Area
A
B
A
C
A
C
A
B

Mn/Ca-ratio*10000
1.3
1.1
2.3
2.8
0
0
0.12
0.18

Table 1: Results for the iliac crest biopsy bone samples of 49 to 57 year old male patients

While the results of these measurements look promising as Mn was found in three of the four samples, a
larger sample size is needed to draw a conclusion about the influence of Mn in osteoporosis. Due to beam
losses at ANKA during this beam time it was only possible to measure four of our prepared samples. We
hope to be able to measure our remaining samples during a future beam time.
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Overview
XANES technique was used to determine the chemical forms of sulfur in different morphological
parts of prostate tissue. The prostate tissue samples were obtained during surgery on patients suffering from
prostate cancer and benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) that was used as reference, non-cancerous samples.
Tissues were formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded by the routine histological protocol, cut into 15 μm thick
sections in a standard cryostat and placed on 1,5 μm thick Mylar foil. Another adjacent section was used for
histological examination.
S K-edge μ-XANES measurements were performed at the wiggler beamline SUL-X using a 7–element
Si(Li) fluorescence detector (Gresham, now SGX Sensortech). Full XANES spectra were collected from 5
cancerous tissue samples on the tumor and margin areas and from 2 BPH tissue samples.
Results
Preliminary analysis of the obtained spectra showed that there are three different forms of sulfur in
examined samples: reduced sulfur, oxidized sulfur and small amounts of sulfur at an intermediate oxidation
state. Although the spectra obtained from different points showed no difference in shape their main
differences resulted from the intensity of the peaks corresponding to the content of various forms of sulfur
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Left - microscopic image
of prostate cancer tissue with
marked border between the
area of the tumour (Ca tissue)
and the tumour margin (green
line). Right – sample sulfur Kedge XANES spectra obtained
from selected points (1, 2, 3) of
the tissue.

In order to analyse these differences in details Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the
Unscrambler X software were performed. In total 138 XANES spectra were analysed. The operations of PCA
express the original data matrix (in this case, a set of XAS spectra) as the product of two new matrices: the
first matrix contains loadings, which are mathematical constructs describing independent sources of variation
within the dataset and the second one contains scores, which express the relative variance in the experimental
data matrix explained by each component. Based on scores values variance plots were generated in which the
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proximity between any two points (samples) on the plot is directly proportional to their similarity.
Additionally, loadings plots for each component were obtained (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Top – PCA 3D and 2D score plots for different types of prostate tissue. Bottom – corresponding loadings plots for each
component. Numbers in parentheses indicate the percentage of variance explained by each component.

The obtained results showed that the spectra measured for non-cancerous tissue clearly separate from
the spectra of prostate cancer tissue. There was no separation between spectra collected in the areas of tumour
and margin. It was found that the separation of spectra between cancerous and non-cancerous tissue occurs
along PC3 (Principal Component 3). Detailed analysis of the loading plot of PC3 showed that the differences
are mainly due to the different ratio of sulfur +5 oxidation state (which corresponds to the energy peak at
approx. 2479 eV) to the sulfur +6 oxidation state (which corresponds to the peak at energy approx. 2482 eV)
and the shift to higher energy which occurs in spectra taken from cancerous tissues. This result may suggest a
redox imbalance in case of prostate cancer tissue.
The results of detailed analyses will be used to prepare the manuscript and will be presented during
international conference XRM2014, Melbourne, Australia, October 2014.
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Septins are members of a conserved group of GTPbinding and filamentforming proteins
involved in cytokinesis and a variety of other important cellular processes [1], such as including
their role in cytokinesis, cell division, exocytosis and membrane trafficking. Although hetero
oligomeric complexes of septins have been extensive investigated, homooligomeric structures
have also been observed, and characterized as amyloid filaments, which are involved in
neurodegenerative diseases [24]. A wide range of human pathologies are associated with
uncontrolled protein misfolding, which promotes the conversion of polypeptide chains from the
soluble globular state into wellorganized fibrillar aggregates rich in β sheet structure [5, 6].
Recently, our group reported the self assembly of human septin 2 (SEPT2) into amyloidlike
fibrils and identificated the putative regions in its primary structure predicted to be responsible
for this process [4]. Furthermore, we showed the occurrence of conformational changes in
SEPT2 induced due to the interaction with DPPC (dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl choline) vesicles,
could lead the protein assembly into βsheet structures. However, it is still unclear the factors that
can affect the proteinmembrane interactions and trigger the protein assembly in fibrillar
structures.


In this present study, the synthetic peptide 147HCCFYFISP155 corresponding to the predicted
putative amiloydogenic region of human SEPT2, was obtained by Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis
(SPPS) and its interaction with different membrane models was investigated. Membrane models
were composed of SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate) and HPS (NhexadecylN,Ndimethyl3
ammonio1propanesulfonate) micelles (at different concentrations) and POPA, 1palmitoyl2
oleoylsnglycero3phosphate
and
POPE,
1palmitoyl,2oleoylsnglycero3
phosphoethanolamine lipid vesicles (at a 1:30 peptide to lipid molar ratio). The influence of TFE
(trifluoroethanol) and temperature (thermal melting over the range from 20°C to 80°C; using
10°C steps) on the peptide secondary structure were also investigated. All the SRCD spectra
were obtained at the CD12 beamline located at the ANKA Synchtrotron, Germany. For all
measurements the peptide was in acetonitrile 5% and three scans were collected over the
wavelength range from 280 to 175 nm, with 0.5 nm step size, a 1.5s of dwell time (1s for
baselines), at 20°C in a 0.0109 cm pathlength suprasil quartz cell. The final spectra were
obtained after subtracting the buffer for each sample and they were converted to delta epsilon
units, using a mean residue weight of 139.5 on CDTool software [7].

In aqueous solution, the SRCD spectrum of the peptide 147HCCFYFISP155 exhibits a negative
peak at 193 nm and a small positive peak around 182 nm, which are characteristic of low content
of ordered secondary structure content (Figure 1A). The presence of HPS micelles did not induce
significant conformational changes on the peptide (albeit for a small decrease of the negative
band around 193 nm and increase of the negative band around 225 nm), resulting the peptide into
a unordered conformation. On the other hand, in the presence of the SDS micelles, a βsheet
conformation was triggered on the peptide structure, with a negative band around 215 nm and a
positive band around 195 nm (Figure 1A).
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A similar behavior was observed in the presence of the vesicles in solution. In the presence of
POPE vesicles, no changes in secondary structure of the peptide were observed, whilst the POPA
vesicles led to higher ordering, indicated by a negative band at 222 nm and a positive band at 200
nm (Figure 1.B).
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Our results indicated that the presence of negatively charged partners (both micelles or vesicles)
can induce significant conformational changes in the peptide. In the case of SDS micelles, a β
sheet characteristic spectrum was observed, what is compatible with amyloid structures
assemble.
Thermal melting of the peptide, the peptide in the presence of SDS or POPA have showed a
decrease of the negative and positive bands. The photomultiplier voltage has changed as well,
indicating that the samples precipitated along the melting (data not shown). Furthermore, the
peptide samples containing 10, 20, 30, 50 or 75% of TFE only showed a higher ordering in
secondary structure (data not shown).
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Rechargeable Li-Batteries: Mechanistic Insights by In Operando X-ray
Diffraction
C. Weidmann1), H. Sommer1),2), T. Brezesinski1)
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BASF SE, D-67056 Ludwigshafen, Germany

The development of high performance electrochemical energy storage systems for stationary and mobile
applications (i.e., grid storage, vehicles etc.) that meet future demands is of particular importance. The current
lithium-ion battery market predominantly makes use of lithium metal oxide cathodes (LCO, NMC, NCA,
LMO etc.) as lithium source and graphite as the negative electrode material. With these materials – they are
limited in terms of capacity – safe and reliable batteries can be achieved.
Composite materials with the general formula xLi2MnO3·(1–x)LiMO2 (M = Mn, Ni, Co), referred to as HENMC, have been shown to deliver much higher specific capacities, and therefore, higher energy densities on
cell level, but suffer from capacity fading and voltage decay during electrochemical cycling. The underlying
degradation mechanisms have not been fully understood yet. Nonetheless, they are often associated with
structural transitions – layered-to-spinel – and lattice distortions.
Both to gain mechanistic insights into the operation of batteries using HE-NMCs and to be able to correlate
structural data with electrochemical processes, in operando X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were
conducted in transmission mode on 5×5 cm2 pouch cells at the PDIFF beamline using a Pilatus 300k detector.
Multiple cells of different composition were investigated. However, the XRD data did not reveal any
structural changes of the HE-NMC materials after the formation cycle, which might be simply due to the fact
that transitions only occur after prolonged cycling, i.e., several hundreds of cycles.
Apart from the HE-NMC-containing electrodes, the same setup was also used to analyze lithium-sulfur (Li-S)
batteries with the objectives to better understand (1) the cell chemistry and (2) the contribution of crystalline
compounds. Sulfur is currently one of the most promising cathode-active materials for next generation Libatteries. Part of the reason for is the high theoretical energy density of the Li-S system (~2500 Wh kg–1) and
the fact that sulfur is abundant and of low cost. However, there are several performance and safety concerns
preventing it up to now from being used on a commercial scale.
A series of in operando XRD measurements was conducted on Li-S pouch cells using sulfur cathodes with a
non-optimized composite microstructure. To our knowledge, there are only a few such in operando studies
available in the literature. Fig. 1 shows both XRD patterns of a Li-S battery that was discharged to 1.7 V with
respect to Li/Li+ and the corresponding voltage-capacity curve. What we found is that nanocrystalline Li2S
(grain size <10 nm) is formed on discharge and sulfur recrystallizes in the monoclinic crystal system (betaallotrope) during cycling [1]. The latter finding is somewhat surprising, given that beta-S8 is not supposed to
be stable at ambient conditions (alpha-S8 is thermodynamically favored). Overall, the data show that all of the
crystalline sulfur reacts with lithium to form lithium polysulfides (the sulfur peaks are completely gone by the
end of the first discharge plateau) and cubic Li2S is probably already present with the beginning of the second
discharge plateau (see broad peak at 2θ ≈ 15.5° in Fig. 1). In addition, variations of d-spacing indicate lattice
strain in the beta-S8.
Taken together, synchrotron-based in operando XRD provides valuable insights into the operation of
rechargeable Li-batteries and the results may help to develop future electrode materials with improved
cycling performance.
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Fig. 1: Left: In operando XRD patterns (λ = 0.08856 nm) of a Li-S pouch cell discharged to 1.7 V with respect to Li/Li+ at a rate
of C/5. Right: Voltage-capacity curve.
[1] Kulisch, J.; Sommer, H.; Brezesinski, T.; Janek J. “Simple Cathode Design for Li-S Batteries: Cell Performance and
Mechanistic Insights by In Operando X-ray Diffraction“ Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2014, 16(35), 18765-18771.
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Investigation of plastic deformations in duplex steel with a 384x384 EROSITA pnCCD and
a white X-ray synchrotron source.
A. Abboud1), N. Pashniak1), S.Send1) , A. Algashi1) ,U.Pietsch1)
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University of Siegen, Department of Solid State Physics, Walter-Flex-Str. 3, D-57068 Siegen, Germany

Aim of the experiment:
Testing the new technique of residual stress analysis using an energy-dispersive detector – pnCCD.
Investigation of duplex steel samples with very high loaded cycle fatigue (VHCF).
Experiment and results:
The pn-CCD module (384x384 pixels²) [1],[2]],[3]with a read out frequency of 96Hz was used for
developing a new approach of stress-strain analysis based on Energy-Dispersive Laue Diffraction using a
white beam [4]. The aim was to test the new technique using an energy-dispersive detector and to find the
limits of residual stress measurements in stressed Cu, Si and duplex steel.
The measurements were performed at TOPO-TOMO beam line which provides a white beam regime. The
photons energy range was 5-40 keV.
Duplex steel:
Due to the simultaneous 2D-position and energy resolution of the pnCCD, distortions in lattice spacing as
well as the energy shifts of the corresponding Bragg peak were determined just in a single shot experiment
without any additional rocking of the sample.
The duplex steel 1.4462 (X2CrNiMoN-22-5-3) sample was previously stressed by applying 1.27 ˟ 108 cycles
and G=375MPa at Ultrasound VHCF machine. The sample was investigated along the direction of stress
distribution on the marked crack area whilst keeping the sample in transmission geometry using a white
beam with the size 25 ˟ 25 µm². The sample was measured in 6 position with a step 25 µm. The data
acquisition was performed collecting 50 000 frames per single measurement. For the data visualization we
have used offline analysis to plot the intensity images of every scanned position. (Fig.1)

01

02

03

04

05

06

Fig. 1: The 2-D intensity images of every position 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06 .The energy information for every point of acquisition
could be extracted depends on the requirements for data analysis.
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For selected positions the indexing of the peaks was done as well as the evaluation of the positional variation
of selected Bragg peaks in space and energy. Every reflection was indexed rather as austenite or as ferrite.

Fig. 2: 2-D intensity image of position 01 was indexed from extracted position and energy information of each reflection.

In general, the structural changes and stress-strain characteristics can be obtained by analysis of the shifts of
the corresponding Bragg peaks with respect to the non- stressed sample by scanning the sample with
monochromatic beam.
In the case of white beam using energy dispersive detector the additional rotation of the sample or scanning is
not necessary. We could investigate the deviation from the Bragg’s law (if present) of every reflection.
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Fig. 3: Scanned position 01. The area of the peak was divided into 5 sectors and for each of sector the energy profile as the
function of position was plotted.
a)a linear fit of the ΔE/Δθ distribution of the selected reflection A(121), yields a slope -1.64±0.06
a) a deviation from the Bragg’s law of the selected reflection F(011).

The linear fit of the ΔE/Δθ distribution of the Laue spot [5] yields a certain slope, from the numbers one can
distinguish between:
a) rotation caused by GNDs
b) shear
c) bending
d) mixed shear and bending
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Performing additional simulations one can calculate from the experimental data which processes are occurred
in the stressed sample. Using the energy dispersive pnCCD provides a gain time and fast realization of the
experiment. Deviation from the Bragg’s law analyzing further could work as a marker of a crack position
occurring after certain number of loaded cycles.
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Influence of annealing on the molecular orientation of
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Introduction
The active layer of efficient bulk heterojunction type organic solar cells consist of a donor
material, mostly low band gap (LBG) polymers, and an acceptor material, which is a fullerene
molecule in most cases. The electronic structure and the molecular orientation of the low band
gap polymer is of fundamental importance for device properties. The molecular ordering and
orientation affects for example the mobility of the charge carriers significantly and determines
hence device operation. Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) is
an ideal technique to study the orientation in ultrathin films [1] and next to this geometric
information NEXAFS also probes the electronic structure of the unoccupied orbital density of
states, essential for determining the transport/mobility in such devices.
We have used the angular dichroism of the sulfur K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the respecting
polymers to probe the orientation of the extended π-conjugated system. In our previous work we
applied this method to the investigation of LBG polymers [1] and we showed that the acceptor
molecule PCBM affects the molecular orientation of the investigated polymers (see report
A2012-020-002726). The aim of the present project is the study of the influence of annealing on
the molecular orientation of such polymer/fullerene blend films (Si-PCPDTBT/PCBM and CPCPDTBBT/PCBM). The results are submitted for publication [2].
Experimental details
Polymer films were prepared ex-situ by doctor blade casting in a glovebox with N2-atmosphere
and stored under well-defined ambient conditions. The film thickness was about 50nm,
determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and also UV/VIS spectroscopy. Annealing was
carried out in dark and under N2-atmosphere. NEXAFS experiments were carried out at the XAS
beamline. The beamline energy resolution at the sulfur edge is circa 300 meV and displays a
polarization degree of > 0.95. X-ray absorption spectra were measured in fluorescence yield
mode in order to avoid an increased surface sensitivity.
Results
Thermal annealing is a widely used method to optimize the morphology and improve the
efficiency of the photovoltaic cell. It leads to phase separation of the blend film and to increased
crystallinity [3,4]. First experiments on a P3HT/PCBM blend have revealed that thermal
annealing at 120 °C leads to improved degree of orientation in these films and is thus an essential
step in the sample preparation. However, the same experiments carried out for the blends of the
low band gap polymers C-PCPDTBT and Si-PCPDTBT showed almost no influence of
annealing on the molecular orientation of these polymers.[Report A2012-020-002726]
For an improvement of the ordering, phase separation and diffusion of the molecules in the blend
are necessary. The annealing temperature however may depend on the considered polymer and
might be significantly higher than 120°C; an important parameter in this context is e.g. the
respective glass transition temperature, which is not known for all materials. We therefore
carried out experiments after annealing to higher temperatures for Si-PCPDTBT/PCBM and
PCPDTBT/PCBM with a mixing ratio of 1:1. The corresponding absorption spectra for CPCPDTBT/PCBM and Si-PCPDTBT/PCBM after annealing to 150°C and 175 °C are displayed
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, as a function of the angle of incidence.
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Fig. 1: Angle dependent S-K edge
NEXAFS spectra of C-PCPDTBT
blends after preparation and
annealing to 150° and 175°C.
The more pronounced dicroism
after annealing to 175 °C points
to a higher degree of orientation.

Photon energy (keV)

For PCPDTBT/PCBM distinct changes after the both annealing steps at 150°C and 175°C
appear. The dichroism of the sulfur absorption edge increases which implies that more domains
with a preferred molecular orientation of the PCPDTBT are formed after annealing to 150°C and
175°C. A preferred molecular orientation implies however also that the degree of ordering is
high. Similar to P3HT/PCBM after annealing to 120°C the dichroism of the NEXAFS spectra of
PCPDTBT/PCBM after annealing to 175°C is now comparable to the pure polymer. Presumably,
the phase separation of PCPDTBT and PCBM associated with a higher degree of ordering
requires higher temperatures than for P3HT/PCBM.
Si-PCPDTBT/PCBM (1:1)
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Fig. 2: Angle dependent S-K edge
NEXAFS spectra of Si-PCPDTBT
blends after preparation and
annealing to 150° and 175°C.
Only minor changes after the
annealing procedure are visible.
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For Si-PCPDTBT/PCBM, only minor changes can be observed after the annealing steps; the
annealing up to 175°C has only weak influence on the preferred molecular orientation of the conjugated system of Si-PCPDTBT in the blend film. Perhaps even higher temperatures are
needed for the phase separation but were not carried out due to the risk of damaging the polymer.
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Introduction
GaN based optoelectronic and power devices have raised the demand of low defect density native GaN
substrates. However, due to the low defect density (as low as 5 × 103 cm−2 ) in state of the art crystals,
defect characterization with conventional methods suitable for higher dislocation density materials is
becoming increasingly difficult.
White beam synchrotron radiation x-ray topography (SR-XRT) is a convenient and non-destructive
characterization method suited for materials with dislocation density ∼ 104 cm−2 and below. This study
discusses the back reflection SR-XRT image contrast of threading screw dislocations and threading
mixed dislocations in c-plane GaN. Two distinct SR-XRT contrast types were determined corresponding
to screw and mixed type dislocations.
Experimental Description
The studied sample was a 350 µm thick free-standing c-plane GaN wafer grown by the ammonothermal
method, provided by Ammono S.A. Back reflection topographs were recorded at the white beam TopoTomo beamline synchrotron source ANKA at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. Images were recorded
with the sample tilted 7.5◦ about the horizontal axis perpendicular to the incident beam and sample to
film distance 80 mm.
Results
Figure 1 (a) shows a small part of a symmetric 0006 topograph and simulated threading screw dislocations are shown in figure 1 (b). The excellent resolution and imaging conditions of the ANKA TopoTomo
beamline has enabled detailed study of threading dislocation contrast in GaN for the first time. The
large white features are caused by threading screw dislocations or groups of threading dislocations with
overlapping strain fields. The white feature size depends on the size of the strain field and is the smallest
for a single dislocation, labelled 1c in figure 1 (b), and corresponds to a Burgers vector b = c, where c
is the out of plane lattice vector. The larger features are a result of net Burgers vectors b = nc, i.e. a
superposition of threading screw dislocations spaced within ≈ 5 µm from each other.
The smaller circular features with a half moon-like black and white appearance are threading mixed
dislocations. Six distinct black to white contrast directions were observed, corresponding to six different
edge dislocation components of the mixed dislocation Burgers vector. Examples of all six contrast
directions are shown in figure 2. The contrast of mixed dislocation types 1 and 4 are changes with the
diffraction vector from g = [0006] in figure 2 (a) to g = [022̄11] in figure 2 (b). The opposite slant
of two threading screw dislocations labelled L and R in figure 2 (b) indicates left (L) and right (R)
handedness.
Conclusion and Outlook
The synchrotron radiation x-ray topography contrasts of threading screw and mixed dislocations were
accurately imaged for the first time. Simulations of threading screw dislocations and threading screw
dislocation clusters agree well with experimental images. A detailed study of threading dislocation
contrast, including results presented above, has been submitted to the Journal of Applied Physics
[1]. The newly gained knowledge of threading dislocation contrast has been utilized in a large area
synchrotron radiation x-ray topography study of threading dislocations in GaN, submitted to Applied
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Figure 1: 0006 back reflection (a) and simulated (b) images of individual screw dislocations and screw dislocation
clusters. The sign and magnitudes of the Burgers vectors are marked on the simulated image.

Figure 2: Symmetric 0006 (a) and asymmetric 022̄11 (b) topographs of mixed dislocations. Examples of six
distinct black to white contrast directions are labelled with numbers 1 to 6. Two elemental screw dislocations
marked L and R have opposite slant in the 022̄11 topograph due to opposite handedness.

Physics Express [2]. The dislocation types, quantities and distribution were determined by large area
topography measurements recorded at the TopoTomo beamline.
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Stability domain of alumina thermally grown on Fe-Cr-Al- based alloys
exposed to molten Pb
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Heavy liquid metals (HLM), namely lead and lead-based alloys, are under consideration for
energy-related applications (e.g. hydrogen production, concentrated solar power and nuclear
reactors) due to their low chemical reactivity with oxygen and water in comparison to other
liquid metals (such as sodium) and to their beneficial thermal and neutronic properties.
However, HLM compatibility with structural steels, in terms of corrosion and mechanical
resistance, causes considerable concern [1]. While at temperatures below 500 °C the corrosion
issue can be addressed effectively for both austenitic and ferritic/martensitic steels with the aid of
a protective Fe-based oxide scale grown by adding small quantities of oxygen into HLMs [1], at
higher temperatures the corrosion control becomes significantly more difficult due to the
enhanced solubility of steel alloying elements and the faster kinetic. Therefore passivation films,
which are better than those usually found in Fe-Cr systems, need to be developed.
Steels alloyed with strong oxide-forming elements (e.g. Al, Si) were tested in lead and lead-based
alloys containing small amounts of oxygen (10-8 - 10-6 wt.%) in a first attempt to push the
temperatures above 500°C. The protection of such steels was provided by a thin, continuous
oxide scale, grown during the exposure to oxygen-containing HLM. The key factor consists in
the appropriate Al or Si concentration, leading to their selective oxidation.
Unfortunately, in case of Al addition, the required minimum content might negatively affect the
mechanical properties of the steel. This is why, for steel protection against corrosion attack above
500 °C, it was proposed to replace the alloying of the steel with Al with the so-called GESA
procedure, which was developed at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and which consists in
plasma spraying deposition of Al-containing layers (e.g. Fe-Cr-Al-Y) followed by intense pulsed
electron beam processing (GESA - abbreviation of the German facility name Gepulste
ElektronStrahl Anlage).
The objectives of the current study consists in (i) defining the stability domain of alumina, grown
as protective scale on Fe-Cr-Al-based alloys, exposed to oxygen-containing liquid lead in the
400-600°C temperature range and (ii) finding an experimental criterion concerning Al/Cr ratio
optimization for a selective oxidation of aluminium at the surface of Fe-Cr-Al-based alloys
exposed to liquid lead.
The experiments in oxygen-containing stagnant liquid lead at exposure temperatures of 400, 450,
500, 550 and 600°C were performed on samples made of Fe-Cr-Al-based bulk model alloys [2].
The structure of the oxide, grown on the Fe-Cr-Al-based alloy samples showing smooth
morphology at the surface, was investigated by GI-XRD at ANKA synchrotron, using two
wavelengths: λ=0.11794 nm and λ=0.12397 nm. The oxide is either κ-Al2O3 transient alumina
(PDF card No. 26-31), as can be concluded from the example shown in Fig. 1a (Fe-12Cr-7Al
exposed at 550 °C), or a mixture of two alumina polymorphs: κ-Al2O3 and θ-Al2O3, - Fig. 1b
(Fe-16Cr-8Al exposed at 600°C). For identification of the phase constituents in the oxide scale
grown on the samples with rough-granular surface, XRD analysis were performed using CuKα
radiation (λ=0.15405 nm).
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Fig. 1: XRD patterns of (a) P8 (Fe-12Cr-7Al) and (b) P12 (Fe-16Cr-8Al) taken after exposure in oxygencontaining liquid lead at 550 °C and 600 °C, respectively.

The results obtained on Fe-Cr-Al bulk model alloys were combined with the results concerning
Fe-Cr-Al-based modified surface layers [3] in order to draw a comprehensive picture of the
alumina stability domain in Fe-Cr-Al ternary diagram (Fig. 2).
Fig.2 : Oxide “map” for the oxidation of Fe-Cr-Al-based model
bulk alloys and modified surface layers exposed to oxygencontaining molten lead, in the temperature range 400-600 °C
(■: : alloy sample forming Fe-based oxide scale; ▲ : alloy
sample forming alumina scale; ∆: modified surface layer
sample forming alumina scale; □: modified surface layer
sample forming Fe-based oxide scale; ●: alloy sample forming
both Fe-based oxide and alumina scale; O: modified surface
layer sample forming both Fe-based oxide and alumina scale;
: alumina-forming alloys [4,5].

Based on these results an experimental criterion concerning the minimum Al concentration
required to form a slowly growing and protective alumina scale on Fe-Cr-Al-based alloys and on
modified surface layers was defined:
C Al =15.3 – 0.81 (CCr) + 0.0156 (CCr)2 [wt.%],
(1)
for chromium content in the range 10-25 wt.% and 400-600°C temperature range.
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NEXAFS, EXAFS and XRD study of KI one-dimensional crystals
within CNTs
A. Zimina1)
1)

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, ANKA, Herrmann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, D-76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen,
Germany

Introduction
The synthesis and characterization of isolated one-dimensional crystals is a formidable challenge for
material chemistry and analysis. The 1D crystals within the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1] are protected
from the environment and their size is controlled by the diameter of the tubes. The arisen questions
are how the electronic properties of the 1D crystals changes compared to the bulk material and if the
1D-crystal interacts with the CNT.
The mixture of singlewall, doublewalls and multiwalls CNTs produced by the CCVD synthesis was
filled with KI using the method of the capillary technique [1]. The KI filling yield is moderately good with
20-30% of all observed tubes. The energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy confirms the filling material as
rocksalt-like KI with the number of atomic layers controlled by the internal diameter of the nanotubes.
The observed distortions in the K-I distances are assumed to be due to the interaction between the KI
crystals with the tube or/and due to the difference in K:I coordination from the bulk crystal.
Experimental Description
The short-order arrangement in the KI 1D crystals inside the CNTs was probed by the X-ray Absorption
Spectroscopy at the I L3 (4557eV) and K K (3608eV) edges with the energy resolution of 0.3 eV in
partial fluorescence mode recording the I Lα1,2 and K Kα1,2 emission lines using the energy dispersive
fluorescence detector. The measurements were carried out under vacuum to reduce the air absorption
of photons and to improve the signal quality.
The crystalline structure of the KI crystals was probed by the X-ray Powder Diffraction method using
CCD detector in transmission mode.
Results
The near edge absorption fine structure of the I L3 and K K spectra (XANES) (Fig.1) reflects the iodine
5d/6p and potassium 3d/4p unoccupied states in the conduction band, respectively. These states are
sensitive to the changes in the interatomic distances and bond strength between potassium and iodine
atoms. The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) (Fig.2) of the spectra is related to the
local distribution of atoms around the absorbing ion and reflect the changes in the atom arrangement.
The analysis of the I L3 EXAFS spectrum is difficult due to the rising of the I L2 absorption structure
295 eV above the L3 edge.
Changes in the shape of the absorption spectra were observed at both K and I edges and confirmed
the redistribution of the unoccupied states which, in turn, hint to the changes in the K-I distances
or/and to the formation of the new bond to carbon atoms. The more pronounced changes are observed
at the distribution of the K 3d/4p unoccupied states (Fig.1, left): the energy position of the spectral
features does not change, the narrow peaks at the low energy part of the band became broader and the
its relative intensity are modified compared to the bulk material.
The EXAFS signal of the KI@MWCNTs measured at the K K-edge up to k=10Å−1 is significantly
different from the scattering signal of the KI bulk material: the new feature at the R=2.2Å appears
additional to the K-I (R=3.15Å) and K-K(R=4.2Å) related peaks. For the identification of the spectral
features further simulation are needed.
The analysis of the diffraction pattern of the KI@MWCNTs confirmed the rocksalt-type of the crystal
structure of the KI with the lattice parameters very close to the the KI bulk structure within the available
accuracy.
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Figure 1: NEXAFS spectra of KI bulk and KI@MWCNTs taken at the K K edge (right) and I L3 edge (left).
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Figure 2: EXAFS spectrum (right) and Fourier transform of the EXAFS signal (left) of KI bulk and KI@MWCNTs
taken at the K K edge.

Conclusion and Outlook
The high quality of the NEXAFS and EXAFS spectra allowed to further understand the short-range
order arrangement of the K and I atoms in the one-dimensional structures intercalated into carbon
nanotubes. From the behavior of the spectra the conclusion about the changes in the electronic states
at the K site can be made. Based on XRD measurements, the crystalline structure of KI inside the
carbon nanotubes is confirmed to be rocksalt with the lattice parameters close to the bulk material.
The present results are in agreement with the results obtained by other methods and will be further
compared with the DFT calculations [2].
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Small Angle Grain Boundaries in Multi-Crystalline Silicon for Photovoltaics
A. N. Danilewsky1), C. Carl1)
University of Freiburg, Kristallographie, Hermann-Herder-Str. 5, D-79104 Freiburg, Germany

A study of twin-, large-angle- and small-angle grain boundaries in multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) is
performed on the basis of Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) and Synchrotron X-ray Topography
(SXRT) at TopoTomo beamline, ANKA, KIT [1]. Two nearest neighbour wafers from one directional
solidified Si-column are analyzed in order to get information about the evolution of grain boundaries during
crystal growth. Thereby, the emphasis was placed on the evolution of one particular and its neighboring
grains. In case of straight line Σ3-grain boundaries, no change is observed if the twin plane corresponds to a
{211} plane. Significant changes are found for non-straight line boundaries during the growth process.
Whereas curved Σ3-grain boundaries are formed and eliminated very frequently, the Σ9- and Σ27a-grain
boundaries undergo only minor changes.
By means of SXRT, the microstructure of the analyzed grain shows numerous small-angle grain boundaries
with angles in the range between 0.003 and 0.02 degrees, corresponding to a theoretical dislocation density in
the order of magnitude of 107 - 108 cm-2. The experiments give evidence that the small-angle grain
boundaries with larger angles extend, while the smaller ones vanish during growth.
The topograph in Fig. 1 reveals one small-angle grain boundary extending from the large-angle grain
boundary. With respect to its width w, the tilt was calculated to be 0.003°, which corresponds to a dislocation
density of about 107 cm-2.
The corresponding etch pit pattern can be seen in Fig. 1b. It shows that the small-angle grain boundary found
in the topography can be correlated to a line a etch pits of such a high dislocation density that the pits become
uncountable. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dislocation clusters – a linear accumulation of
dislocations perpendicular to large-angle grain boundaries – proposed from etch pit patterns [2] correspond to
small-angle grain boundaries as seen in the 3 1 11 topograph in Fig. 1a and reported in more detail elsewhere
[3]. Furthermore, the dislocation densities, which are calculated from the tilt values of these small-angle grain
boundaries, correlate well with the published values between 107 cm-2 and 108 cm-2 for these so-called
dislocation clusters [2].

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1: a) the 3 1 11 topograph shows a small angle grain boundary. From the distance “w”, a tilt angle of
0.003° and a dislocation density of 107 cm-2 is estimated. b) The etch pit pattern from the same area shows the
correlation between the small-angle grain boundary and the straight aligned etch pits, often referred as
dislocation clusters.
By comparison of the evolution of the grain from wafer 1 to wafer 2 in Fig. 2, significant changes during
growth are observed:
The tiny small-angle grain boundaries at pos. 1 joined the largest accumulation of dislocations in wafer 2. In
addition, the largest accumulation of dislocations at pos. 2 in wafer 1 has disappeared given the formation of
the Σ3-grain boundary. Finally, the other large accumulation of dislocations at pos. 3 in the lower half of the
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grain increased drastically and a shift of the lower border of the grain resulted. All in all, the comparison of
the pos. 1 to pos. 3 gives evidence that an already large accumulation of dislocations or, more generally, areas
of an already high dislocation density become larger during crystal growth.
On the other hand, at pos. 4 the single small-angle grain boundaries at the left side of the grain cannot be
identified in wafer 2. It seems that they have moved into the direction of the larger accumulations located to
their right during crystallisation, which forms the highest accumulation of dislocations in the centre of the
grain in pos.1. This indicates the enlargement of already large accumulations of dislocations is related to the
attraction of dislocations in areas of lower dislocation density to areas of higher dislocation density. The tilts
of the small angle grain boundaries range from 0.003 – 0.02°corresponding to dislocation densities between
107 and 108 cm-2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: 3 1 11topographs showing the evolution of small-angle grain boundaries and accumulations of
dislocations of one grain during 2 mm of growth from wafer 1 (a) to wafer 2 (b): Larger accumulations of
dislocations in positions 1 – 3 extend, while small-angle grain boundaries in pos. 4 vanish.
The study will be continued with in-situ experiments using also GaAs because of the intrinsic network of
dislocations. In this case it will be much easier to analyse the interaction of the intrinsic dislocation pattern
with the new formed thermal slip bands compared to mc-silicon with an highly irregular distribution of
intrinsic dislocations. A manuscript with the actual results is submitted to J. Appl. Cryst. 2014.
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Identification of Fe-bearing phases in cements
E. Wieland1, M. Vespa2, R. Dähn1, B. Lothenbach3
1)

2)

Paul Scherrer Institut, Laboratory for Waste Management, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Institute for Nuclear Waste Disposal, Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, D-76344 EggensteinLeopoldshafen, Germany
3)
Empa, Laboratory for Concrete and Construction Chemistry, CH-8600 Dübendorf, Switzerland

Background and objectives
Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is among the most important cementitious binders currently used worldwide
and its production releases large quantities of CO2 into the atmosphere. This is of great concern in connection
with climate change and has led to increasing search for alternative binders to reduce the CO2 release.
Unhydrated cement mainly consist of the clinker phases, i.e. alite (Ca3SiO5), belite (Ca2SiO4), aluminate
(Ca3Al2O6) and alumino-ferrite (Ca4(Fe1-xAlx)4O10), and minor amounts of added gypsum (CaSO42H2O) and
limestone (CaCO3). In contact with water the hydration process starts as clinker phases are unstable in water
and dissolve slowly while secondary precipitates such as calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H), ettringite and
other hydrate phases form. This process can be modelled thermodynamically to predict the composition of
hydrated cement as a function of time and varying cement compositions [e.g. 1]. The predictive capability of
the modelling rests strongly on the detailed knowledge of the speciation of the matrix-forming elements such
as Fe. In this context, an extensive study is currently being undertaken to identify the Fe-bearing phases in
hydrating OPC and alternative binders, i.e. cements containing supplementary materials such as fly ash, slags
and silica fume, and synthetic cements using X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy [2, this
work]. Here, we report on XAFS investigations on aged OPC samples, cementitious mixes containing OPC
and silica fume, as well as Al-free synthetic cements that are studied as surrogate for alternative binders.
Sample preparation and XAS measurements
A series of relevant Fe(0, II, III) reference compounds were analysed. The compounds were either commercial products, e.g. Fe(0) powders, or Fe(III)-bearing cement phases that had been synthesized in the
framework of earlier studies [2,3], e.g. ferrite (C2F, C4AF) [3] and Fe-siliceous hydrogarnets synthesized at
room temperature and equilibrated for 1 and 3 years (Fe-Hg-20-1y, Fe-Hg-20-3y) and under hydrothermal
conditions and ageing times of 1 year and 5 days (Fe-Hg-80-1y, Fe-Hg-110-5d [3]), and hydrothermally synthesized Al/Fe solid solutions of siliceous hydrogarnet aged for 5 days (Fe-Al-Hg-110-5d [4]). The cement
samples comprised strongly hydrated and aged OPC samples, i.e. a sulphate-resisting cement aged at a high
water/cement (w/c) ratio (w/c = 1.3) for 30 days (HTS S1) [1] and an OPC sample (w/c = 0.45) prepared in
1958-59 (OPC LTS 15) [2], low-alkali cements containing OPC and silica (LAC and ESDRED cements)
aged for 1 year, and synthetic cements with varying compositions of gypsum (0%, 6%, 26%) and calcite (0%,
5%) and two different Fe contents (added as ferrite) aged for 30 days [4]. The cementitious materials were
crushed, packed in Plexiglas holders and sealed with Kapton tape. Fe K-edge (7.112 keV) XAFS measurements were conducted at room temperature in transmission (references) or fluorescence mode (cements).
Results
We were able to identify Al/Fe-siliceous hydrogarnet as the only Fe-bearing cement phase in the strongly
hydrated and the aged OPC samples (Fig. 1). Comparison of the structural data obtained from data fitting [5]
and a Wavelet analysis of the experimental data indicate that in strongly reacted and aged OPCs, that is in
cement systems where the hydration process is complete, Al/Fe-siliceous hydrogarnet is the thermodynamically most stable phase. In the latter cement phase, Al(III) is partially replaced by Fe(III) in the
hydrogarnet structure.
For the synthetic cements we observed the presence of mainly ferrite (C2F) as Fe-bearing phase, suggesting
that only very small amounts of secondary Fe-bearing cement phases had formed during the hydration process
in the given time period (Fig. 2). In the cement systems containing silica fume as supplementary material
(ESDRED, LAC) ettringite was found to be the main Fe(III)-bearing cement phase as thermodynamic
modelling suggests absence of Al/Fe-siliceous hydrogarnet.
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Conclusion
Al/Fe-bearing siliceous hydrogarnet was identified as the thermodynamically stable Fe-bearing phase in fully
hydrated and aged OPC. This phase, however, was not observed in blended cement systems containing silica
fume as supplementary materials and in synthetic cements. There, the Fe speciation is dominated by Fe(III)
bound in ettringite in the OPC/silica mixtures and Fe(III) bound to ferrite in the synthetic Al-free cements.
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Relationship between the chemical structure of low band gap
polymers and self-organization properties
M. Ivanovic1), U. Aygül1), U. Dettinger1), A. Tournebize1), D.Batchelor2), S. Mangold2),
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Introduction
Recent research efforts related to organic photovoltaics are mainly focussed either on the
increase of the efficiency or the improvement of the stability of devices. An approach to improve
the efficiency of donor-acceptor based bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic photovoltaic cells is
the use of low band gap (LBG) polymers as donor materials. The lower optical band gap results
in an improved efficiency essentially caused by an increased absorption in the visible and near
infrared regions of the solar spectrum. As a consequence several research groups are focused on
the synthesis of new LBG polymers; however, a reliable prediction of the arrangement of these
materials in thin films is often difficult. On the other hand, the morphology and ability for selforganization affects several basic processes such as the energy (exciton) transfer, charge
separation and charge transport. These parameters are significantly influenced by the processing
conditions including pre- and post-processing treatments of the film. In particular the thermal
post-annealing leads to changes of optical properties and to phase separation of the blend film; an
optimal domain size of BHJ solar cells in the order of a few 10 nm can be achieved.[1] We have
shown that NEXAFS (Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure) is an excellent technique to
investigate the bulk orientation of polymers in thin films and in particular for blend systems with
small domain sizes.[2-3]
The aim of the present work is the investigation of such relations between the chemical structure
of the LBG polymer and the ordering in the blend material. We study the LBG polymers
PCPDTTBBTT (1), PCPDTTBTT (2) and PCPDTzTBTT (3) and their blends (1:1) with the
fullerene derivative PCBM using NEXAFS (see Fig. 1). Compared to the more common LBG
polymer PCPDTBT and related polymers recently studied [3], the LBG polymers (1) and (2)
contain additional (hexyl-)thiophene groups. It could be expected that these modifications
improve the tendency for self-organization, since poly-3-hexyl-thiophene shows very good film
forming properties.
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Experimental details
Polymer films were prepared ex-situ by doctor blade casting in a glovebox with N2-atmosphere
and stored under well-defined ambient conditions. The film thickness was about 50nm,
determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and also UV/VIS spectroscopy. Annealing was
carried out in dark and under N2-atmosphere. NEXAFS experiments were carried out at the XAS
beamline. The beamline energy resolution at the sulfur edge is circa 300 meV and displays a
polarization degree of > 0.95. X-ray absorption spectra were measured in fluorescence yield
mode in order to avoid an increased surface sensitivity.
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Results
First, we discuss briefly the influence of the introduction of additional thiophene groups in the
polymer structure on self-organization properties at the example of as prepared PCPDTTBBTT
and PCPDTBBT in Fig. 1. The feature at the lowest photon energy, denoted B1, is related to the
benzothiodiazole subunit, whereas T1 can be assigned to thiophene.[3] Clearly visible from Fig.
1 is the more distinct angular dependency of both features in the case of PCPDTTBBTT
indicating a preferred edge-on orientation and possibly a higher degree of ordering. After a postdeposition annealing of the sample, the angular dependence of the intensities is even stronger, in
particular in the case of blends (not shown).
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Fig.1: Series of S1s excitation spectra of a) PCPDTTBBTT and b) PCPDTBBT [3] films on ITO as a function of the
angle θ between the sample normal and the electric field vector of the p-polarized synchrotron light.

Also S-K absorption spectra of PCPDTzTBTT show a distinct angular dependence and thus a
high degree of orientation as illustrated in Fig 2 for the prominent angle of 15°. The effect of
post-annealing however results in a complete change of the orientation visible in Fig. 2 as a clear
change of the B1/T1 intensity ratio. In the case of a blend this behaviour is less pronounced.
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Fig.1: S1s excitation spectra of PCPDTzTBTT as a function of the annealing temperature at =15°.
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Introduction
Sputter deposition is a versatile and industrially important deposition technique for thin films. There is an
increasing demand for tailoring the characteristics of thin film ferroelectric materials for the needs of the
semiconductor industry. The actual film properties are largely determined by the sputtering parameters
such as gas, pressure conditions and power settings [1-3]. Depending on the particular application of
the layers, for example tuneable capacitors, non-volatile random access memories, electro-optical devices
or thermistors [4-8], the electrical properties of the thin films have to be tuned accordingly to achieve
optimum performance. Inherently, these macroscopic parameters are influenced by the microstructure
and crystallographic state of the films. Therefore, in the context of miniaturisation of microelectronic
circuits and devices and the necessary adaption of film thickness and grain size, the deposition process
has to be studied in situ. These in situ investigations of ferroelectric thin films during sputter deposition
is the goal of this experiment. We have therefore developed an online sputtering chamber to determine
the influence of the processing parameters on nucleation, crystallisation and microstructure evolution
during film growth of Barium Titanate (BaTiO3 ) layers. This requires a deep understanding of the
processes involved in sputtering of thin films which can be accomplished best via in situ time resolved
X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD).
Experimental Description
We received four days of beam time at the PDIFF beam line. The energy was adjusted to 17keV
and the focus was set to 400µm times 500µm. It took half a day to mount and align the chamber
on the heavy-duty 3-cicrle powder diffractometer. As detector the Princeton CCD-camera was chosen
and chamber is designed to do the measurements in grazing incidence geometry. However, taken into
account the pumping procedure to get an appropriate vacuum, the deposition process of one hour to
reach a film thickness of 150nm, the heating and cool down period of the sample of 1 hour also breaking
the vacuum for sample changing, it took at least 4 hours for measuring one sample. During the whole
process, from the start of the deposition to the final annealed thin film, we took diffraction patterns
with 2sec to 10sec exposure time per frame. An important part of this research is the investigation of
the kinetics and dynamics during the crystallisation process and also the sputter parameter dependence
of the crystallisation behaviour. During this beam time the focus was set on different wafer materials
and the deposition behavior at different substrate temperatures during deposition. We measure SiO2 at
four different temperatures (100◦ C, 200◦ C, 300◦ C and 400◦ C) with a final annealing up to 750◦ C and
Si at 200◦ C, 300◦ C and 400◦ C and also Quartz and MgO at 400◦ C also with a final annealing up to
750◦ C.
Results
The XRPD- pattern taken during the deposition at different temperatures shows quite different structural
properties of the layers. No microcrystallisation peak can be detected if the annealing temperature is
lower than 300◦ C. It also shows a different behavior in the crystallisation with the different wafer
materials. For the first time one was able to see the whole thin film production from the first atomic
layer to the entire crystallised final film. Figure 1a shows the growth of the amorphous film deposited at
400◦ C and the microcrystallisation of the peaks 110 and 111. Figure 1b shows the crystallisation while
annealing the wafer up to 750◦ C.
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Figure 1: Principle measurement method and some selected results. Patterns were taken at the PDIFF beam
line with 17keV and 10sec per pattern. BaTiO3 were deposit on SiO2 with the final thickness of 150nm. Figure
1a. shows the growth or the amorphous BaTiO3 peak deposited at 400C. Figure 1b. shows the crystallisation
of BaTiO3 at 700C. The broad peaks are due to thermal effects of the SiO2 wafer. Figure 1c. shows the basic
schema of the deposition and crystallisation process.

Conclusion and Outlook
The data analyse is still in progress. For additional characterisation of the films prepared during the
beam time, we will perform surface, microscopic and electrical investigations. Anyhow, a publication
of the new chamber and all it opportunities and its flexibility will be submitted soon, also with some
selected results from the measurement from the PDIFF beam line.
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Mechanical behavior and microstructural analyses of ultra-high strength
pearlitic steel wires: new insights on the strengthening mechanism and the
cementite dissolution during cold drawing of the pearlitic steel wires.
S. Djaziri1), C. Kirchlechner1), G. Dehm1)
1)

Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung GmbH, Max-Planck-Straße 1, D-40237 Düsseldorf, Germany

Objective and expected results
The experiment was dedicated to the investigation of the mechanical properties and microstructural changes
of high strength pearlitic steel wires. The pearlitic steel wires are described by a fine lamellar microstructure
of two phases; a soft ferrite matrix containing hard cementite lamellae. Pearlitic steel is of interest for many
engineering applications such as tire cords, conveyors, springs, hoses and bridge cables. Indeed, they exhibit a
strong tensile strength through the cold drawing process, where recently a strength of more than 6 GPa has
been realized [1]. Special attention is paid to the strengthening mechanism where the measurements at
ANKA will clarify whether the high tensile strength is due to a refinement of the microstructure or from a
carbon supersaturation of the matrix.
Results and the conclusions of the study
Our aimed experiment based on the PDIFF beamline of the ANKA synchrotron source is ideally suited for
such a study since it allows characterizing the internal structure of cold-drawn pearlite with the aimed
resolution in time and strain. The samples studied in this work were pearlitic steel wires of eutectoid
composition (0.81 wt.% C) provided by Nippon Steel Corporation. The samples were cold-drawn at different
strains, covering a true strain range from ε=0 to ε=5.5. The details of these samples are listed in Tables 1.
The experiments consisted in ex-situ measurements for microstructural characterization of the cold-drawn
steel wires. Diffraction patterns for both profile analysis and residual stress analysis were collected using an
area detector (Princeton CCD-camera) mounted on the 4-circle kappa goniometer of the PDIFF beamline.
The energy was set to 16 keV and the incident beam size was 0.4 mm (H) × 1 mm (V), (FWHM). The
residual stress analysis was carried out using the sin² method. This set-up allows for a precise determination
of the lattice strain where we could reach a strain resolution of 10-4.
It was found that the apparent plastic deformation of the steel wires up to high strain levels is controlled by
the residual stresses present in the wire which is almost 30% of the obtained tensile strength. The analysis of
the ferrite diffraction peaks revealed that the unit cell of ferrite transformed from the BCC structure to the
BCT structure with an unchanged volume of the lattice cell (Fig.1). The obtained data shows a very good
agreement with the study of Taniyama et al. [2]. The microstructural changes can be related to the enrichment
of carbon atoms in the ferrite matrix during progressive severe deformation.
Moreover, in-situ tensile tests were performed in order to determine the feasibility of using our in-house
tensile machine. The aim of these tests was to characterize the load partition between the ferrite matrix and
the cementite phase. Therefore, diffraction patterns were recorded in-situ during a step by stepwise tensile
tests in transmission geometry allowing the use of the sin² method [3]. The straining set-up was successfully
mounted in the PDIFF beamline. However, the studied wires were difficult to handle. Thus, the set-up was
changed to accommodate different wires especially the thinnest ones (~20 µm) that exhibit very high tensile
strength (~7 GPa).
In summary, the experiment was very successful. Nevertheless, additional experiments are needed to
determine the stress distribution between the ferrite matrix and the cementite phase during in-situ
experiments using the new set-up. We are actually preparing a paper for publication of these latter results.
4217
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Table 1: Summary of strain and tensile strength of the steel wires of eutectoid composition.
Diameter (mm)

True strain Tensile strength (MPa)

1.70

0

1448

1.07

0.94

2000

1.50

2.6

-

0.30

3.47

3275

0.05

5

4323

0.058

5.5

-

Fig. 1: Estimated lattice parameters along a axis and c axis (left) and cell volume of -ferrite lattice as a function of the drawing
strain (right), the dashed line corresponds to pure iron. (Results for the eutectoid composition).
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In-situ Radiography of an Emulsification Process
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Experimental results
The experiment was a continuation of the one from previous year with modifications made to the setup. We
used the emulsification device optimized for X-ray radiation. Thanks to the modification we were able to
observe the process with 10 500 frames per second. Moreover, we used remote flow rate adjustment, so we
were able to use the beam time more efficiently. We observed the inlet and outlets of the device only because
the tremendous speed achieved in the middle part of the device due to its small diameter made it unfeasible to
temporally resolve any process inside. However, we were able to observe the jet formation and deceleration
in the outlet giving rise to droplet formation. Moreover, the formation at the very end of the outlet was
temporally well resolved.
Due to the flow rate instability, which is a hardware-related problem, we were not able to make a solution
with a concentration of oil and emulsifier in such a way that the droplets we observed wouldn’t be too large.
The flow was either too slow to let the solution inside the device or too fast, sometimes we experienced
bursts of the oil which were too fast for our temporal resolution.
Given the fact that we observed the droplet formation we conclude that the process we expected happens at
specific combinations of water/oil/emulsifier concentrations and flow speeds. However, we were not yet able
to analyze the resulting videos due to flow instabilities.
Future plan
We will use different, more precise pumps in order to provide a steady flow in experimental setup. Moreover,
we will implement flow rate sensors in order to measure the current flow rate with high precision which will
help to match the measurement and image data and verify the experimental outcome.
Moreover, we would like to optimize the imaging setup in such a way that we would be able to record videos
at more than 50 000 FPS in order to observe the process closer to the middle small-diameter channel.

Figure 1: Outlet of the emulsifier with a jet coming from the middle small diameter part of the device
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Crystallographic Characterisation of Large Paramagnetic Aggregates of
Transition-Metal Cations
Christopher E. Anson1), Gernot Buth2), Annie K.Powell1)
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Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen

We have synthesised a series of isostructural nonanuclear ring-like complexes with formulae
[FeIII6LnIII3(µ-OMe)(vanox)6(O2CAr)6] for all the heavier lanthanides (Ln = Tb – Lu). Such
symmetrical single-stranded rings with an odd number of metal centres are particularly unusual. We
have been investigating the changes in magnetic properties on varying the lanthanide ion; the
Fe6Dy3 compound in particular shows good Single-Molecule Magnet (SMM) behaviour. It was
therefore unfortunate that the dysprosium analogue typically gives twinned crystals that diffract
rather poorly – it could be shown that the compound was isostructural to the others, but a structure
of high precision was needed for theoretical calculations of the magnetic behaviour. Very small
single crystals were eventually obtained, and these needed the high brilliance X-rays of the SCD
beamline to be measured.
We are also investigating the effects on the magnetism of using differently para-substituted
benzoate ligands. We have previously shown for a series of tetranuclear Fe2Dy2 complexes that the
SMM behaviour changes significantly when electron-withdrawing or accepting substituents (i.e.
with different Hammett coefficients) are present on the ring, and wish to extend this investigation to
the larger Fe6Dy3 rings, since these have three-fold symmetry and a simple topology. The two
carboxylate oxygens coordinating to each Dy3+ ion are oriented cis to each other, so changes in
electron density on these oxygens will alter the symmetry of the ligand field and change the nature
of the Dy3+ single ion anisotropies. In addition to the parent benzoate complex, we have measured
the crystal structures of Fe6Dy3 analogues with amino, nitro (two different crystal modifications)
and t-butyl substituents on their benzoate ligands on SCD. These and others are currently being
studied by a combination of ac-magnetic susceptibility and 57Fe Mößbauer spectroscopy.
It would also be of interest to obtain an analogous structure with Gd3+, as an odd-nuclearity ring of
magnetically-isotropic metal ions would be expected to show interesting spin-frustration effects.
With benzoate as ligand, however, Tb3+ was the lightest lanthanide for which such rings could be
obtained, but with the electron-poor p-nitrobenzoate it has finally proved possible to crystallise a
Fe6Gd3 ring, but the crystals were again very small and could only be measured at ANKA. This ring
is under magnetic investigation.

Structures of [Fe6Dy3(µ-OMe)9(vanox)6(benzoate)6] (left) and [Fe6Dy3(µ-OMe)9(vanox)6(benzoate)6] (right); organic Hatoms omitted for clarity).
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Structure
of
[Fe3Dy7(µ3-OH)10(tbdea)2(benz)16]
(centre)
combining
strucutral
[MnIII5LnIII8(OH)12(tbdea)4(piv)12(NO3)4(OAc)4]- (left) and [Fe4Dy4(OH)4(nbdea)4(benz)12] (right)

motifs

with

We have found that solvothermal synthetic methods can allow access to coordination clusters with
structures differing from those obtained under more ambient conditions. For example, we have now
determined the structure of [Fe3Dy7(µ3-OH)10(tbdea)2(benz)16], which combined strucutral motifs
from our previously-published (Ako et al., Inorg. Chem., 2009, 48, 6713) clusters
[Mn5Ln8(OH)12(tbdea)4(piv)12(NO3)4(OAc)4]-, which had also been measured at ANKA, and the
“square-in-square” topology exemplified by [Fe4Dy4(OH)4(nbdea)4(benz)12].
Some syntheses of polynuclear complexes go as planned, some do not. Attempts to obtain a
heterometallic cluster from [Cu2(O2CBut)4(OH2)2] and Dy(NO3)3 in a MeOH/MeCN solvent
mixture gave instead two different MOFs, in which {Cu2(O2CBut)4}moieties are linked between
nitrogen atoms from two urotropin (hexamethylenetetramine) ligands. Depending on the reaction
conditions, two very different networks could be obtained. The urotropin appears to have resulted
from condensation of methanal (from oxidation of MeOH) and NH3 (from hydrolysis of MeCN,
probably catalysed by Dy3+). The structure of both networks could be determined from
measurements of the very weakly-diffracting crystals on SCD. One network, in which all four
nitrogen atoms of each urotropin coordinate to a copper centre within a {Cu2(O2CBut)4} dimer,
crystallises in cubic Fd-3m (with a very large unit cell, a = 61.899 Å) and shows the MTN topology
typical of the zeolite ZSM-39 (sodalite) structure displaying two types of 512 (i.e. dodecahedral) and
64512 cages. The structure of the second MOF involves two mutually-interpenetrating networks, in
which each urotropin only coordinates to three copper dimers. The topology is now even more
unusual, with threefold helices of copper dimers being cross-linked into a 3-D network, such that
the smallest rings in each network involve ten urotropins and ten dimers.

{Cu2(pivalate)4}/urotropin MOF showing MTN (ZSM-39 sodalite) topology (left, pivalate ligands omitted for clarity);
MOF with interpenetrating network topology involving 10-memebered rings (centre and right, distinct networks shown
as dark blue and light blue lines)
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Electronic structure investigations of ultrathin EuxSi1-x films, nano-islands, and nanowires by XANES and EXAFS on the Eu L3 edge
S. Stankov, A. Seiler, O. Bauder, S. Ibrahimkutty
KIT, Laboratory for applications of synchrotron radiation LAS, Karlsruhe, Germany

Beamtime 27.5.-30.5.2013 at SUL-beamline / T130527, local contacts: Jörg Göttlicher, Ralf Steininger
In total 8 Eu samples, 1 Sm sample and 2 Nd samples were measured during the beamtime. All samples were
prepared under UHV conditions and covered with a layer of Nb or Y to protect them from oxidation during
the transport to the beamline.
Measuring parameters: Source: Wiggler, DCM: Si(111), KBM: focused, sl4hg/vg 0.5mm/0.5mm,
Measurements: High vacuum, Detector: 7 Element Si(Li) solid state from SGX Sensortech, (former e2v,
former Gresham). Transition mode not possible due to a mm thick samples, here using fluorescence mode.
Europium:
For all samples EXAFS scans at the L3 edge were measured. Additionally EXAFS scans of the L1 edge were
measured to get more information for the Eu samples.
The XANES spectra of the Eu L3 edge show for all samples a clear peak around 6976 eV. A pure Eu bulk
samples was measured for comparison. All samples also show a (small) peak around 6983 eV, that is
indicating Eu oxide, see fig 1.
Fig 1: EuL3 XANES spectra, comparison of the samples 4MLEuGr,
8MLEuGr and 8MLEuKa. Eu peak at 6976 eV and oxide peak at 6983
eV.

The EXAFS region was investigated giving indication about the NN distance. In the pure Eu samples beside
the Eu-Eu bond also a Eu-O bond was found, see fig 2. The EuSi samples mainly show a Eu-Si bond around r
= 2.65 A (not phase corrected, 0.4 A has to be added to correct it), that could be the bonding in EuSi2 (r =
3.12 A).

Fig 2: Eu L3 EXAFS k- and R-functions, comparison of the samples 4MLEuGr, 8MLEuGr and 8MLEuKa (k
weight 1). The peak around 2 A (not phase corrected) indicate Eu2O3, while the peak around 3.3 and 3.5,
respectively (not phase corrected) indicate Eu-Eu bond which should be around 3.96 A.
Eu L1 edge spectra were only useable for 1 sample (20 nm EuSi) due to huge noise in the edge region and
very weak and noisy signal in the EXAFS region.
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Samarium:
In Figures 3 the spectra of the Sm sample are compared to spectra of Sm2O3. The maximum of the white line
in the XANES spectra is located at 6721.83 eV for the Sm sample and at 6722.65 eV for Sm2O3. The radial
distribution show one intensive peak at about 3.36 A, adding an approximate value for the phase shift of 0.4
the interatomic distance between Sm and nearest neighbour atoms is about 3.76 A. The radial distribution
function (k weight 2) of the Sm2O3 sample shows a distance at about 1.92 A (not phase corrected) which
most probably describes the Sm-O distance in Sm2O3 (ICSD database value of 2.35 A, collection code
33650). Important is, that the radial distribution function of the Sm sample does not show significant
contribution of Sm – O distances in the RDF. This should stand for no or a small fraction of oxidation in the
Sm sample, see fig 4.
Fig 3: Sm L3 XANES spectrum of the Sm sample compared to the
spectrum of Sm2O3.

Fig 4: Radial distribution function of the Sm sample compared to the
radial distribution function of Sm2O3 (k weight 2). The radial
distribution function of the Sm2O3 sample shows a distance at about
1.92 A (not phase corrected) which most probably describes the Sm-O
distance in Sm2O3. There is another distance for both, the Sm sample
and the Sm2O3 at about 3.37 A (not phase corrected).
Neodymium:
In fig 5 the two spectra of the Nd samples are compared, showing a peak at 62156 eV and at 6226 eV for one
sample, that is, as expected, an indication for oxide. Also the RDF shows for both samples a Nd-Nd bonding
peak at 2.1 A and for the oxidized sample additionally a peak at 3.9 A (not phase corrected), see fig 6.
Fig 5: Nd L3 XANES spectra of sample Nd_NdL3 and Ndoxidiert_NdL3,
maxium whitelines at about 6215.2 eV.

Fig 6: Radial distribution function, not phase corrected (Fourier
Transform from Nd L3 EXAFS functions, k weight 3) of sample Nd_NdL3
(blue) and Ndoxidiert_NdL3 (red).
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Crystallographic Characterisation of Large Paramagnetic Aggregates of
Transition-Metal Cations
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We have previously shown that complexes of the type [FeIII2DyIII2(µ-OH)2(teaH)2(O2CAr)6] (teaH3
= triethanolamine) are a useful “testbed” for more fundamental studies of Single-Molecule Magnet
(SMM) behaviour. For example changing the substituent on the benzoate ligands alters the
orientation of the DyIII easy axes and thus the barrier to relaxation of the magnetisation (Powell et
al., Dalton Trans., 2013, 42, 8926; Mereacre et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2011, 133, 15335).
Replacing simple triethanolamine in the synthesis with the (racemic) proligand Me-teaH3 in which
one of the ethanol arms now bears a methyl substituent (thus creating a chiral centre) gave the
analogue [FeIII2DyIII2(µ-OH)2(Me-teaH)2(O2CAr)6] (R,S-1), which formed large crystals in which,
as expected, the cluster molecules were centrosymmetric (P1, Z = 1), with one (Me-teaH)2- ligand
as the R-, the other as the S-enantiomer.
With enantiomerically pure S-Me-teaH3, however, the product crystallised more slowly, forming
very small crystals that could only be measured on ANKA-SCD. The unit cell was similar to that
for (R,S-1), but the space group was now clearly acentric P1, and the structure could be refined
showing that we had indeed obtained (S,S-1), with both (Me-teaH)2- ligands as the S-enantiomer
(Flack χ parameter = 0.001(18)). With the R-ligand, crystallisation took much longer, and also
gave very small crystals. In this case the data from SCD were of sufficient quality to show not just
that (R,R-1) had co-crystallised with a small amount of the meso-diastereomer (R,S-1), but to
quantify the extent of the ligand racemisation; the (R,R-1):(R,S-1) ratio in the crystal was 62:38.
Comparison of the magnetic properties of the diastereomers (R,S-1) and (S,S-1) show that the latter
is a significantly better Single-Molecule Magnet than its centrosymmetric counterpart. It appears
that the symmetry-breaking forced by the use of the enantiomerically-pure ligand has suppressed
Quantum Tunnelling of Magnetisation in (S,S-1), and ab initio calculations are underway to confirm
this. This immediately suggests a synthetic strategy toward better SMMs, which is now being
developed by us.

Structures of [Fe2Dy2(µ3-OH)2(Me-teaH)2(O2CPh)6]: R,S-1 (left); S,S-1 (centre); {62% R,R-1+ 38% R,S-1} (right)

During the investigation of the original [FeIII2LnIII2(µ-OH)2(teaH)2(O2CAr)6] series (vide supra), it
was found that analogues could be easily obtained with almost all the lanthanides. However, with
lanthanum itself very small deep orange crystals (needles or blocks, depending on the La3+ salt
used) were obtained instead. Both crystal structures could determined on ANKA-SCD, and in each
case the same isostructural tetradecanuclear cluster [FeIII8La6(O)4(OH)8(tea)4(O2CPh)14(OH2)4] had
formed; the two crystal forms differ only in the unit cell (monoclinic C2/c for the needles, triclinic
P1 for the blocks) and lattice solvent content. It is not uncommon for La3+, with its larger ionic
radius, to give complexes with different structures to those from the other lanthanides. The cluster
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core is made up of three corner-sharing Fe2La2(O)4 or Fe2La2(OH)4 heterocubane motifs, in which
the oxo ligands of the central cubane coordinate to four additional Fe centres. The spin structure
within this novel cluster topology will be probed by a combination of magnetic susceptibility and
57
Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy.

Structure of [Fe8La6(O)4(OH)8(tea)6(benzoate)14(OH2)4] (C2/c form) and the tricubane cluster core (Fe green, La violet,
O red. N blue, C black; organic H-atoms omitted).

Aerobic oxidation of VCl3 in the presence of triethylamine gives small black crystals. The crystal
structure identified these as (Et3NH)6[(V=O)15(O)21]Cl, crystallising in space group P6522. The core
topology is not unusual; neither is the mixed-valence formulation (VIV8VV7 in this case). What is
unusual (apart from the interstitial chloride within a closed metal cage) is that three vanadiums
(which describe the corners of an equilateral triangle and are shown orange in the figure) are fullylocalised VIV from Bond Valence Sum calculations, whereas the others show delocalised valences.
The magnetic properties are also unusual for this class of compound. One proposed model, which is
now under investigation, involves very strong antiferromagnetic coupling (possibly via double
exchange) within the two sets of six mixed-valence vanadiums (yellow in the figure), and that these
two units then act as metalloligands, mediating weaker coupling between the three “pure VIV”
centres.
In a recent ANKA report, we described the structures of two azide-rich Fe3Gd2 and Mn4Dy2
coordination clusters with very low melting points. Attempts to extend this chemistry to copper as
the transition metal gave very thin black needle-like crystals. Structural determination at SCD
showed that instead of a heterometallic cluster, an unprecedented 1-D coordination polymer
(Me-im-But)2[CuII4(µ-N3)6(N3)4] had been obtained. Linear ferromagnetically-coupled
{Cu4(µ-N3)6} units have been linked by further azides to form a “sheared ladder” polymeric
topology. The individual ladders are insulated from each other by the organic imidazolium
countercations. Conductivity measurements are being carried out to determine whether this
compound is a new class of inorganic semiconductor.

Two views of the V15 anion in (Et3NH)6[(V=O)15(O)21]Cl (VIV orange, VIV/V yellow, O red, Cl green) (left); the Cuazide “ladder” in (Me-im-But)2[CuII4(µ-N3)6(N3)4] (Cu cyan, N dark blue) (right)
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X-ray microscopy requires two types of optics: one for the imaging and one for the illumination. The illumination optic
is required to fulfil the demand for multiple directions of illumination over the entire field of view to increase the
resolution of the microscope. Usually in the field of synchrotron applications, these kind of optics are manufactured
using high-aspect ratio processes like LIGA [1, 2]. While these processes yield high structure quality and comparable
high aspect ratios, those aspect ratios are nevertheless limited due to the mechanical stability of the single structures
and the process is time consuming as well as error prone. The tested optics do not require those processes: The base
material is a some micrometre thick foil with triangular shaped rips on one side, which is cut and rolled around a glass
fibre, forming an refractive optics for X-rays (see Figure 1 left) and a SEM picture of a part of the structured foil
showing some of the triangular shaped structures on the foil (right).

Figure 1: Principle of a rolled X-ray prism lens (RXPL)

The layout shown in Figure 1 with a continuous growth in the number of prisms with growing distance to the optical
axis is meant to illuminate a small focal spot in the intended working distance. There are also other layouts which are
meant to illuminate greater portions of a sample, or for applications like microscopy from defined angles in a defined
distance. For this the layout of the RXPL is changed, in a way that every portion of the lens illuminates a desired
region. This is done by altering the cut-layout of the foil. Figure 2 left shows such a layout and on the right a head-on
radiographic picture of a lens acquired at the ANKA/TopoTomo Beamline, which was rolled with such a layout. The
number of prisms jumps with growing distance from the optical axis and this is also visible in the right picture: the
absorption increases stepwise with growing radius.

Figure 2: Condensor layout of an RXPL meant to illuminate a defined region on the optical axis (left) and head-on
radiographic picture acquired at 30 mm detector distance at 30 keV at ANKA/TopoTomo (right)

To produce such optics the cutting and rolling process is crucial. Therefor the continuous monitoring and
improvement of the changes done in the rolling and cutting processing of the foil is of upper-most
importance. The only possibility doing this is using the radiographic possibilities at a synchrotron beamline
in combination with a high resolution detector, like the one available at the ANKA/TopoTomo Beamline.
Figure 3 shows a radiographic picture of a part of a condenser RXPL. In the middle the winding core (a glass
fiber of 125 µm in diameter) is visible. There are two passages visible, where the number of prisms changes
rapidly from the lower one to the higher one.
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Figure 3: Radiographic side-view picture of a condenser RXPL at high energies

This lens was meant to illuminate a FWHM of 100 µm in a 2,5 m distance behind the lens at 30 keV. The
measurements done with this lens proved to only slightly miss the desired distance (see Figure 4 left), while
not fulfilling the demand for the 100 µm illuminated region: approx. only 40 µm where achieved (see Figure
4 right).
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Figure 4: Intensity on the detector vs. distance of detector to lens exit aperture (left) and horizontal slice perpendicular
to the optical axis through the focus and the position of maximum intensity along the optical axis (right)

This mismatch is due to inaccuracies in the lens and show that the fabrication process, still needs to be
optimized.
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MFe2O4 (M = Co, Mg, Mn, Ni, Zn) nanoparticles as anode materials in
Li-ion batteries: An in-situ study of the reaction pathway
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Introduction
While hundreds of papers are published every year where new and better electrode materials for
Li-based batteries are claimed, investigations of the reaction mechanisms during charge and
discharge of such materials are scarce. A challenge for future applications of Li-batteries is the
identification of materials which are composed of earth abundant, environmentally friendly and
sustainable elements. Classically the batteries on the market work on the basis of Li intercalation
and deintercalation reactions. During the last few years so-called “conversion” reactions are in
focus of research.[1] Spinels with general formula MFe2O4 (M = Co, Ni, Mn, and Zn) are
promising candidates showing high capacity because of the complete reduction of M and Fe to
the metallic state.[2] A promising anode material is CoFe2O4 with high capacities of more than
1000 mAh/g[3]. Addition of carbon helps to stabilize capacity over many cycles.[4] But up to now
the structural chances during Li insertion/deinsertion were not investigated in detail. The results
of in-situ XRD studies (PDIFF beamline at ANKA) during Li insertion into nanosized CoFe2O4
are presented as a representative for spinels of the type MFe2O4.
CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were synthesized by mixing Co(NO3)2*6H2O, Fe(NO3)3*9H2O and citric
acid in a ball mill for 2 h at 500 rpm. The viscous mixture was decomposed at 400 °C for 3 h.
Experimental
A custom built cell (40x40x15 mm) consisting of two aluminium plates with rectangular
apertures (14x3 mm) in the centre and two sheets of Kapton foil windows glued on both sides
was used. The active anode material was mixed with carbon (C65) and polyvinylidene fluoride
as binder. The mixture was be suspended in NMP (N-methylpyrrolidone), deposited on a thin Cu
foil and dried. Li metal as counter electrode is attached on a Cu foil. A microporous
polyethylene/polypropylene membrane was used as separator and 1 M LiPF6 in an ethylene
carbonate/dimethyl carbonate mixture is used as electrolyte. PDIFF Beamline was operated at 16
keV with a Princeton CCD detector. Powder patterns were collected within 5 min. Copper
diffraction peaks were masked and 2D spectra were transformed with Area Diffraction
machine.[5]
Results and Discussion
During insertion of the first 0.5 Li per formula unit all reflections shift to smaller 2θ angles (Fig.
1, left) and the a-axis of CoFe2O4 increases linearly from 8.376 Å to 8.427 Å (Fig. 2, top right).
The potential of the cell is dropping and a not well developed plateau at 1.5 V can bee seen (Fig.
2, bottom right). Afterwards two phases can be identified and the spinel structure is successively
transformed to a rock salt-like structure, which is accompanied by a significant intensity drop of
the (311) peak of the spinel phase (17.4 °2θ). Simultaneously, the intensity of the (111)
reflection of the new phase Co0.33Fe0.66O rises. After insertion of 2 Li per formula unit the
reflections of the spinel phase cannot be detected anymore. Most likely Co on tetrahedral sites in
the spinel moves to neighbouring empty octahedral sites, thus forming the NaCl-type structure.
The a-axis lattice constant of the newly formed Co0.33Fe0.66O is 4.245 Å.
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Fig. 1: In-situ XRD of CoFe2O4 during Li uptake of 2 Li per formula unit (left), increase of the a-axis during
insertion of the first 0.6 Li (top right) and change of the cell potential during Li uptake (bottom, right).

After insertion of 2 Li a long plateau at 0.8 V has been observed (Fig. 2, right). During insertion
of the next 6 Li per formula unit, the intensity of the reflections decreases. Probably
Co0.33Fe0.66O is transformed to metallic Fe, Co and Li2O with particles being too small to be
detected by XRD which was also reported for MnFe2O4.[2]

Fig. 2: In-situ XRD of CoFe2O4 during Li uptake between 2 and 6.5 Li per formula unit (left) and change of
the cell potential (right)

Conclusion
It seems that Li insertion into CoFe2O4 nanoparticles is first accompanied by an intercalation and
at a distinct Li content a structural transformation to a mono-oxide with NaCl-type structure
occurs (Co0.33Fe0.66O) followed by full conversion to iron, cobalt and lithium oxide.
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Abstract
At the ANKA synchrotron radiation facility measurements in the microwave range (10 to 12 GHz) employing
a LNB (Low Noise Block), which is the receiving part of
a Satellite-TV system, have been carried out. Experiments
showed that the observed signal depends on the length of the
electron bunches. Furthermore the temporal shape of the
microwave signal depends on the detector’s position along
the accelerator. Due the LNB antenna’s sensitivity to polarisation it was also possible to measure the polarisation
along the several ns long signal, revealing polarised and nonpolarised regions. This paper describes the experimental
setup and summarises the observations of the systematic
studies performed with the LNB system.

MICROWAVE RADIATION AT ANKA
Earlier experiments at ANKA, the synchrotron radiation
facility of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruhe, Germany) showed that there is an electron beam correlated microwave signal visible at the infrared beamline IR1 [1], [2].
Further studies performed at the IR2 beamline and at the
synchrotron light monitor port (SLM) confirmed these first
observations. The detection of microwave radiation is an interesting fact since the coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR)
suppression threshold frequency at ANKA can be calculated
using [3]:
�
fCSR,thr. = 2c

h3
≈ 60 GHz
ρ

where c is the speed of light, h = 32 mm is the height of
the ANKA vacuum chamber, ρ = 5.559 m is the ANKA
bending radius. Although the waveguide cut-oﬀ at ANKA
lies around 2.3 GHz.

DETECTION OF MICROWAVES
The LNB is a low-cost standalone microwave detector
with a noise figure of ≈0.5 dB. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
drawing of the LNB. It consists of a feed horn that focuses
the incoming radiation to the antenna within the horn. Afterwards a bandpass filter selects the receiving frequency
band of television, which is then amplified by a low noise
amplifier (LNA). To have an better handling of the rf signal
it is mixed down. The desired result of the mixing is the
diﬀerence frequency which is separated from other mixing
outcomes through another bandpass filter. A second LNA
provides a clean signal above the noise level. This signal
is a an exact but just frequency shifted replica of the input
signal.
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Figure 1: Schematics of the LNB principle. The central
component is the rf-mixer to convert the signal to an easily
handleable intermediate frequency of 2 GHz.

OBSERVATIONS
The results of microwave studies based on measurements
at diﬀerent positions (IR1, IR2, SLM) of the ANKA storage
ring are presented here. The main point of attention was the
characteristics of the detected microwave signal.

Polarisation Studies
The polarisation dependence of the signal at the IR1 beamline was measured to investigate the microwave signal’s
origin at the synchrotron radiation facility. The infrared
beamline provides large aperture optics. Thus the transmission in the microwave range in form of free electro-magnetic
waves or waveguide modes of the beamline pipe is expected.
In Fig. 2, on the left plot the typical LNB signal with a
rise synchronously to a single electron bunch pass is shown.
After the first rise the signal increases for around 50 ns and
then decreases during the next 200 ns to the noise level. Hypothetically only the first rise of the signal is caused by CSR.
And the long signal tail is taken to be scattered fields, which
are caused by discontinuities of the vacuum chamber and
propagate to the experiment. This was investigated by rotating the linearly polarised LNB detector around the beamline
axis. Thus measuring the average signal intensity of the first
4 ns of the LNB Signal (marked blue) for diﬀerent detector orientations. We observe that the signal is significantly
polarised, as shown in Fig. 2 (middle). For zero rad we
observe maximum intensity. The vertical plane is adjusted
to 0 rad. The observed linear polarisation corresponds to
the expected characteristics of the synchrotron radiation for
long wavelengths. The same analysis was also done for the
trailing signal beyond the first 4 ns marked red in Fig. 2.
As it is shown on the right plot in Fig. 2, the signal does
not have a clear polarisation preference. The signal rise at
about 2 rad can be explained through the decaying beam
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Figure 2: Left: Trace of the LNB detector signal. The blue part of the signal is used for the analysis shown in the middle
plot and is clearly polarised. The red coloured long tail is not polarised. In the middle and right figure the change in signal
strength due to a rotation of the detector and therefore changed detected polarisation is shown. For the first peak (blue
part) the middle figure shows a sine squared behaviour. That is expected for the detection of polarised radiation with a
polarisation sensitive detector. On the right figure the same analysis has been done for the red coloured signal tail, but the
signal is significantlyless polarised.
current. The change of the CSR intensity due to the change
of charge was taken into account, but the small bunch length
change corresponding to the current dependent bunch lengthening [5] was not. The observed polarisation property at the
IR1 beamline is an indication for the combined nature of the
signal source.
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In addition to polarisation also the geometrical properties
of the microwave source at ANKA were investigated. The dependence of the signal intensity on the longitudinal distance
between source and detector can give a useful hint to the
nature of the signal origin. Fig. 3 shows this measurement
with a decay of the signal. Purely geometrical considerations
lead to a hyperbolic signal dependence. The reason is that
the constant surface detector covers only a set amount of
the irradiated solid angle which decreases with the distance
to the source. Lateral movement of the microwave detector
is shown in Fig. 4. The result cannot be explained by a
single Gaussian distributed source, but well using a sum of
2 Gaussians. This fact supports the hypothesis of two signal
sources, made in the polarisation chapter.
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Figure 4: Variation of the signal strength for horizontal
displacement of the detector in front of the source. There is
still signal beside the window (< 7.5 cm), suggesting a wide
angle of aperture and no parallel radiation. Furthermore
a stepwise fit of two Gaussians suggests that there are two
radiation source points.

Bunch Length Dependence
The CSR spectrum depends on the electron distribution
being the source of the radiation. The distribution can
be estimated by a Gaussian and described by the number
of electrons and the bunch length. The bunch length
influences the coherent emission of the bunch [4]. Fig. 5
shows the calculated spectrum for diﬀerent bunch lengths.
For a decreasing bunch length the spectrum becomes
wider and the emitted power increases. The expected
answer of an LNB can be deduced from the change of the
spectrum within its narrow input band (black lines in Fig.
5). Fig. 6 the signal expected for an increasing bunch length.
Because the beam current decays during a measurement,
it is important to know how this influences the measured signal. Therefore, we did a measurement with constant bunch
length to neglect the eﬀect of bunch lengthening. Furthermore the choice to measure at long bunch lengths reduces
the eﬀect on the expected power, see the marked area in Fig.
6. The analysis uses the the average signal of one revolution
(≈ 368 ns). For comparison the integrated, calculated CSR

60

Figure 3: Increasing the longitudinal between source and
detector the measured signal decreases. A reasons could be
the divergence of the radiation (hyperbolic).
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Figure 5: Calculated coherent synchrotron radiation spectra
for diﬀerent bunch lengths σ (in ps) and a constant number
of electrons. The black lines indicate the receiving frequency
band of an LNB.
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Figure 6: The expected response of an LNB to a variation
in bunch length. The expectation is deduced from the behaviour of the spectrum. The signal increase with the decrease in bunch length gives a possibility to determine the
bunch length from the signal strength.
power in the input band of the LNB, based on the measured
bunch length and current is shown. The result is the confirmation of a quadratic current dependence as expected for
CSR, shown in Fig. 7. With this knowledge the detector
signal can be normalised to the bunch current. Fig. 8 shows
the resulting residual dependence on the bunch length. At
larger bunch lengths the measured signal behaves like the expectation for synchrotron radiation, which is drawn in green.
The expectation is again based on measured bunch length
and current as well as the analytical formula to calculate
the synchrotron radiation spectrum [4]. The drop of the
signal for the lowest measured bunch lengths can possibly
be caused by the twofold nature of the measured signal, i.e.
reflect the fact that in this region the signal is not dominated
by CSR.




















Figure 8: The normalised signal increases as expected to
smaller bunch lengths. But shows an unexpected change in
behaviour towards the lowest measured bunch lengths.
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FLUCTUATION OF BUNCH LENGTH IN BURSTING CSR:
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S. Naknaimueang, M. Schuh, M. Schwarz, J.L. Steinmann
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany

The ANKA electron storage ring of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT, Germany) is regularly operated in
low-alpha mode to produce short bunches for the generation
of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). This paper evaluc
ates systematic bunch length measurements taken in low-α
operation of the ANKA storage ring. Above the bursting
threshold not only the emission of CSR occurs in bursts,
but also a continuous fluctuation of the bunch’s length is
observed. The measurements were carried out using concurrent multi-turn (using a streak camera, SC) as well as
single-shot (using electro-optical spectral decoding, EOSD)
methods. Furthermore, we compare information obtained
on the fluctuation to simulations.

INTRODUCTION
For bunch charges above a threshold that depends on beam
optics and RF voltage, bursts of CSR are observable. These
define the so-called bursting instability. Bunch lengthening
is a well known feature of this instability, but measurements
have also shown oscillations of the bunch length that had the
same periodicity as bursts measured at the same time [1].
There are two challenges one faces when trying to resolve
fluctuations of the bunch length in low-α c operation. First of
all, the bunch length goes down to a few picoseconds, so one
needs methods that are sensitive enough to resolve the length
to sub-ps-accuracy, to be able to see fluctuations. EOSD as
well as a SC can fulfill this. Secondly, the bunch length and
longitudinal oscillation might have about the same magnitude. So one needs measurements that are not disturbed by
the synchrotron oscillation. To meet these requirements, we
had to operate the SC to resolve the synchrotron frequency.
Doing this, the turn-by-turn fluctuation cannot be resolved
directly, so we also did a cross check simulating SC images.
Furthermore we compare our results to a simulation of the
physics in longitudinal phase space based on the VlasovFokker-Planck equation.
Table 1: ANKA Machine Settings
Circumference
fs
VRF
Energy
Filling pattern
Current range
Bursting Threshold
∗

110.4 m
7.7 kHz
4 × 450 kV
1.3 GeV
single bunch
0.065 mA < I < 2.0 mA
It h ≈ 0.07 mA

Since all measurements mentioned in this paper were
carried out with one single bunch inside the ANKA storage
ring, interaction between different bunches does not have to
be taken into account. The most important parameters used
are shown in Table 1.

FLUCTUATION OF BUNCH LENGTH
Simulation
For the simulation of SC images (MSCI, Mock Streak
Camera Images) we use bunch length and synchrotron frequency as input, and add realistic noise. The parameterized
average bunch length is



¯l (Ib ) = q (l 0 ) q + k × I 3/7 q
(1)
b
with the bunch current Ib , the natural bunch length l 0 and the
empirical fit parameters q and k. Since incoherent light is
used for the SC, the number of photons hitting the screen is
scaled proportional to Ib . This already allows investigation
of statistical influences. As an additional input parameter,
here we used the main bursting frequency, as measured using
fast THz detectors [2] (see Fig. 1). For the length fluctuation
an amplitude of 10 % has been assumed. The simulated
images are subjected to the same analyzes chain as the actual
measurements.


Abstract








      











Figure 1: Main frequency at which radiation bursts occur
plotted over bunch current. Actual measurement points have
been connected to guide the eye. Note that the frequencies
are a lot lower than the synchrotron frequency (7.7 kHz),
which has to be resolved using the SC. This data is used as
input parameter to create MSCI.
This simulation gives an impression of the fluctuation of
bunch length that would be measured using the SC. For the
bunch length the simulation on the one hand verifies that
both sources of noise do not have a big impact on the measurements in the current range we present in this paper. On
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Figure 2: The upper plot shows bunch length (FWHM), the lower plot the fluctuation of bunch length obtained by all used
methods. All results agree well. For the fluctuation (lower plot) on the other hand, there are some differences between the
methods. The increase in measured fluctuation for low currents obtained using EOSD can be explained by the decreased
shot-to-shot accuracy with decreasing electrical field. The MSCI approach which folds bunch length, the SC’s time range,
and the frequencies of the bursts reproduces the fluctuation directly obtained using the SC very well.

× 2π × E/e

f r ev × V̇RF

(2)

σ z,0 × 2π f s
.
ηc








with the revolution frequency f r ev , the time derivative of
the RF voltage V̇RF ≈ f RF × VRF,1 = 500 MHz × 450 kV,
and the beam energy E. The energy spread σ E has been
derived from the natural bunch length σ z,0 using
σE =



(3)

The accuracy of the VFPS data is limited by computation
time as well as by the accuracy of the input parameters,
particularly by l 0 ≈ σ z,0 × 2.35 = (6.50 ± .06 ± .24) ps.












  

Figure 3: Example for a solution of the Vlasov-FokkerPlanck equation. At the time the bunch length (RMS × 2.35,
blue, left axis) starts to increase, the CSR (red, right axis)
is bursting. When the CSR intensity drops, the bunches to
shortens again.
The qualitative result that correlates bursting CSR with
fluctuations in the bunch length – as seen in Fig. 3 – agrees
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α c ≈ −η ≈

f s2

Especially for long bunch lengths, a large mesh has to be
used. So only a limited number of synchrotron periods can
be simulated in reasonable computation time, which means
that statistics for the fluctuation is not optimal. Currently
the number of simulated bursts is N = 50.
 

the other hand it gives evidence that the bursting frequency
indeed has an impact on the measured fluctuation of bunch
lengths. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and will be discussed
in the results section.
The Vlasov-Fokker-Planck Solver (VFPS) used for the second simulation was originally implemented by M. Klein [3].
A brief explanation can be found in [4]. As for the MSCI
some input parameters are derived from measurement data.
The momentum compaction factor α c and the slip factor η
are calculated
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well with the expectations: The bunch length is correlated
to the emitted CSR power, both quantities fluctuate at the
same frequency. While the frequency itself deviates from
the measurements by a factor of about 2.5 (see also [4]), the
pattern of the THz power looks similar to measured intensity
fluctuations.
As for the MSCI, the results for the average bunch length
as well as for the length fluctuation are shown in Fig. 2 and
will be discussed in the results section.

Measurements
To measure bunch length and longitudinal profile we
mainly use two methods. The used SC, a Hamamatsu
C5680, has dual sweep which allows to record a bunch’s
profile continuously over time. Since we are interested in
accurate measurements for short bunches, the amplitude
of the synchrotron oscillation has to be taken into account.
Hence the (slow) time axis has to be chosen in a way that
the synchrotron oscillation is clearly visible. We then are
able to deduct it and get an (averaged) bunch profile from
the projection onto SC the position (fast time) axis. According to benchmarks using MSCI for constant bunch
lengths this method gives an accuracy which is better than
∆l SC < 0.3 ps.
Additionally we do near field measurements using electro
optical spectral decoding [5] to obtain the electron bunches’
profile in a single pass-by. The statistical uncertainty of this
method is limited by the field strength, thus can vary shot by
shot depending on the distance between beam and electrooptical crystal. Furthermore there is a timing-dependent bias
which in the worst case adds a deviation of up to one third
(peak to peak) for bunch length. Thus the uncertainty for a
single shot is ∆l EO = 10 %.

Discussion and Results
All measurement results (as well as simulation results)
are shown and compared in Fig. 2. Note that the (average)
bunch length l¯ obtained with both measurement methods
agrees well (upper plot), but the standard deviation of the
distributions


2
1
ΣiN l¯ − l i
(4)
σl =
N −1

EOSD’s average length is smaller than the one obtained by
the SC. A possible explanation is that the single SC lengths
are deducted from bunch profiles averaged over 1 ms.
For the fluctuation of bunch length (see lower plot in
Fig. 2) the MSCI using bursting frequencies as input parameters match the real SC measurements almost perfectly. The
VFPS data also agrees within the uncertainty estimation. As
one would expect, the fluctuation decreases when the current
is near the bursting threshold. The EOSD measurements for
the lower currents (Ib < 0.3 mA) are influenced by a bad
shot-to-shot accuracy. For the higher currents the EOSD
results are larger but in the same range as the ones obtained
using the SC. This feature is expected because of the averaging in every SC image. Also note that the change in the
fluctuation obtained by SC is mainly caused by the changing
bursting frequency: While over a wide current range the
bunch length changes proportional to I 3/7 , the measured
fluctuation changes exponentially.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This paper has presented both simulations and systematic
measurements of the length of bunches above the bursting
threshold. It has been shown that the bunch length fluctuates
with the main frequencies of the THz bursts. Since at the
SC the bursting frequency plays a big role when measuring
length fluctuations, even a simple model for the amplitude
gives sufficient results. Optimizations at the EOSD setup
and continued work on the VFPS will help to also find a
more accurate model for the fluctuation amplitude.
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